
International Registration designating India 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 1 
 

2881917    18/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1222892]
NEW ENGLAND BIOLABS, INC.

Attn: Harriet Strimpel, 240 County Road Ipswich MA 01938 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS

101, Ivy Terrace, Plot no. 119, Road no. 44, Kavuri Hills, Madhapur, Hyderabad - 500 033, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Reagents for scientific, diagnostic, and research purposes in the field of molecular biology, namely, enzymes.

8191



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 11/05/2015; Application No. : FI2015C000639 ;Italy 

3330952    28/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1291520]
LAVIOSA CHIMICA MINERARIA S.P.A.

Via Leonardo da Vinci, 21 I-57123 Livorno (LI) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bentonite; bentonite-based preparations; chemicals used in industry; chemicals used in agriculture; chemicals for 
industrial application, mainly used in foundry, as binders of the green moulding sands; chemicals for water purification; 
chemical products for the treatment of hazardous waste; chemical products for the treatment of waste water for industrial 
purposes; chemical products for the treatment of waste water for industrial use; chemical additives used as binders for 
food granules; chemical additives for foundries; chemical additives for the ceramics industry; chemical additives for 
building products; chemical additives for the treatment of waste water; chemical additives for bitumen emulsions; 
chemical additives for the processing of leather; chemical additives for graphite; waterproofing bentonite geosynthetic 
barriers for the building industry; waterproofing bentonite geosynthetic barriers for landfills; chemical additives for the 
realization of geological barriers; chemical additives for the waterproofing of hydraulic structures; chemical additives for 
absorption of hydrocarbons; chemical additives for filling for geothermal probes; chemical additives for earthing 
compound and grouting for screeds.

8192



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 09/10/2015; Application No. : 014663702 ;European Union 

3447276    01/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1318698]
DWS SRL

Via della Meccanica, 21 I-36016 Thiene (VI) IT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.

PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Unprocessed resins for 3D printers.

8193



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 2 
 

Priority claimed from 02/10/2015; Application No. : 86777161 ;United States of America 

3345243    31/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296854]
Plasti Dip International, Inc.

3920 Pheasant Ridge Drive Blaine MN 55449 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paint and protective paint coatings.

8194



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 2 
 

Priority claimed from 19/05/2016; Application No. : 2016-54163 ;Japan 

3479758    04/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1325050]
ORIGIN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

3-3-27, Sakawa, Sakura-ku, Saitama-shi Saitama 338-0823 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Thinners for ink; thinners for paints; thinners for lacquers.

8195



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 3 
 

3367823    12/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302725]
DALAN KIMYA ENDÜSTRI ANONIM SIRKETI

Kemalpasa Cad. no:325 Pinarbasi-Bornova Izmir Turkey

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S.RANA & CO

317 LAWYERS CHAMBERS,DELHI HIGH COURT,NEW DELHI.3

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Detergents other than for use in manufacturing operations and medical purposes, bleaching preparations for laundry, 
laundry starch, laundry bluing, potassium soap, softeners for laundry use, anti-calcification preparations, granulated 
soap, window cleaning preparations, bleaching and polishing preparations, perfumery, essential oils, colognes, lotions 
for cosmetic purposes, deodorants for personal use, scented water, after-shave lotions, antiperspirant deodorants, nail 
polishes, lipsticks, mascaras, cosmetic creams, hair dyes, shampoos, cosmetic preparations for hair care; eyebrow 
pencils, eyeliner, powder for make-up; after-shave creams, shower gel, petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes, depilatory 
preparations for cosmetic purposes, hennas; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; cosmetic kits, tissues 
impregnated with cosmetics; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; pre-moistened or 
impregnated cleansing pads, tissues or wipes; soaps, namely, medical soaps and antiperspirant soaps for personal use, 
disinfectant soaps, antiperspirant soaps, tooth care preparations, namely, dentifrices, toothpastes, medical preparations 
for cleaning teeth, powders for cleaning teeth, mouth washes not for medical purposes, preparations for cleaning 
dentures, gargles not for medical purpose, anti-tartar toothpastes; abrasives, namely, emery cloths, emery papers, emery 
powders and pastes, pumice stones, pastes; polishes, namely, leather preservative polishes, polishes for metal goods, 
polishes for furniture, polishes for floorings.

8196



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 20/04/2016; Application No. : 1766044 ;Australia 

3438535    06/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1318482]
PREMAX PTY LTD

2.01/9-11 Claremont St SOUTH YARRA VIC 3141 Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
After shower creams; aftershave creams; barrier creams; base cream; bath creams, not medicated; body creams 
(cosmetics); creams for use before shaving; deodorant creams for personal use; dermatological creams (other than 
medicated); hand cream; massage creams, not medicated; moisturising creams (cosmetic); moisturising skin creams 
(cosmetic); non-medicated cleansing creams; non-medicated creams; non-medicated creams for application after 
exposure to the sun; non-medicated creams for application before exposure to the sun; non-medicated creams for 
hydrating the skin; non-medicated creams for moisturising the skin; non-medicated creams for personal care; non-
medicated creams for protection against the sun; non-medicated creams for protection of the skin; non-medicated 
creams for the body; non-medicated creams for the eyes; non-medicated creams for the face; non-medicated creams for 
the feet; non-medicated creams for the lips; non-medicated creams for the skin; non-medicated protective creams; non-
medicated skin creams; non-medicated suntan creams; self-tanning creams (cosmetic); shaving creams; shoe cream; 
skin care creams (cosmetic); skin cleansing cream (cosmetic); skin creams (cosmetic); sun blocking cream (cosmetics); 
sun creams (cosmetics); sun protecting creams (cosmetics); toiletries in the form of creams; massage gels other than for 
medical purposes; massage oils, not medicated; non-medicated massage preparations; after sun lotions; after-shave 
lotions; barrier lotions; bath lotions, not medicated; body lotions (other than for medical purposes); moisturising body 
lotion (cosmetic); moisturising lotions (cosmetic); non-medicated suntan lotions; pre-shave lotions; shaving lotions; skin 
care lotions (cosmetic); skin lotions (cosmetic); sun lotions (cosmetics); toiletries in the form of lotions; sunscreen 
preparations; sunscreens; anti-sun preparations (cosmetics); antiperspirant deodorants; antiperspirant preparations; 
antiperspirant soap; antiperspirants (toiletries); aftershave balm; non-medicated balms; non-medicated lip balms; non-
medicated skin balms; non-medicated toiletries; preparations for the skin (toiletries); roll-on deodorants (toiletries); 
sprays for use on the body (toiletries); toiletries; conditioning preparations for the skin; cosmetic goods for care of the 
skin; cosmetics for protecting the skin from sunburn; cosmetics for use on the skin; non-medicated skin lotions; non-
medicated skin products; oils for moisturising the skin after sun bathing; oils for the skin (cosmetics); preparations for 
the maintenance of the skin; skin care oils (cosmetic); skin care products (cosmetic); aftershave gels; bath gels, not 
medicated; non-medicated gels for the body; shaving gels; sun blocking gel (cosmetics); sun blocking oils (cosmetics); 
sun protection oils (cosmetics); salts for bath use; body care preparations (non-medicated).

8197



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 01/10/2015; Application No. : 86/774,555 ;United States of America 

3438539    27/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1317835]
MAORI S.C LTD.

Herzl St. 108/401 6655419 Tel Aviv Israel

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

57/58, RAJGIR CHAMBERS, S.B.S. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; make-up, make-up removers; nail care preparations; nail polish; nail cream, nail glitter, nail whiteners; 
eyeliner, eyeliner pencils; Cologne; fragrances; eau de toilette; eau de parfum; perfume; perfumed creams, perfumed oils, 
perfumed soap; hair care preparations; hair shampoos, hair sprays, hair mousse, hair lotion, hair cream; mascaras; 
removable tattoos for cosmetic purposes; temporary tattoos for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic face and body paint; body 
art stickers; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic kits containing decorative products in the nature of 
body paints, stencils, rollers, stamps and brushes to create temporary tattoos; decorative cosmetics in the nature of body 
paints sold as unit used to create temporary tattoos for cosmetic purposes; transfers for fingernails; body decoration 
transfers and jewelry tattoo transfers for cosmetic purposes.

8198



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 22/01/2018; Application No. : 87765231 ;United States of America 

3932730    20/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420622]
L'OREAL

14 rue Royale F-75008 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hair color; hair colorants; hair coloring preparations; hair colouring and dyes; hair colouring preparations; hair dye; hair 
emollients.

8199



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 16/03/2018; Application No. : 017875044 ;European Union 

3937925    19/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420768]
BULGARI S.p.A.

Lungotevere Marzio, 11 I-00186 Roma Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Perfumery, essential oils; perfumery and fragrances; aromatics for perfumes; eau de cologne; eau de parfum; extracts of 
perfumes; fragrance preparations; fragrances; fragrances for personal use; scented water; perfumes; liquid perfumes; 
toilet water.

8200



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 3 
 

3940267    21/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421574]
SHANDONG FALISAIER TRADING CO., LTD.

ROOM 1809/1810, Y1 BUILDING, GAOXIN WANDA APARTMENT, NO. 55, INDUSTRIAL SOUTH ROAD, GAOXIN DISTRICT, 
JINAN CITY 250101 SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soap; polishing preparations; detergent; essential oils; cosmetics; perfumes; phytocosmetic preparations; freckle 
eliminating cream; dentifrices; incense.

8201



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 4 
 

Priority claimed from 26/05/2015; Application No. : 014166482 ;European Union 

3355419    08/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1269363]
BP P.L.C.

1 St James's Square London SW1Y 4PD United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fuels and illuminants; combustible fuels; motor fuels; petrol, diesel, gasoline.

8202



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 4 
 

Priority claimed from 19/02/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 101 516 ;Germany 

3398124    15/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1309377]
BAYERISCHE MOTOREN WERKE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

Petuelring 130 80809 München Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Industrial oils; industrial greases; lubricants; engine oils; gear oils; petrol additives; additives for fuels for vehicles; fuel 
for vehicles.

8203



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 4 
 

Priority claimed from 19/02/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 101 523 ;Germany 

3449207    15/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1320623]
BAYERISCHE MOTOREN WERKE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

Petuelring 130 80809 München Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Industrial oils; industrial greases; lubricants; engine oils; gear oils; petrol additives; additives for fuels for vehicles; fuel 
for vehicles.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

8204



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/03/2015; Application No. : UK00003101074 ;United Kingdom 

3256493    23/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275024]
BIG DNA LTD.

Roslin Biocentre, Wallace Building Roslin, Midlothian EH25 9PP United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUDESHNA BANERJEE

K&S Partners, 4121/B, 6th Cross, 19A Main, HAL II Stage (Extension), Bangalore 560038, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

8205



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/08/2015; Application No. : 86718241 ;United States of America 

3337945    05/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1293995]
Boston Biomedical, Inc.

640 Memorial Drive Cambridge MA 02139 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer and other diseases; 
pharmaceutical preparations comprising a small molecule to treat cancer and other diseases; active ingredients in the 
form of a small molecule for use in pharmaceutical preparations.

8206



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/08/2015; Application No. : 86718224 ;United States of America 

3340495    05/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294136]
Boston Biomedical, Inc.

640 Memorial Drive Cambridge MA 02139 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer and other diseases; 
pharmaceutical preparations comprising a kinase inhibitor to treat cancer and other diseases; active ingredients in the 
form of a kinase inhibitor for use in pharmaceutical preparations.

8207



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 5 
 

3366039    05/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302816]
GREEN VALLEY HOLDING CO., LTD.

Room 403-1, No. 665 Zhangjiang Road, Pudong New Area 201203 Shanghai China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.

405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMMBAI - 400 002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemico-pharmaceutical preparations; medicinal herbs; medicines for human purposes; slimming pills; nutritional 
supplements; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; depuratives; insecticides; sanitary pads.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

8208



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 5 
 

3384758    02/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1305183]
TCOAG IRELAND LIMITED

70 Sir John Rogerson's Quay Dublin 2 Ireland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical products; substances for medical use and for medical diagnosis; reagents for medical use and for 
medical diagnosis; biological and chemical reagents for medical use and for medical diagnosis; reagents for in-vitro 
medical diagnosis; and diagnostic preparations and products for medical use.

8209



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 01/02/2018; Application No. : 4020180015592 ;Republic of Korea 

3932684    18/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420503]
SK BIOPHARMACEUTICALS CO., LTD.

221, Pangyoyeok-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medicines for human purposes and veterinary preparations; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; dietetic food 
adapted for veterinary use; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; dietetic substances adapted for veterinary use; 
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; biological preparations for medical purposes; biochemical preparations for 
medical purposes; chemicals for pharmaceutical use; preparations of trace elements for human and animal use; ferments 
for pharmaceutical purposes; biotechnological preparations for medical purposes; blood solvent; chemical preparations 
for medicinal purposes; chemical preparations for medical or veterinary purposes; chemical preparations for sanitary 
use; immunomodulators; vitamin preparations; vaccines; dietary supplements; therapeutic drugs and agents; chemico-
pharmaceutical preparations; bacteriological preparations for medical and veterinary use.

8210



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 24/01/2018; Application No. : 87768555 ;United States of America 

3940210    18/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421094]
Organicare Nature's Science, LLC

P.O. Box 18238 Austin TX 78760 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medicated ointments for treatment of yeast infections in or on the body; vaginal anti-itch ointments; ointment 
preparations used in the treatment of candida albicans, namely, yeast infections; vaginal ointment for treatment of yeast 
infections.

8211



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 6 
 

 

Priority claimed from 01/06/2018; Application No. : 2018-072917 ;Japan 

3940179    05/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421776]
Sanyo Special Steel Co., Ltd.

3007 Aza Ichimonji, Nakashima, Shikama-ku, Himeji-shi Hyogo 672-8035 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Steel in sheet, rod, powder, bar and billet form; steel pipes; steel tubes; steel wire; unwrought or semi-wrought iron; steel 
bars; steel flat bars; steel round bars.

8212



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 6 
 

3940342    05/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421780]
Sanyo Special Steel Co., Ltd.

3007 Aza Ichimonji, Nakashima, Shikama-ku, Himeji-shi Hyogo 672-8035 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Steel in sheet, rod, powder, bar and billet form; steel pipes; steel tubes; steel wire; unwrought or semi-wrought iron; steel 
bars; steel flat bars; steel round bars.

8213



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 17/02/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 101 373 ;Germany 

3399211    09/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1309799]
WILHELM ALTENDORF GMBH & CO. KG

Wettiner Allee 43/45 32429 Minden Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Metalworking, woodworking and plastic processing machines and parts thereof (included in class 7); circular saws, in 
particular sliding table saws.

8214



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 7 
 

 

3401123    18/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1311585]
ZIBO WATER RING VACUUM PUMP FACTORY CO., LTD.

No. 299 Xiguojing Road, Boshan, Zibo City 255200 Shandong Province China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.

PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Centrifugal pumps; hydraulic pressure pumps; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; pumps [machines]; 
vacuum pumps [machines]; air suction machines; compressed air pumps.

8215



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 16/01/2014; Application No. : 86167553 ;United States of America 

2857783    10/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1216592]
SEEK THERMAL, INC.

111 Castilian Drive Santa Barbara CA 93117 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANOVIP

45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electro-optical instruments for use in inspection and measurement of industrial components; electronic components in 
the nature of infrared detectors for use in further manufacture; electronic detectors for observing and measuring the 
infrared spectrum, namely, infrared detectors; electronic devices for locating and tracking objects using thermographic or 
infrared technology; infrared cameras; infrared detectors for use in military, law enforcement, civil, scientific and industrial 
applications; instruments for detecting and measuring two-dimensional distribution of force and pressure; instruments for 
measuring length; integrated circuit modules for use with infrared detectors; integrated circuits for use in the manufacture 
of infrared detectors; remote sensors for use in measuring thermal and infrared radiation energy waves; scientific 
apparatus, namely, sensing and signaling devices for measurement and quality control of materials processing by laser; 
scientific instrumentation for measuring weight, temperature, length, height, sound, depth, distance; sensors for 
measuring weight, temperature, length, height, sound, depth, distance, not for medical use.

8216



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 16/01/2015; Application No. : 013648721 ;European Union 

3134840    09/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1260160]
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.

129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING

120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Light emitting diode displays; semiconductors; solid state drives (SSD).

8217



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 16/04/2015; Application No. : 86599399 ;United States of America 

3258848    15/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276378]
FUGUE, INC.

47 East All Saints Street Frederick MD 21701 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING

120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software that allows users to write their own computer software programs.

8218



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

3258856    05/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276296]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District, Shenzhen China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CYRIL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS

4TH FLOOR, GYS PLATINUM D-3, DISTRICT CENTRE, SAKET, NEW DELHI-110017.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software; computer programs (downloadable software); data processing apparatus; computers; computer 
memories; servers (computer apparatus).

8219



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

3270495    16/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278869]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District, Shenzhen China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CYRIL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS

4TH FLOOR, GYS PLATINUM D-3, DISTRICT CENTRE, SAKET, NEW DELHI-110017.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software; computer programs (downloadable software); data processing apparatus; computers; computer 
memories; servers (computer apparatus).

8220



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

3278427    29/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278829]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District, Shenzhen China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CYRIL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS

4TH FLOOR, GYS PLATINUM D-3, DISTRICT CENTRE, SAKET, NEW DELHI-110017.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software; computer programs (downloadable software); data processing apparatus; computers; computer 
memories; servers (computer apparatus).

8221



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 28/04/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 037 191 ;Germany 

3285225    27/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1280231]
SENNHELSER ELECTRONIC GMBH & CO. KG

Am Labor 1 30900 Wedemark DE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING

120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Headphones; headphone systems consisting of headphones and amplifiers.

8222



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/07/2015; Application No. : 014353924 ;European Union 

3318429    08/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1287216]
SZ DJI Technology Co., Ltd. 

6F, HKUST SZ IER Bldg., No.9 Yuexing 1st Rd., Hi-Tech Park (South), Nanshan District, Shenzhen 518057 Guangdong CN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS

515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Audio- and video-receivers; sound recording apparatus; cinematographic cameras; cameras [photography]; video 
recorders; camcorders; stands for photographic apparatus; tripods for cameras; cases especially made for photographic 
apparatus and instruments; optical lenses; balancing apparatus; photographic apparatus and instruments; optical 
apparatus and instruments; tilting heads [for cameras]; camera mounts; memory cards for cameras; cinematographic 
apparatus and instruments.

8223



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

3321718    22/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1287804]
XIAMEN HONGFA ELECTROACOUSTIC CO., LTD.

No. 91-101, Sunban South Road, Jimei North Industrial District, Xiamen, Fujian 361021 China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S.RANA & CO

317 LAWYERS CHAMBERS,DELHI HIGH COURT,NEW DELHI.3

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Relays, electric; circuit breakers; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; low voltage power supply; 
fluorescent screens; electronic chips; condensers [capacitors]; electron tubes; socks, electrically heated.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

8224



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 08/07/2015; Application No. : 067589 ;Jamaica 

3324704    05/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1289241]
APPLE INC.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for use in playing, organizing, downloading, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing audio files and 
media files; computer software for use in the delivery, distribution and transmission of digital music and entertainment-
related audio, video, text and multimedia-content; computer software to enable users to program and distribute audio, 
video, text and other multi-media content; computer software for accessing, browsing and searching online databases.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

8225



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 16/07/2015; Application No. : 86695731 ;United States of America 

3327102    15/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1290592]
BILT, INC.

8824 Laurel Lane Keller TX 76248 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer application software for use with mobile phones, tablets and other handheld computer devices, namely, 
software to provide end users with interactive, three-dimensional, audio-visual instruction manuals for the assembly, 
installation, maintenance or repair of products, to complete household projects and to register and manage product 
manufacturer warranty information.

8226



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 04/08/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 048 716 ;Germany 

3329234    26/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1292123]
CARL ZEISS AG

Carl-Zeiss-Strasse 22 73447 Oberkochen Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Optical apparatus and instruments; measuring apparatus and instruments; optical 3d scanners; sensors; software.

8227



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

 

3332615    30/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1291583]
SCOTT TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

4700 Exchange Court, Suite 300 Boca Raton FL 33431 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer displays, alarms, monitors and controllers to monitor and control the functioning and integration of gas 
detectors, flame detectors, open path monitors, portable area monitors.

8228



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 04/02/2016; Application No. : 282376 ;Israel 
3346504    14/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296831]
ELBIT SYSTEMS ELECTRO-OPTICS ELOP LTD.

P.O.B. 1165 7670305 Rehovot Israel

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition and reconnaissance, stabilized, electro-optical system, namely, hardware and 
software based system mountable on a variety of platforms, for around-the-clock surveillance, tracking, targeting, fire-
control, searching, rescue and range finding operations.

8229



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 17/03/2016; Application No. : 1759562 ;Australia 

3384732    04/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1304850]
RESMED LIMITED

1 Elizabeth Macarthur Drive Bella Vista NSW 2153 Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable mobile application software for providing educational information in the field of sleep-related respiratory 
disorders; downloadable mobile application software for providing medical data, medical profile and medical record 
analysis services to increase patient awareness, education and symptom management in the field of sleep-related 
respiratory disorders; downloadable mobile application software for patient support in the field of sleep-related respiratory 
disorders.

8230



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

 

3391891    28/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1307733]
PREMO S.L.

Av. Severo Ochoa, 47 E-29590 Campanillas (MALAGA) ES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus and instruments for transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, namely electrical 
conductors, electric switches, electric transformers, electric accumulators, voltage regulators for electric power; acoustic 
couplers; antennas; electric coils, holders for electric coils; electromagnetic coils; chargers for electric batteries; electric 
apparatus for commutators, electronic tags for goods; automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires; electrical 
inductors; electric switches; electric locks; electric wires; magnetic wires; telephone wires, magnets; electricity inverters; 
measuring instruments, namely utility meters (electricity, water, gas); choking coils for use in electrical apparatus; filter for 
antennas, RF (radio frequency) antennas; magnetic cores, magnetic filaments; magnetic shields; magnetic filters; 
magnetic sensors; magnetic wires; magnetic encoded identification bracelets; pressure indicators, printed circuit boards, 
smart cards, namely, blank integrated circuit cards; encoded magnetic cards; magnetic identity cards; telephone 
apparatus; mobile telephones; electricity transformers; step-up transformers; telecommunication transmitters; 
transponders; electric monitoring apparatus, namely, electronic payment terminals; remote sensors for use in measuring 
thermal and infrared radiation energy waves; multifunctional remote controls [radios, televisions, stereos].

8231



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

3396971    27/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1309166]
APPLE INC.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer operating system software.

8232



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 11/12/2015; Application No. : 1322960 ;Benelux 

3408087    18/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1313867]
TRONIOS GROUP INTERNATIONAL B.V.

Bedrijvenpark Twente 415 NL-7602 KM ALMELO

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIDHANI TRADE MARKS CO.

11/12, U.G. FLOOR, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110008.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Audio frequency amplifiers; electric sound amplifiers; loudspeakers; cabinets for loudspeakers; mobile sound equipment; 
karaoke equipment; digital and analogue sound processing apparatus; solid state players and recorders; cd/dvd/mp3/mp4 
players and recorders; record players; needles for record players; video players and recorders; sound mixing apparatus; 
stands for loudspeakers, microphones and other audio equipment; (wireless) headphones; (wireless) microphones; 100v 
amplifiers and loudspeakers; pa amplifiers and loudspeakers; reproducing and transmitting audio apparatus; radio 
am/fm/dab receivers; cables, connectors, leads and other ancillary accessories namely adaptors and couplers; specially 
adapted cases and bags for all the aforesaid goods; parts for all the aforesaid goods.

8233



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 28/04/2016; Application No. : 4268437 ;France 

3422861    15/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1315964]
JAGUAR LAND ROVER LIMITED

Abbey Road, Whitley, Coventry CV3 4LF GB

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer hardware and software, except those used for the administration of insurance policies; range-finding apparatus 
for use in motor vehicles and engines; downloadable mobile applications; global positioning system (GPS); electric 
control panels; safety equipment for vehicles; driver and safety assistance systems; batteries for vehicles; video cameras 
for vehicles; automotive measuring instruments; interactive multimedia software; electric connections; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; mechanical remote controls for motors; remote starters for 
vehicles; emergency warning lights; emergency warning systems; wireless controllers for remotely monitoring and 
controlling the operating and status of other electric and electronic signaling and mechanical devices for vehicles and 
vehicle engines; software, mobile applications and equipment for wireless receiving and transmitting designed for 
automatic and hands-free driving, automobile safety devices and warning and alarm functions, for accident prevention and 
traffic alerts; communication apparatus for the transmission and reception of communication via vehicles; electric 
apparatus, namely charging stations for electric vehicles; computer hardware and software for monitoring driver behavior; 
wireless transmitters and receivers, sensors and computers for wireless connectivity in vehicles, between vehicles, with 
mobile telephones and data centers; computer hardware, software and electric apparatus providing touch-screen, audio 
and visual interfaces enabling interaction with the occupants of a vehicle; equipment for wireless reception and 
transmission for use with remote computers for tracking, monitoring and diagnosing maintenance parameters of vehicles 
and providing drivers with information; computer application software used by vehicle drivers and passenger to access 
information and entertainment, download and view them, and interact therewith; downloadable software and on-board 
software offering users remote and in-vehicle access to the functions therein and to functions relating to driver safety, 
comfort, communication, entertainment and navigation.

8234



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

3426622    11/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1315701]
ROOTECH INC.

102-611, Digital Empire 2, 88, Sinwon-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si Gyeonggi-do 16681 Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, KHAIRU PLACE, CALCUTTA- 700 072.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for use in remote meter monitoring; downloadable computer software for remote monitoring and 
analysis; computer software for use in energy management; computer software for monitoring environmental conditions 
and controlling devices within a building, facility, grounds, or designated spatial area.

8235



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

 

3427406    11/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1316771]
APPLE INC.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer operating software; computer software development tools.

8236



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 19/03/2016; Application No. : 015241391 ;European Union 

3443673    14/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1320757]
PLANTRONICS, INC.

345 Encinal Street Santa Cruz, CA 95060 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Headsets; headphones; headset and headphone components; adapters; amplifiers; interface devices to permit 
connections between headsets, headphones, telephone equipment and accessories and with computer and audio/video 
communications applications; audio technology and sound enhancement components for speech signal processing for 
headsets and headphones; parts and attachments for headsets and headphones, namely, cables, ear buds, ear cushions, 
ear hooks, ear loops, ear pieces, head bands, microphones, receivers, and voice tubes, protective electrical circuits; 
software; communication software; downloadable software; application software for wireless devices; software to control 
and improve audio equipment sound quality; software for headsets and headphones; software for use in connecting and 
interfacing with a computer and/or computer networks; audio technology and sound enhancement components for speech 
signal processing for headsets and headphones, noise cancellation, volume control, sound level regulation, sound quality 
regulation and improvement.

8237



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 12/08/2015; Application No. : 86722452 ;United States of America 

3456920    11/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1321224]
BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE

505 King Ave. Columbus OH 43201 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for use in the analysis of data and images generated by explosive detection equipment, to test the 
efficacy of the explosive detection equipment; test apparatus, namely, proxies for explosive devices and materials and 
components thereof in the nature of a calibration device for use in the calibration and maintenance of scanning equipment 
for detecting explosives; computer hardware and computer software for use in storage of explosive detection system test 
results, and for calculating standards for evaluation of explosive detection systems for the purpose of data management 
system.

8238



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

3464566    13/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1322684]
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.

129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEPENNING AND DEPENNING

10 GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST.,KOLKATA 700069.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Television sets; liquid crystal display (LCD) monitors; algorithm software programs for the operation and control of 
quantum dot.

8239



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

3904833    18/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1415173]
APPLE INC.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for use in video editing; computer software for use in creating fonts and titles for film, video and 
multimedia content.

8240



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 19/11/2015; Application No. : 4020150085348 ;Republic of Korea 

3913985    27/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1304836C]
Qoo10 Pte. Ltd.

150 Beach Road, 18-01 Gateway West Singapore 189720 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
USB flash drives; downloadable ring tones; computer software applications, downloadable; downloadable multimedia 
files; intelligence application programs for downloadable wireless terminal; downloadable smart phone applications 
(software); downloadable music files; downloadable image files; electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable 
electronic gift certificates; downloadable electronic documents; computer programs (downloadable software); 
downloadable coupons; downloadable tickets; computer application software for digital or electronic tablets; application 
software for smart phone; computer application software for mobile phones; computer game software; computer software; 
cell phone straps.

8241



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 29/01/2018; Application No. : 017744962 ;European Union 

3927286    18/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419478]
B & W GROUP LTD

Dale Road Worthing, West Sussex BN11 2BH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; loudspeakers; headphones; earphones; 
amplifiers; subwoofers; tuners; compact disc players; DVD players; video recorders; home cinema equipment; sound bars 
for home cinema; digital media players; digital music players; digital video players; audio streaming devices; video 
streaming devices; devices for streaming media content over local networks; remote controls; docking stations; audio 
receivers; video receivers; computer hardware for signal processing of audio and video; computer hardware for replicating 
digital audio and video signals; computer hardware for use in the field of digital audio and video; signal processing 
apparatus for use in connection with audio and video signals; digital to analogue converters; computer software 
applications connected with the processing of audio and video signals; computer software applications connected with 
the streaming of audio and video signals; communications apparatus for networks carrying audio and video signals; parts, 
fittings and accessories for all the aforesaid goods.

8242



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/01/2018; Application No. : 87768993 ;United States of America 

3927928    23/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419247]
Pellion Technologies Inc.

10 Gill Street, Suite K Woburn MA 01801-1721 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Batteries.

8243



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 07/03/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 102 572 ;Germany 

3932668    11/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420290]
PHOENIX CONTACT GmbH & Co. KG

Flachsmarktstraße 8 32825 Blomberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Protective devices for industrial use.

8244



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 29/01/2018; Application No. : 87774144 ;United States of America 

3938084    10/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420837]
MTS Systems Corporation

14000 Technology Drive Eden Prairie MN 55344 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Interface module for communication with position sensors and liquid level sensors.

8245



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 11/01/2018; Application No. : 87751811 ;United States of America 

3938087    10/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420828]
Fiberlite Centrifuge LLC

422-B Aldo Avenue Santa Clara CA 95054 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Laboratory equipment, namely, centrifuge bottles and centrifuge rotors for liquid sample separations.

8246



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 24/01/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 001 490 ;Germany 

3939132    10/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421613]
DAIMLER AG

Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic, optical and acoustic devices and systems consisting thereof for use in vehicles; computer programs for use in 
computer assisted steering of vehicles; software for use in vehicles and vehicle components; control and safety systems 
for autonomous vehicles; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; robotic electrical control devices; apps in 
connection with vehicle use.

8247



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

3940018    22/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421523]
APPLE INC.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for authoring, distributing, receiving, playing, storing, organizing, editing, encoding and decoding 
audio, video and multimedia content.

8248



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 29/01/2018; Application No. : 87774120 ;United States of America 

3940114    10/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420814]
MTS Systems Corporation

14000 Technology Drive Eden Prairie MN 55344 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Position transducer and liquid level sensor not for use with land vehicles.

8249



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 29/01/2018; Application No. : 017746496 ;European Union 

3940132    04/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421436]
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft

Werner-von-Siemens-Str. 1 80333 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer hardware and software for operating commercial and industrial installations, infrastructure equipment, in 
particular for automation, healthcare, energy production and distribution, traffic and transport, in particular all of the 
aforesaid for process, product and service optimisation; network communication apparatus; application software for cloud 
computing services.

8250



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

3940156    06/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420931]
Airspan Networks Inc

777 Yamato Road, Suite 310 Boca Raton FL 33431 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Telecommunications equipment; electronic hardware and computer software for providing both wireless access to 
telecommunications subscribers and a variety of vertical markets and back haul into telecommunications networks.

8251



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 26/03/2018; Application No. : 1915832 ;Australia 

3940248    29/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421485]
ZERO DOUBLE ZERO PTY LTD

29 Moorookyle Ave HUGHESDALE VIC 3166 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software for dynamic layout; software for dynamic data entry; software for dynamic text entry; software for dynamic data 
entry using touch-screens; computer software applications (downloadable); downloadable software applications (apps); 
personal computer application software.

8252



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 9 
 

3940251    09/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421496]
ShenZhen MingCai Internet Intelligent Science and Technology Company Ltd.

3rd Floor, Building B, No.2 Huang Di Yin Industrial Zone Fukeng Community, Guanlan Street, Long Hua New District, Shenzhen City 
Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
DVD players; notebook computer; television apparatus; teaching apparatus; camcorders; mobile telephones/cell 
phones/cellular phones; network communication equipment; cabinets for loudspeakers; navigation apparatus for vehicles 
[on-board computers]; automatic display apparatus for advertisements.

8253



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/02/2015; Application No. : 1305162 ;Benelux 

3244741    10/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272894]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.

High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO

120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY,CHENAI - 600032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus and devices for medical imaging.

8254



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/09/2015; Application No. : 3.577.783 ;Spain 

3363839    08/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1301048]
BIOTECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE, S.L.

San Antonio, 15-5° E-01005 VITORIA (Álava) Spain

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dental prosthesis parts; dental implant parts; buttress implants; buttress implants for dental purposes; dental implants.

8255



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 29/01/2016; Application No. : 15053424 ;European Union 

3388988    01/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1306802]
SIEMENS HEALTHCARE GMBH

Henkestraße 127 91052 Erlangen Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical and electromedical apparatus and equipment, in particular medical X-ray equipment and apparatus for computed 
tomography; parts of all the aforesaid apparatus and equipment.

8256



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 29/01/2016; Application No. : 015054257 ;European Union 

3418794    18/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1315118]
SIVANTOS PTE. LTD.

18 Tai Seng Street #08-08 18 Tai Seng Singapore 539775 SG

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

5/1, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical hearing aids and parts thereof.

8257



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 10 
 

3428607    15/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1317415]
HUWAIS IP HOLDING LLC

721 17th Street JACKSON MI 49203 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dental and medical drill bits for cutting teeth or bone; dental burrs; dental drill bits used in dental motors to enable 
dentists to cut or drill teeth; dental instruments for use in preparing osteotomy; dental instruments, namely, burrs and 
drilling bits; drills for dental applications; drills for dental use; surgical apparatus and instruments for medical, dental or 
veterinary use; surgical devices and instruments; surgical instruments and apparatus; surgical instruments for use in 
preparing osteotomy; surgical instruments, namely, burrs and drilling bits.

8258



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 01/06/2018; Application No. : 017910337 ;European Union 

3940263    27/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421422]
Detection Technology Oyj

Elektroniikkatie 10 FI-90590 Oulu Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical, dental and veterinary apparatus, namely medical, dental and veterinary X-ray scanners.

8259



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 21/04/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 011 770 ;Germany 

3454109    18/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1321673]
OSRAM GMBH

Marcel-Breuer-Straße 6 80807 München Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.

A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lighting apparatus and facilities, especially electric lamps and luminaires; lighting apparatus on basis of light emitting 
diodes (LED), including organic LED lamps and luminaires and their parts; lighting apparatus and their parts also LED 
based; aforesaid goods also as compositions of lighting systems.

8260



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 11 
 

3940123    19/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421464]
BLUPURA SRL

Via Fratelli Bracondi, 56 I-60025 Loreto (AN) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beverages cooling apparatus; cooling domes; cooling evaporators; filters for drinking water; industrial-water purifying 
apparatus; regulating accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes; tap water faucets; tap-water purifying apparatus; 
water filtering apparatus; water purification and filtration apparatus; water purification installations; water purification 
machines; water purifying apparatus; water softening apparatus and installations; water sterilizers.

8261



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 11 
 

 

3940250    06/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421492]
Nan'an City Zuomeng Sanitary Ware Co., Ltd.

6 Floor, Zuomeng Building, Hi-Tech Park, Luncang Town, Nan'an City, Quanzhou City 362000 Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Light bulbs; gas burners; cooling appliances and installations; air cooling apparatus; water supply installations; taps 
[faucets]; water flushing installations; water treatment chlorinating apparatus; radiators, electric; toilets [water-closets].

8262



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 12/09/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 006 380 ;Germany 

3012839    10/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1244615]
DAIMLER AG

Mercedesstraße 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobiles and structural parts therefor.

8263



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 12 
 

3323838    20/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1235649]
JAGUAR LAND ROVER LIMITED

Abbey Road, Whitley Coventry CV3 4LF United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles; parts and fittings for vehicles; arm rests for vehicle seats; luggage bags specially adapted for fitting in the 
boot of vehicles; car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; head-rests for vehicle 
seats; vehicle head rest covers; wing mirror protective and vanity covers; car seat covers; covers for vehicle steering 
wheels; fitted covers for vehicles; engines for motor vehicles; wheels for vehicles; alloy wheels; wheel trims; wheel rims; 
hub caps for wheels; hub centre caps; wheel covers; wheel sprockets; spoilers for vehicles; covers for vehicles; seats for 
vehicles; safety harnesses for vehicles; radiator grilles for vehicles; trim panels for vehicle bodies; vehicle centre consoles 
sold as parts of vehicles which incorporate electronic interfaces; bicycles; parts, fittings and accessories for bicycles; 
strollers and prams, and their parts and accessories; baby, infant and child seats for vehicles; but not including tyres or 
inner tubes for tyres.

8264



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 02/10/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 054 914 ;Germany 

3366001    18/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302553]
DAIMLER AG

Mercedesstrasse 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Structural parts for automobiles.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

8265



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 12 
 

 

Priority claimed from 11/05/2016; Application No. : 015426737 ;European Union 

3387786    13/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1306933]
JAGUAR LAND ROVER LIMITED

Abbey Road, Whitley, Coventry CV3 4LF GB

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles; parts and fittings for vehicles; arm rests for vehicle seats; luggage bags specially adapted for fitting in the 
boot of vehicles; car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; head-rests for vehicle 
seats; vehicle head rest covers; wing mirror protective and vanity covers; car seat covers; covers for vehicle steering 
wheels; fitted covers for vehicles; engines for land motor vehicles; wheels for vehicles; alloy wheels; wheel trims; wheel 
rims; hub caps for wheels; hub centre caps; wheel covers; wheel sprockets; spoilers for vehicles; covers for vehicles; 
seats for vehicles; safety harnesses for vehicles; radiator grilles for vehicles; trim panels for vehicle bodies; vehicle center 
consoles sold as parts of vehicles and which incorporate electronic interfaces; bicycles; parts, fittings and accessories for 
bicycles; strollers and prams, and their parts and accessories; baby, infant and child seats for vehicles; but not including 
tyres or inner tubes for tyres.

8266



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 12 
 

3938068    12/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420849]
HEIM, HANS

P.O. Box 238 APTOS CA 95001 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bicycles; bicycle frames; bicycles parts, namely, stems, handlebars, handlebar grips, and seatposts.

8267



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 14 
 

 

Priority claimed from 30/11/2015; Application No. : 683658 ;Switzerland 

3350340    12/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297615]
PERRELET SA

Rue Bubenberg 7 CH-2502 Biel/Bienne Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S.RANA & CO

317 LAWYERS CHAMBERS,DELHI HIGH COURT,NEW DELHI.3

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Timepieces and chronometric instruments and their parts; jewelry; precious stones; cuff links; tie pins; jewelry cases 
[caskets]; boxes of precious metal; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; presentation cases for timepieces; watches with a 
telephone function.

8268



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 16 
 

Priority claimed from 04/01/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 000 058 ;Germany 

3940513    27/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421111]
Schwan-STABILO Schwanhäußer GmbH & Co. KG

Schwanweg 1 90562 Heroldsberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Writing instruments; pens [stationery]; highlighters; ink pens; ink for writing instruments; inks; inkwells; ink cartridges for 
fountain pens; refills for fountain pens; ink erasers; fountain pens; ink rollerballs; rollerball pens; pencils; mechanical 
pencils; pencil leads; pencils with erasers; erasers; cap erasers; pencil eraser refills; erasers for erasing written texts; 
color pencils; crayons; coloured pens; fiber-tip markers; felt marking pens; felt pens; ball pens; ballpoint pens; refills for 
ballpoint pens; tips for ballpoint pens; balls for ballpoint pens; stands for pens and pencils.

8269



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 17 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/05/2016; Application No. : 87030846 ;United States of America 

3370619    16/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302357]
SAINT-GOBAIN PERFORMANCE PLASTICS CORPORATION

31500 Solon Road Solon OH 44139 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Plastic connectors for flexible tubing for pharmaceutical use for the transfer of fluids and gasses; plastic fittings, namely, 
clamps, crimps, valves and barbed fittings for pharmaceutical use for the transfer of fluids and gasses.

8270



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 17 
 

3940274    05/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421435]
STP ATLANTIC LLC

579B RARITAN ROAD 150 ROSELLE NJ 07203 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Acoustic and thermal insulation for use in the automotive, HVAC, appliance and commercial interior industries; acoustical 
insulation barrier panels; anti-rust sealants; construction mastic sealants for ceiling, wall and floor tiles, wood panel and 
asphalt; fiberglass fabrics for building insulation; fiberglass for insulation; foam rubber; glass wool for insulation; 
insulating fabrics; insulating felt for use in heat insulation and sound proofing insulation of automobiles; insulating 
materials; insulating materials, namely, polyurethane foam and polyethylene foam; insulating paints; insulating tapes; 
insulating tiles; insulation in the form of floor coverings; polypropylene films for heat insulating and sound proofing of 
automobiles; polypropylene films for use in sealing and insulating; polypropylene foil other than for packing; polyurethane 
film for use in sealing and insulating; sealing and insulating materials; spray-on insulation for use in insulation of 
automobiles; fiberglass fabrics for building insulation; heat and acoustical composite insulating shield for automobiles 
and machinery.

8271



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 19 
 

 

Priority claimed from 16/03/2016; Application No. : 86942724 ;United States of America 

3433322    16/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1321861]
RENO REFRACTORIES, INC.

P. O. Box 201 Morris AL 35116 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.

317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Refractory materials not of metal; refractory mixes, not of metal; refractory materials, primarily not of metal; refractory 
mixes, primarily not of metal; refractory compounds utilizing an electrolyte binder system.

8272



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 19 
 

 

Priority claimed from 16/03/2016; Application No. : 86942734 ;United States of America 

3457336    16/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1321860]
RENO REFRACTORIES, INC.

P. O. Box 201 Morris AL 35116 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.

317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Refractory materials not of metal; refractory mixes, not of metal; refractory materials, primarily not of metal; refractory 
mixes, primarily not of metal; refractory compounds utilizing an electrolyte binder system.

8273



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 20 
 

3446421    26/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1319262]
OKAMURA CORPORATION

7-18, Kitasaiwai 2-chome, Nishi-ku, Yokohama-shi Kanagawa-ken 220-0004 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Furniture; office furniture; school furniture; furniture for houses; chairs [seats]; armchairs; desks; tables; lockers; index 
cabinets [furniture]; filing cabinets; shelves for filing cabinets; racks [furniture]; display racks; screens [furniture]; shelves 
for storage; stools; sofas; seats; benches [furniture]; sideboards; chests of drawers; showcases [furniture]; sales and 
display counters [furniture]; furniture partitions; furniture of metal.

8274



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 21 
 

Priority claimed from 14/07/2014; Application No. : 86336154 ;United States of America 

2882908    18/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1223019]
PACIFIC MARKET INTERNATIONAL, LLC

4th Floor, 2401 Elliott Avenue Seattle WA 98121-3300 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R.SWAMI CO.

NO.3, PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTENSION, CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Insulated and non-insulated containers for beverage, namely, cups.

8275



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 21 
 

Priority claimed from 14/07/2014; Application No. : 86336178 ;United States of America 

2885989    18/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1224015]
PACIFIC MARKET INTERNATIONAL, LLC

4th Floor, 2401 Elliott Avenue Seattle WA 98121-3300 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R.SWAMI CO.

NO.3, PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTENSION, CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2883973

IR DIVISION
Insulated and non-insulated containers for beverage, namely, cups.

8276



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 22 
 

 

3931309    21/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418903]
Locks Well Pastoral Pty Ltd

PMB 3 PORT LINCOLN SA 5607 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Raw wool.

8277



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 04/12/2015; Application No. : 684855 ;Switzerland 

3428217    18/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1315907]
TRIUMPH INTERTRADE AG

Triumphweg 6 CH-5330 Bad Zurzach Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, footwear and headgear.

8278



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 25 
 

 

3446837    17/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1319139]
KICKY PANTS, INC.

179 Madrone Lane N, Ste 205 Bainrbridge Island WA 98110 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Children"s and infants" apparel, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments.

8279



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 25 
 

3467080    26/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1322844]
JNBY FINERY CO.,LTD.

3/F, Unit 1, No.39 Yile Road, Hangzhou Zhejiang Province China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; shoes; hats; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; straps (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 
13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); neckties; raincoats (including rain hat, shawls, cloak); wedding cloth (terms too 
vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); theatrical costumes.

8280



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 25 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/01/2018; Application No. : 87768972 ;United States of America 

3927149    24/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419205]
Just Funky LLC

4160 Highlander Parkway, Suite 100 Richfield OH 44286 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Aprons; blouses; denim jackets; jackets; leggings; pants; skirts; ties; tights; women's clothing, namely, shirts, dresses, 
skirts, blouses; wristbands; bow ties.

8281



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 25
 

Priority claimed from 16/04/2018; Application No. : 302018000013952 ;Italy 

3940157    26/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421795]
GRASSI CLARA

Via Brine, 1/A I-24062 COSTA VOLPINO (BG) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Underwear; long johns; teddies [underclothing]; knickers; clothing; maternity clothing; waterproof clothing; 
formalwear; belts [clothing]; casualwear; bodies [clothing]; sportswear; woolen clothing; girls' clothing; gloves [clothing]; 
nightwear; beach clothes; kerchiefs [clothing]; tights; socks and stockings; shirts; woven shirts; vest tops; sports 
singlets; long sleeved vests; masquerade costumes; cravats; beach robes; beach hats; beach clothing; beach shoes; 
jackets [clothing]; shirt-jacs; blousons; coats; winter coats; trousers; short trousers; casual trousers; skirts; leggings [leg 
warmers]; maternity leggings; jerseys [clothing]; undershirts; hosiery; tee-shirts; printed t-shirts; camiknickers; nappy 
pants [clothing]; polo shirts; cuffs; salopettes; rompers; footwear [excluding orthopedic footwear]; wooden shoes; pumps
[footwear]; bath shoes; children's footwear; footwear for women; slippers; slipper socks; rain boots; boots; bandanas 
[neckerchiefs]; berets; sports caps; caps [headwear]; baseball caps; bobble hats; ski hats; knitted caps; nightcaps; 
sports caps and hats; bathing caps; hats; pants; babies' pants [underwear]; flip-flops; plastic slippers; neck scarves 
[mufflers]; neck tubes; brassieres; waist belts; costumes.

8282



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 26 
 

Priority claimed from 24/03/2015; Application No. : 15 4 167 656 ;France 

3878059    23/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1283273]
FEDERATION FRANCAISE DES DENTELLES ET BRODERIES

24, rue de Clichy F-75009 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lace.

8283



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 27 
 

 

3932711    12/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420561]
Mathis Holding, Inc.

3434 W. Reno Oklahoma City OK 73107 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rugs; area rugs.

8284



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 28 
 

3910919    25/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416201]
Cobi GmbH

O'Brien Straße 2 91126 Schwabach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Toys, mobiles [toys], interactive toys, mobile toys, mascot dolls, building bricks, dolls, model figures, parlour 
games, electronic games other than those adapted for use with television receivers only, board games, gymnastic and 
sporting articles, decorations for Christmas trees.

8285



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 28 
 

 

3937957    12/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420858]
VIAHART, LLC

1321 UPLAND DR. HOUSTON TX 77043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Children's educational toys for developing fine motor skills and engineering skills; construction toys; stacking toys; toy 
building blocks; toy building blocks capable of interconnection; toy construction sets.

8286



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 28 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/09/2017; Application No. : 26407031 ;China 

3940092    23/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1420739]
GUANGZHOU ZHUOYUAN VIRTUAL REALITY TECH CO., LTD

No.13-4 Wenqiao Road, Xinqiao Village, Dalong Street, Panyu District, Guangzhou Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Power-driven recreational vehicles (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); video game machines; games; apparatus for games; ring games; amusement machines, automatic and coin-
operated; arcade video game machines; toys; body-training apparatus; machines for physical exercises.

8287



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 29 
 

Priority claimed from 14/05/2018; Application No. : 1926412 ;Australia 

3902588    15/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1414976]
Alba Edible Oils Pty Ltd

2 Emplacement Cres HAMILTON HILL WA 6163 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Edible oils, including, blends of edible oils and fats; butter oil; cooking oils; corn oil; edible essences for foodstuffs (oils); 
edible fish oil; edible oils for use in baking; edible oils for use in barbecuing; edible oils for use in basting foodstuffs; 
edible oils for use in cooking foodstuffs; edible oils for use in frying; edible oils for use in grilling; edible oils for use in 
roasting; edible vegetable oils; emulsion products made of vegetable oils and water; virgin olive oil; extra-virgin olive oil; 
flaxseed oil for culinary purposes; grapeseed oil; non-stick vegetable oil sprays for use in cooking; nut oils; olive oil; olive 
oil dips; olive oil for food; sesame oil; soya-based edible oils; sunflower oil for food; vegetable oil for culinary purposes; 
vegetable oils (edible); oil blends in this class; food spreads being a blend of edible oils and edible fats; food spreads 
consisting principally of edible oils; spreads made from vegetable oils; shortenings being mixtures of edible oils and 
edible fats; vegetable shortening; animal fat.

8288



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 30 
 

3390067    26/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1267783]
OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU "MAY"

ul. Ozernaya, 1a, g. Fryazino RU-141191 Moskovskaya obl. RU

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Artificial coffee; vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes; coffee; unroasted coffee; coffee beverages with milk; 
coffee-based beverages; chicory [coffee substitute].

8289



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 31 
 

Priority claimed from 13/08/2015; Application No. : 1712042 ;Australia 

3333139    12/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1292137]
QFM VARIETY MANAGEMENT PTY LTD

PO Box 385 Paringa SA 5340 Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.

202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fresh fruit.

8290



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 31 
 

3838280    21/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1401909]
RUSTICAS DEL GUADALQUIVIR S.L.

Hacienda Casablanquilla E-41300 San José de la Rinconada (Sevilla) Spain

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES

9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fresh fruit and vegetables.

8291



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 32 
 

3451169    22/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1320773]
SHANGRI-LA BEVERAGES AG

Holzwiesstrasse 45 CH-8645 Rapperswil-Jona CH

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beers; non-alcoholic beverages (with the exception of mineral waters and aerated waters); fruit drinks and fruit juices; 
syrups and other preparations for making beverages.

8292



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 33 
 

 

3412385    28/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1313702]
SUNTORY HOLDINGS LIMITED

1-40, Dojimahama 2-chome, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 530-8203 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wine; alcoholic beverages, except beer.

8293



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 33 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/04/2016; Application No. : 4262648 ;France 

3442849    01/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1317531]
E. REMY MARTIN & C°

20 rue de la Société Vinicole F-16100 COGNAC FR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.

A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers); Cognac AOC eau-de-vie; brandy; eaux-de-vie (brandy); rum; whisky; spirits; rice 
alcohol; vodka; gin; sake; tequila; aquavit; liqueurs; wines; kirsch; anisette [liqueur]; alcoholic extracts; alcoholic 
essences; aperitifs; digesters; cider and cocktails; alcoholic fruit extracts; baijiu (Chinese distilled alcoholic beverage).
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

8294



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 33 
 

3929076    14/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418631]
LUIGINO ZAGO SOCIETA' AGRICOLA S.S.

Vicolo C. Battisti, 12 - Loc. Candelu' I-31052 Maserada sul Piave (TV) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wine; red wine; white wine; spirits and liquors; sparkling white wines; still wine; rose wines; sparkling red wines; sweet 
wines; aperitifs; alcoholic carbonated beverages, except beer; cocktails; wine-based aperitifs; beverages containing wine; 
prepared alcoholic cocktails.

8295



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 33 
 

 

3938525    13/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421750]
Skrewball Spirits, LLC

4546 Niagara Avenue San Diego CA 92107 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Liquor; whiskey; whiskey spirits; alcoholic mixed beverages except beers; distilled spirits; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, 
other than beer-based.

8296



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 10/04/2018; Application No. : 302018000013015 ;Italy 

3940108    24/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420998]
697 S.r.l.

Via Curtatone n. 6 I-20122 Milan Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vermouth, pre-mixed alcoholic beverages; beverages containing wine [spritzers]; alcoholic fruit beverages; low alcoholic 
drinks; alcoholic beverages (except beer); beverages (alcoholic -), except beer; preparations for making alcoholic 
beverages; alcoholic beverages [except beers]; alcoholic beverages except beers; fruit (alcoholic beverages containing -); 
alcoholic beverages containing fruit; pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based; cocktails; prepared alcoholic 
cocktails; prepared wine cocktails; fruit extracts, alcoholic; alcoholic beverages of fruit.

8297



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 34 
 

3325480    09/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1289197]
DUNHILL TOBACCO OF LONDON LIMITED

Globe House, 4 Temple Place London WC2R 2PG United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos, rolling tobacco, pipe tobacco and tobacco products.

8298



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 34 
 

3940016    18/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421212]
Swedich Match North Europe AB

SE-118 85 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tobacco; smokers' articles; matches; tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); tobacco alternatives in the form of 
products based on vegetable fibres, for oral use, not for consumption; snuff; tobacco free snuff; herbal snuff.

8299



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 35 
 

3345032    07/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296728]
USCONNECT, LLC

7901 Thorndike Road Greensboro NC 27409 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Promotional services in relation to vending and food service companies; advertising and promoting the goods and 
services of vending and food service companies; publicity services in the nature of promoting public awareness of healthy 
foods and beverages and promoting the consumption of healthier beverage, snack and food products of others.

8300



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 35 
 

3432433    31/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1318604]
ISN SOFTWARE CORPORATION

3232 McKinney Avenue, Suite 1500 Dallas TX 75204 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Business services, namely, gathering, analyzing, and evaluating risk management and regulatory compliance information 
on behalf of others.

8301



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 35 
 

3469371    31/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1323603]
ISN SOFTWARE CORPORATION

3232 McKinney Avenue, Suite 1500 Dallas TX 75204 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Business services, namely registering screening, credentialing, and organizing vendors, suppliers, and contractors, and 
documentation and information on behalf of others by means of a global computer network; computerized on-line retail 
services in the field of industrial safety products, namely, training management software for use in registering employees 
for training, documenting training history, and updating and editing training courses in the field of industrial environmental 
safety.

8302



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 35 
 

 

3931343    23/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418353]
Thought Patrol PTY Ltd

19 Delaware Ave. ST IVES NSW 2075 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Business organisation consulting; business advice.

8303



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 35 
 

 

3940038    20/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421362]
KENDRA SCOTT, LLC

3800 N. Lamar Blvd. Suite 400 Austin TX 78756 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retail and online retail jewelry store services; retail and online retail store services featuring jewelry, jewelry display trees 
and stands, jewelry bags and cases, jewelry pouches, tote bags, hand bags, purses, picture frames, display cases, display 
stands, display racks, display boards, candle holders, protective cases for wireless mobile devices, nail polish; 
presentation of jewelry, jewelry display trees and stands, jewelry bags and cases, jewelry pouches, tote bags, hand bags, 
purses, picture frames, display cases, display stands, display racks, display boards, candle holders, protective cases for 
wireless mobile devices, nail polish, on communication media, for retail purposes; sales promotion of jewelry; 
administrative processing of purchase orders for jewelry.

8304



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 29/01/2018; Application No. : 40201801751X ;Singapore 

3940731    30/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421024]
Thome Ship Management Pte. Ltd

16 Raffles Quay, 43-01 Hong Leong Building Singapore 048581 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Business management in the field of ship management; business management services relating to shipping, customs, and 
port formalities; business administration services relating to shipping, customs, and port formalities; export-import 
agency services; supervision of businesses on behalf of others; provision of business management assistance; 
outsourcing services in the nature of arranging procurement of goods, stores, lubricating oils, supplies and fuel, marine, 
maritime and industrial spare parts and machinery for others; outsourcing services in the nature of arranging service 
contracts for the sampling and testing of bunkers for others; outsourcing services in the nature of arranging surveying 
and technical consultancy service contracts for others; logistics services consisting of business management and 
organization of facilities and resources, namely arranging and co-ordinating provision of goods, stores, lubricating oils, 
supplies and fuel, marine, maritime and industrial spare parts and machinery, and support services for others; personnel 
recruitment services for the provision of crew for vessel owners, charterers or cargo owners; personnel management 
services for the provision of crew for vessel owners, charterers or cargo owners; employment agency services for the 
provision of crew for vessel owners, charterers or cargo owners; negotiation of business contracts for others; 
consultancy, advisory and information services relating to all the aforesaid services.

8305



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 36 
 

3934477    11/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420396]
American Express Marketing & Development Corp.

200 Vesey Street New York NY 10285 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic processing of credit and charge card transactions and purchases.

8306



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 28/02/2018; Application No. : 4432730 ;France 

3937945    16/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421006]
CA INDOSUEZ WEALTH (GROUP)

12 Place des Etats-Unis F-92545 MONTROUGE CEDEX France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Banking services, deposits of valuables, financial management services, fiscal expertise services, home banking 
services, transfer of funds, trusteeship, custody of securities, financial products and precious metals in bank accounts 
and/or safes, private banking, asset and portfolio management, all of these services accessible via the Internet on any 
computer media.

8307



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 37 
 

3940716    03/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421578]
Qingdao Hakin Group Co., Ltd.

Huaqing Road, Nancun Town, Pingdu City, Qingdao Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Building construction supervision; supervision (building construction -); construction information; project rate of 
progress (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).

8308



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 38 
 

Priority claimed from 17/11/2015; Application No. : 4120150054958 ;Republic of Korea 

3913989    27/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1295007B]
Qoo10 Pte. Ltd.

150 Beach Road, 18-01 Gateway West Singapore 189720 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Message sending and receiving services; transmission of digital files for shopping information service; electronic 
bulletin board services for shopping information service; transmission of news for shopping information service; 
providing access to databases for shopping information service; providing e-mail for shopping information service; 
instant messenger service for shopping information service; providing Internet access to chat lines and chatrooms via 
smartphone applications; electronic transmission of news via smartphone applications; provision of access to internet 
portals via smartphone applications; providing Internet access to search engines via smartphone applications; bulletin 
board services of smart phone applications; messaging services of smart phone applications; telecommunication 
services for smartphones via mobile Internet; electronic transmission of information via smartphone applications; 
providing online chat room or bulletin board service; providing access to online virtual community network via the 
Internet or mobile phones; internet broadcasting services; providing access to online community sites via Internet; 
internet portal services.

8309



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 13/05/2015; Application No. : 86627845 ;United States of America 

3340762    09/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294465]
THE GATES NOTES, LLC

PO BOX 97000 Kirkland WA 98083 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing blogs in the fields of agriculture, international relief, health, healthcare, communicable diseases, disease 
prevention, food and water, energy, education, literature and philanthropy via a website.

8310



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 28/06/2016; Application No. : 015586035 ;European Union 

3450147    01/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1320368]
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE CORK - NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF IRELAND, CORK

Western Road Cork Ireland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.

317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Third level education services; provision of training, sporting and cultural activities; provision of electronic publications; 
electronic publication in the field of education and training; educational research.

8311



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 41 
 

3476038    17/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1324088]
GROUPE ECOLE SUPERIEURE COMMERCE RENNES, ASSOCIATION DÉCLARÉE

2 Rue Robert d'Arbrissel F-35000 RENNES France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; academies [education]; tuition; teaching; teaching and 
courses by correspondence; distance learning courses; higher education services; higher level learning courses; 
education programs; business education; education and training of managers; information relating to education; research
[education] in the field of business and management; education; information on education; educational examinations; 
practical training [demonstration]; organization and conducting of colloquiums, congresses, seminars, conferences 
relating to education and teaching; organization and conducting of competitions (educational); organization and 
conducting of exhibitions and events for cultural or educational purposes; tutoring; organization and conducting of 
training workshops; vocational guidance [education or training advice]; book lending; editing and publication of books; 
drafting and publication of texts, other than advertising texts; electronic publication of books and periodicals online.
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 41 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/02/2017; Application No. : 1827268 ;Australia 

3663438    06/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1370259]
Martin Rajsp

1608/594 St Kilda Rd MELBOURNE VIC 3004 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Providing written translations and audio recordings of names, words, phrases and sentences, via a website or 
communications network; language pronunciation services; translation services; language interpretation services; 
education; provision of training; cultural activities.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 42 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/11/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 059 815 ;Germany 

3383421    18/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1305210]
FOODPLUS GMBH

Spichernstr. 55 Köln DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; 
design and development of computer hardware and software; certification of quality management systems; provision of 
technical and scientific surveys and reports.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 03/02/2016; Application No. : 86896108 ;United States of America 

3421577    27/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1316556]
EXA CORPORATION

55 Network Drive Burlington MA 01803 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software as a service (saas) services featuring software in the field of fluid dynamics simulation, modeling and control 
technology; software as a service (saas) services featuring software for computer-aided engineering and modeling.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 42 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/01/2016; Application No. : 86866666 ;United States of America 

3453027    30/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1319719]
IMANAGE LLC

540 W Madison Street, Suite 2400 Chicago IL 60661 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing online non-downloadable software that allows users to collaborate by contributing, modifying and managing, 
saving and searching data in a central repository on local and wide area networks; providing online non-downloadable 
software that provides content authoring and management functions through a web browser; providing online non-
downloadable software which allows users to search and access analytics across software systems, databases and web 
sites; providing online non-downloadable software for long-term archiving and disposition of physical and electronic 
information; providing online non-downloadable software for providing the transmission of messages and the 
management and sharing of data among computer users across the Internet, intranets and extranets; providing online 
non-downloadable software for managing documents, audio, video, email, text, data, graphics and facsimiles for 
application within document management, knowledge management and business-to-business information applications 
via local, wide area and global networks; providing online non-downloadable software that enables users to collaborate 
by contributing, managing and sharing data among and between themselves across the Internet, intranet and extranets; 
providing online non-downloadable software that automatically distributes content to designated persons as part of an 
automated process of workflow management.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 42 
 

3927907    24/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419243]
4iQ, Inc.

289 S. San Antonio Rd., Suite 110 Los Altos CA 94022 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software design, computer programming, and maintenance of computer software; services for maintenance of 
computer software; computer security consultancy; customizing computer software.

8317



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 29/06/2018; Application No. : 718937 ;Switzerland 

3935588    18/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420435]
Jean Gurunlian

Southern Oceana, Apartment 302 Palm Jumeirah Dubai

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis and 
research services; design and development of computers and software.

8318



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 42 
 

3940110    28/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421454]
Hauzd, LLC

Office 302, City Of Knowledge, Building 234 Panama City DE 19702 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in real estate industry as part of the presentation and 
sales process.

8319



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 42 
 

 

3940189    24/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420745]
Metro Power Company Pty Ltd

U3 18 Milford Street East Victoria Park WA 6101 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electrical engineering services (design); advisory services relating to energy efficiency; advisory services relating to the 
use of energy; consultancy in the field of energy-saving; energy auditing; energy use and conservation consultancy; 
recording data relating to energy consumption in buildings.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 12/09/2013; Application No. : AM 3976/2013 ;Austria 

2772391    11/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1207733]
VOESTALPINE BÖHLER WELDING GROUP GMBH

Peter-Müller-Straße 14-14a 40468 Düsseldorf Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.1;Metal tempering and soldering preparations; fluxes for welding; fluxes for brazing; powder for brazing and welding, 
not of metal; chemicals used for brazing and welding; sprays for protecting surfaces against welding spatter (chemicals).

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for 
railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metals; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and 
tubes of metal; goods of common metal not included in other classes; wires, stripes and sticks of metal used for welding; 
flux-cored welding wires of metal; flux coated welding rods of metal; metal powder for welding; welding consumables, 
namely welding wires of metal; soldering wires of metal; soldering aids, namely alloys and rods of metal; welding pins of 
metal.

Cl.7;Welding apparatus; electrodes for welding machines; melting electrodes for arc-welding; metal electrodes (welding 
consumables); welding machines; parts of welding machines, cutting machines included in this class.

Cl.9;Welding helmets for protection against injury; protective clothing for protection against injury; safety goggles; 
welding masks; gloves for protection against injury; measuring apparatus for testing and controlling of welding 
operations; electrical wires for welding electrodes.

8321



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 18/09/2013; Application No. : 012151064 ;European Union 

2858650    18/03/2014
[International Registration No. : 1217455]
DMG MORI SALES AND SERVICE HOLDING AG

Sulzer-Allee 70 CH-8404 Winterthur CH

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S.DAVAR & CO.

FLAT 1B & 1C," MONALISA," 17, CAMAC STREET, KOLKATA-700017.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Metal working machines and tools; machine elements other than for land vehicles; cargo handling machines and 
apparatus; housings [parts of machines]; machine tools, and individual parts and fittings therefor, in particular 
mechanical clamping apparatus, mechanical tools and tool changers, tool magazines (in particular for machine tools), 
mechanical, handling apparatus, work piece palettes, manually and digitally controlled indexing fixtures, consisting of 
circular indexing fixtures, indexing discs, indexing heads and rotary tables; tables for machines; individual parts and 
fittings for machine tools, in particular control devices (included in class 7); manufacturing systems, consisting of 
machine tools and digitally controlled machine tools, industrial robots with control devices, mechanical conveying 
apparatus; assemblies for machine tools, in particular for milling machines and/or lathes; handling machines and 
mechanical handling apparatus for workpieces or tools; mechanical workpiece and/or tool clamping devices being parts 
for machine tools; mechanical equipment and machines for the automated handling of tools and workpieces; parts for the 
aforesaid goods; all of the aforesaid good not from the dental field.

Cl.9;Electrical communication machines and instruments; electrical distribution or control apparatus and instruments; 
measuring and testing machines and instruments; regulating, controlling, measuring, recording and monitoring 
apparatus, in particular regulating, controlling, measuring, recording and monitoring apparatus for numerically controlled 
machine tools; installations consisting of a combination of the aforesaid apparatus and equipment; parts for all the 
aforesaid apparatus, instruments and equipment (included in class 9); digital, electromechanical, electric and electronic 
control devices and/or data processing equipment for controlling and operating machine tools and/or lathes and/or for 
assemblies for machine tools and/or lathes; software for use in connection with industrial manufacturing, namely 
operating and control software for operating and control consoles of machine tools for processing and forwarding of 
CAD/CAM and NC data to machines tools; special fittings for machine tools for working metals and plastics, namely 
electric, electronic and digital control devices.

Cl.42;Design of machine tools, and associated equipment or apparatus (including parts therefor), and equipment 
consisting of the aforesaid goods; technological and technical consultancy relating to the performance and operation of 
machine tools, for which sophisticated expertise, techniques and experience are necessary in order to ensure correct 
operation together with computers, motor vehicles and other purposes; testing or research in relation to machine tools 
and associated equipment or apparatus.

8322



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

2876436    23/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1221773]
MAXISCOOT GMBH

Saar-Lor-Lux Str. 7 66115 Saarbrücken Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission 
components (except for land vehicles); parts for motors and engines (of all kinds); air filters for motorcycle and 
automobile engines; carburettors; silencers for motors and engines (exhausts); crankshafts; cylinders and cylinder heads 
for motors and engines; automatic vending machines.

Cl.9;Scientific, surveying, optical, measuring, signalling, checking, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; 
apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers; mechanisms for coin-
operated apparatus; data-processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus; alarm apparatus; safety 
helmets for sports.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; brake systems for land vehicles; brake segments for 
vehicles; brake linings for vehicles; servobrakes for vehicles; brake callipers for vehicles; brake discs for vehicles; brake 
drums for vehicles; vehicle tires; handbrake levers for vehicles; power clutches for land vehicles; gearboxes for land 
vehicles.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

8323



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 21/01/2014; Application No. : 012519419 ;European Union 

2899978    11/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1227067]
JUAN PABLO NEBRERA SALCEDO

C/ Huelva 3 duplicado, E-28002 Madrid Spain

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.25;Boxing shoes; clothing for sports; sports shoes; sports shoes; sweatshirts; hooded sweatshirts; t-shirts; printed 
t-shirts; tops (t-shirts); tank tops; sports jerseys; singlets.

Cl.28;Boxing gloves; boxing gloves; punching bags; inflatable boxing bags; inflatable boxing bags [toys]; sandbags for 
use in boxing; boxing training pears fixed on ropes; punching balls for floor assembly; appliances for gymnastics; 
appliances for gymnastics; bars [appliances for gymnastics]; apparatus for gymnastics.

Cl.41;Gymnasiums; fitness club services; providing fitness clubs; fitness services [training]; access to fitness club 
installations; providing fitness club facilities; fitness club services [fitness]; fitness clubs [fitness training and fitness 
maintenance]; fitness club services relating to weight training; provision of health club and fitness club services.

8324



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 05/12/2013; Application No. : 012397782 ;European Union 

2906014    04/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1229115]
STELLA MCCARTNEY LIMITED

3 Olaf Street London W11 4BE United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.

A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; perfumes, eaux de toilette; bath and 
shower gels and salts not for medical purposes; toilet soaps; deodorants for personal use; cosmetics, in particular 
creams, milks, lotions, gels and powders for the face, body and hands; make-up preparations; shampoos; essential oils.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), 
lifesaving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and 
other digital recording media; mechanisms for coinoperated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data 
processing equipment, computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus; application programs for mobile phones, PDAs, 
smartphones and tablet computers; electronic publications (downloadable); spectacles (optics), sunglasses, goggles for 
sports, spectacle glasses; frames; telecommunications and communications apparatus, equipment and accessories for 
all the aforesaid goods; mobile phones, PDAs, smartphones, tablet computers with or without electronic messaging and/ 
or MP3 and/or audio and/or video player and/or gaming capabilities; wireless communication devices featuring voice, 
data; electrical and electronic accessories and peripheral equipment designed and adapted for use with 
telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; headsets, microphones and speakers for phones, 
PDAs, mobile phones, smartphones, tablet computers, MP3 players, portable media players; keyboards for mobile 
phones, PDAs, smartphones, tablet computers; hands free kits and car kits for telecommunications and communications 
apparatus and equipment, namely, apparatus comprising an earphone, a speaker and a microphone, connected to 
telecommunications and communications apparatus and equipment and allowing to communicate hands free; pagers, 
paging apparatus and equipment; downloadable ring tones and graphics for mobile phones, PDAs, smartphones, tablet 
computers; mobile phone accessories, namely, headsets, microphones and speakers for phones, mobile phones, PDAs, 
smartphones, tablet computers; cases, holders, carriers, phone socks, sleeves, holsters, pouches, neck straps and belt 
clips for mobile phones, PDAs, smartphones, portable media players and tablet computers; notebook holders; computer 
cases; covers for mobile phones, PDAs, smartphones, MP3 players, portable media players, tablet computers, eBooks.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes, 
namely ornaments, made of or coated with precious metals, statues and figurines, made of or coated with precious 
metals, boxes of precious metal, coins, collectible coins, commemorative coins, copper tokens, decorative action figures 
of precious metal, clothing ornaments of precious metals, model animals [ornaments] coated with precious metal, model 
animals [ornaments] made of precious metal, model figures [ornaments] coated with precious metal, scale models 
[ornaments] of precious metal, shoe ornaments of precious metal, busts of precious metal, figurines coated with precious 
metal, figurines made from gold, figurines made from silver, miniature figurines (coated with precious metal), ornamental 
figurines made of precious metal, ornamental sculptures made of precious metal, ornaments [statues] made of precious 
metal, statues of precious metals and their alloys, statuettes of precious metal; jewellery; precious stones; horological 
and chronometric instruments; imitation jewellery; jewellery in precious and non precious materials; earrings, bracelets, 
necklaces, brooches, cuff-links, ornamental pins, tie pins; horological and chronometric instruments, watches, watch 
straps, clocks, key rings, mobile phone charms; jewellery cases; jewellery cases, not of precious metal.

Cl.18;Imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes, namely boxes made of
imitation leather, cases of imitation leather; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, 
harness and saddlery; suitcases, luggage, wheeled bags; garment bags; bags, handbags, tote bags, shopping bags, 
school bags, rucksacks, backpacks, beach bags, cross bags, messenger bags, school rucksacks, school satchels, duffle 
bags, city bags, belt bags, hip bags, casual bags, day packs, satchels, multi-function bags; sports bags, kit bags; vanity 
cases, toilet bags, cosmetics bags; briefcases, wallets, pocket wallets, purses, neck purses, pouches, credit card holders, 
coin holders, key cases, change purses; sling bags for carrying infants, nappy changing bags; cases, namely music 
cases; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, umbrella covers; all aforementioned goods not specifically designed and 
manufactured for use in the field of photography.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, shell, 
amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics, namely wood planters, wood 
crates, bedsteads [wood], wood ribbon, wooden indoor blinds, wooden pallets, wooden bins, furniture and tool handles 

8325



made of wood, wooden ladders, wooden beds, wooden barrels, wooden crates, wooden furniture, wooden signboards, 
figurines of wood, wooden racks [furniture], wooden picture mouldings, wooden storage boxes, wooden shelving 
[furniture], bottle casings of wood, figures made of wood, photograph frames of wood, garden furniture manufactured 
from wood, sections of wood for beehives, works of art of wood, statues, figurines, works of art and ornaments and 
decorations, made of materials such as wood, included in the class, caskets made of reed, cane furniture, containers 
made of cane, wicker, wickerwork, wicker baskets, caskets made of wicker, flower baskets of wicker, divans made of 
wicker, decorative baskets made of wicker; toy boxes, baby walkers, chests for toys, playpens for babies, high chairs for 
babies, high stools for children, cots; bolster pads; bumpers for cots; chests, not of metal; chests of drawers; cabinets; 
beds; benches (furniture); table tops; divans; desks; bed and furniture fittings; easy chairs; writing desks; chairs, 
armchairs, sofas, stools, lounge chairs; screens; non-metal baskets; trays (not of metal); coat and clothes hangers, coat 
stands; clothing covers (wardrobes), garment covers (storage); umbrella stands; indoor blinds for windows (furniture); 
book stands, book holders; keyboards for hanging keys; boxes of wood or plastic; works of art of wood, wax, plaster or 
plastic; neck support cushions, cushions and pillows, bedding (except linen); door handles, not of metal; bottle, jar and 
magazine racks; sleeping bags, sleeping bags for babies and children.

Cl.21;Combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; 
steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); soap dispensers; combs and sponges; 
steelwool; brushes (except paint brushes), brush-making materials, shoe brushes, nail brushes, toothbrushes, brooms; 
unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); ornaments of china, crystal, glass or porcelain; vases, 
flower pots; candlesticks; candle extinguishers; thermal insulated holders for food or beverages; napkin rings; perfume 
sprayers and vaporisers, perfume burners; insulating flasks for sports and the outdoors, drinking flasks for travellers, 
drinking bottles for sports and the outdoors; boxes (household or kitchen utensils); baskets for domestic use; bread 
baskets; lunch boxes; baby baths (portable); trouser stretchers, shoe-trees (stretchers), gardening gloves; fitted picnic 
baskets, including dishes; non-electric portable coolers; works of art made of porcelain, of terra-cotta or glass; all the 
foregoing not including domestic cookware and non-electric cooking vessels, all of stainless steel or aluminium.

Cl.24;Bed covers; bed covers, blankets, bed linen, quilts, sheets, pillowcases, duvet covers, cushion covers, bed 
covers, mattress covers, bedspreads; towels for outdoor and sporting activities; children"s blankets, cuddle blankets, 
comfort blankets, snuggle wraps, quilted blankets, crawling blankets, security blankets for infants; bath linen; washing 
mitts; shower curtains; upholstery fabrics; furnishing fabrics; wall hangings of textile; curtains; lap rugs; travelling rugs; 
window curtains; textile face towels; handkerchiefs; linings (textile); loose covers for furniture; tissues, of textile, for 
removing make-up; all the foregoing not including textiles which are specifically designed and manufactured for use in 
domestic cooking and serving food and drink.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear, all for men, women, children, infants and babies; articles of clothing made of 
imitation leather clothing, knitwear [clothing], outer clothing, suits, coats, topcoats, jackets, parkas, waistcoats, raincoats, 
wraps, vests, blouses, shirts, t-shirts, bodies, combinations (clothing), jerseys (clothing), pullovers, sweaters, sweat 
shirts, skirts, dresses, petticoats, aprons (clothing), trousers, shorts, pants, gymnastic and dance clothing, pyjamas, 
nightwear, night gowns, dressing gowns, underwear, corsets (underclothing), brassieres, bodices, lingerie, slips 
(undergarments), briefs, boxer shorts, stockings, socks, tights, leggings, hosiery, baby pants, baby bodies, baby 
sleepwear, babies nappies of textile, bathrobes, swimming costumes, bikinis, bathing trunks, beach clothes, 
neckerchiefs, bow ties, collars, belts (clothing), money belts (clothing), ties, trouser straps, hats, hoods (clothing), 
headbands (clothing), caps, ear muffs (clothing), visors (hat), shawls, scarves, shoulder wraps (clothing), mittens, 
mufflers, gloves (clothing), shoes, boots, ankle boots, lace boots, sandals, slippers, pumps, court shoes, sports shoes, 
beach shoes, bath slippers, gaiters, ballerina shoes, riding boots, dress handkerchiefs, paper clothing, masquerade 
costumes, aprons, all the aforesaid for men, women, children, infants and babies; gymnastic, dance and sports wear and 
outfits, all for men, women, children, infants and babies; yoga wear for men, women, children, infants and babies; 
running, walking, hiking, camping and cycling wear, all for men, women, children, infants and babies; winter sports wear, 
fleece jackets, sports blousons, playsuits, tennis wear, track suits, swim wear, golf wear, all for men, women, children, 
infants and babies; riding and equestrian wear, all for men, women, children, infants and babies; bibs, not of paper; 
bathing and shower caps and sandals, for men, women, children, infants and babies; footmuffs, not electrically heated, 
for men, women, children, infants and babies; shoes, boots for sports, for men, women, children, infants and babies; 
gymnastic, dance, running, walking, hiking, cycling and golf shoes, for men, women, children, infants and babies; leg 
warmers; bath capes.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall hangings (non-
textile); wallpaper; wall hangings not made of textile; bath mats; floor coverings, yoga mats.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas 
trees; games, toys and playthings; children"s toys, games, card games, puzzles, jigsaw puzzles, mobiles, toy figures, play 
sets; dolls and puppets and clothing and accessories therefore; teddy bears made of any material, dolls, dolls" beds, 
dolls" houses, doll"s furniture, doll"s adventure sets, toy vehicles, train sets (toys), rocking horses, push along toys, pull 
along toys, educational toys, shape and sort toys, fruit and vegetable toys, shops and market stalls (toys), accessories for 
shops and market stalls (toys), household toys, cooking and baking toys, kitchen utensils (toys), table ware (toys), toy 
figures, action figures, action toys, dinosaurs (toys), emergency services sets (toys), farm sets (toys), animals (toys), 
knights (toys), castles (toys), military toys, science fiction toys, fantasy toys, urban and village life sets (toys), toy 
building structures, toy vehicle tracks, play cases, musical toys, kites, building games, building blocks, construction toys, 
baby"s multiple activity toys, rattles (playthings), soft toys, plush figures, teddy bears, balls, balloons, playing cards, 
trading card games, toy and theatrical masks, kaleidoscopes, marbles for games, swings, dice, dominoes, backgammon 
games, board games, chess games, chessboards, mah-jong, marionettes, battery operated toys, electric vehicles (toys), 
toys made of plastics, inflatable toys, toy models, model vehicles, bath toys, ride-on toys, toy bicycles; electric and 
electronic toys; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; sporting equipment, sports playthings, 
yoga blocks, pilates balls, skateboards, roller skates, pads for protecting the body for sports use, punch bags, punch 
balls, gloves made specifically for use in playing sports, festive decorations and ornaments; decorations and ornaments 
for Christmas trees; running gloves.

Cl.35;Wholesale and retail services for clothing, footwear and headgear all for men, women, children, infants and 
babies, and accessories, namely buckles [clothing accessories], brooches [clothing accessories], feathers [clothing 
accessories], arm bands [clothing accessories], buckles of precious metal [clothing accessories], perfumery, toiletries 
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and cosmetics, glasses, sunglasses, jewellery, precious stones, imitation jewellery, horological and chronometric 
instruments, watches, clocks, key rings, paper, paper articles, namely fine paper, India paper, Japanese paper (torinoko-
gami), bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper, for packaging, boxes of cardboard or paper, containers of paper for 
packaging purposes, decorative wrapping paper, gift bags, gift cartons, gift packaging, gift wrap, imitations of leather and 
goods made of these materials, namely boxes made of imitation leather, cases of imitation leather, bags, furniture, textiles 
and textile goods, household articles, namely household fragrances, fragrances for household purposes, air purifiers [for 
household purposes], household utensils, household containers, atomisers for household use, household textiles, 
household linen, household textile goods, floor coverings and wall hangings, toys, games and playthings, gymnastic and 
sporting equipment and articles, all provided through retail and wholesale outlets, including through shops, through mail 
order catalogues or by means of electronic media, including through web sites; all aforementioned services not 
specifically designed and targeted at the field of photography.
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2913987    08/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1230109]
THE CHARTERED INSTITUTE OF BANKERS IN SCOTLAND

Drumsheugh House, 38b Drumsheugh Gardens Edinburgh EH3 7SW United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Instructional and teaching materials; printed matter; printed publications; books; magazines; journals; 
handbooks; guides; manuals; textbooks; workbooks; notebooks; pamphlets; newsletters; leaflets; directories; cards; 
record cards; printed forms; charts; business cards; cheque books; office requisites; stationery; writing instruments; 
printed publications relating to banking, financial services, finance, insurance, and monetary affairs.

Cl.41;Education services; educational programmes; educational courses; training services; instructional services; 
tuition services; tutoring services; distance learning services; further education services; education and training services 
for the financial services industry, the banking industry and professional financiers; information relating to education 
provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet; providing electronic publications; publication of electronic 
books and journals on-line; publishing services; publication of printed matter; qualification services; accreditation 
services; examination services; arranging and conducting workshops, seminars, congresses, study sessions and 
symposia; awarding of qualifications and accreditations; information, advice and assistance relating to the aforesaid 
services.
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2927610    05/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1233822]
ARMIN NEDJAT

Bornheimer Landstr. 8 55237 Flonheim Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants.

Cl.10;Dental instruments and apparatus, in particular dental implants and artificial teeth.

Cl.41;Providing of training, in particular in the field of dentistry; practical training demonstrations.

Cl.44;Medical and dental services, plastic surgery and cosmetic surgery.
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Priority claimed from 15/10/2014; Application No. : 13363163 ;European Union 

2976726    28/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1239288]
NICOLIS DI ROBILANT MAURIZIO

Via Mantova, 10 I-20135 Milano Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; certification services being quality 
control; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
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Priority claimed from 31/03/2015; Application No. : 1307750 ;Benelux 

3028344    10/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1246358]
V.M.D., NAAMLOZE VENNOOTSCHAP

Hoge Mauw 900 B-2370 ARENDONK

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R.SWAMI CO.

NO.3, PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTENSION, CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental 
wax; additives for animal nutrition and animal feed, for veterinary use; amino acids and minerals for veterinary use; 
vitamins and vitamin preparations for animals; nutritional supplements for humans and animals.

Cl.31;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains not included in other classes; live animals; fresh fruits 
and vegetables; seeds, natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals, malt; additives and ingredients for animal 
foodstuffs, not for veterinary use.
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Priority claimed from 29/08/2014; Application No. : AM 52034/2014 ;Austria 

3044745    17/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1248713]
FILL GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H.

Fillstrasse 1 A-4942 Gurten Austria

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; 
ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; reinforcing materials of metal for machine belts; 
bindings of metal; iron strip; steel strip; fittings of metal for building; building panels of metal; buildings of metal; 
packaging containers of metal; containers of metal; framework of metal for building; latticework of metal; chests of metal; 
couplings of metal for chains; loading pallets of metal; anti-friction metal; structures of metal.

Cl.7;Machine tools; foundry machines; metalworking machines; cylinder heads for engines; crankcases for land vehicle 
engines and/or water vehicle engines.

Cl.37;Building construction; repair, namely repair of machine tools, foundry machines and/or metalworking machines; 
installation services, namely installation of machine tools, foundry machines and/or metalworking machines; installation, 
maintenance and repair of machines.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials; custom assembling of materials for others; metal casting.
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Priority claimed from 18/05/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 033 679.8/07 ;Germany 

3121467    22/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1195721]
PFAFF INDUSTRIESYSTEME UND MASCHINEN GMBH

Hans-Geiger-Str. 12 67661 Kaiserslautern DE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING

120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Sewing systems, mainly comprising sewing machines and loading and unloading machines for sewing material; 
sewing machines; seam documentation systems, mainly comprising sewing machines; tufting machines, ultrasonic 
welding machines, hot punching machines, laser cutting machines, ultrasonic cutting machines.

Cl.9;Data processing apparatus, namely seam documentation systems.

Cl.40;Contract manufacturing of car seats, car dashboard components, car interior components, leather goods, home 
textiles, mattresses and fibre-reinforced composite parts for third parties.
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Priority claimed from 17/11/2014; Application No. : 013465539 ;European Union 

3151713    13/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1261791]
ONEMINUTEFILM MEDIA GMBH

Joachimstaler Straße 34 10719 Berlin Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING

120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; electronic publications (downloadable); sound, image and other data carriers.

Cl.35;Sales promotion (for others); advertising agencies, presentation of goods and services, billing (office functions); 
computerised file management; business consultancy and advisory services.

Cl.42;Preparation of data processing programmes; design and creating of homepages and websites; hosting of digital 
content on the internet; rental of software; digital image processing (graphic design); consultancy in the field of 
computers.
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Priority claimed from 21/01/2015; Application No. : 86509865 ;United States of America 

3151753    13/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1261796]
ZIMMER, INC.

345 East Main Street Warsaw, IN 46580 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VOHRA & VOHRA

L-4073, Devinder Vihar, Sector- 56, Gurgaon-122011

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed publications, namely, pamphlets, brochures, newsletters, reports, and manuals featuring information in 
the fields of orthopedic, spinal, dental and surgical implants and associated goods.

Cl.44;Providing medical information in the fields of orthopedic, spinal, dental and surgical implants and associated 
goods.
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Priority claimed from 06/11/2014; Application No. : 669265 ;Switzerland 

3152314    23/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1261849]
INVENTIO AG

Postfach CH-6052 Hergiswil NW Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING

120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Elevators and parts thereof (included in this class); electrical motors and parts thereof (included in this class); 
mechanisms for transmissions, other than for land vehicles; hydraulic engines and motors; cables and belts for elevator 
motors; cables and other means a suspension for elevator cars; electric and hydraulic drives excluding those for land 
vehicles; drive belts and drive shafts, excluding those for land vehicles; door drives; hydraulic and pneumatic door 
closers; hydraulic and pneumatic door openers; pads for machines; brake fittings and parts, excluding those for land 
vehicles; brake shoes, excluding those for land vehicles; speed limiters; brake parachutes as safety devices for elevator 
installations; elevator counterweights; control apparatus for machines or motors, excluding those for land vehicles.

Cl.9;Apparatus for measuring, signaling, checking and electric, electronic and optical control (included in this class) for 
elevators and computer software for elevators; radio frequency identification systems; access control systems; electric 
display and control apparatus for elevators; alarm and monitoring installations; remote monitoring apparatus; remote 
control apparatus; apparatus for inputting data and instructions (data processing apparatus); apparatus for recording, 
receiving, registering, transmitting, converting, processing, output and reproduction of data, speech, text, signals, sound 
and images; digital and magnetic media; microprocessors; sensors; transformers [electricity]; integrated circuits; 
commutators; printed circuits; distribution boards (electricity); circuit breakers (electricity); safety integrated circuits; 
computer software and application software relating to the installation, monitoring and controlling of elevators; computer 
software and application software relating to the tracking, signaling and guiding of persons in buildings, parts of 
buildings, public facilities and towards elevators.

Cl.37;Construction consultation; construction supervision; installation, maintenance and repair of elevators and 
elements and parts for such installations; installation, maintenance, construction and repair for modernizing elevators 
and elements and parts for such installations; advice for installation, maintenance, repair and modernization of elevators 
and elements and parts for such installations; installation, maintenance, repair and modernization of doors, gates and 
frames; installation, maintenance, repair and modernization of systems of access control, alarms, monitoring and safety, 
and consultancy therefor.
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Priority claimed from 04/12/2014; Application No. : 14 4 139 210 ;France 

3156795    21/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1261270]
EXEL INDUSTRIES

54 rue Marcel Paul F-51200 EPERNAY France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.

74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Large instruments and equipment for agricultural, vine-growing and horticultural use, portable, towed or 
automotive sprayers, harvesting and soil-eliminating equipment for beets (diggers, soil eliminators, leaf strippers, 
shredders, cutting dividers, hoeing machines), material for protecting vegetables from parasites, sprayers (machines), 
pumps (machine parts), spray nozzles, spray booms, motors and engines (other than for land vehicles), transmission 
couplings and belts (other than for land vehicles); painting machines, spray guns and pumps for applying paint, mastics 
and other thick products, industrial plants and equipment for painting and varnishing workshops; pneumatic tools for 
painting, namely pneumatic spray guns, sanders, polishers and components or parts thereof, air compressors and parts 
of compressed-air installations, piston compressors, stationary workshop, mobile and portable compressors, tools for 
painting workshops for pneumatic, hydraulic projection or for electrostatic application of liquid paint or of powder of 
similar products; surface coating apparatus and installations (machine parts); painting machines; distributors (machines) 
for liquid, powdery or fibrous materials; apparatus and installations for painting, powder coating, enameling, flocking, 
automatic electrostatic paint sprayers; automatic spray heads and automatic sprayers for paint for use in electrostatic 
enameling, automatic spray guns for electrostatic powdering, collectors for powdery and fibrous products; powder 
distributing tanks; electrostatic generators; high-voltage generators; accessories (machine parts) for electrostatic 
generators; accessories (machine parts) for high-voltage generators; automation apparatus (machines) for the industrial 
production of surface coatings; distributing tanks for liquid (paint); product changing units for industrial installations for 
paint (whether liquid or powdery) or for flocking; sifters (machines); valves (parts of machines); nozzles (parts of 
machines); distributors of liquid, powdery or fibrous materials (machines); dusting apparatus; paper dampeners and 
moisteners; sorting apparatus and installations (machines); product changing units for industrial painting and flocking 
installations (machine parts); pumps (machines); pulverizers (machines); lawnmowers (machines); machines used for 
destroying trash and waste, namely crushing machines, shredders and apparatus for shearing of all goods, waste or 
materials.

Cl.8;Small devices for agriculture, spare parts and accessories, namely hand-operated tools and instruments, hand-held
agricultural instruments, hand-held gardening tools, applicators or sprayers for insecticides, fungicides, herbicides or 
other chemical, biological or plant protection products; nozzles for hand-held spray guns, spray guns for paint, hand-
operated implements for treating surfaces before painting, various abrasive wheels and sanders; hand-held spray guns 
for electrostatic painting; hand-held spray guns for electrostatic enameling; hand-held spray guns for electrostatic 
powder-coating; hand-held spray guns for liquid paint or varnish; manual and automatic guns for electrostatic flocking.

Cl.19;Cabins for painting, powdering, enameling, flocking (not of metal), installations (booths not of metal) for paper 
sticking.
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3182129    05/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1265296]
JUST GOODS, INC.

5839 Green Valley Circle, Suite 206 Culver City CA 90230 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.

74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Antipasto, bottled fruits, dried fruits, eggs, fruit and soy based snack food, fruit spreads, fruit-based meal 
replacement bars not for medical use; fruit-based organic food bars, jellies and jams, jerky, meat, olive oil, pate, peanut 
butter, pickles, poultry, prepared nuts, seafood (not live), sliced meat, snack dips, soups, tofu, vegetable chips

Cl.30;Bakery goods, beverages made of tea, candy, cereal based snack food, chewing gum, tea, condiments, custards, 
food flavourings, food seasonings, frozen yogurt, grits, marinades, mixes for bakery goods, noodles, oatmeal, pasta, 
puddings, salad dressings, sauce mixes, sauces, seasonings, snack cakes, cereal based snack foods; spices, toast.

Cl.32;Bottled water, energy drinks, fruit beverages, fruit juice, fruit-flavored beverages, herbal juices, lemonade, soft 
drinks, sports drinks, vegetable juices, vegetable-fruit juices.
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Priority claimed from 26/06/2014; Application No. : 302014051246.7/11 ;Germany 

3191739    19/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1264994]
OSRAM GMBH

Marcel-Breuer-Straße 6 80807 München Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.

A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
112537, 2533494, 2858600

IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for metal processing and glass processing, packaging machines and machine tools; motors and engines 
(except motors and engines for land vehicles); clutches and devices for the transfer of power (except for land vehicles), 
non manual agricultural utensils; incubators for eggs; electric generators and electric motors and engines, other than for 
land vehicles; automatic vending machines; parts of all the aforementioned goods included in this class.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing 
equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus, LED (light emitting diodes) and laser diodes; LED panels, LED 
modules, LED networks, LED strings, also in multiple colour design and/or with tunable white tone or colour tone; light 
conductors, optical couplers, electric sensors, namely optical sensors, movement sensors, touch sensors, acoustic 
sensors, ultrasonic sensors, microwave sensors, light sensors, infra-red sensors, colour sensors, temperature-fluid 
sensors, capacity sensors, light barriers, LED lamp modules, also for signalling purposes; displays in LED technology; 
electric and electronic systems, apparatus and devices for the operation, regulation and control of LED-lighting 
installations, LED-light shows and LED multimedia shows, LED lighting installations, LED luminaries and LED lamps also 
for the building process control technology and for the regulation and control of building installations, especially also 
handling, power-supply- and interface modules for such installations, devices and apparatus, electronic ballasts, dimmer, 
electric adapters and contact elements including plug connectors, clamps, sleeve sockets, switches, circuit breaker, 
ready-made special cables, displays, also LED-displays, as handling apparatus and end device of such systems, 
apparatus and devices, computer, especially server as parts of such installations, apparatus and devices; software 
(stored and downloadable software) especially for the mentioned systems, apparatus and devices; parts and spare parts 
of all the aforementioned goods (included in this class).

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic 
articles; suture materials; medical irradiation apparatus and lighting apparatus; parts of all the aforesaid goods included 
in this class.

Cl.11;Apparatus for heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary 
purposes; lighting apparatus, especially electric lamps and luminaires; lighting apparatus, lighting systems and lighting 
devices; lighting apparatus and lighting systems on basis of light emitting diodes (LEDs), also organic LEDs; LED-lamps 
and LED-luminaires (included in this class) and their parts; lighting systems and their parts on LED basis; parts of all the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; electric motors for land vehicles; parts of all the 
aforesaid goods included in this class.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods of precious metals or coated therewith (included in this class).

Cl.16;Printed matters especially journals, newspapers, books, catalogues and advertising material.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.

Cl.37;Building constructions, repair and installation works for the construction of lighting systems and advisory 
service thereto; installation, repair and maintenance of solar systems, solar power plants and products on the field of 
solar energy, namely solar cells, solar units, solar panels, solar modules and solar connectors, solar power plants and 
power plant operated on basis of fossil resources.

Cl.38;Telecommunications services; rental of telecommunication equipment; transmission of news and general 
information; sound, image and data transmission by cable, satellite, computer (networks), telephone and ISDN lines and 
any other transmission media of all kind; transfer of information stored on databases; communication by interactive 
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computer systems.

Cl.41;Development and project engineering of planing and simulation non-computer-programs for illumination 
applications for training and seminars.

Cl.42;Technical planning of lighting systems and advisory service thereto, scientific and industrial research; 
development of programs for date processing; services of an architect and services of an indoor architect, especially on 
the field of illumination; providing of computer programs for planning and simulation for illumination applications also via 
the Internet via software rental services.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.

Cl.44;Veterinary medicine services, agricultural services, medical treatment medical care, health and beauty care.

Cl.45;Legal advice and legal representation service.
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Priority claimed from 24/12/2014; Application No. : 1666402 ;Australia 

3209722    23/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1266484]
ELIZABETH BRIEDIS

PO Box 1102 BYRON BAY NSW 2481 Australia

ISABELLA BRIEDIS

PO Box 1102 BYRON BAY NSW 2481 Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GROSER & GROSER

D - 1/ 5 DLF, QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE 1, GURGAON - 122 002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.14;Decorative articles (trinkets or jewellery) for personal use; ear ornaments in the nature of jewellery; jewellery; 
jewellery for personal adornment; jewellery for personal wear; jewellery made of non-precious metal; jewellery made of 
semi-precious materials; necklaces (jewellery); rings (jewellery); sterling silver jewellery; wire of precious metal 
(jewellery).

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.35;Retail, online retail and wholesale services, including such services relating to clothing, swimwear, sleepwear, 
underwear, lingerie, footwear, headgear, sporting goods, recreational goods, sunglasses, jewellery, wristbands, precious 
stones, watches, stationery, magazines (including electronic magazines provided online), journals (including electronic 
magazines provided online), books (including electronic books provided online), calendars, diaries, greeting cards, 
posters, bags, handbags, luggage, backpacks, rucksacks, wallets, giftware, homewares and other merchandise; 
marketing and advertising services; consultation, advisory and information services in relation to the aforementioned 
services.
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Priority claimed from 29/05/2015; Application No. : 1311274 ;Benelux 

3243357    11/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1272548]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.

High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO

120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY,CHENAI - 600032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, optical, measuring, signaling and checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments including medical optical instruments and sensors such as catheters and 
guidewires.
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3250585    17/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274520]
Innovia Films Limited

Station Road Wigton, Cumbria CA7 9BG United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAIR SAJEEV KUMAR S.

GOPAKUMAR NAIR ASSOCIATES, 3RD FLOOR, SHIVMANGAL, NEXT TO BIG BAZAAR, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVALI (E), 
MUMBAI - 400 101

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Devices and equipment for checking the authenticity of plastic or cellulosic films comprising security or anti-
counterfeiting features therein, and bank notes and security documents or films made at least partly therefrom.

Cl.16;Plastic and cellulosic films incorporating security features for anti-counterfeiting purposes (packaging).

Cl.17;Plastic and cellulosic films incorporating security or anti-counterfeiting features and plastic and cellulosic films 
for bank notes and security documents.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services provided in connection with plastic and cellulosic films incorporating 
security or anti-counterfeiting features, and bank notes and security documents made at least partly therefrom, and 
devices and equipment for checking the authenticity of the same.
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3257689    27/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276865]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.

High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO

120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY,CHENNAI - 600032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for application in the medical field.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments, in particular scanners and apparatus for viewing images and managing 
analyses.

Cl.35;Database management; business organization advice including consultancy in the field of workflow.

Cl.41;Electronic archives services for the supply of electronic information in the form of electronic text, audio and/or 
video information and data.

Cl.44;Medical and healthcare services including analysis services, conducting diagnostic tests and consultancy.
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Priority claimed from 07/03/2014; Application No. : 14 4 074 164 ;France 

3320491    22/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1224093]
INFORMATIQUE GRAPHISME ENERGETIQUE - I.G.E.

16 Boulevard Déodat de Séverac, F-31770 Colomiers France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data processing apparatus, computers, recorded software.

Cl.41;Training service; software release.

Cl.42;Software design, installation and maintenance services, computer programming; computer programming 
services; services provided by a computer engineer; technical consultancy services provided to companies in the field of 
information technology, computer programming and implementation of information technology solutions.
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Priority claimed from 08/06/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 041 093 ;Germany 

3321282    08/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288776]
Fr. Jacob Söhne GmbH & Co. KG

Niedernfeldweg 14 32457 Porta Westfalica Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT M. JOSHI

501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI ( EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.6;Pipes, control pipes and cleaning pipes, control spigots, fork pieces and tee-connectors, clamping rings, adapters, 
connector supports, cones, valves for air regulation, pipe throttle and shut-off valves with and without gaskets, bag 
spouts, pipe slide valves, ball joints, pipe, cover and metering valve boxes, two-way distributors, outlet slides, rotary pipe 
distributors, dust-tight rotary pipe distributors, rotary pipe switches; all the aforesaid goods wholly or mainly of metal.

Cl.17;Flange gaskets, annular gaskets, border sealing rings, weather strippings, butterfly valve seals, clack valves, 
sleevings, round cords, profile cords, outlet seals; all the aforesaid goods wholly or predominately of plastic or rubber, 
not included in other classes.

Cl.37;Building construction and repair service on the aforesaid goods in classes 6 and 17; installation services on the 
aforesaid goods in classes 6 and 17.
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Priority claimed from 24/08/2015; Application No. : 680600 ;Switzerland 

3321445    08/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1288571]
CURADEN AG

Amlehnstrasse 22 CH-6010 Kriens Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.

74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.3;Care products not for medical purposes for maintenance and improvement of daily mouth hygiene, dentifrices, 
mouthwashes; dental chewing gum (for non-medical use), cosmetics excluding deodorants, in particular cosmetics for 
body care and beauty care excluding deodorants; soaps; perfumery products other than for use as deodorants; essential 
oils, hair lotions; skin and face care products other than for use as deodorants; perfume other than for use as deodorant.

Cl.21;Apparatus for daily dental care; manual and electric toothbrushes, interdental brushes, gum stimulators, water 
apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums.
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Priority claimed from 18/09/2015; Application No. : 682269 ;Switzerland 

3322781    30/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288818]
FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DE L'AUTOMOBILE

Ch. de Blandonnet 2 CH-1214 VERNIER Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; racing cars, including their components and equipment 
included in this class; motors and engines for land vehicles, diesel and electric motors for land vehicles; electric and 
hybrid automobiles and their component parts and their equipment included in this class; electric racing cars; go-karts, 
electric go-karts; vehicle chassis; transmissions for land vehicles; brakes for vehicles; vehicle seats; safety harnesses for 
car racing; safety seats for children, for vehicles; safety seats for cars; safety belts for vehicle seats; tires for passenger 
cars; tires for trucks; tires for buses; tires for racing cars; automobile tires; inner tubes for passenger cars; inner tubes 
for trucks; inner tubes for buses; inner tubes for racing cars; inner tubes for automobiles; wheels and rims for passenger 
cars; wheels and rims for trucks; wheels and rims for buses; wheels and rims for racing cars; wheels and rims for 
automobiles; treads for retreading the tires of the aforesaid vehicles.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; suits and gloves for car racing drivers.

Cl.35;Advertising; dissemination of advertising matter via all media, particularly in the form of thematic messages 
focused on human values; advertising by sponsoring; business management; business administration; office functions; 
promotion of the goods and services of others, by means of contractual agreements, particularly sponsoring and 
licensing agreements, enabling them to gain additional notoriety and/or enhanced image and/or a surge of sympathy 
derived from the notoriety and/or enhanced image resulting from cultural and sporting events, particularly car races, 
and/or a surge of sympathy generated by them; promotion of the goods and services of others by means of what is 
referred to as the initial interest factor leading the public to consider, among a multitude of competitors, goods or 
services presented to the public by means of signs, emblems or messages aimed at capturing its attention; promotion of 
the goods and services of others by means of the so-called image transfer; rental of advertising space of all type and on 
all media, whether digital or not; commercial administration of participation of motor racing stables to motor sport 
competitions and promotion to the public and interested media of support for said teams; business administration 
consultancy; data input and processing services; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes, 
particularly in the field of automobiles and motor sports; promotion of sporting events and competitions for use by 
others; promotion of concerts and of cultural events for others; provision of documentation, namely direct mail 
advertising, distribution of advertising material, distribution of samples, reproduction of documents; maintenance of 
computerized databases; computer file management, namely, digital file management comprising a portfolio of images 
and video footage intended for one use under license in traditional advertising and in behavioral promotion (moral 
advertising); electronic commerce (e-commerce) services, namely making product information available via 
telecommunication networks for advertising and sales purposes.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; television program broadcasting, broadcasting of televised programs (live or recorded); 
cellular telephone communication; communications by electronic computer terminals, by databases and by 
telecommunication networks connected to the Internet; communications by telephone; cable television; radio 
broadcasting; news agency services; other message transmission services; dissemination of a commercial site on the 
Internet; radio and television broadcasting provided via the Internet; electronic messaging; providing access to computer 
information newsletters and to discussion forums on line; provision of access to chat lines, chat rooms and forums on 
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the Internet, including the mobile Internet; transmission of messages and images via computers; telecommunication 
connections to the Internet or to databases; provision of access to digital music websites on the Internet; provision of 
access to MP3 web sites on the Internet; rental of access time to a central database (telecommunications); provision of 
access to search engines; operation of discussion forums on the Internet; rental of access time to a central server 
database; rental of access time to a computer database (telecommunication services); electronic transmission of data, 
images, documents and audio and video data, including texts, cards, letters, messages, mail, animations and electronic 
mail, via local or global communication networks, including the Internet, intranets, extranets, television, mobile 
communication networks, cellular networks and satellite networks; electronic transmission of software via local or global 
communication networks, including the Internet, intranets, extranets, television, mobile communication networks, cellular 
networks and satellite networks; provision of access to databases and to local or global communication networks, 
including the Internet, intranets, extranets, television, mobile communication, cellular and satellite networks; 
transmission and relay of messages, namely electronic transmission of messages; telecommunication services for the 
dissemination of information by mobile telephone, namely, transmission of data to mobile telephones; communication by 
mobile telephone; voice communication transmission and reception services; transmission and reception on a value-
added network; rental of access time to a database server center; operation of networks for transmission of value-added 
data (multimedia systems, interactive videography, global computer telecommunication networks).

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, televised sporting and cultural entertainment; 
organization of motor vehicle races; organization of sporting and cultural events and activities; organization of 
exhibitions for cultural and educational purposes; organization of lotteries and competitions; betting and gambling 
services in connection with or relating to sports; entertainment services provided during sporting events or concerning 
sporting events; organization of real or virtual sports competitions, particularly mechanical sports competitions; 
provision of sports facilities; provision of motor racing circuits; rental of audio and video equipment, production of films, 
other than advertising films; production of sound and video recordings; presentation and distribution of films and of 
sound and video recordings; rental of sound and video recordings; rental and/or provision via a computer network of 
interactive education and entertainment products, namely interactive compact discs, CD-ROMs, computer games; 
entertainment, namely presentation of interactive education and entertainment products, namely interactive compact 
discs, CD-ROMs, computer games; coverage of radio broadcast and televised sports events; production of television and 
radio programs and of videotapes; reservation of tickets for sporting events and shows; timing of sports events; 
interactive entertainment; on-line betting services; provision of games on the Internet; information concerning 
entertainment or education, provided on line from a data bank or the Internet; electronic game services provided by 
means of the Internet; provision of electronic publications on line; publication of books, magazines, texts (other than 
advertising texts) and periodicals; publication of texts (other than advertising texts), including regulations, norms and 
standards relating to automotive transport and mechanical sports; provision of sporting results; information services 
concerning sports and sporting events; rental of recorded sounds and images; audio production services; information 
services concerning sporting events provided on line from a computer database or the Internet; editing and publishing 
services; publication of statistics regarding sporting results and audience ratings for sporting competitions; driving 
courses; design, conducting and hosting of courses, seminars and all training activities in the field of vehicle driving; 
education and training services, namely, training program design, training and proficiency examination relating to driving 
of motor vehicles with a view to providing certification of aptitude or an internationally recognized driving license; 
entertainment information; organization and conducting of award ceremonies and gala ceremonies for entertainment 
purposes.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and 
research services; testing, analysis and evaluation of products and services of others with a view to their certification; 
quality control testing of products for certification purposes; testing of apparatus and products in the field of automobiles 
for certification, including motor vehicle testing with crash testing; testing services for the certification of quality or 
standards; industrial research, development and testing in the field of motorsports; scientific research in the field of 
motorsports; testing of materials in the field of motorsports; technical project studies in the field of motorsports; expert 
appraisals in the field of motorsports (engineering services); vehicle roadworthiness testing in the field of motorsports; 
quality control in the field of motorsports; technological advice on environmental protection in the field of motorsports; 
vehicle construction consultancy in the field of mechanical sports (research and design services); greenhouse gas 
emission measuring and analysis; research in the field of carbon emission reduction; technical consultant services 
relating to motor vehicle design and development in the field of motor sports; hosting of blogs; providing and hosting 
electronic platforms for data transmission and sharing; provision, via an Internet platform, of interactive computer 
applications allowing users to rate (personal evaluation) performances of an athlete, motor racing driver or interpreter, 
vote for an athlete, driver, motor racing driver or interpreter, and posting their comments, and also enabling the 
consultation of notes, votes and reviews of other users; hosting and provision of an Internet platform enabling users to 
identify and vote for motor racing drivers participating in a motor vehicle race.
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3323078    22/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288465]
STEAM CC LIMITED

Box 6 48805 Kibbutz Einat Israel

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.

74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Dyes, colorants, pigments and inks; printing ink; dyes; food dyes or food extracts or colorants for printing 
purposes; additives for use as colorant for foodstuffs; filled ink cartridges.

Cl.7;Food preparation appliances.

Cl.9;Printers; photocopiers; replicating apparatus; software applications used to order food and beverages online; 
software applications used to capture and send and receive digital images and text to digital printers, 3D printers, inkjet 
printers and laser printers, mobile phones and computers; software applications used in the food and beverages industry 
for sharing digital images and text on social media sites.

Cl.11;Coffee machines; coffee percolators; electrical apparatus for making drinks.
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Priority claimed from 25/06/2015; Application No. : UK00003114920 ;United Kingdom 

3324364    02/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1289357]
STREAM TECHNOLOGIES LTD

Suite 5, Floor 3, Skypark 1, 8 Elliot Place Glasgow G3 8EP GB

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer hardware; computer software platforms; wireless connectivity platforms; 
telecommunications networks; computer networks; data networks; computer hardware and computer software used to 
enable wireless connection between computers, computer peripherals, computer hardware devices, consumer, 
commercial and industrial electronics and cellular telephones; computer software and hardware for providing wireless 
connectivity for machine to machine communication; computer software and hardware for providing wireless connectivity
for the internet of things; computer software and hardware for providing wireless connectivity for cellular technologies, 
2G, 3G, 4G, satellite and low power radio; network management software; wireless communication apparatus; 
telecommunication apparatus and instruments; remote monitoring, management and control apparatus and equipment; 
data processing apparatus; parts and fittings for all of the above.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; machine to machine network services; IoT network services; providing wireless 
connectivity for machine to machine communication; providing wireless connectivity for the internet of things; providing 
wireless connectivity for cellular technologies, 2G, 3G, 4G, satellite and low power radio; IoT communication services via 
cellular technology, 2G, 3G, 4G, satellite and low power radio; wireless communications services; wireless electronic 
transmission of data; communication services over computer networks; telecommunication portal services; internet 
portal services; communications via computer terminals or via fibre-optic networks; rental of telecommunication 
apparatus; rental of access time to global computer networks; data transmission services via telecommunication and/or 
computer networks; telecommunication access services; internet service provider (ISP) services; transmission and 
reception of data and information; data interchange services; transfer of data by telecommunications; broadband 
communication services; internet based telecommunication services; telecommunication network services; providing 
access to computer networks; providing internet access; message sending services; provision of wireless 
telecommunications via electronic communication networks; electronic sending of data via the Internet; electronic 
transmission of audio and video files via communications networks; communication of information by electronic means; 
electronic network communications; communication network consultancy; computer network communication services; 
digital network telecommunication services; providing telecommunication connections to the internet; consultancy, 
information and advisory services relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 14/04/2015; Application No. : 13951108 ;European Union 

3330932    12/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1291803]
THE NET-A-PORTER GROUP LIMITED

1 The Village Offices, Westfield, Ariel Way London W12 7GF United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Information in electronic form in the field of fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social 
networking; electronic downloadable publications in the fields of fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel 
and social networking; electronic applications in the field of fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and 
social networking for use with electronic telecommunications equipment; computer application software relating to 
fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social networking; application software relating to fashion, 
news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social networking; computer software applications (downloadable) 
relating to fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social networking; computer software relating to 
fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social networking for mobile telephones; computer software 
relating to fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social networking to enhance the audio visual 
capabilities of multimedia applications, namely, for the integration of text, audio, graphics, still images and moving 
pictures in the field of fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social networking; computer software to 
enable uploading, downloading, accessing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, linking, sharing or 
otherwise providing electronic media or information via computer and communication networks in the field of fashion, 
news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social networking.

Cl.35;Retail services relating to clothing, headgear and footwear, jewellery, watches, fashion accessories, textiles, 
cosmetics, perfumes, eau du toilette, eau de parfum, colognes, non-medicated toilet preparations, eye wear, carrying 
cases, leather goods, handbags and all manner of bags; the bringing together for the benefit of others of clothing, 
headgear and footwear, jewellery, watches, fashion accessories, textiles, cosmetics, perfumes, eau du toilette, eau de 
parfum, colognes, non-medicated toilet preparations, eye wear, carrying cases, leather goods, handbags and all manner 
of bags enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; the provision of on-line retail services from 
an internet website in relation to clothing, headgear and footwear, jewellery, watches, fashion accessories, textiles, 
cosmetics, perfumes, eau du toilette, eau de parfum, colognes, non-medicated toilet preparations, eye wear, carrying 
cases, leather goods, handbags and all manner of bags; the provision of retail services via a mobile phone, portable 
Internet-enabled device, or other telecommunications device in relation to clothing, headgear and footwear, jewellery, 
watches, fashion accessories, textiles, cosmetics, perfumes, eau du toilette, eau de parfum, colognes, non-medicated 
toilet preparations, eye wear, carrying cases, leather goods, handbags and all manner of bags; the provision of 
information and advice in relation to retail services; business management consultancy; provision of advice and 
assistance in the selection of goods; promotion services through provision of sponsored links to third party websites; 
advertising and business services; advertising for others.

Cl.38;Providing on-line chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in the 
field of general interest and social networking; providing email and instant messaging services via the Internet and other 
global computer networks; text and numeric wireless digital messaging services; providing multiple-user access to a 
global computer information network for the transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information and services; 
communication services, namely, transmission of voice, audio, visual images and data by telecommunications networks, 
wireless communication networks, the Internet, information services networks and data networks; streaming audio and 
video material on the Internet; video-on-demand transmission services via the Internet and other global computer 
networks; providing voice communication services over the Internet; providing on-line facilities for real-time interaction 
with other computer users concerning topics of general interest and playing games; all of the aforesaid services provided 
in the field of fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel, social networking.

Cl.41;Education services for providing electronic media or information over the internet or other communications 
network entertainment services, namely, providing multimedia content or information over the internet and (or) other 
communications network; entertainment services; entertainment and educational services featuring electronic media, 
multimedia content, videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, games, music, news, games, blogs, books and 
lifestyle information, user-generated content, audio content, and related information via computer and communications 
networks; entertainment and educational services; digital video, audio and multimedia entertainment publishing services; 
publishing services; electronic publishing; magazine publishing; on-line electronic publishing of books, periodicals and 
magazines; providing on-line electronic publishing; providing publications from a global computer network or the internet 
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which may be browsed; online digital publishing services; entertainment services; organising and operating talent shows 
and fashion shows; arranging talent contests and beauty contests; recording studio services; production of films and of 
recordings; direction of films and performances; organising and conducting parties, festivals and entertainment events all
of the aforesaid services in the field of fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social networking; all the 
foregoing services via the Internet and mobile phone, portable Internet-enabled device, or other telecommunications 
device.

Cl.42;Design and development of social networking applications to allow data retrieval, upload, download, access and 
management in the field of fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social networking.

Cl.45;Social networking services; providing personal fashion information; consultancy services in the field of personal 
fashion; providing information in the field of fashion trends for individuals; providing information in the field of fashion 
trends; all the foregoing services via the Internet and mobile phone, portable Internet-enabled device, or other 
telecommunications device.
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3330964    31/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1291463]
KELLER S.A.

38-40 route de Wilwerdange L-9911 Troisvierges

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Building materials of metal; transportable buildings of metal; sun rooms and greenhouses of metal; transportable 
metal greenhouses; frames of metal for sun rooms, windows, doors, greenhouses.

Cl.19;Building materials, not of metal; transportable buildings not of metal; sun rooms and greenhouses not of metal; 
transportable greenhouses not of metal; non-metallic frames for sun rooms, windows, doors, greenhouses; glass panes 
for building; insulating glass.
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Priority claimed from 24/04/2015; Application No. : 86608750 ;United States of America 

3331429    21/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1292011]
CALYXT, INC.

600 West County Road D New Brighton MN 55112 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical, biochemical, biotechnological and bacteriological products for use in industry, science, agriculture and 
horticulture, namely polypeptides for in vivo and in vitro genetic engineering, natural and engineered nucleases, nucleic 
acid vectors, molecular scissors; chemical, biochemical, biotechnological and bacteriological products for use in 
research laboratories and control laboratories, namely polypeptides for in vivo and in vitro genetic engineering, natural 
and engineered nucleases, nucleic acid vectors, molecular scissors; chemical, biochemical, biotechnological products 
and bacteriological preparations for science, namely polypeptides for in vivo and in vitro genetic engineering, natural and 
engineered nucleases, nucleic acid vectors, molecular scissors; seed gene for agricultural or horticultural production; 
organic plant conditioners for use in agriculture and horticulture; gene editing of plants intended to agriculture and 
horticultures; potato, soya, corn, wheat, alfalfa or oat flour for industrial use excluding bio fertilizers.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products; health food, beverages, preparations and substances; plant-based health-food 
substances; dietary supplements, nutritional supplements; microorganism cultures and preparations for medical and/or 
pharmaceutical use; bacteriological preparations for medical and/or pharmaceutical use; biological preparations for 
medical and/or pharmaceutical use; chemical and biochemical preparations for medical and/or pharmaceutical use; 
chemical and pharmaceutical products; diagnostic preparations for medical use; seeds and seedlings of genetically 
modified plants or vegetables for medical use.

Cl.29;Edible oils and fats; processed fruits and vegetables; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; snack 
food products made from potatoes; potato crisps, potato flakes and potato fritters, potato fries.

Cl.30;Coffee, coffee substitutes; seasonings, sauces and condiments; cooked ready meals; potato, soya, corn, wheat, 
alfalfa or oat based foods, soya, corn, wheat, alfalfa or oat crisps, soya, corn, wheat, alfalfa or oat flour and flakes, corn, 
soya, wheat, alfalfa or oat fries; snack food products made from soybeans, corn, wheat, alfalfa or oats.

Cl.31;Seeds for cultivation and agriculture; agricultural and horticultural seeds and products; plant bulbs for 
agriculture and horticulture; seeds for growing vegetables, seeds for growing plants; fruit and vegetable seedlings; fresh 
fruits and vegetables.

Cl.42;Scientific and industrial research in the agri-food, horticulture and agriculture sector for the purposes of 
modifying the genome of any cell; genetic, medical and pharmaceutical research; research in chemistry, biology, 
biochemistry, molecular biology, or bacteriology; scientific analysis of modified seedlings and plants; research and 
development in techniques relating to biochemical analysis, biological analysis, and molecular biology; research and 
development in new compounds for use in industry, agriculture and horticulture; laboratory services; technical project 
studies and appraisals (engineering) whose purpose is the modification of the genome of any cell within the agri-food, 
horticulture and agriculture sector.
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Priority claimed from 30/10/2013; Application No. : 2013-085244 ;Japan 

3332729    02/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1224224]
OPTEX CO., LTD.

5-8-12, Ogoto, Otsu-shi SHIGA 520-0101 JP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, KHAIRU PLACE, CALCUTTA- 700 072.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.7;Electronic door closing systems; electronic shutter closing systems.

Cl.9;Laser scan sensors; vibration detecting sensors; passive infrared sensors; active infrared sensors; security 
sensors; automatic door opening and shutting sensors; shutter opening and shutting sensors; photoelectric sensors; 
displacement sensors; image sensors; distance sensors; ultrasonic sensors; light curtain sensors; area sensors; 
capacitance sensors; proximity sensors; pressure sensors; water level measurement sensors; rotary encoders; non-
contact thermometers; turbidity meters; water quality measuring instruments; transparency meters; color meters; pH 
meters; residual chlorine meters; particle meters; oil film detectors; oil leakage detectors; acceleration sensors; vehicle 
detection sensors; sensors; measuring or testing machines and instruments; recording apparatus indicating driving 
operation condition utilizing acceleration sensors; customer traffic counting apparatus in a store utilizing sensors; 
counting and analyzing apparatus for customer traffic which pass under the sensors in facilities or aisles: counting and 
analyzing apparatus for consumer behavior in a store utilizing sensors; counting and managing apparatus for parked cars 
in a parking utilizing sensors; counting apparatus for bus passengers utilizing sensors; detecting and managing 
apparatus for vehicle information in a parking utilizing sensors; security alarm apparatus; alarm bells (warning devices); 
security chime; controllers for security alarm apparatus; intrusion prevention apparatus for automatic doors utilizing 
sensors; voice alarm apparatus warning opening-closing operation of automatic doors utilizing sensors; dummy cameras 
for security purpose; anti-theft alarms; training simulators for driving skill; touch switches, electric; switches for security 
alarm apparatus; DC power supply for security alarm apparatus; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; 
batteries and cells; conductors, electric; tachographs; measurement instruments for counting automotive stop-start 
movement; in-car monitoring and recording apparatus for vehicle operation; drive recorders for cars; drive recorders; 
event data recorders; video recording apparatus for monitoring purpose; car navigation apparatus; receivers for security 
alarm apparatus; transmitters for security alarm apparatus; surveillance cameras for security purpose; security cameras 
equipped with sensors; security cameras equipped with sensor lights; three-dimensional range image digital cameras; 
telecommunication machines and apparatus; hard disc recorders with monitors; bar code readers; two-dimensional code 
readers; computer software for monitoring and recording vehicle operation; application software for smart phones for 
monitoring and recording vehicle operation; application software for mobile phones for monitoring and recording vehicle 
operation; computer software for vehicle operation diagnostics; application software for smart phones for vehicle 
operation diagnostics; application software for mobile phones for vehicle operation diagnostics; computer programs for 
tabulation and analysis of customer traffic information; computer programs for counting and analyzing parked cars 
information; computer programs; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; electron microscopes; industrial X-ray 
machines and apparatus, not for medical use; ultrasonic detectors.

Cl.11;Light-emitting diodes [LED] projectors; rotating lamp; light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; sensor 
lights; electric lamps and other lighting apparatus.

Cl.12;Anti-theft alarms for vehicles; non-electric prime movers for land vehicles [not including "their parts"]; 
mechanical elements for land vehicles; AC motors or DC motors for land vehicles [not including "their parts"]; 
automobiles and their parts and fittings; two-wheeled motor vehicles, bicycles and their parts and fittings.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 24/09/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 054 091 ;Germany 

3333556    20/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1292857]
CARL ZEISS MEDITEC AG

Göschwitzer Strasse 51-52 07745 Jena Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Optical apparatus and instruments, namely microscopes; surgical microscopes and parts thereof.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments, except such for orthopedic treatments, in particular except artificial limbs 
and orthoses.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 30/03/2015; Application No. : 86580987 ;United States of America 

3334129    24/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1292640]
NANTKWEST, INC.

9920 Jefferson Boulevard Culver City CA 90232 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Cells for scientific, laboratory, medical, clinical, therapeutic, and diagnostic research; cell derived preparations, 
namely, natural killer cell derived preparations for scientific, laboratory, medical, clinical, therapeutic, and diagnostic 
research.

Cl.5;Cell-derived preparations, namely, natural killer cell derived preparations for clinical, medicinal, therapeutic, and 
veterinary purposes; kits for clinical, medicinal, therapeutic, and veterinary purposes featuring cell cultures, reagents and 
related instructions.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 31/03/2015; Application No. : 2015-29596 ;Japan 

3334992    24/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1292254]
SATO HOLDINGS KABUSHIKI KAISHA

7-1, Shimomeguro 1-chome, Meguro-ku Tokyo 153-0064 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3334991

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Remote control apparatus; telecommunication machines and apparatus for remote monitoring systems; bar code 
printers; computer programs for remote monitoring systems; downloadable computer software for remote monitoring and 
analysis; computer software applications, downloadable; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts for remote 
monitoring systems; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts.

Cl.42;Monitoring of computer systems by remote access; remote-controlled configuration and maintenance of 
computer software for bar code printers; configuration, installation, fault diagnosis, repair, upgrading and maintenance of 
computer software; computer system design; computer software design, computer programming, or maintenance of 
computer software; cloud computing; rental of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; 
providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing 
network; software as a service [SaaS]; rental of computers; providing electronic computer programs; remote monitoring 
of the functioning and usage of bar code printers via computer networks and the Internet.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 19/08/2015; Application No. : 86729880 ;United States of America 

3335265    11/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1293649]
INSTANZA, INC.

41 Grant Avenue, Suite 300 San Francisco CA 94108 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software, namely, instant messaging software, file sharing software, communications software for 
electronically exchanging data, audio, video images and graphics via computer, mobile, wireless, telecommunications 
networks and downloadable computer software for processing images, graphics, audio, video, and text.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services, namely, data transmission and reception services via telecommunication networks; 
electronic exchange of voice, data, audio, video, text and graphics accessible via computer and telecommunications 
networks; instant messaging services; mobile phone communication services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 01/12/2015; Application No. : 682752 ;Switzerland 

3335331    21/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1293097]
BREITLING SA

Schlachthausstrasse 2 CH-2540 Grenchen Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving apparatus and instruments; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; portable electronic apparatus providing access to the 
Internet as well as data transmission, reception and storage; portable computer hardware; connected watches 
(smartwatches); smartwatches.

Cl.14;Jewelry, timepieces and chronometric instruments, time measuring instruments; watches; electronic watches 
with additional communication functions; parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 22/05/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 102 805 ;Germany 

3335367    20/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1292668]
MIP METRO GROUP INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GMBH & CO. KG

Metro-Straße 1 40235 Düsseldorf Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Recorded data files; recorded data; information technology and audiovisual equipment; navigation, guidance, 
tracking, targeting and map making devices; computer software; databases [electronic]; digital maps; electric or 
electronic data index; data recorded electronically; computer programmes [stored in digital form]; computer programs 
[downloadable].

Cl.38;Telecommunications; transmission of data or audio visual images via a global computer network or the internet; 
transmission of video films for selected user groups; electronic file transfer; providing access to a worldwide computer 
network; providing of worldwide computer network access services; providing user access to the internet (services 
providers); providing access via internet for social networking; access to content, websites and portals; providing 
chatroom services for social networking; provision of email services; providing access to interactive Internet forums; 
providing Internet chatrooms; internet service provider services; interactive communication services via computer; 
communications via a global computer network or the internet; on-line communication services; transfer of information 
and data via online services; distribution of data or audio visual images via a global computer network or the internet; 
providing online forums for communication on topics of general interest.

Cl.41;Education; entertainment; providing online electronic publications; electronic publication; on-line publication of 
journals or diaries [blog services].

Cl.42;Computer software design; updating of computer software for databases; designing and developing of computer 
databases; design services for computer software; software development, programming and implementation; planning, 
design, development and maintenance of online web sites for third parties; design and development of computer 
networks; web hosting services; software as a service [SaaS]; rental of software; IT consultancy, advisory and 
information services; IT security services in the nature of protection and recovery of computer data; computer network 
configuration services; rental and maintenance of computer software.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 31/03/2015; Application No. : 2015-29597 ;Japan 

3337679    24/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1293773]
SATO HOLDINGS KABUSHIKI KAISHA

7-1, Shimomeguro 1-chome, Meguro-ku Tokyo 153-0064 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3334991, 3334992

IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Retail services or wholesale services for bar code printers and parts and fittings thereof; retail services or 
wholesale services for computer software; retail services or wholesale services for bar code labels and other labels, not 
of textile.

Cl.42;Monitoring of computer systems by remote access; remote-controlled configuration and maintenance of 
computer software for bar code printers; configuration, installation, fault diagnosis, repair, upgrading and maintenance of 
computer software; computer system design; computer software design, computer programming, or maintenance of 
computer software; cloud computing; rental of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; 
providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing 
network; software as a service [SaaS]; rental of computers; providing electronic computer programs; remote monitoring 
of the functioning and usage of bar code printers via computer networks and the Internet.

8363



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 02/11/2015; Application No. : 86806352 ;United States of America 

3337680    26/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1293941]
EPIC GAMES, INC.

620 Crossroads Boulevard Cary NC 27518 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Video game software; computer and game console peripherals and accessories, namely, mouse pads and 
headsets; phone cases.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games.

Cl.42;Developing customized web pages featuring user-defined information.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/08/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 048 898 ;Germany 

3338757    04/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294046]
ITERNITY GMBH

Heinrich-von-Stephan-Straße 21 79100 Freiburg DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), lifesaving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction 
of sound or images; magnetic data carriers; data processing equipment; computers; computer programs (recorded or 
downloadable software); computer operating programmes, recorded; computer memory devices; software; software apps 
for computers.

Cl.35;Business administration; business management; office functions; advertising; updating and maintenance of data 
in databases; collating and systematic ordering of data in a computer database; professional business consultancy; 
commercial information and advice for businesses.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; electronic data security; electronic data storage; 
computer programming; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; computer rental; technical 
project management in the field of computer hardware, computer networks, computer software, document management; 
technical consultancy in relation to computers, computer software, and security, authentication and archiving in the field 
of computer programs and computer networks; providing of information regarding computers and software via the 
internet; software as a service [SaaS]; technical project management in the field of electronic data processing; 
configuring computer networks by means of software; cloud computing.

8365



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/05/2015; Application No. : 86629548 ;United States of America 

3340398    11/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294471]
SYS-TECH SOLUTIONS, INC.

One Research Way Princeton NJ 08540 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software, namely, a platform that combines vision inspection and line and plant management software used to 
manufacture packaging; software for managing machine vision inspection applications used in manufacturing packaging; 
software for optimizing packaging line performance by facilitating the serialization of products using standard and non-
standard codes, and for collecting performance metrics and data in connection with the manufacture of packaging; 
software for database management in the fields of the manufacture of packaging that aggregates performance metrics 
and key performance indicators across multiple packaging lines and enables serialization of products using standard and 
nonstandard codes for an entire packaging operation; computer programs, namely, software for generating, processing, 
storing and comparing anti-counterfeit attributes from marked features in a supply chain operation.

Cl.35;Data management services for use in supply chain operation serialization.

Cl.37;Customizing computer components, namely, computer hardware used for managing machine vision inspection 
applications used in manufacturing packaging; customizing computer hardware for optimizing packaging line 
performance by facilitating the serialization of products using standard and non-standard codes, and for collecting 
performance metrics and data in connection with the manufacture of packaging; customizing computer hardware used in 
connection with the manufacture of packaging that aggregates performance metrics and key performance indicators 
across multiple packaging lines and enables serialization of products using standard and nonstandard codes for an entire 
packaging operation.

Cl.42;Customizing computer software used in manufacturing for packaging and optimizing line performance that 
combines vision inspection and line and plant management software used in manufacturing for packaging; customizing 
computer software used for managing machine vision inspection applications used in manufacturing packaging; 
customizing computer software for optimizing packaging line performance by facilitating the serialization of products 
using standard and non-standard codes, and for collecting performance metrics and data in connection with the 
manufacture of packaging; customizing computer software used for managing machine vision inspection applications 
used in manufacturing packaging; customizing computer software used for optimizing packaging line performance by 
facilitating the serialization of products using standard and non-standard codes, and for collecting performance metrics 
and data in connection with the manufacture of packaging; customizing of computer software used in connection with the 
manufacture of packaging that aggregates performance metrics and key performance indicators across multiple 
packaging lines and enables serialization of products using standard and nonstandard codes for an entire packaging 
operation; installation, maintenance and repair of computer software that combines vision inspection and line and plant 
management software used to manufacture packaging; installation, maintenance and repair of computer software used 
for managing machine vision inspection applications used in manufacturing packaging; installation, maintenance and 
repair of computer software used for optimizing packaging line performance by facilitating the serialization of products 
using standard and non-standard codes, and for collecting performance metrics and data in connection with the 
manufacture of packaging; installation, maintenance and repair of computer software used in connection with the 
manufacture of packaging that aggregates performance metrics and key performance indicators across multiple 
packaging lines and enables serialization of products using standard and nonstandard codes for an entire packaging 
operation; computer software consultation for software that combines vision inspection and line and plant management 
software used to manufacture packaging; computer software consultation for software used for managing machine vision 
inspection applications used in manufacturing packaging; computer software consultation for software used for 
optimizing packaging line performance by facilitating the serialization of products using standard and non-standard 
codes, and for collecting performance metrics and data in connection with the manufacture of packaging; computer 
software consultation for software used in connection with the manufacture of packaging that aggregates performance 
metrics and key performance indicators across multiple packaging lines and enables serialization of products using 
standard and nonstandard codes for an entire packaging operation; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting 
in the nature of diagnosing problems with computer hardware and software that combines vision inspection and line and 
plant management software used to manufacture packaging; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the 
nature of diagnosing problems with computer hardware and software for managing machine vision inspection 
applications used in manufacturing packaging; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of 
diagnosing problems with computer hardware and software for optimizing packaging line performance by facilitating the 
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serialization of products using standard and non-standard codes, and for collecting performance metrics and data in 
connection with the manufacture of packaging; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of 
diagnosing problems with computer hardware and software used in connection with the manufacture of packaging that 
aggregates performance metrics and key performance indicators across multiple packaging lines and enables 
serialization of products using standard and nonstandard codes for an entire packaging operation; providing temporary 
use of online non-downloadable computer software for project and program management in the field of serialization of 
products using standard and nonstandard codes for a supply chain operation.

8367



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 14/04/2015; Application No. : 013948757 ;European Union 

3340723    12/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294761]
THE NET-A-PORTER GROUP LIMITED

1 The Village Offices, Westfield, Ariel Way London W12 7GF United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Information in electronic form in the field of fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social 
networking, namely, information in the form of electronic publications, internet websites, online sound and video 
recordings, online sound and video broadcasts; electronic downloadable publications in the fields of fashion, news, 
lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social networking; electronic applications in the field of fashion, news, 
lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social networking for use with electronic telecommunications equipment; 
computer application software relating to fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social networking; 
application software relating to fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social networking; computer 
software applications (downloadable) relating to fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social 
networking; computer software relating to fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social networking for 
mobile telephones; computer software relating to fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social 
networking to enhance the audio visual capabilities of multimedia applications, namely, for the integration of text, audio, 
graphics, still images and moving pictures in the field of fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social 
networking; computer software to enable uploading, downloading, accessing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, 
streaming, linking, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information via computer and communication 
networks in the field of fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social networking.

Cl.35;Retail services relating to clothing, headgear and footwear, jewellery, watches, fashion accessories, textiles, 
cosmetics, perfumes, eau du toilette, eau de parfum, colognes, non-medicated toilet preparations, eye wear, carrying 
cases, leather goods, handbags and all manner of bags; the bringing together for the benefit of others of clothing, 
headgear and footwear, jewellery, watches, fashion accessories, textiles, cosmetics, perfumes, eau du toilette, eau de 
parfum, colognes, non-medicated toilet preparations, eye wear, carrying cases, leather goods, handbags and all manner 
of bags enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; the provision of on-line retail services from 
an internet website in relation to clothing, headgear and footwear, jewellery, watches, fashion accessories, textiles, 
cosmetics, perfumes, eau du toilette, eau de parfum, colognes, non-medicated toilet preparations, eye wear, carrying 
cases, leather goods, handbags and all manner of bags; the provision of retail services via a mobile phone, portable 
Internet-enabled device, or other telecommunications device in relation to clothing, headgear and footwear, jewellery, 
watches, fashion accessories, textiles, cosmetics, perfumes, eau du toilette, eau de parfum, colognes, non-medicated 
toilet preparations, eye wear, carrying cases, leather goods, handbags and all manner of bags; the provision of 
information and advice in relation to retail services; business management consultancy; provision of advice and 
assistance in the selection of goods; promotion services through provision of sponsored links to third party websites; 
advertising and business services; advertising for others.

Cl.38;Providing on-line chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in the 
field of general interest and social networking; providing email and instant messaging services via the Internet and other 
global computer networks; text and numeric wireless digital messaging services; providing multiple-user access to a 
global computer information network for the transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information and services; 
communication services, namely, transmission of voice, audio, visual images and data by telecommunications networks, 
wireless communication networks, the Internet, information services networks and data networks; streaming audio and 
video material on the Internet; video-on-demand transmission services via the Internet and other global computer 
networks; providing voice communication services over the Internet; providing on-line facilities for real-time interaction 
with other computer users concerning topics of general interest and playing games; all of the aforesaid services provided 
in the field of fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel, social networking.

Cl.41;Education services for providing electronic media or information over the internet or other communications 
network entertainment services, namely, providing multimedia content or information over the internet and (or) other 
communications network; entertainment services; entertainment and educational services featuring electronic media, 
multimedia content, videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, games, music, news, games, blogs, books and 
lifestyle information, user-generated content, audio content, and related information via computer and communications 
networks; entertainment and educational services; digital video, audio and multimedia entertainment publishing services; 
publishing services; electronic publishing; magazine publishing; on-line electronic publishing of books, periodicals and 
magazines; providing on-line electronic publishing; providing publications from a global computer network or the internet 
which may be browsed; online digital publishing services; entertainment services; organising and operating talent shows 
and fashion shows; arranging talent contests and beauty contests; recording; production of films and of recordings; 
direction of films and performances; organising and conducting parties, festivals and entertainment events all of the 
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aforesaid services in the field of fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social networking; all the 
foregoing services via the Internet and mobile phone, portable Internet-enabled device, or other telecommunications 
device.

Cl.42;Building social networking applications to allow data retrieval, upload, download, access and management in the 
field of fashion, news, lifestyle, culture, entertainment, travel and social networking.

Cl.45;Social networking services; providing personal fashion information; consultancy services in the field of personal 
fashion; providing information in the field of fashion trends for individuals; all the foregoing services via the Internet and 
mobile phone, portable Internet-enabled device, or other telecommunications device.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 22/01/2016; Application No. : 302016000006530 ;Italy 

3340753    29/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294985]
AIZOON S.R.L.

Str. del Lionetto, 6 I-10146 Torino Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN-OBEROI.

G-1316, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; electronic publications (downloadable).

Cl.35;Business risk management services; business risk assessment services.

Cl.42;Maintenance and updating of computer software relating to computer security and prevention computer risks.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 02/09/2015; Application No. : 4206778 ;France 

3341715    12/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1294716]
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

New Orchard Road Armonk NY 10504 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; computer hardware, namely, magnetic tape units (IT), magnetic tapes, printed circuits, integrated 
circuits, computer keyboards, compact discs (audio-video), optical disks, couplers (IT), floppy disks, magnetic data 
media; computer hardware, namely, video screens, scanners, printers for use with computers, interfaces (IT), readers (IT), 
software (recorded programs), microprocessors, modems, monitors (hardware), computers, computer memories, 
peripheral computer devices, recorded computer programs and software; adapters for computers; computer components;
data processing equipment; computer equipment for information management and for data management; semi-
conductors; electronic data media that can be processed by machine; magnetic disks; hard disk drives; tape recorders; 
calculating machines; cash registers; facsimile machines; video game software; video recorders; videotapes; electric 
cells and electric batteries; computer chips; boards for integrated circuits; computer accessories, namely communication 
servers; carrying cases for computers; interface cards for computers; computer cables and computer cable parts; fax 
modem cards for computers; computer accessories, namely, screen filters, computer mouse pads, electric converters, 
namely, digital-to-analog, analog-to-digital and step-by-step voltage switches, pagers, computer control joysticks, 
computer mice; electronic publications, namely books, magazines and manuals containing information on computer 
technology; integrated circuit cards and smart cards, integrated circuit adapters and smart card adapters; readers for 
integrated circuit cards and smart cards; microcomputers; electric power supply apparatus; projectors (projection 
apparatus); remote controllers for computers; inverters, surge protectors and uninterruptible power supply devices; 
point-of-sale terminals; computer operating system software; software for accessing a global computer network; 
database management software; document management software; software for finding, retrieving and receiving texts, 
electronic documents, graphic illustrations and audiovisual information on internal computer networks at company level 
and on local, wide-area and global computer networks; software for developing and software for designing websites and 
user manuals, in electronic format, sold as a set; documentation and instruction manuals recorded on electronic data 
media that can be operated by machine and relating to computers or computer programs.

Cl.35;Advertising; sales promotion (for others); business management and consultancy; business information; 
distribution of prospectuses; distribution of samples; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; accounting; 
document reproduction; systematization of data in a central file; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes.

Cl.42;Computer programming; computer services for information management; data management information services;
cloud computing; software design, updating and maintenance; computer software and hardware design for third parties, 
and support services concerning computers provided by computer specialists, computing services, namely the creation, 
design and maintenance of web sites for third parties; analysis of computer systems, integration of computer networks 
and databases, computer programming services for others, all relating to commercial interactions on global computer 
networks; technical support services, namely, repair of operating systems and computer programs by computer 
technicians; design of computer and software interconnection systems, namely, electronic interconnection of computers 
and software; testing of computer programs (software) and hardware (quality control and technical control); technical 
project studies in the field of computer hardware and software; computer consulting in connection with computer 
hardware, namely consulting in computer research and development; computer system analysis; computer advice and 
assistance concerning Internet use; rental of computers and software; scientific and industrial research, namely research 
and development of new products, biological research, bacteriological research, chemical research, cosmetic research, 
mechanical research, geological research, technical research, pharmaceutical research, scientific research for medical 
purposes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 11/05/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 038 547 ;Germany 

3341851    11/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294278]
DMG HOLDING AG

Sulzer-Allee 70 CH-8404 Winterthur CH

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Tools for machine tools, and machine tools, as well as their component parts and accessories; machine housings; 
housings for machines and engines; metal working machines; machine tools for machining metal; machine tools for 
drilling; machines and machine tools for materials processing and production; numerically controlled machine tools; 
turret lathes [machine tools]; robots for machine tools; towers with radially extending machine tools; machine tools for 
cutting threads; machine tools for grinding; machine tools for cutting; numerically controlled machines [NC machines]; 
numerically controlled machining stations [machines] with automatic tool changer for drilling processes with palletization 
system; numerically controlled turning machines; numerically positionable universal milling machines; threading 
machine with numerical positioning; production systems consisting of interconnected machine tools; production 
systems consisting of interconnected machine tools for industrial purposes; radial feeder devices [machines]; machine 
stands; machine tool guides [machine parts]; machine tables; spindle adapter flanges for machine tools; spindles for 
machine tools; spindle shafts [machine parts]; spindle shafts [parts of motors]; dresser devices for blades [machine 
tools]; drive mechanisms for machine tools; drives for machines; electric drives for machines; electrical drive motors for 
machines; transmission devices for machines; linear actuators [machine parts]; drill bits for machine tools; drilling 
crowns [machine tools]; mills [machine tools]; thread mills [machine tools]; bit heads [machine tools]; ring hole mills 
[machine tools]; grinding discs [machine tools]; cutting inserts for machine tools; cutting tools for machine tools; stone 
drills [machine tools]; gear milling cutters [machine tools]; hydraulically driven tools [machine parts]; mechanically 
operated tools; modular tools [machines]; pneumatic tools for machines; rotating tools [machines]; tools [machine parts]; 
milling tools for machines; precision turning tools [machine parts]; rotating metal cutting tools [machine parts]; rotating 
mills [machine parts]; adapter for tool drilling bits [machine parts]; grippers [machine parts]; taper shank drill inserts 
[ machine parts]; core chucks [machine parts]; power collet chucks [ machine parts]; rotating tool inserts [machine parts];
tool inserts for machines; self-centering chucks [machine parts]; chucks [machine parts]; guide frame for machine tools; 
handles as parts of machine tools; ball rings for machine tools; magnetic holders for machine tools; matrices for use with 
machine tools; palette changing apparatus for machine tools; depalletizers [machines]; lathes [machine tools]; rotating 
tables for machine tools; electrical drives for machine tools; clamping devices of machine tools; workpiece clamping 
devices for machine tools; add-on parts for machines for clamping workpieces; positioning tables [machines]; workpiece 
carriers [machines]; handling devices [machines]; tensioners [machines]; rotating index machines; fixers for workpieces 
[machine parts]; sliding carriages for workpieces [machine parts]; carriages supports [machine parts]; drums for 
machines; workpiece brackets [machine parts]; workpiece carriers [machine parts]; tool holders for machines; 
mechanical controls for engines and machines; mechanical process controllers for machines and engines; mechanical 
process controls for machines and engines; hydraulic process controllers for machines and engines; hydraulic process 
controls for machines and engines; pneumatic process controllers for machines and engines; pneumatic process 
controls for machines and engines; control devices for engines or motors; feeder devices for machines; lubricating 
devices [machine parts]; modular couplings for machine tools; multipurpose spindle heads for drilling [machine parts]; 
hydraulic door opener [machine parts]; hydraulic door closer [ machine parts]; pneumatic door opener and closer 
[machine parts]; parts of the abovementioned products; all the above mentioned goods not from the dental region.

Cl.9;Measuring and testing devices and instruments; regulating, control, measuring, registering and monitoring 
devices, in particular, regulation, control, measuring, registering and monitoring devices for numerically controlled 
machine tools; measuring, detection and monitoring instruments, devices, and controllers; measuring apparatus; 
measuring instruments; sensors for machine tools; sensors for controlling engines; numerical control devices; automatic 
control devices; electrical controls; electric control devices; connecting modules for electrical controllers; programmable 
controllers; electronic control systems; temperature control devices [electric switch] for machines; temperature control 
devices [thermostats] for machines; temperature limiter for machines; temperature control devices for machines; 
machine monitors; material testing instruments and machines; electromotive test devices [monitoring or controlling]; 
electrical test instruments; test apparatus for electronic instruments; test equipment for hydraulic systems; control 
devices [electrically]; electrical measuring devices; electronic measuring devices; numerical position display devices; 
software for controlling industrial operations; software for use in connection with the industrial production and/or for the 
production planning, in particular numerical control programs and machine tool control programs; computer software for 
data processing; data processing programs; data processing systems; data processing facilities; data processing 
devices; storage devices for data processing systems; apparatuses and instruments for controlling of electricity; 
numerical, electro- mechanical, electrical and electronic controls and/or data processing devices for machine tools and/or 
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turning machines and/or assemblies of machine tools.

Cl.42;Carrying out technological studies about machine tools; engineering services with respect to the design of 
machine tools; design of machines, devices, instruments [including their parts] or systems consisting of such machines, 
devices and instruments; engineering services for the design of machines; development of computer programs stored on 
data carriers [software] for use in the construction and the automated production CAD/CAM/CNC; development and 
creation of computer programs for data processing; services for the design of software for the electronic data 
processing; designing of data processing systems; design of data processing programs; programming electronic control 
systems; generation of programs for the industrial production and/or for the production planning, in particular generation 
of programs for the numeric control of machine tools; technological and technical advisory regarding power and 
operation of machines, for which the differentiated expertise, techniques and experiences are required to ensure the 
proper operation together with computers, motor vehicles and other purposes; research in relation to machines and 
apparatuses; quality inspection, and carrying out technical tests of machines and equipment.
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3343817    17/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1289095]
SDSR - SPORTS DIVISION SR, S.A.

Rua João Mendonça, No.505, Senhora da Hora P-4450 MATOSINHOS Portugal

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.

74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.25;Footwear, clothing and headgear.

Cl.28;Games and playthings, gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes, decorations for Christmas 
trees.
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3343977    26/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1295587]
CHONGQING PENGKAI FINE CHEMICALS CO., LTD.

NO. 53, HUAYI ROAD, BAITAO STREET, FULING DISTRICT CHONGQING CN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.

405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMMBAI - 400 002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.1;Adhesives for industrial purposes; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; industrial chemicals; 
emulsifiers; chemical preparations to prevent mildew; adhesives for wall tiles; cellulose esters for industrial purposes; 
cellulose derivatives [chemicals]; cellulose ethers for industrial purposes.

Cl.5;Cellulose ethers for pharmaceutical purposes.
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Priority claimed from 24/04/2015; Application No. : 1689485 ;Australia 

3345062    21/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1296424]
GYO SOLUTIONS PTY LTD

31 Linden Gardens Floreat WA 6014 Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.

PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.21;Indoor gardens, namely indoor container gardens (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 
13.2.b) of the Common Regulations), plant cultivation containers and hydroponic gardens (terms considered too vague by 
the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); terrariums; indoor container gardens, plant cultivation 
containers or terrariums, sold as a kit with one or more of a plant growing media, drainage substrate, seeds, plants (terms 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.35;Distribution, wholesale and retail services relating to indoor gardens and terrariums; distribution, wholesale and 
retail services relating to indoor garden products, including plant growing media, nutrients for growing plants, liquid 
nutrient drainage media for indoor gardens.

Cl.44;Provision of information and advice relating to indoor gardens, terrariums, how to use indoor gardens, growing of
plants, horticulture, plant health, plant cultivation; providing information online relating to indoor gardens, growing of 
plants, horticulture, plant health, plant cultivation.
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3345081    30/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1296177]
NISSAN TANAKA CORPORATION

11 Oaza-Chikumazawa, Miyoshi-machi, Iruma-gun Saitama 354-8585 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Cutting torches for metalworking machines and tools; nozzles for torches for gas cutting machines; nozzles for 
metalworking torches; nozzles for metal scarfing torches; nozzles for metal marking torches; gas cutting machines; dry 
safety unit for gas welding machines and cutting machines; metal marking machines and tools; automatic gas cutting 
machines; laser cutting machines; gas pressure regulators (parts of machines); plasma cutting machines.

Cl.9;Pressure gauges, manometers.
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3345234    18/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1296485]
SANDEEP KAUSHAL

183a Redditch Road, Kings Norton Birmingham B38 8RH United Kingdom

MAHTAB MALEKNIAZI

183a Redditch Road, Kings Norton Birmingham B38 8RH United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHESH & ASSOCIATES.

2, 3 RD FLOOR, YESHWANT CHAMBERS, 18 - B, BHARUCHA MARG, KALAGHODA, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Ornaments in precious metals; jewellery; imitation jewellery; costume jewellery; precious stones; pearls; tie clips;
tie tacks; key rings; fobs; jewellery stones; synthetic stones; lapel pins [jewellery]; decorative pins; jewellery ornaments; 
ring bands; rings; brooches; trinkets; pendants; rings; bracelets; charms; necklaces; earrings; chains; pins; badges of 
precious metals; lapel pins; cuff links; horological and chronometric instruments, including timepieces; clocks and 
watches; watch straps; bands and chains; mobile phone charms; mobile phone accessory charms; key fobs; key holders; 
parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.18;Animal skins, hides, furs; gut for making sausages; luggage, including trunks, travelling bags and suitcases; 
umbrellas, parasols, canes and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; bags, wallets, travel cases; credit and 
business card holders, key cases, key pouches; music cases; tool bags, shoe bags, sports and athletics bags, beach 
bags, school bags, shopping bags, bags on wheels, shopping nets, handbags, game bags for hunting, nose bags, 
garment bags; vanity cases; bags for cosmetics, make-up, toiletries and for cosmetic articles; shoulder belts; leather 
boxes; leather laces; pouches; purses, including chain-mesh purses; briefcases, attaché cases, business card cases, 
satchels; leather straps; thongs; waist bags; haversacks, shoulder bags, backpacks and rucksacks; valises; clothing, 
collars, leads, leashes, muzzles, all for animals; animal covers, horse blankets; umbrella covers; slings, sling bags and 
harnesses for carrying babies and infants; diaper bags; purses and holdalls; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear, headgear; babies" and infants" wear, men"s wear, ladies" wear, unisex wear, boys" and girls" 
wear; rainwear, snow suits, wet suits, swimwear, wristbands, headbands, hoods, bibs, bathrobes, dressing gowns, bath 
sandals and slippers; shower and bathing caps; dancewear; beachwear; swimwear; casual wear; underwear; lingerie, 
bodices, brassieres, corsets, corselets, girdles; nightwear; paper clothing; outerwear, including t-shirts; sportswear and 
clothes for performing sports and athletics, including clothing for gymnastics, fishing, football, skiing, motoring, water 
skiing, tennis, golf and cycling; furs; clothing of leather and imitation leather; uniforms and liveries, smocks, overalls, 
aprons; fancy-dress costumes; costumes, including masquerade costumes; sun visors; skull caps, turbans, fezzes; 
togas, saris, veils; belts and money belts, braces, neckties, neckerchiefs, sashes, scarves, shawls, stoles, suspenders, 
gaiters, gaiter straps, garters, spats, ear muffs, gloves, mittens, foot muffs; socks, stockings and hosiery, including tights 
and panty hose; footwear uppers, heel pieces and tips for footwear; studs, spikes and metal fittings for footwear, welts for 
boots and shoes, heels, tips for footwear, soles, inner soles, non-slipping devices for footwear, shirt fronts, collars, collar 
protectors, cuffs, ready made linings for clothing, pockets; dress shields; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 04/11/2015; Application No. : AM 52834/2015 ;Austria 

3346494    02/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1297018]
QUARZWERKE MINERALS GMBH

Wachbergstraße 1 A-3390 Melk Austria

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Mineral raw materials.

Cl.17;Filing materials, sealing compounds and sealants.

Cl.19;Building and construction materials made of mineral raw materials, other than of metal.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services in the field of industrial minerals.

Cl.37;Mining and exploitation of industrial minerals by means of extraction plants.

Cl.40;Processing and refining of industrial minerals by means of processing plants.

Cl.42;Scientific, technological and research services, in particular geological prospecting.
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Priority claimed from 11/11/2015; Application No. : AM 52955/2015 ;Austria 

3346573    02/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1296958]
QUARZWERKE MINERALS GMBH

Wachbergstraße 1 A-3390 Melk Austria

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Mineral raw materials.

Cl.17;Filling materials, sealing compounds and sealants.

Cl.19;Building and construction materials made of mineral raw materials, other than of metal.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services in the field of industrial minerals.

Cl.37;Mining and exploitation of industrial minerals by means of extraction plants.

Cl.40;Processing and refining of industrial minerals by means of processing plants.

Cl.42;Scientific, technological and research services, in particular geological prospecting.
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Priority claimed from 09/09/2015; Application No. : 682112 ;Switzerland 

3349326    02/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297641]
SFS INTEC HOLDING AG

Nefenstrasse 30 CH-9435 Heerbrugg Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; building materials of metal; transportable structures of metal; cables and wires of 
metal (not for electrical purposes); ironmongery goods and small items of metal hardware; pipes of metal; goods of metal, 
not included in other classes; goods of iron and metal; linking elements, particularly rivets, screws and bolts of metal, 
blind rivets and their parts, threaded blind rivets, blind rivets with clamping profiles, stepped blind rivets and blind rivet 
nuts.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (other than for land vehicles); clutches and devices for 
transmission of force (other than for land vehicles); metal treating machines; mechanical apparatus and machines for 
treatment, laying or removal of rivets, screws and bolts (included in this class); mechanical riveting tools; hydraulic and 
pneumatic apparatus for laying blind riveting nuts; mechanical tools and apparatus as parts or as accessories for the 
above-mentioned goods, namely for rivet feeding and for carrying out riveting operations; casings and casing parts for 
housing elements of machines operated by pneumatic and hydraulic means (included in this class).

Cl.37;Connection of elements with screws, bolts, rivets, blind rivets; fastening of elements with screws, bolts, rivets, 
blind rivets; rental of fastening and riveting technique apparatus; transformation (mounting) of screws, rivets, blind rivets 
and bolts; provision of information regarding screwing, riveting and fastening (mounting) technology.

Cl.40;Machining (machining of materials) of screws, rivets, blind rivets and bolts.
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Priority claimed from 10/07/2015; Application No. : 014350623 ;European Union 

3351846    05/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298003]
INOSPRAY

Rue Ampère - Zone Industrielle F-16440 Nersac France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Paints, namely paints in aerosol containers; lacquers; anti-corrosive preparations, also in aerosol form; paints (in 
aerosol containers); paints (for automobiles in aerosol containers); dyes; undercoating for vehicle chassis; anti-rust 
preparations for preservation; thinners for lacquers; paintings; primers (in aerosol containers); undercoating for vehicle 
chassis; enamels for painting; enamels (varnishes); inks for leather (in aerosol containers); fireproof paints; distempers; 
fixatives for watercolors.

Cl.3;Perfumes, toilet waters; body deodorants; cosmetics, particularly face, body and hand creams, milks, lotions and 
gels; tanning and after-sun milks, gels and oils (cosmetics); make-up products; gels, foams, balms and aerosol products 
for hair care and hair styling; hair sprays; essential oils.

Cl.4;Lubricating oils in aerosol containers (technical sprays); lubricating greases in aerosol containers (technical 
sprays).

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary products; disinfectants; products for destroying vermin; fungicides, 
herbicides.

Cl.6;Aerosol cans, metal aerosol containers sold empty, containers of metal.

Cl.7;Mechanically operated devices for filling aerosol cans with gases, mechanical high-pressure pumps; portable, 
towed or automotive spraying units, sprays (machines), pumps (machine parts), spray nozzles, booms for spraying 
machines, engines (other than engines for land vehicles); painting machines, spray guns and pumps for applying paint, 
fillers and other thick products, industrial material and equipment for painting and varnishing workshops (namely 
pneumatic tools for painting, especially pneumatic spray guns); pneumatic tools for painting especially pneumatic spray 
guns, air compressors and parts of compressed-air installations, piston compressors, fixed workshop, mobile and 
portable compressors; painting workshop tools (machines) for pneumatic or hydraulic projection, or for electrostatic 
application of liquid paint or of powder or of equivalent products; surface coating apparatus and installations (machine 
parts); painting machines; distributors (machines) for liquid, powdery or fibrous materials; apparatus and installations for 
painting, powder coating, enameling, flocking, automatic electrostatic paint sprayers; automatic spray heads and 
automatic sprayers for paint for use in electrostatic enameling; collectors for powdery and fibrous products; distributing 
tanks for liquid (paint); product changing units (machine parts) for industrial paint installations (in liquid or powder form) 
or for flocking; spray guns for paints; paint spraying apparatus for spraying chemical preservatives, spray heads; 
sprayers, chemical vaporizers (machines) for industrial, scientific, photographic, agricultural, horticultural and 
siylvicultural use; aerosols; sprayers, vaporizers (machines) for fireproof paints for interior and exterior walls, varnishes, 
lacquers, preservatives against rust, paints, preservatives against the deterioration of wood, dyes, printing paints, 
pigments, paint thinners; sprayers, vaporizers (machines) for deodorizing room sprays other than for personal use, air 
fresheners and deodorants other than for use on the body, preparations for eliminating odors, air-freshening 
preparations, air-purifying preparations, preparations for neutralizing odors, deodorants for laundry use; sprayers, 
vaporizers (machines) for food preparation, especially preserved frozen, dried and cooked, jellies, jams, compotes, milk 
and milk products, edible oils and fats; sprayers, vaporizers (machines) food preparations, especially sauces, salad 
dressings, spicy sauces, vegetable sauces, meat sauces, tomato sauce, vinaigrettes, ketchup sauces, coffee, tea, cocoa, 
sugar, preparations made from cereals, edible ices, honey, molasses, vinegar, sauces (condiments).

Cl.10;Aerosol dispensers, for medical purposes, diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes, inhalers, medical 
apparatus and instruments, atomizers, vaporizers for medical purposes; atomizers, vaporizers for medicinal and health 
care preparations.

Cl.21;Aerosol dispenser apparatus not for medical use; deodorizing apparatus for personal use, perfume sprayers and 
vaporizers; sprayers, air-freshener vaporizers, deodorants for personal use, perfumes, eau de parfum, eau de Cologne, 
toilet water, perfumery products, home fragrance products, products for perfuming linen, essential oils, cosmetic 
products and soaps; plastic aerosol containers sold empty, plastic containers. 
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Priority claimed from 14/08/2015; Application No. : 1315442 ;Benelux 

3354876    13/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298657]
BALR B.V.

Diamantweg 37 NL-1812 RC Alkmaar NL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Travel cases; suitcases; luggage; handbags; holdalls; backpacks; portfolio cases [briefcases]; suitcases; 
travelling sets [leatherware]; toiletry kits; vanity cases, not fitted; shopping bags; wheeled shopping bags; bags for 
sports; satchels; book bags; beach bags; weekend bags; holdalls; garment bags for travel; wallets; wallets, not of 
precious metal; toiletry bag (empty); card cases [notecases]; business card cases; key cases (leatherware); credit card 
cases (leather ware); umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.
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Priority claimed from 02/10/2015; Application No. : 4214571 ;France 

3363050    04/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1301515]
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

New Orchard Road Armonk NY 10504 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware and software; computer hardware, namely computers, servers and storage peripherals; 
software for monitoring the operation and execution of networks, computer systems and programs; software for 
connecting disparate computer systems and networks, servers and storage devices; computer operating system 
software; software for connecting computers to one other and for computer exchanges via a global network; computer 
systems for cloud computing, namely systems for implementation of a network integrating computer hardware and 
software for dynamic providing, virtualization and measurement of the use of computer resources.

Cl.41;Education; training seminars, all in the field of information technology and computer products and services.

Cl.42;Computer services; computer system integration services; information technology consultancy services; 
consulting services in the field of design, selection, implementation and use of computer apparatus and computer 
systems for others; technical support services, namely trouble-shooting for computers, software and servers (computer 
services); computer system design services for others; computer system analysis; interconnection of computer hardware 
and software, namely integration of computer systems, networks and software; testing of computer hardware and 
software, namely testing of software, computers and servers; installation, updating and maintenance of software; 
computer programming for others; cloud computing services, namely computer services for implementation of a network 
integrating computer hardware and software for dynamic providing, virtualization and measurement of the use of 
computer resources.
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Priority claimed from 01/02/2016; Application No. : 4245468 ;France 

3364186    10/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1301678]
ARC HOLDINGS

104 avenue du Général de Gaulle F-62510 ARQUES FR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Hand-operated hand tools and implements; cutlery; table forks; spoons; side arms, other than firearms; razors; 
apparatus and instruments for slaughtering butchers" animals; hand-operated hand tools; shearers (hand instruments).

Cl.16;Office requisites (except furniture); paper; cardboard; boxes of cardboard or paper; posters; prospectuses; 
pamphlets; calendars; writing instruments; engravings (works of art); graphic prints; table linen of paper; bags 
(envelopes, pouches) of paper or plastics, for packaging.

Cl.21;Kitchen utensils; containers for household use; kitchen containers; glass, unworked or semi-worked, except 
building glass; porcelain ware; earthenware; bottles; works of art of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; statuettes 
of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; figurines (statuettes) of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; glasses 
(receptacles); tableware.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; commercial administration; direct mail advertising (leaflets, prospectuses, 
printed matter, samples); presentation of goods on all communication media, for retail sale; business management and 
organization consultancy; document reproduction; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; 
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online advertising on a computer network; publication of advertising texts; dissemination of advertisements.

Cl.42;Technical evaluations concerning design (engineers" services); scientific research; technical research services; 
research and development of new products for others; technical project study services.
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3378613    19/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1303203]
NEXANS

4 Allée de l'Arche F-92400 COURBEVOIE FR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GROSER & GROSER

D - 1/ 5 DLF, QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE 1, GURGAON - 122 002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; electric wires and cables; electronic cables and wires; telecommunication cables; connectors; commutators; 
junction sleeves and sheaths for electric, electronic and telecommunication cables and wires; components and 
accessories for electric, electronic and telecommunication cable and wire connections; electric conductors; software.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research, analysis and design services in the field of electrical 
energy, means of production, transport and distribution of electrical energy.
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Priority claimed from 15/03/2016; Application No. : 1758842 ;Australia 

3379195    20/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1303785]
FUNK INTELLECTUAL PTY LTD

202 Flinders Street Adelaide SA 5000 AU

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Coffee; coffee beans; coffee beverages; coffee beverages with milk; coffee drinks; coffee products; coffee-based 
beverages; freeze-dried coffee; ground coffee; decaffeinated coffee; ice beverages with a coffee base; iced coffee (coffee 
based beverages); instant coffee; unroasted coffee; filled sandwiches; sandwiches; toasted sandwiches; bread rolls; 
crusty rolls; filled bread rolls; filled rolls; soft rolls (bread).

Cl.43;Cafe services; cafes; coffee bar and coffee house services (provision of food and drink); coffee shop services; 
provision of food and beverages; advisory services relating to catering; booking of catering services; business catering 
services; catering services; contract catering services; food and drink catering; mobile catering services.
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Priority claimed from 15/03/2016; Application No. : 1758850 ;Australia 

3379809    20/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1303786]
FUNK INTELLECTUAL PTY LTD

PO BOX 326 HIGHGATE SA 5063 AU

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Coffee; coffee beans; coffee beverages; coffee beverages with milk; coffee drinks; coffee products; coffee-based 
beverages; freeze-dried coffee; ground coffee; decaffeinated coffee; ice beverages with a coffee base; iced coffee (coffee 
based beverages); instant coffee; unroasted coffee; filled sandwiches; sandwiches; toasted sandwiches; bread rolls; 
crusty rolls; filled bread rolls; filled rolls; soft rolls (bread).

Cl.43;Cafe services; cafes; coffee bar and coffee house services (provision of food and drink); coffee shop services; 
provision of food and beverages; advisory services relating to catering; booking of catering services; business catering 
services; catering services; contract catering services; food and drink catering; mobile catering services.
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3381209    26/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1304487]
BREITLING SA

Schlachthausstrasse 2 CH-2540 Grenchen Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving apparatus and instruments; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; portable electronic apparatus providing access to the 
Internet as well as data transmission, reception; portable computer hardware; connected watches; smartwatches.

Cl.14;Jewelry, timepieces and chronometric instruments, time-measuring instruments; watches; electronic watches 
with additional communication functions; parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods.
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3384916    20/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1305009]
OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU "WDS"

20, bldg. 1G, Kulakova street RU-123592 Moscow Russian Federation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Breath freshening sprays; dentifrices; perfumery; cosmetics; cosmetic creams; beauty masks; oils for cosmetic 
purposes; hair lotions; hair rinses [shampoo-conditioners]; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; soap; cosmetic 
preparations for baths; shampoos.

Cl.21;Toothbrushes.
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Priority claimed from 16/12/2015; Application No. : 014916522 ;European Union 

3386049    16/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1306160]
I.L.L.A. S.P.A.

Via Ghisolfi e Guareschi, 17 I-43015 Noceto (PR) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Non-stick coatings for pans, cookware, baking trays, small electric kitchen apparatus and utensils.

Cl.21;Frying pans; skillets; saucepans (earthenware -); saucepans; pots for cooking; household or kitchen utensils and 
containers.
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Priority claimed from 03/06/2016; Application No. : 015507197 ;European Union 

3388505    04/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1306816]
NEUTRAL.COM APS

Vesterbrogade 149 St. B6. DK-1620 København V DK

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Cloth; textile goods, not included in other classes; bed blankets; table covers.

Cl.25;Clothing; headgear.
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Priority claimed from 08/12/2015; Application No. : UK00003139635 ;United Kingdom 

3392373    07/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1307521]
DEN AUTOMATION LTD

Unit 605, Metropolitan Wharf, 70 Wapping Wall London E1W 3SS GB

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, KHAIRU PLACE, CALCUTTA- 700 072.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for controlling and switching electricity; measuring, detecting, and monitoring 
instruments, indicators and controllers for electrical apparatus and instruments; electrical and electric switches; 
domestic electrical and electric switches; light switches; electrical plug sockets; remote controllers; programmable 
controllers; electronic sensors for measuring electricity usage; sensors for controlling energy usage; sensors for 
controlling energy usage in the home; light sensors and movement sensors; electronic sensors for the purposes of 
detecting occupancy within a building or room; light and/or movement sensitive switches; electrical and electronic 
controllers for electrical apparatus and devices; computer software and software applications relating to energy usage 
and the monitoring and control of electrical apparatus and devices; computer software and software applications relating 
to energy usage and the monitoring and control of electrical apparatus and devices within the home; automation software 
for home electrical apparatus and devices; computer software and software applications for the management and 
displaying of information and data relating to energy usage and the monitoring and control of electrical apparatus and 
devices; computer software and software applications for the management and displaying of information and data 
relating to energy usage and the monitoring and control of electrical apparatus and devices within the home.

Cl.42;Computer software design, development and maintenance services related to energy usage and the monitoring 
and control of electrical apparatus and devices; computer software design, development and maintenance services 
related to energy usage and the monitoring and control of electrical apparatus and devices within the home; design and 
development of automation software for home electrical apparatus and devices; software as a service (Saas) services 
relating to energy usage and the monitoring and control of electrical apparatus and devices; software as a service (Saas) 
services relating to energy usage and the monitoring and control of electrical apparatus and devices within the home; 
providing temporary use online of non-downloadable software for the monitoring and control of electrical apparatus and 
devices; providing temporary use online of non-downloadable software for the monitoring and control of electrical 
apparatus and devices within the home; providing temporary use online of non-downloadable software for the 
management and displaying of information and data relating to energy usage and the monitoring and control of electrical 
apparatus and devices; hosting of information and data relating to energy usage and the monitoring and control of 
electrical apparatus and devices within the home; design and development of electrical and electronic apparatus; 
electronic engineering and design services.
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Priority claimed from 24/05/2016; Application No. : 015467814 ;European Union 

3394086    06/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1307820]
MAGIC APPARELS LIMITED

1 Lumley Street, Mayfair London London, City of W1K 6TT GB

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GARG & ASSOCIATES

D-101, BASEMENT KRISHNA NAGAR, STREET NO. 5, SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110 029.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith; jewellery, costume jewellery, 
precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials; small leather goods; animal skins; trunks 
and travelling bags; bags; umbrellas and parasols; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.25;Clothing; blouses, shirts, T-shirts, sweatshirts, jackets, jumpers, tops, bustiers, trousers, skirts, coordinated 
clothing sets, suits, coats, underwear; swimwear; shawls; neckerchiefs; cravats; headbands; jogging and fitness 
clothing; gloves; belts; ties; footwear and legwear; headgear.

Cl.35;Advertising; online-advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; wholesale and 
retail store services in the field of clothing; online retail store services relating to clothing and clothing accessories; mail 
order retail services connected with clothing accessories.
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3394653    01/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1308245]
WEST EAST CORPORATION S.R.L.

Via Santa Margherita, 8/A I-06122 Perugia Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.

317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Anchovy; alginates for culinary purposes; gelatine; spiny lobsters, not live; herrings; milk beverages, milk 
predominating; stock; bouillon (preparations for making -); soups; fruit peel; butter; chocolate nut butter; game; candied 
fruits; meats; meat jellies; caviar; gherkins; potato chips; fish; onions, preserved; edible fats; cranberry sauce [compote]; 
broth concentrates; jams; frozen fruits; meat, preserved; fruit conserves; canned vegetables; fish preserves; croquettes; 
crustaceans, not live; fish fillets; cheese products; potato fritters; fruit jellies; fruit peel; fruit salads; fruit pulp; fruit peel; 
preserved fruits; cooked fruits; mushrooms, preserved; shrimps, not live; prawns, not live; crayfish, not live; lobsters, not 
live; jellies; fatty substances for the manufacture of edible fats; hummus [chickpea paste]; bacon; milk; milk products; 
vegetable preserves; vegetables, cooked; dried pulses; lentils, preserved; vegetable salads; ground almonds; marmalade; 
soup (preparations for making -); soup mixes; canned soups; non-living molluscs; edible oils; olive oil for food; olives, 
preserved; cream [dairy products]; whipped cream; tomato purée; liver pâté; fish; preserved fish; salted fish; peas, 
preserved; poultry, not live; pollen prepared as foodstuff; ham; sausages; salmon; sausages; sausages in batter; meats; 
sausages; sardines; game; piccalilli; pickles; truffles, preserved; tuna fish; tripe; eggs; yolk of eggs; white of eggs; 
raisins; yoghurt; ginger jam.

Cl.30;Vinegar; farinaceous food pastes; starch for food; oat-based food; flavourings, other than essential oils, for 
beverages; cocoa-based beverages; coffee based drinks; drinking chocolate; tea-based beverages; beer vinegar; cake 
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dough; cake dough; petit-beurre biscuits; buns; cocoa; food products containing cocoa as ingredient; coffee; coffee 
flavorings [flavourings]; vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes; coffee (unroasted -); capers; caramels; meat 
pies; meat tenderizers, for household purposes; cereals; chips [cereal products]; cloves [spice]; waffles; wafers; 
chocolate; condiments; candy; thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs; crackers; puddings; pancakes; macaroons 
[pastry]; cooking salt; cake dough; flavourings, other than essential oils, for cakes; cake dough; cake mixtures; 
sweeteners (natural -); farinaceous foods; gruel, with a milk base, for food; flour; bean meal; potato flour; oats (crushed -);
groats for human food; pies; fondants; edible ices; ice cream (binding agents for -); fruit jellies [confectionery]; wheat 
flour; maize flour; dressings for salad; ketchup [sauce]; cocoa beverages with milk; cocoa beverages with milk; chocolate 
beverages with milk; sausage binding materials; baking powder; yeast; leaven; liquorice [confectionery]; macaroni; food 
products containing flour-milling; mayonnaise; marzipan; honey; nutmeg; barley meal; gingerbread; bread; rusks; 
breadcrumbs; baps; almond paste; ferments for pastes; cake dough; lozenges [confectionery]; petits fours [cakes]; meat 
pies; pepper spice; pizza; powders for ice cream; tomato sauce; ravioli; rice; cooking salt; salt for preserving foodstuffs; 
soya sauce; sauces [condiments]; mustard; spaghetti; spices; cereal-based snack food; rice-based snack food; ribbon 
vermicelli; tea; saffron [seasoning]; sugar; sugar candy [for food].

Cl.31;Citrus fruit, fresh; foodstuffs and fodder for animals; peanuts, fresh; oranges, fresh; oats; berries, fresh fruits; 
dog biscuits; cocoa beans, raw; chicory roots; chicory, fresh; onions, fresh vegetables; flower bulbs; fresh wheat; fresh 
fruits; mushrooms, fresh; wheat; bran; lettuce, fresh; lentils, fresh; lemons, fresh; hops; malt for brewing and distilling; 
almonds [fruits]; hazelnuts; nuts [fruits]; barley; mash for fattening livestock; potatoes, fresh; fish spawn; peas, fresh; 
leeks, fresh; rhubarb, fresh; roots for food; unprocessed rice; sesame; truffles, fresh; grapes, fresh; marrows, fresh; 
sugarcane.

Cl.32;Seltzer water; waters [beverages]; table waters; sparkling water; aerated water (preparations for making -); lithia 
water; mineral water [beverages]; mineral water (preparations for making -); non-alcoholic beverages; non-alcoholic 
beverages; non-alcoholic fruit extracts; aperitifs, non-alcoholic; milk (peanut -) [non-alcoholic beverage]; preparations for 
making beverages; syrups for beverages; whey beverages; non-alcoholic honey-based beverages; powders for 
effervescing beverages; pastilles for effervescing beverages; isotonic drinks; beer wort; beers; cocktails, non-alcoholic; 
essences for making beverages; fruit juice beverages (non-alcoholic -); juices; almonds (milk of -) [beverage]; liqueurs 
(preparations for making -); hops (extracts of -) for making beer; malt beer; malt wort; must; fruit nectars, non-alcoholic; 
orgeat; tomato juice [beverage]; syrups for beverages; soda water; cider, non-alcoholic; grape must, unfermented.

Cl.33;Brandy; alcoholic fruit extracts; rice alcohol; alcoholic beverages (except beer); alcoholic extracts; spirits 
[beverages]; bitters; anisette [liqueur]; aperitifs; distilled beverages; cocktails; digesters [liqueurs and spirits]; alcoholic 
essences; liqueurs; rum; cider; piquette; wine; vodka; whisky.

Cl.35;Assistance in management of business activities; business consulting services; business information; business 
investigation; efficiency experts; business inquiries; business research; consultancy relating to business organisation; 
business management and organization consultancy; business appraisals; business appraisals; rental of vending 
machines; rental of advertising time on communication media; advertising agencies; commercial information agencies; 
import-export agency services; updating of advertising material; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods 
and services of others; cost price analysis; dissemination of advertisements; computerised file management; 
auctioneering services; distribution of samples; commercial or industrial management assistance; price comparison 
services; compilation of statistics; transcription of communications [office functions]; shop window dressing; 
dissemination of advertisements; demonstration of goods; advisory services for business management; rental of vending 
machines; document reproduction; arranging of exhibitions for business purposes; arranging of exhibitions for 
advertising purposes; organisation of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; computerised file management; 
arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; relocation services for businesses; modelling for advertising or sales 
promotion; consumers (commercial information and advice for -) [consumer advice shop]; rental of advertising space; 
layout services for advertising purposes; market research; market studies; publicity material rental; exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes; economic forecasting; advertising; advertising by mail order; preparation of 
publicity materials; preparation of the contents for radio commercials; preparation of the contents for television 
commercials; on-line advertising on a computer network; publication of publicity texts; publicity material rental; news 
clipping services; public relations services; sponsorship search; data search in computer files for others; arranging 
subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; outsourcing services [business assistance]; systemization of 
information into computer databases; opinion polling; provision of statistical information relating to business; 
administrative processing of purchase orders; business auditing.

Cl.41;Amusement park services; casino facilities [gambling] (providing -); cinema theaters; movie studios; club 
services [entertainment or education]; providing health club and gymnasium services; organization of sports 
competitions; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of congresses; arranging and 
conducting of colloquiums; correspondence courses; correspondence courses, distance learning; discotheque services; 
entertainment; amusement park services; entertainment information; training (practical -) [demonstration]; radio 
entertainment; television entertainment; education; education information; organization of exhibitions for cultural or 
educational purposes; photography; photographic reporting; game services provided on-line from a computer network; 
casino, gaming and gambling services; recreation information; teaching services; training; night clubs; nursery schools; 
provision of electronic publications (not downloadable); microfilming; production of television and radio programs; 
museum facilities (providing -) [presentation, exhibitions]; organization of balls; competitions (organization of -) 
[education or entertainment]; arranging of beauty contests; organization of shows [impresario services]; arranging and 
conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of symposiums; workshops 
(arranging and conducting of -) [training]; planning (party -) [entertainment]; film production services; vocational 
guidance; editing of texts (except publicity texts); rental of radios and televisions; publication of texts, other than 
publicity texts.
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Priority claimed from 04/02/2016; Application No. : 302016000011702 ;Italy 

3394687    17/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1307908]
SAATI SPA

Via Milano, 14 I-22070 APPIANO GENTILE (CO) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S.RANA & CO

317 LAWYERS CHAMBERS,DELHI HIGH COURT,NEW DELHI.3

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; soil fertilizers; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and 
soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning products; adhesives used in industry; 
fabrics for photoengraving; protective agents for textiles; wax for fabric finishing; permeating chemicals for textiles; 
permeating chemical products for textiles, fur, leather, non-woven textiles and textile fabrics; emulsifiers for use in the 
manufacture of textiles; starch for the production of fabrics; chemical compositions for the treatment of fabrics; chemical 
compositions for fabric finishing; chemical products for the treatment of fabrics; fireproof solutions for household use on 
fabrics; chemical products for use in the manufacture of fabric or textiles; chemical products for the finishing of fabrics 
with water-repellent properties; protective products for fabrics for dry cleaning in the business sector; chemicals to 
prevent the build-up of stains for use on furniture fabrics; plates for offset printing; sensitized printing plates; printing 
binding agents for flocking; chemical products for printing; resins for the printing industry; oils for the production of 
printing inks; jelly for the production of printing paper; chemical products for use in the printing of newspapers; 
polystyrene in the form of pellets for injection-molding; artificial resins for use in the printing inks industry; molding 
compounds in the form of synthetic putty for use in the manufacture of printing inks in the graphics industry; minerals for 
filtering; compositions for the manufacture of phonograph records; fire protection compounds; carbon; industrial 
adhesives; industrial adhesive agents; adhesives for screen printing; structural adhesives for the construction industry; 
structural adhesives for use in the field of motor vehicles; sensitized emulsions; photographic emulsions; unprocessed 
plastics in the form of emulsions; light-sensitive emulsions; emulsifiers for emulsion polymerization; unprocessed 
plastics in the form of emulsions for industrial purposes.

Cl.24;Fabrics; non-woven fabrics; technical fabrics for filtering and other industrial applications; filtering fabrics; 
filtering fibers; filtering materials of textile; non-woven fabric substrates for filter production, support fabrics; elastic 
fabrics; thermo-adhesive fabrics; fabrics of imitation animal skins; fiberglass fabrics for textile use; cotton fabrics, 
synthetic fiber fabrics, upholstery fabrics, chemical fiber mixed fabrics, waterproof fabrics, laminated fabrics, cotton 
knitted fabrics, knitted fabrics of chemical fiber, tape fabrics, non-woven fabrics; multi-layer fabrics; textile articles in 
general, brocade, rigid cloth, cotton fabrics, damask, damask cloth, linen cloth, flannel, jersey, rayon fabric, silk, 
moleskin, crepe fabrics, taffeta, tulle, velvet, woolen fabric, zephyr, rubber fabric, silk muslin, chenille fabrics, hemp 
fabrics; fabrics for textile and screen printing; filters of textile; textile goods as parts for use in the manufacture of 
industrial filters; printed fabrics; printed textile goods; rubber fabrics for printing; printed textile labels; silk fabrics for 
printing; printing parts of textile; printing cloths for use in the paper industry; felts for use in the paper industry; covers 
(loose) for furniture; loose covers for furniture; nets for protection against insects; protective coverings for mattresses 
and furniture; protective canvas cloth; carbon fiber fabrics, no insulation; pieces of fabric; carbon fiber fabrics; heat-
activated adhesive fabrics; fabrics of semi-synthetic fibers; chemical fiber fabrics; mixed fiber fabrics; fabrics of synthetic 
fibers; fabrics mixed in chemical fibers; non-woven fabrics, made of natural fibers; chemical fiber fabrics processed in 
rings; pieces of fabrics or textile products, consisting of mixed fibers.
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Priority claimed from 24/05/2016; Application No. : 87048110 ;United States of America 

3398838    13/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1310371]
EXPLORAMED NC7, INC.

1975 W. El Camino Real, Suite 306 Mountain View CA 94040 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.

74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Breast pumps and accessories therefor, namely, breast milk containers and milk storage bags therefor; breast 
pump flanges; and replacement components for breast pumps, breast milk containers, milk storage bags, and breast 
pump flanges.

Cl.18;All-purpose carrying bags; baby backpacks; baby carriers worn on the body; baby carrier covers specially 
adapted for baby carriers worn on the body; bags for carrying babies" accessories; carrying cases for portable breast 
pumps; diaper bags; pouches for carrying babies and accessories relating thereto.
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Priority claimed from 15/04/2015; Application No. : 154167973 ;France 

3399199    09/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1309857]
HERMES INTERNATIONAL

24 rue du Faubourg Saint Honoré F-75008 PARIS France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys, precious stones, jewelry, necklaces, long necklaces, chokers, bracelets, rings, 
earrings, pendants, brooches, badges [jewelry], cuff links, medals, medallions, charms, tie clips, tie pins, chains [jewelry], 
boxes of precious metal, jewelry boxes, boxes for watches not of precious metal, jewelry pouches and watch pouches not 
of precious metal, horological and chronometric instruments, watches and structural parts therefor, chronographs 
[watches], chronometers, wristwatches, clocks, pendulums [clock and watch making], small clocks, straps for watches, 
clasps for watches, dials for watches, watch cases, watch chains, movements for clocks and watches, cases for clock and
watch making, cases for watches [presentation], key rings [trinket or fobs], head accessories of jewelry, rings for scarves 
[jewelry].

Cl.18;Leather, imitations of leather, handbags, travelling bags, rucksacks, school bags, school satchels, beach bags, 
shopping bags, garment bags for travel, bags for sports, baby changing bags, travelling rug bags, reticules (handbags), 
wheeled shopping bags, sling bags for carrying infants, shoulder bags, bundles in the nature of all-purpose carrying 
bags, pocket wallets, purses, card cases (notecases), bank note holders, briefcases, attaché cases, key cases 
(leatherware), tidies of leather, trunks, suitcases, travelling sets in leather, travelling trunks, pouches intended to hold 
toilet products (empty), vanity cases not fitted, clutch bags (leatherware), pouches (handbags for evening), minaudieres in
the nature of small clutch purses, saddlery, saddle trees, bridles (harness), bridoons, straps of leather (saddlery), reins, 
horseshoes, horse collars, stirrups, parts of rubber for stirrups, stirrup leathers, harness, halters, fastenings for saddles, 
bands of leather, shoulder belts (straps) of leather, chin straps of leather, knee-pads for horses, blinkers (harness), horse 
blankets, covers for horse-saddles, pads for horse saddles, whips, cat o" nine tails, riding crops, saddle boxes, riding 
saddles, bits for animals (harness), harness fittings, wrist-straps, parasols, umbrellas, sunshades, walking sticks, 
umbrella rings, covers for umbrellas, umbrella sticks, umbrella handles, walking stick handles, walking stick seats, 
suitcase handles, collars for animals, leashes for animals, muzzles, clothing for pets, bags for animals, harness for 
animals, animal skins, bags for campers, leather leashes, leather thread, trimmings of leather for furniture, furniture 
coverings of leather, bags (envelopes, pouches) of leather for packaging, game bags (hunting accessories), bags for 
climbers, slings for carrying infants, boxes of leather or leather board, hat boxes of leather, boxes of vulcanized fiber, 
cases of leather or leather board, cases of vulcanized fiber, coverings of skin (furs), leather, unworked or semi-worked, 
empty tool bags of leather, moleskin (imitation of leather), label holders for luggage.
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Priority claimed from 21/03/2016; Application No. : 4258540 ;France 

3399239    17/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1310460]
ERYTECH PHARMA

60 avenue Rockfeller F-69008 LYON France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, KHAIRU PLACE, CALCUTTA- 700 072.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary products; chemical preparations for medical or pharmaceutical use.

Cl.7;Machines for the development and/or production of products for therapeutic use.

Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments for the development and/or production of products for therapeutic use.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments for the development and/or production of products for therapeutic use.

Cl.42;Evaluations, assessments and research in the fields of science and technology provided by engineers; research 
and development of new products for others; scientific research for medical purposes.

Cl.44;Medical services; hospital services; health services.
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Priority claimed from 21/01/2016; Application No. : 015024375 ;European Union 

3399250    13/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1309764]
GÜHRING KG

Herderstrasse 50-54 72458 Albstadt Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.

317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Tools being parts of machines; cutting tools (mechanically operated tools); mechanical tools for machine tools; 
twist drills; chucks being machine parts; drill chucks (parts of machines); tool holders being parts of machine tools; pre-
setting tools for setting and adjusting tools, included in this class; modular couplings for machine tools.

Cl.8;Hand tools (hand operated); cutting, drilling, grinding, sharpening and surface treatment hand tools; rotary metal 
cutting tools [hand-operated tools].

Cl.40;Treatment of materials, namely grinding and coating of tools; contract manufacturing services.
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Priority claimed from 06/11/2015; Application No. : 302015000070093 ;Italy 

3400735    17/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1309900]
IMPER S.P.A.

Corso Principe Oddone, 18 I-10122 Torino IT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Powdered milk and powdered dairy-based preparations provided in single-serve containers, pods or capsules of 
various dimensions, used in beverage machines; milk; soya milk [milk substitute]; rice milk [milk substitute]; sheep milk; 
goat milk; coconut milk for culinary purposes; milk of almonds for culinary purposes; beverages made from or containing 
milk; powdered milk; flavoured milk powder for making drinks; cream [dairy products]; powdered cream [dairy products]; 
non-dairy creamers; creamers for beverages; coconut powder; almond powder; fruit powder; soups; instant soups; 
bouillon cubes.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and chocolate provided in single-serve containers, pods or capsules of various dimensions, 
used in beverage machines; coffee, tea, cocoa, chocolate and substitutes therefor; instant coffee; instant tea; instant 
cocoa powder; coffee-based, tea-based, cocoa-based and chocolate-based beverages; coffee-based, tea-based, cocoa-
based and chocolate-based preparations for making beverages; herbal teas, other than for medical use; chamomile tea, 
other than for medical use; herbal preparations for making beverages; coffee capsules containing coffee for brewing; tea 
capsules containing tea for brewing; flavourings for beverages other than essential oils; food flavourings, other than 
essential oils; herbal flavourings for making beverages; coffee and tea flavourings; chocolate flavourings; seasonings; 
flavourings made from fruits; powdered sugar for preparing isotonic beverages.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic beverages and preparations for making beverages provided in single-serve containers, pods or 
capsules of various dimensions, used in beverage machines; non-alcoholic beverages; almond milk [beverage]; peanut 
milk [beverage]; soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; coconut-based beverages, other than milk 
substitutes; rice-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; flavoured carbonated beverages; fruit and vegetable 
juices; fruit-based and vegetable-based beverages; drinking waters; preparations for making aerated water; soda water; 
preparations for making beverages; syrups for beverages; syrups for making beverages; concentrates used in the 
preparation of tea based beverages, fruit-based beverages, sports beverages, and soft drinks; cartridges and capsules 
containing syrups for making beverages; preparations for making aerated water and mineral water; essences for making 
non-alcoholic beverages, not in the nature of essential oils; powders for effervescing beverages; powders used in the 
preparation of soft drinks.
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Priority claimed from 21/10/2015; Application No. : 1729372 ;Australia 

3401158    21/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1310139]
MACRO INVESTMENTS PTY. LTD.

PO BOX 222 KILKENNY SA 5009 Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Alimentary preserves made of meat; baked meat; burgers (meat patties); canned meat; casseroles (prepared meal 
of meat or vegetables); chilled foods consisting predominantly of meat; chilled meals made from meat; chopped meat 
patties; cold meats; combinations of cheese and meat; cooked meals consisting principally of meat; cooked meals 
consisting principally of meat and vegetables; cooked meat; cooked meat dishes; corned meat; cubed meats; dehydrated 
meat balls; dried meats; extracts of meat; food pastes made from meat; food preparations consisting principally of meat; 
food preparations consisting principally of meat products; food preparations made from meat; food products derived 
from meat; food products made from meat; foodstuffs consisting of sausage meat; fresh meat; frozen meat; frozen meat 
products; frozen prepared meals consisting principally of meat; game products (meat); grilled meat; hamburgers (meat 
patties); lamb (prepared meat); luncheon meats; meat; meat based stock; meat broth concentrates; meat broth paste; 
meat burgers (meat patties); meat conserves; meat extracts; meat gelatines; meat jellies; meat paste; meat pates; meat 
preparations; meat preserves; meat products; meat terrines; meat, preserved; meat, tinned; meat-based dips; minced 
meat; pastes containing meat; pastry fillings of meat; pie fillings of meat; potted meats; preparations made from meat; 
prepared dishes consisting principally of meat; prepared meals consisting principally of meat; prepared meals made from 
meat (meat predominating); prepared meals, predominantly of meat or vegetables; prepared meat; prepared meat dishes; 
prepared meat products; preserved meats; preserved prepared meat; preserves made from meat; processed meat 
products; quenelles (meat); roasted meat; salads containing meat; salt meats; salted meats; sausage meat; smoked 
meats; smoked prepared meat; snack foods consisting principally of meat; snack foods made from meat; steaks of meat; 
tinned meats; all of the foregoing derived primarily from kangaroo.

Cl.30;Binding preparations for meat; flavourings made from meat; meat dumplings (cooked meat in a pastry envelope); 
meat gravies; meat pies; meat tenderizers, for household purposes; pastries consisting of vegetables and meat; pelmeni 
(dumplings stuffed with meat); pies containing meat; sandwiches containing meat; all of the foregoing derived primarily 
from kangaroo.

Cl.31;Fresh meat for cats; fresh meat for dogs; processed meat for cats; processed meat for dogs; all of the foregoing 
derived primarily from kangaroo.

Cl.35;Retail sale of prepared kangaroo meat and kangaroo meat products (butcher"s shop).
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Priority claimed from 03/02/2016; Application No. : 01749832 ;Australia 

3401887    21/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1311003]
ENHANCE YOUR OPTIONS PTY. LTD.

12 Murramarang Dr PARKINSON QLD 4115 Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.

317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs for simulating the trading in futures and options; training guides in electronic format; training 
guides in the form of a computer program; training manuals in electronic format; training manuals in the form of a 
computer program; training aids (apparatus for teaching people).

Cl.36;Options trading; trading in options; advisory services relating to futures; trading in futures.
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Priority claimed from 12/08/2015; Application No. : 014473111 ;European Union 

3403465    08/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1311086]
HANS GEORG HAGLEITNER

Lindenallee 11 A-5700 Zell am See Austria

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Water-purifying preparations, water-softening preparations; decalcifying preparations [industrial] in liquid form; 
salts for regeneration of water softening installations, in particular in dishwashing, glass washing and coffee machines.

Cl.3;Cosmetics, perfumery, cosmetic preparations, hand and body creams, essential oils, scented oils, washing 
preparations, cleaning preparations, bleaching preparations, furbishing preparations, degreasing preparations, 
dishwashing preparations, shining preparations (polish), soaps, abrasive preparations, abrasive soaps, soaps containing 
particles for mechanical cleaning, hand soaps, liquid soaps and foam soaps, bath foam, shower gels, fabric softener for 
laundry, bleaching preparations for laundry, room fragrances, room fragrancing preparations, scale-removing 
preparations, in particular for descaling dishwashing, glass washing and coffee machines; moistened cosmetic wipes of 
paper.

Cl.5;Disinfectants, in particular for hygiene purposes; fungicides; herbicides; moisturised wipes.

Cl.7;Washing machines for crockery, in particular dishwashers with integrated desalination system.

Cl.9;Dosage dispensers, in particular for cosmetics, perfumery, cosmetic preparations, hand and body creams, 
essential oils, scented oils, washing preparations, cleaning preparations, bleaching preparations, furbishing preparations, 
degreasing preparations, dishwashing preparations, shining preparations (polish), soaps, abrasive preparations, abrasive 
soaps, soaps containing particles for mechanical cleaning, hand soaps, liquid soaps and foam soaps, bath foam, shower 
gels, fabric softener for laundry, bleaching preparations for laundry, room fragrances, room fragrancing preparations, 
water purifying chemicals, scale-removing preparations and water softening preparations, in particular for descaling 
dishwashing, glass washing and coffee machines; dosage dispensers for disinfectants, in particular for sanitary 
purposes, fungicides, herbicides; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; computer software, recorded, computer 
operating programmes, recorded; computer programs [downloadable]; data processing apparatus; computers; detectors; 
interfaces for computers with graphical user interfaces; measuring apparatus; measuring instruments; transmitters and 
receivers of electronic signals; sensors with and without radio transmission, electric sensors; signalling apparatus and 
instruments; checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media; 
weighing apparatus and instruments; batteries; remote controls.

Cl.11;Air deodorising apparatus, disinfectant dispensers, in particular for toilets; air deodorising apparatus, namely 
electric air deodorising apparatus, electric room deodorising units, dispensing units for room fragrances, electric air 
deodorising apparatus with disinfectant dispensers; water purification apparatus, water disinfecting apparatus and 
installations; sanitary apparatus and installations; hand drying apparatus for washrooms; electric hand drying apparatus 
for washrooms and contactless hand drying apparatus; apparatus for supplying water; bath plumbing fixtures; taps 
[faucets]; contactless fittings, in particular washstand fittings for wash-hand basins; water closets; water purifying 
installations, water desalinating apparatus and water conditioning installations; desalination apparatus; dispensers for 
dispensing room fragrances, room fragrancing preparations.

Cl.16;Hygienic paper; towels of paper, in particular in folded or rolled form; handkerchiefs and cosmetic wipes of paper 
(not pre-moistened); kitchen rolls [paper]; table napkins of paper; paper for cleaning purposes; sanitary paper bags.

Cl.21;Dispensers, in particular mechanical and contactless dispensers for dispensing sanitary articles, toilet paper, 
towels of paper, sanitary bags, cleaning cloths; dispensers for dispensing cosmetics, perfumery, cosmetic preparations, 
hand and body creams, essential oils, scented oils, washing preparations, cleaning preparations, bleaching preparations, 
furbishing preparations, degreasing preparations, dishwashing preparations, shining preparations (polish), soaps, 
abrasive preparations, abrasive soaps, soaps containing particles for mechanical cleaning, hand soaps, liquid soaps and 
foam soaps, bath foam, shower gels, fabric softener for laundry, bleaching preparations for laundry, water purifying 
chemicals, scale-removing preparations and water softening preparations, in particular for descaling dishwashing, glass 
washing and coffee machines; dispensers for dispensing disinfectants, in particular for sanitary purposes, fungicides, 
herbicides; accessories for dispensers, in particular stands, wall mounts, drip trays; dustbins; waste paper baskets; toilet 
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brushes and accessories; cleaning articles; transportable containers for cleaning preparations and cleaning equipment; 
brooms; mops, mop wringers; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; rubber gloves, rubber gloves for household use, 
disposable rubber gloves.

Cl.35;Computerised file management; assembling data in computer-databases; computerised file management; 
collating and systematic ordering of data in a computer database; systemization of information into computer databases; 
database management; computerised file management; alignment and maintenance of data in computer databases; 
compilation of statistics; data search in computer files for others; commercial information and advice for consumers 
[consumer advice shop].

Cl.37;Rental, maintenance, servicing and repair of sanitary installations and facilities, and of dosage devices and 
dispensers, in particular mechanical and contactless dispensers for dispensing sanitary articles, toilet paper, towels of 
paper, sanitary bags, cleaning cloths, and dispensers for dispensing cosmetics, perfumery, cosmetic preparations, hand 
and body creams, essential oils, scented oils, washing preparations, cleaning preparations, bleaching preparations, 
furbishing preparations, degreasing preparations, dishwashing preparations, shining preparations (polish), soaps, 
abrasive preparations, abrasive soaps, soaps containing particles for mechanical cleaning, hand soaps, liquid soaps and 
foam soaps, bath foam, shower gels, fabric softener for laundry, bleaching preparations for laundry, room fragrances, 
room fragrancing preparations, water purifying chemicals, scale-removing preparations and water softening preparations, 
in particular for descaling dishwashing, glass washing and coffee machines, and dispensers for dispensing disinfectants, 
in particular for sanitary purposes, fungicides, herbicides.

Cl.38;Transmission of digital files; pager services; paging services [radio, telephone or other means of electronic 
communication]; telecommunications, in particular computer-aided electronic information and communications services; 
providing of access to information, content and websites stored in a database, in particular on computer networks; 
transmission of information stored in databases via telecommunications networks, including in particular via the internet; 
providing of access to portals and websites on computer networks, in particular on the internet; collection and delivery of 
messages; transmission of data via telecommunication networks; telecommunications by means of portals, namely 
providing of an electronic information portal; providing access to databases.

Cl.42;Computer programming; design and maintenance of computer software; conversion of data or documents from 
physical to electronic media; establishing and operating databases, namely installation, maintenance and updating of 
database software and electronic data storage; hosting computer sites, server hosting; updating of websites; providing of 
web hosting.

Cl.44;Providing of information and consultancy in connection with hygiene products, sanitary products and 
disinfectants.
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Priority claimed from 15/09/2015; Application No. : 014555569 ;European Union 

3405811    08/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1312625]
AQUANOVA AG

Birkenweg 8-10 64295 Darmstadt Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; detergents for use in manufacture and industry; chemical 
substances for preserving foodstuffs, industrial chemical materials, chemical preparations for scientific purposes and 
natural fertilizers; starches for use in manufacturing and industry; chemical additives for food, emulsifiers for food 
preparations, chemical stabilizers for stabilising foodstuffs; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; isoflavone for 
preparing foodstuffs; flavour improvers for foodstuffs; bacteria for use in food manufacture; alginates for the food 
industry; gluten for the food industry; cream of tartar for the food industry; enzyme preparations for the food industry; 
lactic cultures for the food industry; enzymes for the food industry; pectin for the food industry; casein for the food 
industry; lecithin for the food industry; emulsifiers for use in the food processing industries; enzymes for use in 
foodstuffs; produce stabilizer used for preserving foods; colour stabilizers, namely chemical stabilizers for preserving 
foodstuffs; enzymes for food or drinks; chemical products for stabilising foodstuffs; polysaccharides for use in the 
manufacture of foodstuffs; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; glucose for the food industry; sulfite for 
preserving food; protein for use in the manufacture of foodstuffs; emulsifiers for use in the manufacture of foods; 
carrageenin for use in the manufacture of food; lactitol to be used in the manufacture of foodstuffs; chemical substances 
for preserving foodstuffs; chemical preparations for use in the food industry; protein prepared from soya beans for use in 
the manufacture of foodstuffs; spray dried gum acacia for use in the manufacture of foodstuffs; chemical substances 
absorbed on carriers for use as food preservatives; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; none of the aforesaid 
goods including soil fertilisers and conditioners.

Cl.2;Food colorants; food colors for domestic use; caramel colour for use in the food industry; food colorants; food 
colorants; food and beverage colorings; malt for use as a colourant for food; malt extracts for use as a colourant for food; 
food colorants derived from succulent fruits; safflower oil for colouring food; colorants for use in the manufacture of 
food; additives in connection with the aforesaid goods, included in this class; none of the aforesaid goods including 
wood paints, wood glazes, wood varnishes, wood lacquers and water-based lacquers, and wood mordants, preservatives 
against rust and against deterioration of wood.

Cl.5;Dental preparations and articles; preparations for hygiene and sanitary articles, namely sanitary towels; pest 
control preparations and pest control articles; medical and veterinary preparations and articles; algicides; alginates for 
pharmaceutical purposes; insect repelling tags; feeding stimulants for animals; antacids; antacid preparations; allergy 
medication; antibacterial handwash; antibacterial pharmaceuticals; antibacterial pharmaceuticals; antibacterial 
preparations; antibacterial substances for medical purposes; antibacterial alcohol skin sanitizer gel; antibiotics; 
antibiotics; antibiotics for veterinary use; anti-microbial preparations; antifungal preparations; anti-oxidant food 
supplements; antioxidants; antiparasitic preparations; antiseptics; antiseptics with prophylactic effect; antiseptics with 
therapeutic effect; antiseptics; antiseptic sprays in aerosol form for use on the skin; antiseptic sprays in aerosol form for 
use on hard surfaces; antiseptic cleansers; antiseptic preparations for wound care; antiseptic ointments; antiseptic 
washing preparations; anti-viral agents; aquatic herbicides; medicines for human purposes; medicines for veterinary 
purposes; pharmaceuticals and natural remedies; medicated supplements for foodstuffs for animals; bacterial 
preparations for medical and veterinary use; bacteriological preparations for medical and veterinary use; bactericides; 
balms for medical purposes; balsamic preparations for medical purposes; biological preparations for veterinary 
purposes; biological preparations for medical purposes; agricultural biopesticides; domestic biopesticides; biocides; soil 
fumigating preparations; forestry (chemicals for -), [fungicides]; forestry (chemicals for -), [herbicides]; forestry 
(chemicals for -), [insecticides]; forestry (chemicals for -), [parasiticide]; chemico-pharmaceutical preparations; chemical 
preparations for pesticidal purposes; vermin destroying preparations; chemicals for pharmaceutical use; chemical 
preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; chemical preparations for medical purposes; chemical preparations for 
veterinary purposes; chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; chemical test reagents [veterinary]; chemical 
test reagents [medical]; disinfectants; disinfectants for chemical toilets; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; sanitizers for 
household use; disinfectants for contact lenses; disinfectants for medical instruments; disinfectants for veterinary use; 
washes (disinfectant -) [other than soap]; enzyme preparations for medical purposes; enzyme preparations for veterinary 
purposes; beverages adapted for medicinal purposes; herbicides; herbicides for agricultural use; herbicides for domestic 
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use; vaccines; anti-infective products for veterinary use; insecticides; insect repellents; preparations for destroying 
insects; insect repellents; insecticides; germicides; germicidal preparations [other than soap]; egg sanitizing 
preparations; herbal medicine; herbal extracts (for medical use); herbal compounds for medical use; cultures for medical 
use; cultures for veterinary use; cultures of microorganisms for medical and veterinary use; culture media for veterinary 
use; larvae inhibiting preparations; larvae exterminating preparations; larvicides; lotions for pharmaceutical purposes; 
lotions for veterinary purposes; mice (preparations for destroying -); beverages adapted for medicinal purposes; skin 
treatment [medicated] for animals; medicated additives for animal foods; beverages adapted for medicinal purposes; 
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; medicinal herbal extracts for medical purposes; medicated food 
supplements; medicated plasters; medical and veterinary preparations and articles; acaricides; miticides for domestic 
use; miticides for agricultural use; sterilising preparations; preparations for controlling insects; preparations for 
destroying parasites; preparations for destroying vermin; nutritional supplements; food supplements for veterinary 
purposes; nutritional supplements; dietary supplements for humans; dietary supplements for animals; medicinal oils; 
antiparasitic preparations; parasiticides; parasiticides for medical use; lozenges for pharmaceutical purposes; 
agricultural pesticides; pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for animal skincare; pharmaceutical 
preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for animals; fungicides; trace element preparations for use by animals; trace 
elements (preparations of -) for human and animal use; probiotic bacterial formulations for veterinary use; reagents for 
microbiological analysis [for veterinary purposes]; reagents for use with analyzers [for veterinary purposes]; reactants for 
veterinary diagnosis; analgesics; slug exterminating preparations; sterilising solutions; sterilising substances; washes 
(sterilizing -); dips [pharmaceutical preparations for animals]; animal repellent formulations; animal repellent 
formulations; animal washes; tinctures for medical purposes; health food supplements made principally of minerals; 
health food supplements made principally of vitamins; vermin destroying preparations; herbicides; udder creams for 
agricultural use; behaviour modifying chemicals for controlling pests; veterinary preparations; veterinary preparations; 
veterinary preparations and substances; feeding stimulants for animals; anti-viral agents; vitamin and mineral 
supplements; vitamin supplements; vitamin supplements for animals; worm repellents for use on turf or grass; 
anthelmintics; teat dips for dairy cows; additives to vaccines; mineral food supplements; soil-sterilising preparations; 
none of the aforesaid goods including soil fertilisers and conditioners, the aforesaid goods not being veterinary 
pharmaceuticals or goods in connection with veterinary medicine.

Cl.30;Flavouring for beverages; coffee, tea, cocoa and substitutes therefor; processed cereals and starches for 
foodstuffs, and goods made therefrom, favourings for food, other than essential oils and salt; spicy flavourings for animal 
feed (other than essential oils and salts); extracts of coffee for use as flavours in foodstuffs; extracts of cocoa for use as 
flavours in foodstuffs; preparations for use as rising agents in food, namely leaven; fructose syrup for use in the 
manufacture of foods; thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs; substances imparting flavour for addition to food [other 
than essential oils].
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

3407058    06/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1312294]
GALAX MEMORY, S.L.U.

Centro de Negocios Puerta de Banus, Blq. A Oficina 8, Puerto Banus E-29660 MALAGA Spain

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.

317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Jewelry articles; timepieces; jewelry; precious and semi-precious stones; precious metals.

Cl.18;Walking sticks; trunks; pocket wallets; bags for sports; travel bags; beach bags; bags of leather; handbags; 
cases for business cards; collars for animals; leather laces; imitation leather; leather cases; traveling cases; key cases; 
umbrella covers; whips; skins of chamois leather; horseshoes; leather thread; suitcases; attaché cases; backpacks; 
purses; umbrellas; briefcases; hat boxes of leather; parasols; card cases; bags.

Cl.25;Coats; layettes; bath robes; esparto for shoes or sandals; sleep masks; headgear; bandanas; berets; socks; 
footwear; underpants; shirts; short-sleeve shirts; sports jerseys; vests; jackets; stuff jackets; belts; neckties; aprons; 
costumes; skirts; scarves; gabardines; galoshes; caps [headwear]; gloves; jerseys; unitards; stockings; trousers; 
bandanas [neckerchiefs]; parkas; pajamas; apparel; sandals; sarongs (pareus); hats; sweaters; suspenders; bathing 
suits; uniforms; sneakers; shoes; wooden shoes; mantillas; scarves; scarves.
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Priority claimed from 02/10/2015; Application No. : 1318118 ;Benelux 

3407163    01/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1312082]
TV ENTERTAINMENT REALITY NETWORK B.V.

Hullenbergweg 413, 5th Floor NL-1101 CS Amsterdam Zuidoost NL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Pre-recorded audio visual recordings, audiotapes, videotapes, video discs, compact discs, DVDs; protective 
coverings for laptop computers, tablet computers, smart phones, cameras, video cameras, camcorders, media players, 
personal digital assistants and mobile phones; headphones, earphones, ear buds; sunglasses

Cl.16;Printed matter; manuals [handbooks]; manuals for instructional purposes; guide books; strategy guidebooks for 
video games; photographic albums; photo albums and collectors" albums; instructional and teaching material (except 
apparatus); posters; postcards; personal organizers; diaries; pens; pencils; pencil cases; pen cases; drawing rulers; 
bookmarks; book plates; book covers; notebooks; colouring books; note pads; trading cards; books; graphic art books; 
song books; musical score books; comic books; magazines; periodicals.

Cl.35;Advertising; advertisement and promotion of television services, entertainment, movies, television programmes, 
previews of entertainment, trailers relating to entertainment; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of 
goods (excluding transport thereof), namely audio, video and multimedia entertainment content including text, data, 
images, audio, video and audio visual files enabling the customers to select, view and purchase; preparing and supplying 
printed and electronic catalogues, directories, magazines, newsletters, guides, books and bulletins for advertising and 
business information purposes; creating indexes of information, sites and other resources available on a global 
communications network; on-line retail store services featuring entertainment and educational content; talent agency 
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services

Cl.38;Communications services, namely, streaming of audio visual and multimedia content via the Internet, cable 
networks, wireless networks, satellite, or interactive multimedia networks; transmission and delivery of audio visual and 
multimedia content via the Internet, cable networks, wireless networks, satellite, or interactive multimedia networks; 
broadcasting services, including broadcast of television programmes, data broadcasting services, information services 
relating to broadcasting, music broadcasting, news broadcasting, radio broadcasting, satellite broadcasting services, 
podcasting services and webcasting services; mobile media services in the nature of electronic transmission of 
entertainment media content; video-on-demand transmission services; providing on-line chat rooms and electronic 
bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in the field of general interest; news agency services, namely 
providing news feed programs and raw footage in the field of news and information; all of the afore mentioned services 
also in interactive High Definition (HD) and Ultra High Definition (UHD), and in relation to the running of a TV Channel.

Cl.41;Education in the field of television and multimedia entertainment; entertainment; providing of training in the field 
of television and multimedia entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; educational services in the field of television 
and multimedia entertainment; entertainment services, including production of programmes for television, cable 
television, radio, online broadcasting, interactive services, multimedia programs, all distributed via various platforms 
across multiple forms of transmission media, including via the Internet, satellite, electronic communications networks, 
computer networks and wireless communications networks and also in interactive High Definition (HD) and Ultra High 
Definition (UHD); production of television programs; production of multimedia programs; production of audio and/or 
video recordings; film production; publication of magazines; providing movies, television shows, movies, and multimedia 
entertainment content, as well as information, reviews, and recommendations regarding television shows, movies, and 
multimedia entertainment content, also in interactive High Definition (HD) and Ultra High Definition (UHD); radio 
entertainment; television entertainment; cinema entertainment; theatre entertainment; game shows; organizing sporting 
activities; organization of sports competitions.
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Priority claimed from 19/08/2015; Application No. : 86730503 ;United States of America 

3407785    17/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1312240]
SALESFORCE.COM, INC.

The Landmark @ One Market St., Suite 300 San Francisco, CA 94105 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting volunteer programs and community service projects; 
charitable services, namely, organizing and conducting a volunteer outreach program that connects nonprofit 
organizations that have service needs with people who are willing to provide volunteer services; charitable services, 
namely, facilitating administrative coordination among charitable organizations; charitable services, namely, coordination 
of non-monetary contributions to charities, nonprofit organizations, and educational institutions; promoting charitable 
giving that reflects the core values of the donor by providing a method to identify the donor"s core values and to select 
charities that foster those values; promoting the charitable services of others, namely, providing individuals with 
information for the purpose of making donations to charities; promotional services, namely, promoting the charities of 
others.

Cl.36;Charitable fundraising services; charitable foundation services, namely, providing financial assistance for 
programs and services of others; charitable services, namely, providing monetary grants to schools, nonprofit 
organizations, educational institutions, and organizations that promote workforce development and access to information 
and resources through technology; charitable fundraising services, namely, by providing individuals with the information 
and opportunity to make monetary donations to their favorite charity.

Cl.42;Charitable services, namely, providing computer software to nonprofit organizations and educational institutions; 
charitable services, namely, hosting a website that features technology that enables nonprofit organizations and 
educational institutions to obtain resources and training and to engage with one another; providing temporary use of 
online non-downloadable software to store, manage, track, analyze, and report data in the fields of marketing, promotion, 
sales, customer information, customer relationship management, sales support, and employee efficiency; providing 
temporary use of online non-downloadable software to facilitate communicating among professionals in the advertising, 
marketing, and business services fields, and for customizing computer application user interfaces; computer services, 
namely, designing, developing, and maintaining computer software applications for others and consulting services 
related thereto; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software to facilitate communicating among faculty, 
staff, alumni, donors, and supporters in the field of education and for customizing computer application user interfaces; 
providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software to facilitate communicating among staff, partners, and 
supporters in the field of nonprofit organizations and for customizing computer application user interfaces; software as a 
service (SAAS) services featuring software in the nature of a database for compiling data for enabling educational 
institutions to plan, personalize, optimize, and customize communications with faculty, staff, alumni, donors, and 
supporters; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software in the nature of a database for compiling data for 
enabling nonprofit organizations to plan, personalize, optimize, and customize communications with staff, partners, and 
supporters; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring computer software for retrieving, tracking, analyzing, testing, 
measuring, and managing data, data relating to faculty, staff, alumni, donors, and supporters, and their interactions in the 
field of education; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring computer software for retrieving, tracking, analyzing, 
testing, measuring, and managing data, data relating to staff, partners, and supporters and their interactions in the field of 
nonprofit organizations; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring computer software for enabling educational 
institutions to plan, personalize, optimize, monitor, analyze, and measure interactions among their faculty, staff, alumni, 
donors, and supporters across channels and devices; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring computer software 
for enabling nonprofit organizations to plan, personalize, optimize, monitor, analyze, and measure interactions among 
their staff, partners, and supporters across channels and devices; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring 
computer software for enabling educational institutions to plan, personalize, optimize, monitor, analyze, and measure 
interactions among their faculty, staff, alumni, donors, and supporters across social media, customer relationship 
management (CRM) systems, point-of-sale systems, web analytics, web posts, email, and mobile devices; software as a 
service (SAAS) services featuring computer software for enabling nonprofit organizations to plan, personalize, optimize, 
monitor, analyze, and measure interactions among their staff, partners, and supporters across social media, customer 
relationship management (CRM) systems, point-of-sale systems, web analytics, web posts, email, and mobile devices.
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2015; Application No. : 014946172 ;European Union 

3407924    14/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1312123]
ECOTHERM AUSTRIA GMBH

Karlingerstr. 8 A-4081 Hartkirchen Austria

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Photovoltaics; photovoltaic modules; photovoltaic apparatus and installations for generating solar electricity; 
photovoltaic apparatus and installations for generating solar electricity; solar modules; solar panels; solar cells; solar 
cells for electricity generation; photovoltaic inverters; inverters for power supply; commutators; switches, electric; 
electrical controls; electronic controllers; automatic control apparatus; controllers (regulators); electric control 
apparatus; electronic control systems; electrical control circuits; control installations (electric -); apparatus and 
instruments for controlling electricity.

Cl.11;Heating, ventilating, and air conditioning and purification equipment (ambient); apparatus for heating; heating 
boilers, other than wall-mounted apparatus; heating installations; industrial heating apparatus; residential heating units; 
hot water heaters; heating installations for fluids; burners for heating installations; refrigerating apparatus; refrigerating 
installations; cooling elements; coils for cooling; commercial refrigeration units; refrigerating and freezing equipment; 
cooling apparatus for liquids; cooling installations for liquids; refrigerating appliances and installations; water coolers; 
water cooling installations; hot water boilers; hot water installations; hot water apparatus; hot water cylinders; heating 
installations [water]; solar water heaters; boilers for hot water supply installations, other than wall-mounted apparatus; 
water distribution installations; heat pumps; heat regenerators; heat accumulators; heat exchangers, not parts of 
machines; water softening apparatus and installations; water filtering apparatus; steam generating apparatus; steam 
generating installations; steam generators; steam heating apparatus [for industrial purposes]; boilers for hot water supply
installations, other than wall-mounted apparatus; boilers for heating installations, other than wall-mounted apparatus; 
boilers for use in heating systems, other than wall-mounted apparatus; boilers for central heating installations, other than 
wall-mounted apparatus; boilers being parts of central heating installations, other than wall-mounted apparatus; mixer 
taps for water pipes; water purification units; water purifying installations; water supply installations; water distribution 
installations; water conditioning units; water conditioning installations; solar thermal collectors [heating]; sunlight 
collecting apparatus for heating purposes; sanitary installations, water supply and sanitation equipment; water-pipes for 
sanitary installations.

Cl.37;Plumbing installation, maintenance and repair; HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) installation, 
maintenance and repair; installation and maintenance of photovoltaic installations; maintenance, repair and 
reconditioning of photovoltaic apparatus and installations.
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Priority claimed from 14/01/2016; Application No. : 4240646 ;France 

3407980    13/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1313644]
SAINT JEAN INDUSTRIES

180 R DES FRÈRES LUMIÈRE F-69220 SAINT-JEAN-D'ARDIERES France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools; propulsion mechanisms other than for land vehicles; machine couplings and transmission 
components (other than for land vehicles); motors and engines (other than for land vehicles); engines for air cushion 
vehicles; aeronautical engines; boat engines; motor and engine mounts other than for land vehicles; gearboxes other 
than for land vehicles; clutches other than for land vehicles; gears other than for land vehicles; brake linings other than 
for vehicles; brake pads other than for vehicles; freewheels other than for land vehicles; brake shoes other than for 
vehicles; brake segments other than for vehicles; turbines other than for land vehicles.

Cl.10;Prostheses of metal, prosthetic rods of metal.

Cl.12;Vehicle body; vehicle chassis or bumpers; parts for land vehicles, namely, suspension arms, wheel pivots, 
steering knuckles, suspension arms, hinged brackets, supporting members, cross beams, yokes, cylinder heads, cylinder 
head brackets, connecting rods, segments, pistons, crankshafts, camshafts, hangers, gimbals, gimbal ties, brace rods, 
clutch master cylinders, floating brake disks, brake distributor units, pads, brake pedals, brake master cylinders, rims; air 
vehicle parts, namely, empennage casings, jet engine blades, coupling sleeves, flapping hinges; shock absorbing springs 
for vehicles; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; brakes for vehicles; gearing for land vehicles; clutches for land 
vehicles; balance weights for vehicle wheels; motors and engines for land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles; 
transmissions for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles; vehicle wheel spokes; vehicle suspension 
springs; turbines for land vehicles; brake linings for vehicles; brake rotors for vehicles; brake segments for vehicles; 
brake shoes for vehicles; gear boxes for land vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 29/10/2015; Application No. : 014742068 ;European Union 

3409487    27/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1313174]
ATOS MEDICAL AB

P O Box 183 SE-242 22 HÖRBY SE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.5;Adhesive plasters; solvents for removing adhesive plasters; adhesive bands for medical purposes; plasters, 
materials for dressings; disinfectants; adhesive plasters; self-adhesive plates for the use of tracheostomy accessories; 
wipes for medical use; sanitizing wipes.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus, instruments and accessories for examining, treating and monitoring the ears, nose and throat 
and for use in head and throat operations; surgical instruments for use for the ears, head, neck, nose and throat; surgical 
and medical instruments, namely tracheotomy tubes, tracheotomy cannulas, respirators for artificial respiration and 
products for aiding respiration, namely tracheal cannulas, speaking valves and heat and moisture exchangers; 
prostheses included in this class; medical prostheses, namely prostheses for the chest, throat and neck, voice 
prostheses, breathing apparatus (medical); tracheotomy valves; speaking valves for tracheotomy tubes; valves for 
medical purposes and speaking valves for implantation; apparatus and instruments for stopping vascular leakage, 
apparatus and instruments for heat- and/or pressure-induced stopping of vascular leakage, apparatus and instruments for
heat and/or pressure treatment of mammalian tissue, apparatus and instruments for stopping uterine bleeding, including 
heavy bleeding in connection with childbirth; catheters; diaphragms, gaskets and valves for implantation in the human 
body; artificial limbs, eyes, teeth, blood vessels, internal and external parts of the ear, joints and implants for the nose 
and other parts of the body; heat and moisture exchangers (HME) for medical purposes; parts, fittings and accessories 
for all the aforementioned goods.

Cl.16;Printed publications, namely medical newsletters, including newsletters relating to the field of laryngectomy; 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus).

Cl.35;Advertising within the field of medical devices; business management within the field of medical devices; 
business administration within the field of medical devices; office functions within the field of medical devices; business 
management consultancy services in the planning, organization and implementation of health care services; compilation 
of statistical data related to medical research; wholesale services in relation to medical and surgical equipment and 
instruments.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture of moulded components.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; medical training and educational services; arranging of 
educational seminars relating to medical matters and speech therapy; organisation of conferences and symposiums in 
the field of medical research; instruction in the use of medical products; publication of medical texts.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; scientific analysis services; 
research and development in the field of medical equipment, apparatus and instruments; design of medical apparatus.
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Cl.44;Medical services; medical consultations; individual medical counseling services provided to patients; voice and 
speech therapy services; consultancy relating to medical apparatus and instruments; providing medical information; 
technical consultancy relating to medical health.
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Priority claimed from 13/04/2016; Application No. : 1330585 ;Benelux 

3412431    29/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1314171]
8 - EIGHT INTERNATIONAL (GROUPEMENT D'INTÉRÊT ÉCONOMIQUE)

12, rue Jean Engling Luxembourg L-1466

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management and organization consultancy; consulting concerning commercial strategy; commercial or 
industrial company management assistance; efficiency experts; commercial business management; auditing, preparation 
and calculation of tax returns and consulting services related thereto; accounting services; advice relating to commercial 
business management; services relating to cost analysis; services relating to consulting and assistance in company 
organization and management, market study services; appraisal, research and evaluation of companies and securities; 
business organization audit services.

Cl.36;Financial services; consulting concerning financial strategy; portfolio and asset management and investment 
services, financial investment services, capital investments; financial operations; financial auditing; monetary affairs; 
administration and consultancy services relating to finance, banking and taxes, all operations relating to financial 
consulting, consultancy concerning management and measurement of financial risks, consultancy relating to financial 
strategies and management, financial planning and consulting related thereto; financial research relating to profit, 
operating losses and loss provisions; real estate investments; financial affairs.
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3415741    28/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1314421]
OSMO S.R.L.

Via del Lavoro, 115 ARZIGNANO (VI) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.1;Compositions and materials for the treatment of leather and textiles; preparations for tanning leather; compositions
for use in tanning leather; pastes for currying leather; leather-impregnating chemicals; tanning agents for use in the 
manufacture of leather; chemicals for use in treating leather; degreasing agents for leather; glues and mastic for leather; 
softeners for leather; oils for use in the leather industry; leather-waterproofing agents and chemicals.

Cl.18;Leather; imitation leather; curried skins; curried skins; leather cloth; goods made of these materials, including 
pocket wallets, coin purses, satchels, document wallets, boxes, travel garment covers, baggage, casual bags, hand bags, 
straps; leather for shoes; furniture coverings of leather.

Cl.40;Staining, treatment and processing of leather; treatment of hides and textiles; leather working; tanning; 
application of protective coatings to leather.
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Priority claimed from 03/05/2016; Application No. : 015396906 ;European Union 

3415874    19/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1314668]
JAGUAR LAND ROVER LIMITED

Abbey Road, Whitley, Coventry CV3 4LF GB

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cameras for vehicles; vehicular surveillance system comprised of cameras, sensors, monitors, operating system; 
application software to detect obstructions and transmit external views around a vehicle; computer hardware and 
software used to provide enhanced visibility from inside a vehicle; vehicle safety equipment, namely, electronic sensors 
and detectors and cameras;  safety and driving assistant system including electric controller, sensors, detectors; 
ultrasonic detectors for use on vehicles; radar detectors and apparatus; lidar systems and apparatus; electric control 
panels and connections; telemetry devices for motor vehicle applications; wireless controllers to remotely monitor and 
control the function and status of other electrical, electronic, signaling systems and mechanical devices for use in 
connection with vehicles; automobile safety features and warning or alarm functions, namely warning horns, devices for 
making audible warning sounds, warning triangles, warning lights for vehicle dashboard; communications apparatus to 
transmit and receive communications between vehicles and between driver and vehicle; electric sensors; computer 
hardware, software and electrical apparatus to provide tactile, audible and visual interfaces to interact with occupants of 
the vehicle; downloadable software and on-board computer software that provides users with remote and in-vehicle 
access to functions relating to safety; parts and fittings for any of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.12;Motor vehicles; vehicles for locomotion by air, land or water; motor land vehicles; drones; amphibious vehicles; 
parts and fittings for vehicles; racing vehicles; parts and fittings for racing vehicles; autonomous vehicles; driving control 
unit for vehicles; driver assistance systems for motor vehicles; traction control systems for vehicles; stability control 
systems for vehicles; transmission control systems for vehicles; engines for motor land vehicles; motors for vehicles; 
electric vehicles; electric motors for vehicles; parts and fittings for electric vehicles; alarm systems for vehicles; safety 
systems for vehicles; braking systems for vehicles; vehicle bumpers; steps for fitting to vehicle exteriors; ladders for 
fitting to vehicle exteriors; wheels for vehicles; alloy wheels; wheel trims; wheel rims; hub caps for wheels; hub centre 
caps; wheel covers; wheel sprockets; tyres; mud flaps for vehicles; accessories for vehicles; protectors for adding to 
vehicle bodies; protective bars for the radiator of vehicles; raised air intake for vehicles; accessories for the interior of 
vehicles; arm rests for vehicle seats; luggage bags specially adapted for fitting in the boot of vehicles; car interior 
organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; headrests for vehicle seats; vehicle head rest 
covers; window guards for vehicles; animal gates for fitting in vehicles; pedal covers for vehicles; gearstick accessories 
for vehicles; wing mirror protective and vanity covers; wind deflectors for vehicles; car seat covers; covers for vehicle 
steering wheels; fitted covers for vehicles; spoilers for vehicles; seats for vehicles; safety harnesses for vehicles; radiator 
grilles for vehicles; vents for vehicle bodies; trim panels for vehicle bodies; door handles for vehicles; side tubes and side
steps for vehicles; electronic interface modules sold as an integral part of a motor land vehicle; ski racks, luggage racks, 
roof boxes, bike racks, tow bars, all for vehicles; snow chains for vehicles; awnings for attachment to vehicles; 
sunshades for vehicles windows; thermal protection for vehicle windows; bicycles; scooters; hoverboards; parts, fittings 
and accessories for bicycles, scooters, hoverboards; strollers and prams, and their parts and accessories; baby, infant 
and child seats for vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 05/10/2015; Application No. : 1318217 ;Benelux 

3419124    01/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1314882]
TV ENTERTAINMENT REALITY NETWORK B.V.

Hullenbergweg 413, 5th Floor NL-1101 CS Amsterdam Zuidoost NL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software, including software for use in processing, transmitting, receiving, organizing, manipulating, playing, 
reviewing, reproducing and streaming audio, video and multimedia content including text, data, image, audio, video and 
audio visual files, also in interactive high definition (hd) quality and ultra high definition (uhd) quality; downloadable 
mobile software applications (apps) for use in the delivery and distribution of audio, video and multimedia entertainment 
content including text, data, images, audio, video and audio visual files, also in interactive high definition (hd) quality and 
ultra high definition (uhd) quality; software for streaming audio visual and multimedia content via the internet, satellite 
and global communications networks, also in interactive high definition (hd) quality and ultra high definition (uhd) quality; 
software for streaming audio visual and multimedia content to mobile digital electronic devices, also in interactive high 
definition (hd) quality and ultra high definition (uhd) quality; software for searching, organizing, and recommending 
multimedia content; computer games entertainment software; electronic game programs; apparatus and instruments for 
transmitting and receiving audio and visual content; hardware for streaming audio visual and multimedia content via the 
internet and global communications networks, namely, mobile phones; digital media streaming devices, digital video 
recorders, dvd and high definition video disc players, home theatre systems comprised of audio and video receivers and 
disc players; televisions, and television set-top boxes; telecommunications apparatus; film production apparatus; video, 
data and sound carriers; pre-recorded audio visual recordings, audiotapes, videotapes, video discs, compact discs, dvds 
and multimedia software recorded on cd-rom; electronic learning games in the nature of electronic game software for 
educational purposes; computer game discs; electronic publications including those sold and distributed online; 
electronic publications (downloadable); protective cases for laptop computers, tablet computers, smart phones and other 
portable electronic devices, media players, personal digital assistants and mobile phones; protective coverings for laptop 
computers, tablet computers, smart phones and other portable electronic devices, media players, personal digital 
assistants and mobile phones; headphones, earphones, ear buds; sunglasses.

Cl.35;Advertising; advertisement and promotion of television services, entertainment, movies, television programmes, 
previews of entertainment, trailers relating to entertainment; the bringing together, for the benefit of others of a variety of 
media products; the bringing together of a variety of service providers enabling the customers to select, view and 
purchase sound, images, audio visual content; preparing and supplying printed and electronic catalogues, directories, 
magazines, newsletters, guides, books and bulletins for advertising and business information purposes; office functions, 
namely creating indexes of information, sites and other resources available on a global communications network; on-line 
retail store services featuring entertainment and educational content; talent agency services.

Cl.38;Communications services, namely, streaming of audio visual and multimedia content via the internet, cable 
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networks, wireless networks, satellite, or interactive multimedia networks; transmission and delivery of audio visual and 
multimedia content via the internet, cable networks, wireless networks, satellite, or interactive multimedia networks; 
broadcasting services, including broadcast of television programmes, data broadcasting services, information services 
relating to broadcasting, music broadcasting, news broadcasting, radio broadcasting, satellite broadcasting services, 
podcasting services and webcasting services; mobile media services in the nature of electronic transmission of 
entertainment media content; video-on-demand transmission services; providing on-line chat rooms and electronic 
bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in the field of general interest; news agency services, namely 
providing news feed programs and raw footage in the field of news and information; all of the aforementioned services 
also in interactive high definition (hd) quality and ultra high definition (uhd) quality.

Cl.41;Education; entertainment; providing of training; sporting and cultural activities; educational and entertainment 
services, including production of programmes for television, cable television, radio, online broadcasting, interactive 
services, multimedia programs, all distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media, 
including via the internet, satellite, electronic communications networks, computer networks and wireless 
communications networks and also in interactive high definition (hd) quality and ultra high definition (uhd) quality; 
production of television programs; production of multimedia programs; production of audio and/or video recordings; film 
production; publication of magazines; providing facilities for movies, television shows, movies; providing multimedia 
entertainment content, as well as information, reviews and recommendations regarding television shows, movies, and 
multimedia entertainment content, also in interactive high definition (hd) quality and ultra high definition (uhd) quality; 
radio entertainment; television entertainment; cinema entertainment; theatre entertainment; game shows; organizing 
sporting activities; organization of sports competitions.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 23/05/2016; Application No. : 0991716 ;Benelux 

3423844    01/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1315400]
XYLEM IP MANAGEMENT S.À R.L.

11, Breedewues L-1259 Senningerberg

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electric and electronic control, monitoring and measuring devices, especially for water and wastewater treatment 
installations; parts of all afore-mentioned goods, namely transformers, rectifiers, high frequency converters, 
measurement sensors and measurement transducers, electric cables and electrodes; electric ozone generators with 
electrodes for the generation of ozone using high voltage and/or high frequency.

Cl.11;Mobile and stationary apparatus and devices for the treatment of liquids, solids and gases, especially for 
reconditioning, disinfecting, sterilizing and/or deodorizing of water and waste water by means of ultraviolet radiation, 
ozone and/or other oxidants; ultraviolet radiators for disinfection devices; parts of all aforementioned goods.
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 109 208 ;Germany 

3424612    14/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1316206]
SIGNIA GMBH

Henri-Dunant-Str. 100 91058 Erlangen Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for treating ear-related diseases; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; ear 
drops.

Cl.9;Software for hearing instruments; wireless transmission and receiving devices, particularly for hearing 
instruments, not in connection with machines, mechanical apparatus and/or systems for the generation of compressed 
air, vacuum or air flow or for compressed air treatment; batteries; apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction 
of sound, images and/or data, not in connection with machines, mechanical apparatus and/or systems for the generation 
of compressed air, vacuum or air flow or for compressed air treatment; magnetic data carriers, not in connection with 
machines, mechanical apparatus and/or systems for the generation of compressed air, vacuum or air flow or for 
compressed air treatment; data processing apparatus, not in connection with machines, mechanical apparatus and/or 
systems for the generation of compressed air, vacuum or air flow or for compressed air treatment; computers, not in 
connection with machines, mechanical apparatus and/or systems for the generation of compressed air, vacuum or air 
flow or for compressed air treatment; data processing programs, not in connection with machines, mechanical apparatus 
and/or systems for the generation of compressed air, vacuum or air flow or for compressed air treatment; electronic 
publications [downloadable]; data carriers, not in connection with machines, mechanical apparatus and/or systems for 
the generation of compressed air, vacuum or air flow or for compressed air treatment.

Cl.10;Devices for hearing-impaired persons (hearing instruments); hearing aids; medical hearing instruments for use 
as hearing aids; prosthetic hearing devices; audiometers; components and parts of the above-mentioned goods as well 
as accessories for the above-mentioned goods.

Cl.35;Retail, wholesale, online and mail order retail services for pharmaceutical preparations for treating ear-related 
diseases; retail, wholesale, online and mail order retail services for sanitary preparations for medical purposes; retail, 
wholesale, online and mail order retail services for ear drops; retail, wholesale, online and mail order retail services for 
software for hearing instruments; retail, wholesale, online and mail order retail services for wireless transmission and 
receiving devices, particularly for hearing instruments, not in connection with machines, mechanical apparatus and/or 
systems for the generation of compressed air, vacuum or air flow or for compressed air treatment; retail, wholesale, 
online and mail order retail services for batteries; retail, wholesale, online and mail order retail services for apparatus for 
recording, transmission and reproduction of sound, images and/or data, particularly for hearing instruments, not in 
connection with machines, mechanical apparatus and/or systems for the generation of compressed air, vacuum or air 
flow or for compressed air treatment; retail, wholesale, online and mail order retail services for magnetic data carriers, 
particularly for hearing instruments, not in connection with machines, mechanical apparatus and/or systems for the 
generation of compressed air, vacuum or air flow or for compressed air treatment; retail, wholesale, online and mail order 
retail services for data processing equipment, particularly for hearing instruments, not in connection with machines, 
mechanical apparatus and/or systems for the generation of compressed air, vacuum or air flow or for compressed air 
treatment; retail, wholesale, online and mail order retail services for computers, particularly for hearing instruments, not 
in connection with machines, mechanical apparatus and/or systems for the generation of compressed air, vacuum or air 
flow or for compressed air treatment; retail, wholesale, online and mall order retail services for data processing programs, 
particularly for hearing instruments, not in connection with machines, mechanical apparatus and/or systems for the 
generation of compressed air, vacuum or air flow or for compressed air treatment; retail, wholesale, online and mail order 
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retail services for electronic publications [downloadable]; retail, wholesale, online and mail order retail services for data 
carriers, not in connection with machines, mechanical apparatus and/or systems for the generation of compressed air, 
vacuum or air flow or for compressed air treatment; retail, wholesale, online and mail order retail services for devices for 
hearing-impaired persons; retail, wholesale, online and mail order retail services for hearing instruments; retail, 
wholesale, online and mail order retail services for hearing aids; retail, wholesale, online and mail order retail services for 
prosthetic hearing devices; retail, wholesale, online and mail order retail services for audiometers; retail, wholesale, 
online and mail order retail services for components and parts of the above-mentioned goods as well as accessories for 
the above-mentioned goods.

Cl.37;Repair of hearing instruments, hearing aids, prosthetic hearing devices, audiometers as well as components and 
parts of and accessories for the above-mentioned goods.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; development of hearing instruments, devices for 
hearing-impaired persons and hearing aids; all above-mentioned services in relation to hearing aids.

Cl.44;Audiology services; medical advisory services for persons with restricted hearing capacity; medical services in 
audiological diagnosis; installation of hearing instruments, hearing aids, prosthetic hearing devices, namely hearing aid 
fitting and testing services.
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Priority claimed from 20/05/2016; Application No. : 1771902 ;Australia 

3425501    25/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1316227]
CLIPCHAMP IP PTY LTD

Suite 13, Level 4, 320 Adelaide Street Brisbane Queensland 4000 Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Video editing; video capturing services; video capturing services, namely, capturing of videos from a video 
camera, screen recording or webcam; entertainment and educational services featuring electronic media, multimedia 
content, videos, user-generated content, and related information via the Internet and other communications networks; 
entertainment and educational services provided through a website that allows users to perform uploading, downloading, 
capturing, posting, storing, showing, editing, playing, streaming, viewing, previewing, displaying, tagging, blogging, 
sharing, manipulating, distributing, publishing, reproducing entertainment and educational related material/information, 
or otherwise providing entertainment and educational related electronic media, multimedia content, videos, user-
generated content and information via the Internet or other computer and communications networks.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SaaS); hosting of software as a service (SaaS); online provision of web based software 
(non-downloadable); software as a service (SaaS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for use to capture 
videos, to upload videos, to process videos, and to convert videos; design, development and hosting of a website which 
features software or other computer based technology that enables users to capture video, upload video, convert video to 
MP4 or other compressed video formats, and to share video; computer software advisory services; computer software 
consultancy; computer software design; computer software development; computer software engineering; computer 
software programming services; provision of online non-downloadable software (application service provider); providing 
software as a service for use in connection with uploading, transmitting, streaming, sharing and downloading electronic 
media, multimedia content, videos, user-generated content and information; application service provider (ASP) featuring 
software to enable uploading, posting, storing, showing, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing or otherwise providing 
electronic media or information over the Internet or other communications network; hosting multimedia content for others 
including video uploading and sharing; online provision of non-downloadable software to enable uploading, downloading,
capturing, posting, showing, editing, playing, streaming, viewing, previewing, displaying, tagging, blogging, storing, 
sharing, manipulating, distributing, publishing, reproducing, or otherwise providing electronic media, multimedia content, 
videos, user-generated content and information via the Internet and other computer and communications networks; 
online provision of non-downloadable software to enable content providers to track and share multimedia content; data 
conversion of videos, namely conversion of videos, screen recordings or webcam videos to compressed video formats 
and conversion of videos to MP4 or other compressed video formats.
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Priority claimed from 22/12/2015; Application No. : 014948707 ;European Union 

3428161    14/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1317897]
LIDL STIFTUNG & CO. KG

Stiftsbergstraße 1 74172 Neckarsulm Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Jewellery; ornaments [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; rings (jewellery); necklaces; bracelets; earrings; jewel pendants; 
key rings [trinkets or fobs]; jewel cases; chronoscopes.

Cl.18;Goods of leather, namely bags, suitcases, handbags, backpacks, briefcases, document cases, vanity cases, not 
fitted, credit card holders, business card holders, pouches, pocket wallets, credit card cases, wallets, travelling sets, key 
cases, fitted suitcase tags, straps (belts), all the aforesaid goods of leather; goods of imitations of leather, namely bags, 
suitcases, handbags, backpacks, briefcases, document cases, vanity cases, not fitted, credit card holders, business card 
holders, pouches, pocket wallets, credit card cases, wallets, travelling sets, key cases, fitted suitcase tags, straps (belts), 
all the aforesaid goods of imitations of leather; handbags, casual bags; purses, change purses.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; outer-clothing, suits, costumes, blazers, blouses, tunics, shirts, tops, denim pants, 
trousers, gowns, skirts, pullovers, sweat shirts, cardigans, waistcoats, combinations [clothing], jackets and coats; 
underclothing and underwear for day and night wear, girdles, leotards, bustiers, brassieres, corsets, bodices, camisoles, 
tops, corselets, negligees, underpants, slips, jazz pants, hipster pants, thongs, shorts knickers, boxer shorts, suspender 
belts, stocking suspenders, garters, undershirts, bed wear and night wear, tights, stockings, socks, tank tops, nighties, 
sleepsuits, robes, petticoats, articles of clothing for swimwear, swimming costumes, bikinis; footwear insoles; 
headscarves, scarves.

Cl.26;Decorative articles for the hair.
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Priority claimed from 26/10/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 107 240 ;Germany 

3429553    26/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1316636]
BAYERISCHE MOTOREN WERKE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

Petuelring 130 80809 Munich Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; computer programs.

Cl.36;Financial information.

Cl.37;Provision of information relating to the maintenance of vehicles; information services relating to the maintenance 
and care of vehicles.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; electronic transmission of information; electronic transmission of data.

Cl.39;Travel information and information on transport services; vehicle parking; reservations relating to travel; traffic 
information.

Cl.41;Ticket reservation services for entertainment events, sport events and concerts.

Cl.42;Providing weather information.

Cl.43;Information services for temporary accommodation and restaurants; reservation services for temporary 
accommodation and restaurants.
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3431293    09/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1318373]
NEXT GENERATION ANALYTICS GMBH

Landlplatz 1 A-4710 Grieskirchen AT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.7;Machines and apparatus for the plastics industry and/or for process engineering, in particular machines and 
apparatus for treatment and processing of plastics, and laboratory and pilot installations for plastics treatment and 
processing; rolling mills, in particular testing rolling mills, measuring rolling mills, and/or rubber rolling mills; calenders, 
in particular sheeting calenders, dual-roller calenders, laminating calenders, moulding calenders for trays and/or 
polishing calenders; squeezers, in particular plate presses, test presses, vacuum presses and/or high-temperature 
presses; kneaders, extrusion presses and extrusion installations, in particular two-roll kneading machines, twin-screw 
extruders, test extruders, measuring extruders, rubber extruders, pelletizers, in particular strand pelletisers and die-face 
pelletisers, pipe extrusion installations, co-extrusion installations, cast-film installations, extrusion coating installations 
and/or blown film installations; stretch installations; machines for production of extrudates for medical purposes; 
machines for manufacturing of medical compounds, moulding calenders, catheter tubes and/or infusion bags.

Cl.42;Development of machines and/or apparatus for the plastics industry and for process engineering, in particular 
machines and apparatus for treatment and processing of plastics, and laboratory and pilot installations for plastics 
treatment and processing; development of rolling mills, in particular testing rolling mills, measuring rolling mills, and/or 
rubber rolling mills; development of calenders, in particular sheeting calenders, dual-roller calenders, laminating 
calenders, moulding calenders for trays and/or polishing calenders; development of presses, in particular plate presses, 
test presses, vacuum presses and/or high-temperature presses; development of kneaders, extruders and extrusion 
installations, in particular two-roll kneading machines, twin-screw extruders, test extruders, measuring extruders, rubber 
extruders, pelletisers, in particular strand pelletisers and die-face pelletisers, pipe extrusion installations, co-extrusion 
installations, cast-film installations, extrusion coating installations and/or blown film installations; development of 
stretching installations; development of testing installations, in particular installations for testing the purity of polymer 
melt, rheometers and installations for the optical testing of plastic products, in particular plastic foils; development of 
machines for production of extrudates for medical purposes; development of machines for manufacture of medical 
compounds, moulding calenders, catheter tubes and/or infusion bags.
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Priority claimed from 03/02/2016; Application No. : UK00003147705 ;United Kingdom 

3432429    13/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1318167]
PLAN INTERNATIONAL, INC.

PO Box 7670, 155 Plan Way Warwick Rhode Island 02886 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Charitable fundraising; eleemosynary services in the field of monetary donations; collections; benevolent 
collections; capital raising; organisation of charity contributions (financial); financial services for persons in need, 
including income generation services; financial and monetary services provided by a charity; managing and allocating a 
charitable fund, including income generation services; funding, including research funding; services for the provision of 
credit and loans; charitable fundraising by means of events; all of the aforesaid relating to the provision of humanitarian 
aid and to the promotion of health, hygiene, education, training, human rights, child protection, disaster prevention and 
preparedness, and the development of community resources and skills; information, consultancy and advisory services 
in relation to the aforesaid goods.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training, including practical training; sporting and cultural activities; practical training; 
charitable services, namely education and training; arranging for and providing formal and informal education services 
and skills training for needy children, their families and communities; arranging, developing and providing cross-cultural 
learning among children and their families and those who provide them with financial and material support, via 
programmes, discussion forums, meetings, workshops, seminars, congresses, colloquia, distance learning, shared 
learning experiences and cultural activities; conducting of conferences, seminars, educational exhibitions and training 
workshops; publication of books, booklets, pamphlets, leaflets, reports, magazines, newsletters, posters and texts; 
publication and provision of educational and teaching materials; educational and training information; providing online 
electronic publications; providing of online educational resources including images audio, video, audio-visual and 
multimedia recording; production of educational and training films; publication of electronic books and journals online; 
provision of educational information and materials online or via a website; organising and hosting charity events for 
educational or cultural purposes; all of the aforesaid relating to the provision of humanitarian aid and to the promotion of 
health, hygiene, education, training, human rights, child protection, disaster prevention and preparedness, and the 
development of community resources and skills; information, consultancy and advisory services in relation to the 
aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 02/02/2016; Application No. : 86894596 ;United States of America 

3439957    25/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1318864]
SIEMENS HEALTHCARE DIAGNOSTICS INC.

511 Benedict Ave. Tarrytown NY 10591 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

5/1, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.5;Medical diagnostic test strip for the analysis of body fluids, namely, test strips to be used in the field of urinalysis.

Cl.10;Medical diagnostic instruments for the analysis of body fluids.
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3440509    20/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1319316]
PLAIN ENGLISH FOUNDATION PTY LTD

L2, 191 Clarence St SYDNEY NSW 2000 Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GROSER & GROSER

D - 1/ 5 DLF, QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE 1, GURGAON - 122 002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Computer based training apparatus; interactive computers for use in training; teaching apparatus; training guides 
in electronic format; training guides in the form of a computer program; training manuals in the form of a computer 
program; training manuals in electronic format; training materials (apparatus); business programmes for computers; 
computer software; computer software for business purposes; apparatus for plain language text recognition; electronic 
publications (downloadable); computer programmes (programs) and recorded software distributed online; electronic 
publications including those sold and distributed online; remote access online electronic information apparatus; 
computer programs (downloadable software); training aids (apparatus for teaching people); training apparatus (teaching 
apparatus for teaching people); visual display apparatus.

Cl.16;Educational materials in printed form; educational materials in written form; printed matter; books; booklets for 
use in conducting training workshops; instruction manuals relating to training seminars; manuals for business training 
courses; printed training guides; training booklets; training manuals in the form of printed matter; journals (publications); 
training materials (other than apparatus); books pertaining to grammar; instructional material; teaching materials (except 
apparatus).

Cl.35;Writing advertising copy; writing of business project reports; writing of business project studies; writing of 
business reports; writing of publicity texts; compilation of directories for publishing on the internet; business advisory 
services; advertising; advisory services relating to advertising.

Cl.41;Commissioned writing (plays, musicals or for publications); copy writing; writing for others (commissioned and 
custom writing); writing of texts (other than publicity texts); writing or adapting documents to plain english (for others); 
adult training; advisory services relating to training; arranging and conducting of workshops (training); arranging of 
exhibitions for training purposes; association services being the provision of training and education to members of the 
association; business training consultancy services; business training services; career advisory services (education or 
training advice); career counselling (education or training advice); career information and advisory services (educational 
and training advice); commercial training services; computer based training; conducting workshops (training); 
consultancy services relating to training; mentoring (education and training); personal development training; practical 
training (demonstration); providing courses of training; provision of information relating to training; provision of training; 
provision of training courses; training; training consultancy; teaching; business educational services; conducting of 
educational courses; correspondence courses; providing courses of instruction; computerised training; language 
training; vocational training services; providing online electronic publications (not downloadable); weblog (blog) services 
(online publication of journals or diaries); electronic publication of information on a wide range of topics, including online 
and over a global computer network; online (electronic) publication of news; provision of education services via an online 
forum; publication of electronic books and journals online; publication of multimedia material online; publishing services; 
book publishing; publishing of printed matter; advisory services relating to publishing; freelance journalism; publication 
of journals; providing information, including online, about education, training, entertainment, sporting and cultural 
activities; mentoring (training); education services.
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Priority claimed from 01/06/2016; Application No. : 015492101 ;European Union 

3444655    23/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1319650]
KEMPPI OY

Kempinkatu 1 FI-15810 Lahti Finland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs and software for taking care of welding documentation in the welding industry; electric control 
apparatus for welding purposes; data collectors, computer hardware and software for monitoring welding and welding 
quality; computer software applications covering welding documentation and welding quality requirements; computer 
programs for managing welding production; software for welding purposes; software applications relating to welding 
documentation and quality requirements for welding processes, welding certificates, Non Destructive Testing (NDT) and 
process control of production.

Cl.42;Development of computer software for quality assurance; monitoring the quality of welding, preparation of 
technical reports and reports relating to welding quality; cloud computing.
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Priority claimed from 10/02/2016; Application No. : 302016000013735 ;Italy 

3444666    18/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1319018]
NOT JUST MUSIC S.R.L.

Via Magolfa, 12 I-20143 Milano (MI) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-171, GHAFFAR MARKET, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110 005.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper, cardboard; paper bags; cardboard boxes; non-magnetically encoded cards containing codes for activating 
and operating games and interactive multimedia content on mobile devices, including smartphones and tablets; printed 
matter, books, magazines, comic books; post cards, pictures, bookmarks; photographs, mounted photographs; albums 
for stickers, cards and photographs; stationery; stationery and educational supplies; writing materials; pencil cases; 
calendars; greeting cards; invitation cards; posters; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists" materials; 
paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); 
disposable paper products included in this class; paper and cardboard party decorations; plastic materials for packaging 
(not included in other classes).

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; masquerade costumes.

Cl.28;Toys, games and playthings; dolls, puppets, collectible toy figures, play sets for toy figures and cases for toy 
figures; playing cards; cases for playing cards; playing cards containing codes for activating and operating games and 
interactive multimedia content on mobile devices, including smartphones and tablets; hand-held games with liquid crystal 
displays; hand-held units for playing electronic games for use with an external display screen or monitor; video output 
game machines for use with televisions; electronic games other than those for use with television receivers only; sporting
articles and equipment; inflatable swimming pools [play articles]; floats for recreational use, namely, arm floats, foam 
floats, swim floats, swim boards; festive decorations, namely, toy Christmas trees, Christmas stockings and Christmas 
dolls; decorations for Christmas trees; carnival masks; fairground and playground apparatus.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and substitutes thereof; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; 
breakfast cereals, porridge and oatmeal; bread, pizza, pastries and confectionery; snack cakes and salted cereal-based 
snacks; pizza dough; lasagna; alimentary pasta; ravioli; prepared pasta, fresh pasta, tagliatelle (Italian pasta) and flour-
based gnocchi; bakery products, chocolate and sweets; pastries, cakes, pies and cookies; cereal bars, cereal based 
energy bars; confectionery (candies); chewing gums; ice creams, frozen yogurt and sorbets; sugar, honey, treacle; 
natural sweeteners, icing and sweet fillings; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; 
ice.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups 
and other preparations for making beverages.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; providing information about 
entertainment and sporting and cultural activities; production of television animated series and animation movies; 
production of movies; production of television and radio programmes; production of television series; publishing, 
including electronic publishing; providing entertainment information via a website about fancy characters.
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3445678    10/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1319150]
MATOKE HOLDINGS LIMITED

2 Michaels Court, Hanney Road, Southmoor Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX13 5HR United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.

317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for wound care; antiseptic preparations 
for wound care; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; none of the aforesaid goods being in the nature of gases and 
gas mixtures for medical, dental, therapeutic, veterinary or sanitary purposes; bandages included in Class 5; plasters, 
bandages and dressings for medical and surgical purposes; bandages for skin wounds; medical adhesives for binding 
wounds; adhesive plasters, bandages and dressings for medical and surgical purposes; medical dressings; sterile 
dressings; wound dressings; medical wound dressings; sponges for healing wounds; surgical spirits; surgical tissues; 
surgical cements; surgical plasters; surgical glues; surgical dressings; tissues for surgical use; solvents for removing 
adhesive plasters; cleaning solvents for removing adhesive plasters; antiseptic sprays in aerosol form for use on the 
skin; hydrogels for wound treatment and wound care; non-aqueous polymer solvents for wound treatment and wound 
care; skin care products; dietetic products for medical and health use; foods and beverages adapted for medical 
purposes; all of the aforesaid goods including or containing honey-based or sugar-based preparations; parts and fittings 
for all the aforesaid goods; all of the aforesaid goods relating to wound care, wound healing, infection prevention or 
infection control.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus; sutures; surgical and wound treating 
equipment and apparatus; none of the aforesaid goods being for use in the administration of gases, and none being 
cryotherapy apparatus and fans; suture and wound closing materials and products; surgical tubing for wound drainage; 
wound closures; wound drainage pouches; medical devices for closing wounds; zips for use as temporary wound 
closures; wound dressings made from nanofibre materials; bandages included in Class 10; adhesive sutures; adhesive 
bandages (suspensory -); adhesive bandages (supportive -); adhesive drapes for surgical use; aerosol dispensers for 
medical purposes; aerosol dispensers for medical use; sprayers for medical purposes; spray bottles [vaporizers] for 
medical use; spray cans [aerosols] for medical purposes; sprays (Hand-operated -) for medical use; sprayers [hand-
operated] for medical use; sprays (hand operated -) for wound treatment and wound care; power operated sprayers for 
medical purposes; all containing and for the delivery of wound care or wound healing preparations or preparation for 
infection prevention and control; all of the aforesaid including or containing honey-based or sugar-based preparations; 
parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; all of the aforesaid goods relating to wound care, wound healing, infection 
prevention or infection control.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printed publications; magazines; periodical publications; books, booklets; information books; 
promotional, marketing and advertising materials in printed form; instructional materials in printed form; leaflets; posters, 
banners and wall hangings; stickers; stationery; note books; folders; printed reports; greetings cards and postcards; 
calendars and diaries; ID cards; business cards; certificates, printed awards; framed certificates and awards; printed 
invitations.

Cl.30;Honey; natural honey; natural ripe honey; honey [for food]; honey substitutes; invert sugar cream [artificial 
honey]; biological honey for human consumption; foodstuffs containing honey; foods and sweets [non-medicated] being 
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honey based or containing honey or being coated with honey; breads, pastry and confectionery; ices; coffee and tea; 
sauces.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; research services; medical 
research; medical laboratory services; scientific investigations for medical purposes; medical and pharmacological 
research services; scientific and technological services relating to the development of wound treatment and wound care 
materials, devices, apparatus and processes and research and design relating thereto; scientific and technological 
services relating to nanofibre materials and research and design relating thereto; all the aforesaid services relating to the 
use of honey-based or sugar-based preparations for medical and surgical purposes, for the care and treatment of wounds 
or for infection prevention and control; information, consultancy and advisory services relating to all of the aforesaid 
services; all of the aforesaid services relating to wound care, wound healing, infection prevention or infection control.
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3445730    13/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1319051]
TANGSHAN SANYOU CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES CO., LTD.

Nanpu Development Zone, Tangshan Hebei China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Caustic soda; polyvinyl chloride resin; hydrochloric acid; liquid chlorine; sodium hypochlorite; soda ash; lime 
chloride; chloroactic acid; calcium hypochlorite; dissolved acetylene; trichlorosilane; light calcium carbonate; lime 
carbonate; magnesium carbonate; sodium bicarbonate; magnesium hydroxide; magnesium chloride; sal ammoniac; salts 
for industrial purposes; sulfates.

Cl.22;Fibers for textile use; tow.
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Priority claimed from 27/04/2016; Application No. : 4267971 ;France 

3449305    30/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1320135]
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION,

New Orchard Road Armonk, NY 10504 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for computer infrastructures defined by software; computer hardware and software for sharing of 
technical computing resources, for the management of technical computer resources and for improving the performance 
of software applications; software and hardware for providing knowledge of workloads, the reasoned management of 
calculation resources; software for the management of distributed application software performance and analysis of big 
data on an upgradeable shared calculation grid; optimized data management software for accessing, analyzing and 
protecting data in defined infrastructure consolidated application software; computer software and hardware for the 
intelligent information life-cycle management; software and hardware for strategy-based intelligent planning functions for 
the optimal use and performance of computer infrastructures and applications; computer infrastructure systems; and 
instruction manuals in electronic form, sold as a unit; computer hardware and software for data storage, storage 
virtualization; computer hardware and software (computer programs) for information life-cycle management, data 
management, tolerance relating to disaster and the recovery of data, data protection, data encryption, data storage on 
mobile media; computer hardware; computer hardware, namely storage devices; instruction manuals in electronic format 
sold as a unit.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of equipment for the storage of data, systems for the storage of data, 
networks for the storage of data for storing, managing and controlling data; repair or maintenance of electronic machines 
and apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of software-defined infrastructures.

Cl.42;Cloud computing services for providing electronic storage of data and software-defined infrastructure; data 
storage computer system and integration services of infrastructure defined by software; consulting and advice in the field 
of data storage systems and software-defined infrastructure; consulting and advice relating to the design, selection, 
implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems for data storage systems and software-defined 
infrastructure for others; technical support services, namely repair of data storage systems, computer software for data 
storage systems and problems relating to software-defined infrastructure; design services for data storage systems and 
software-defined infrastructure for others; installation, updating and maintenance of data storage systems and software 
for software-defined infrastructure; consulting services in the field of Software as a Service (SaaS) for providing the 
storage of electronic data and software-defined infrastructure; electronic data storage and management software for the 
storage and recovery of data as a service (SaaS); software-defined infrastructure software as a service; design of data 
storage system software, data storage system programming services or maintenance of data storage system software; 
rental of data storage systems; provision of data storage systems and computer programs for software-defined 
infrastructure.
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3450033    16/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1320351]
"MOBILE TELESYSTEMS" PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY

Marksistskaya st., 4 RU-109147 Moscow Russian Federation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
USHA A. CHANDRASEKHAR.

3-E1, COURT CHAMBERS, NEW MARINE LINES ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 020.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Computers; personal portable computers; notebook computers, including laptop computers, netbook computers, 
hand-held personal computers; radiotelephony sets; telephone receivers; telephone apparatus; portable telephones; data 
processing apparatus; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; 
USB flash drives; commutators, including routers; modems.

Cl.16;Printed matter; calendars, albums, posters, pamphlets, booklets, note books; paper, plastic and cardboard 
packaging; printed publications; books; periodicals, including newspapers, magazines [periodicals]; fountain pens; 
bookmarkers; envelopes [stationery]; stickers [stationery]; covers [stationery]; greeting cards.

Cl.25;Clothing, including neckties, vests, jackets [clothing], muscle shirts, scarfs; dresses; sashes for wear; headgear 
for wear.

Cl.35;Advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; sales promotion for others; services of retail shops and 
wholesales shops, including services of music records retail shops, services of retail shops and on-line retail shops of 
audio and video recordings, tapes, compact discs and books, videotapes and music magazines; services of retail shops 
and on-line shops of mobile communication means; retail sale services provided by means of mail order and electronic 
catalogues, in the field of audio and video recordings, tapes, compact discs and books, videotapes and music magazines; 
demonstration of goods; shop window dressing.

Cl.36;Credit bureaux; debt collection agencies; real estate agencies; financial analysis; rental of apartments; leasing of 
real estate; rental of offices [real estate]; leasing of farms; lease-purchase financing; savings bank services; 
accommodation bureaux [apartments]; rent collection; issuance of travelers" checks; issuance of credit cards; issuance 
of tokens of value; capital investment; insurance information; financial information; brokerage; financial management; 
exchanging money; online banking; debit card services; credit card services; factoring; organization of collections; 
antique appraisal; jewellery [jewelry (Am.)] appraisal; financial evaluation of standing timber; stamp appraisal; real estate 
appraisal; numismatic appraisal; art appraisal; financial evaluation of wool; financial evaluation [insurance, banking, real 
estate]; repair costs evaluation [financial appraisal]; electronic funds transfer; surety services; securities brokerage; real 
estate brokerage; brokerage of carbon credits; insurance brokerage; loans [financing]; pawnbrokerage; check [cheque] 
verification; charitable fund raising; financial sponsorship; mortgage banking; instalment loans; insurance underwriting; 
life insurance underwriting; health insurance underwriting; accident insurance underwriting; marine insurance 
underwriting; fire insurance underwriting; apartment house management; real estate management; actuarial services; 
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banking; stock brokerage services; retirement payment services; trusteeship; provident fund services; customs 
brokerage; mutual funds; financing services; safe deposit services; deposits of valuables; fiscal assessments.

Cl.37;Repair, including repair of means of communication; repair of telephones; installation, maintenance and repair of 
communication equipment, telephones, cellular telephones, mobile means of communication; providing information 
relating to repair of means of communication.

Cl.38;Communications by fiber optic networks; cellular telephone communication, including mobile cellular 
communication, communications by computer terminals; satellite transmission; communications by telegrams; 
communications by telephone; communication by radio; mobile communication; telematic communication services; 
facsimile transmission; cable television broadcasting; television broadcasting; wireless broadcasting; electronic bulletin 
board services [telecommunications services]; information about telecommunication; providing access to the Internet; 
providing access to databases; providing internet chatrooms; providing telecommunications connections to a global 
computer network; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; transmission of greeting cards 
online; message sending; computer aided transmission of messages; transmission of messages and images by means of 
computers, mobile and satellite telephony; transmission of telegrams; transmission of digital files; electronic mail; rental 
of message sending apparatus; rental of access time to global computer networks; rental of modems; rental of 
telecommunication equipment; rental of telephones; rental of facsimile apparatus; radio broadcasting; paging services 
[radio, telephone or other means of electronic communication]; teleconferencing services; telex services; voice mail 
services; telecommunications routing and junction services; telegraph services; telephone services; cellular telephone 
services.

Cl.41;Entertainment; publication of books; recreation information; entertainment information; game services provided 
on-line from a computer network; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; television entertainment; 
videotape film production; rental of motion pictures; electronic desktop publishing; publication of electronic books and 
journals on-line; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; club services [entertainment or education]; providing 
entertainment services and information thereto; rental of sound recordings.
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3453617    13/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1321008]
BLUE EARTH DIAGNOSTICS LIMITED

215 Euston Road London NW1 2BE United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical preparations for use in scientific research; diagnostic chemicals for scientific use; positron emission 
tomography (PET) imaging tracers; synthetic proteins and amino acids for use in pet imaging; reagents for use in PET 
imaging; diagnostic scanning agents for in-vivo use (non-medical); chemicals for use in molecular imaging; contrast 
agents for use in molecular imaging.

Cl.5;Diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; medical preparations for use in medical imaging; PET tracers for 
medical use; PET tracers prepared for ingestion or injection into humans and animals; reagents for medical purposes; 
diagnostic scanning agents for medical use; preparations for use in medical imaging; contrast agents for use in medical 
imaging; amino acids for use in medical imaging.
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Priority claimed from 13/11/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 059 399 ;Germany 

3454100    25/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1322521]
OSRAM GMBH

Marcel-Breuer-Straße 6 80807 München Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.

A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulation or controlling 
electricity; recording apparatus; CD"s, DVD"s and other digital data carriers; hardware for data processing; computers; 
computer software; electric / electronic operating devices inclusive remote control-, interface-, operating-, controlling 
(inclusive remote supervision)-, server-, sensor devices and systems consisting thereof for illumination and light 
decoration facilities and apparatus, especially for outer parts of buildings, inner building parts, floors, sales areas, stages, 
industrial facilities and for light show facilities; software, parts (inclusive adapter parts) and fittings for the aforesaid 
goods (included in this class); LEDs, LED-Modules; monitors inclusive wide screen systems; computer systems for light 
show design, also included for picture and sound processing.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus, especially lamps (including LED Lamps) and luminaires (including LED luminaires); lighting 
and light decoration apparatus and facilities consisting thereof, especially for outer parts of building, inner parts of 
buildings, floors, sales areas, stage, industrial facilities and light show devices; parts and fittings of the aforesaid goods 
(included in this class); lighting-, light decoration and light show apparatus especially consisting of numerous LEDs, 
especially band shaped, net shaped, tube shaped and in flat and matrix shape.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 21/03/2016; Application No. : 4258334 ;France 

3455448    29/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1320926]
PUBLICIS GROUPE, SA

133 avenue des Champs-Élysées F-75008 PARIS FR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.35;Digital content management, advice regarding business organization and management, assistance services in 
business strategy.

Cl.36;Financial data analysis, advice regarding optimization of financial profitability.

Cl.42;Engineering, services in processing and analysis of computer data, analysis and management of computer data 
and systems, information relating to computer technology and programming via websites, creation and maintenance of 
websites for others, electronic data storage, consultancy relating to design and development of computers, advice aimed 
at optimizing website consulting, information technology advice, design services, advice and development of computers, 
software and websites for others, quality control, design of computer systems and websites intended for online business.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/01/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 100 272 ;Germany 

3457303    14/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1320894]
MEDI GMBH & CO. KG

Medicusstraße 1 95448 Bayreuth DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.

PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
ASSOCITED WITH 2162542.

Cl.5;Compresses and wound-covering materials; pharmaceutical preparations; medical preparations and articles; 
hygienic preparations and articles; preparations for health care; plasters; wound drainage sponges; hydrocolloid 
dressings; materials for dressings; bandages for dressings; medical preparations for heat and cold therapy (included in 
this class).

Cl.10;Medical clothing; medical stockings for arms and legs and parts of these goods; aids for donning on and donning 
off medical stockings for arm and leg; compression stockings; anti-thrombosis stockings; support stockings; medical 
tights; compression tights; anti-thrombosis tights; support tights; compression trousers; compression shirts; 
compression bustiers; compression bodies; pads for increasing compression for medical purposes; medical sleeves for 
arm and leg; medical and therapeutic compression bands; cooling and warming apparatus and pads, for medical and 
surgical use for the treatment of patients; draw-sheets for sick beds; anti- bedsore pads; orthopaedic articles; orthopedic 
and mobility aids; cervical, trunk, hip, shoulder, arm, hand, leg, knee, foot and ankle joint orthesis; finger splints of plastic 
for immobilization; bandages; medical instruments and apparatus for physiotherapy and rehabilitation (included in this 
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class); surgical and medical instruments and apparatus; artificial limbs; prosthetics; prostheses accessories of silicon; 
prosthetic shoes; orthopaedic shoes; shoes for medical use; prophylactic and therapeutic footwear for diabetics and 
rheumatics; orthopaedic insoles; orthopaedic aids, namely, silicone cushions for toes and feet for medical purposes; 
instruments, apparatus and accessories for endoprosthesis (included in this class); artificial joints; artificial knee joints; 
artificial hip joints; artificial shoulder joints; prostheses for joints; parts of prostheses; valves for prostheses; prosthetic 
knee caps; liners for prostheses; prosthetic feet; covers for prostheses; adapters for prostheses; artificial implants; bone 
screws; parts and fittings of all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.25;Clothing; stockings; fine-stockings; socks; tights; hosiery; garters; stocking suspenders; sportswear; 
sportswear, namely, sleeves for arm and leg; jerseys; skinsuits; sports underwear; shorts; pants; shirts; gloves; jackets; 
coats; sweaters; pullovers; swimwear; rain wear; ski wear; clothing covering torso to keep warm; footwear; headgear; 
hats; caps; scarves.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 23/12/2015; Application No. : 3592401 ;Spain 

3458770    22/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1321806]
AMADEUS IT GROUP, S.A.

Calle Salvador de Madariaga, 1 E-28027 MADRID ES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for recording, processing, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic 
recording media, sound recording disks; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording media; calculating machines; 
data processing equipment; modems; microprocessors; computers; computer firmware and hardware; computer 
interface boards; computer interface cards; interactive computers for use in the certification of airport security personnel; 
encoding and decoding apparatus and instruments; electronic self check-in counters; operating hardware and software 
for VPN (virtual private network); operating hardware and software for WAN (wide area network); operating hardware and 
software for LAN (local area network); computer software; data processing programs and software; application software; 
insurance software; compiler software; scanning software; printing software; website development software; software 
and applications for mobile devices; downloadable cloud computing software; communications software, including 
communications software for connecting computer network users, for enabling the transmission of communications from 
mobile devices, enabling data exchange between airlines, airports and ground crews including via a shared platform, and 
to allow customers to access bank account information and perform banking transactions; search engine software; 
computer software for businesses; utility programs for managing computer files; computer software for controlling self-
service terminals and self check-in counters; interface software; face, voice and optical character recognition software; 
computer software for data processing, including searching, capturing, analyzing, storing, sharing, transferring and 
displaying data or complex data sets for optimizing business efficiency; computer software for importing, collecting, 
managing and centralizing data and data sets for calculating and distributing information concerning the availability, 
prices and tariffs in the transport, travel, hotels, restaurants, sports, cultural and entertainment sectors; computer 
software for booking and sale of tickets and seats in the transport, travel, hotels, restaurants, sports, cultural and 
entertainment sectors; computer software for managing all means of passenger transportation by air, land, water or rail, 
including multimodal and shared means, tour packages, travel arrangements, travel itineraries; computer software for 
managing cruises; computer software for providing geographical maps, information and recommendations on travel 
routes, travel and driving guidance, travel news, city directories and listings, travel guidebooks, shared and multimodal 
transport; computer software for managing travel agencies; computer software for travel expenses; computer software 
for hotel management and property management for use in the hotel industry, including computer software for scheduling
and managing hotel rooms and functional spaces, for inventory and stock management, for coordinating reception 
functions, for automating employees" tasks, for managing maintenance, for managing catering services, for 
housekeeping in rooms and for energy management; computer software for managing meetings and events in the hotel 
industry, including identifying suitable venues for meetings and events, establishing and controlling logistics for 
meetings and events, resource requirements, use of installations, availability, preparation of accounts and reports on 
events and cost tracking; computer software for use in the hotel industry to display the general design of hotels, 
temporary accommodation and meeting rooms and facilities; computer software for restaurant management, including 
computer software for inventory and stock management, for automating employees" tasks, for managing maintenance, 
for managing catering, and for managing parking facilities; computer software for use in automating and managing 
business processes; computer software for the management of airports, airlines and crews, airport and airline operations, 
aircraft maintenance planning and fuel management, for flight planning, programming, preparation, navigation, 
monitoring and analysis; computer software for flight management, for passenger, cargo and luggage tracking, for cargo 
and luggage handling; computer software for controlling check-in counters and for enabling passenger boarding, 
registration and check-in, including validation of passengers" check-in status and travel documents; computer software 
for issuing, redeeming and exchanging vouchers for providing targeted offers, vouchers, discounts, special promotions 
and promotional information and for customer relations management; computer software for advertising, marketing and 
content management, namely, for collecting, managing and publishing information in all forms or means; computer 
software for the management of human resources and personnel management, including placement planning, human 
resources allocation and use of personnel; computer software for payment services, including electronic payment 
processing and credit card services, for the safeguarding of financial transactions and the detection and management of 
fraud; computer software for accounting, financial management and invoice management; computer software for 
acquisitions management and analysis; computer software for managing security risks; computer software for revenue 
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management, including for calculating, comparison, cost analysis and optimization, pricing, price comparison and sales 
tracking; downloadable electronic publications, including publications in the field of computing, repair of computer 
systems, computer programming, in the transport, travel, hotels, restaurants, sports, cultural and entertainment sectors; 
downloadable electronic operation and user manuals; downloadable electronic instructional manuals for computer 
hardware and software; downloadable electronic instructional and teaching materials; downloadable electronic periodical 
publications, including newsletters and journals.

Cl.35;Business management; computerized business file management; commercial administration; office functions; 
compilation and systemization of data and information on computer databases; compilation of statistical information; 
updating and maintenance of data on an on-line computer database in the field of airline and travel booking, flight 
scheduling, departure control services, passenger check-in, ticket sales, pricing and invoicing; preparation of business 
statistics; analyses and drafting of statistical reports; compilation of business statistics and commercial information; 
compilation and analysis of data and information relating to business management; market research by means of a 
computer database; business assistance; business information; business consultancy; business data analysis; advice on 
business efficiency; conducting business feasibility studies; assistance in establishing a network of business contacts; 
business project management; business process management and consultancy; provision of business information via 
global computer networks; cost price analysis; billing services; accounting services; computerized and on-line 
accounting services; revenue accounting management services; business management consultancy in the fields of 
revenue management, price and profit optimization, performance management, inventory management, sales 
effectiveness, refund management, budgeting and forecasting; travel expenses administration; stock management 
(computerized); inventory management services (computerized); search engine optimization services; direct marketing 
services; on-line marketing services, namely, providing links to third-party websites featuring goods and services relating 
to travel, transportation and tourism; provision and rental of advertising space; rental of advertising space on the 
Internet; consultancy on marketing and strategy in the field of social media; marketing of brands via customer-based on-
line social media; direct electronic on-line marketing services, advertising and promotional services for hotels, airlines, 
cruise lines, car rental companies, train operators and service providers in the travel, transportation and hotel industries, 
for third parties; organization and conducting of marketing and promotional events; planning of business meetings; 
business management and administration, namely, providing on-line services for buyers and suppliers in the conference, 
events and hotel industries for the interactive planning of meetings and to book facilities via local, national and global 
computer networks; retail sale of computer software; business mediation in purchasing and sales, import and export, and 
wholesale and retail sale of software, software packages and Web applications; business services provided to travel 
agencies, namely, negotiating special discounts and commissions; placement of temporary personnel, including 
specialists in information technology and information and communications technology, for third parties; provision of 
information and advisory services relating to e-commerce; consultancy and provision of information relating to the 
foregoing services.

Cl.36;Services relating to electronic financial payment and transactions; payment processing services; credit and debit 
card payment processing services; electronic payment services; processing of payment transactions; insurance services, 
in particular in the field of travel; insurance mediation, including insurance mediation for motor vehicles, transport and 
travel; insurance underwriting, including in the field of travel; accident, car, life, motor vehicle, transport and travel 
insurance services; property management services; issuing, exchanging and redeeming travel vouchers, in particular of 
vouchers for transport, accommodation vouchers, meal vouchers, event vouchers and vouchers for activities; fundraising
for others via a global computer network; collection of charitable donations and charitable fund raising for individuals and
organizations for the purposes of humanitarian, scientific, environmental, educational and cultural activities; consultancy 
and provision of information relating to the foregoing services.

Cl.38;Telecommunications services, including the transmission of voice, data, graphics, images, audio and video via 
telecommunications networks, wireless communications networks, the Internet and wireless telephony; 
telecommunications services for data exchange between airlines, airports and ground crews among others via a 
connectivity or shared platform; providing access to telecommunication networks and telecommunications 
infrastructures; providing access to a cloud computing network; providing access to computer networks and to computer 
databases, electronic and online; providing access to data, information and computer software on computer networks; 
rental of access time to a computer database in the field of travel information and reservations, namely for flights, trains, 
boats, cruises, hotels, restaurants, car rental and for cultural, entertainment, leisure and sports events; transmission of 
data, information and computer software via global computer networks; providing access to platforms on the Internet; 
providing access to e-commerce platforms on the Internet; electronic messaging services; providing electronic message 
alerts to travelers and others relating to routes, flights, climate conditions, accommodation, destinations and events via 
mobile digital electronic devices and global computer communications networks; providing discussion forums (chat 
rooms); providing bulletin boards and on-line forums for the transmission of messages in the field of travel, 
transportation and temporary accommodation; VPN (virtual private network) service provider; telecommunications 
services relating to operations and processes for the airline, airports, tourism and travel industries; information and 
advice relating to the foregoing services.

Cl.39;Services provided by travel agencies or intermediaries; tourist travel information, timetables, times of arrival and 
departure of all means of transport by air, land, water or rail, routes and fares; providing information to tourists relating to 
excursions and tours at their travel destination; providing travel information including electronic documents, graphics 
and audiovisual information via a global computer network; providing travel information, including information on 
cruises, geographical maps, routes and travel recommendations, travel and driving tips, travel news, city directories and 
listings, and travel guidebooks; information on parking and checking-in at airports; providing information relating to the 
amount of carbon dioxide emissions produced by means of transport; travel booking services, including reservation 
services for airlines, cruises, car rental and tourist excursions; travel ticket reservation services; travel arrangement 
services; transport reservation services for sporting, scientific, political and cultural events; car rental intermediary 
services; boarding, check-in, seats and booking with frequent traveler priority; automated check-in services for travelers; 
transport check-in services; luggage check-in; providing information relating to seat availability for a specific means of 
transport by air, land, water or rail, and the available class or rate; providing transport information recorded on a 
database, in particular transport information in the field of transportation by air, land, water or rail, for others; generating 
routes from confirmed reservations; management services for transport routes; booking and organization of cruises, 
excursions, expeditions and sightseeing tours; organization of transport by air, land, water and rail; services for the 
planning, programming, development, operation, navigation, control, analysis and management of flights, trains, cruises 
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and boats; tracking of passengers, cargo, luggage or vehicles by computer or via GPS; consultancy and provision of 
information relating to the foregoing services.

Cl.41;Education; organization of events, seminars, workshops and education conventions in the fields of information 
and communications technology, transport, travel, hotels, restaurants, sports, cultural activities and entertainment; 
provision of training and courses, including training and courses in the fields of information and communications 
technology, transportation, travel, hotels, restaurants, sports, cultural activities and entertainment; providing classes and 
training seminars in the field of installation, operation, analysis, implementation, management, integration and 
deployment of computer software; providing training and courses in the field of business process enhancement, such as 
expenses management, management of meetings and payment processing; providing classroom training and courses in 
the field of corporate and personal travel and bookings, bookings and sales of tickets and seats in the transportation, 
travel, hotels, restaurants, sports, cultural and entertainment sectors; providing a training program for travel agents in the 
fields of travel agency management and administration and travel information resources; publication of texts, other than 
publicity texts; publication of educational material, information sheets and scientific articles; reservation of tickets for 
cultural events, entertainment, leisure and sports, including music concerts and theater events; consultancy and 
information relating to the foregoing services.

Cl.42;Engineering services for third parties, including software engineering; scientific and technological services, as 
well as research and design related thereto; design and development of computer hardware and software; consultancy 
services in computer software; computer engineering; programming, configuration, testing, repair, maintenance, 
customization, duplication, rental, research and computer software support; installation, testing, updating and duplication 
of computer software; technical consultancy and advisory services relating to computer hardware, software and 
peripherals; cloud computing network hosting; rental of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing 
network; provision of information relating to the design and development of computer software, systems and networks; 
programming of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; development and testing of 
computing methods, algorithms and software for processing telecommunication and navigation signals; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable operating software for accessing, and using, a cloud computing network; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for analyzing financial data and generating reports; hosting computer 
application software in the field of knowledge management for creating searchable databases of information and data; 
computerized data storage services; hosting of servers; hosting of computer database; hosting of e-commerce platforms 
on the Internet; provision of search engines for the Internet; design, development, programming, rental and providing 
temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for inventory management; design, development, programming, 
rental and providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable communication software, computer search engine 
software and computer interface software; design, development, programming, rental and providing temporary use of on-
line non-downloadable computer software for business purposes, for file management, for face, voice and eye 
recognition, for processing, import, collection, management and consolidation of data and data sets, for bookings and 
sales of tickets and seats in the transportation, travel, hotels, restaurants, sports, cultural and entertainment sectors, for 
handling passenger transportation by all means of transport by air, land, water or rail, for making travel arrangements, for 
travel itineraries, for providing travel information for cruises, for managing travel agencies, travel expenses, for managing 
hotels and property in the hotel industry, for managing meetings and events in the hotel industry, for managing 
restaurants, for parking facility management, for managing airports, airlines and crews, for flight management, for 
passenger tracking, for monitoring and management of cargo and luggage, for advertising, marketing and content 
management, for issuing, redemption and exchange of vouchers, for providing targeted offers, vouchers, discounts, 
special offers and promotional information, for managing customer relations, for managing human resources and 
personnel, for payment services, for safeguarding financial transactions, for managing fraud and for use in automating 
and managing business processes; hosting and maintenance of software online communicated by interface with a variety 
of distribution systems, travel organizers and property management systems enabling reservation and booking to be 
conducted in real time, room inventory management and collection and processing guest information, all in relation to the 
hotel industry; technical support services for computer software, including on-line support for troubleshooting computer 
software problems; design and development of electronic data security systems; consultancy and provision of 
information relating to the foregoing services.

Cl.43;Provision of rooms, hotels, temporary accommodation and restaurant reservation services; providing 
accommodation information, namely prices, reviews and recommendations of hotels and temporary accommodation via 
global computer communication networks; consultancy and provision of information relating to the foregoing services.

Cl.45;Licensing of industrial property rights (legal services); licensing of computer programs and software; fraud 
detection services in the use of credit cards for purchases online; online social networking services; registration of 
domain names; consultancy and provision of information relating to the foregoing services; safety information in airports.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 03/02/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 100 920 ;Germany 

3460754    25/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1322130]
BAYERISCHE MOTOREN WERKE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

Petuelring 130 80809 Munich Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

5/1, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of data; data processing apparatus and computers, 
computer programs; electronic and electrical components; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, devices; 
electric regulating apparatus.

Cl.12;Motor vehicles and parts thereof.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 20/01/2016; Application No. : 015020092 ;European Union 

3461296    13/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1322794]
EWALD DÖRKEN AG

Wetterstr. 58 58313 Herdecke Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Industrial chemicals; epoxy resins, unprocessed; chemical spraying and dipping solutions for corrosion protection 
for mass-produced small parts; galvanising baths, zinc-galvanising baths, nickel-free; adhesion promoters; dispersions 
of plastics.

Cl.2;Colorants, paints, lacquers, varnishes, glazes, lacquer and oil paints, mordants, preservatives against deterioration 
of wood, preservatives against rust, coating preparations for corrosion and wear protection including water-based and 
solvent-free coatings; coating preparations with defined sliding properties, in particular for mass-produced small parts; 
coating compounds, being colour, protective, sliding and functional coatings for components of all kinds; zinc-flake 
coatings; cataphoretic coatings, electrolytic coatings, cathodic coatings; high-temperature coatings.

Cl.40;Coating of plastic, metal and ceramic components for wear and corrosion protection; galvanization; applying 
corrosion protection micro-layers in dipping, drawing, spinning, injection or spraying processes for others; nickel-free 
zinc galvanising, for others.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 23/05/2016; Application No. : VA 2016 01295 ;Denmark 

3465634    27/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1322825]
B & J ROCKET SALES AG

Haldenstrasse 5 CH-6340 Baar Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Rasps [machine tools] and parts thereof (not included in other classes); rubber rasps [machine tools] and parts 
thereof (not included in other classes); blades (machine tools); blades for powered machine tools; blades for use with tire 
rasps [machine tools]; blades for rubber rasps [machine tools]; disposable blades for use with machines; sharpeners for 
rasps and for rasp blades [machine tools]; power- operated rubber buffing and rasping machine tools; blades for power-
operated rubber buffing and rasping tools and machine tools; parts and accessories (not included in other classes) for 
power-operated rubber rasps and for power-operated rubber buffing tools; blades for powered hand tools; powered hand 
tools for buffing and rasping; blades for powered hand tools for rubber buffing and rasping; parts and accessories (not 
included in other classes) for powered rubber rasps and for powered rubber buffing hand tools.

Cl.8;Rasps [hand tools] and parts thereof (not included in other classes); rubber rasps [hand tools] and parts thereof 
(not included in other classes); blades (hand tools); blades for use with tire rasps [hand tools]; blades for rubber rasps 
[hand tools]; blades for knives; planing blades; disposable blades for use with hand tools; sharpeners for rasps and for 
rasp blades [hand tools].
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 23/02/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 005 379 ;Germany 

3466763    09/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1322126]
SERVICEPLAN GRUPPE FÜR INNOVATIVE KOMMUNIKATION GMBH & CO. KG

Brienner Straße 45 a-d 80333 München Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed matter; magazines; brochures.

Cl.35;Consultancy relating to advertising; digital advertising services; services relating to marketing and sales 
concepts; sales promotion; marketing services; presentation of companies on the internet and other media; production 
and distribution of advertising, marketing and promotional material; advertising and marketing; creating advertising 
material; production of advertising films; dissemination of advertising for others via an on-line communications network 
on the internet; consultancy relating to corporate communications; advisory services relating to corporate identity; 
consultancy relating to e-commerce; market research; brand strategy services; brand positioning; event marketing; 
collection and systematization of information into computer databases; organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and 
shows for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes.

Cl.41;Training and education services; organization and conducting of seminars relating to training; organization and 
conducting of events for cultural, entertainment, sporting and commercial events; consultancy relating to cultural, 
entertainment, sporting and commercial events; television, radio and film production; electronic desktop publishing; 
publication of books, newspapers, periodicals, catalogues, brochures, printed matter and printed publications; 
conception of books, newspapers, periodicals, catalogues, brochures, printed matter and printed publications and 
corresponding electronic media; editorial support for websites, namely editing of text and representations for the 
publication on the internet.

Cl.42;Design services; design consultancy; products research and development; design of logos for corporate identity; 
brand design services; design, creation and hosting of websites for others; software design and development; 
consultancy relating to design, creation, hosting and maintenance of websites for others; information technology 
consultancy; computerized data storage.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 25/01/2016; Application No. : 2016-007304 ;Japan 

3467094    01/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1322111]
BRIDE CO., LTD.

1-11-1, Tokai-machi, Tokai-city Aichi 476-0015 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Automobile seats; safety seats for children, for vehicles

Cl.20;Chairs; benches; cushions.

Cl.24;Woven fabrics

Cl.25;Tee-shirts; polo shirts; sport shirts; jackets [clothing]; anoraks [parkas]; blousons; liveries; hats; caps 
[headwear]; clothing for sports; boots for sports; driving gloves.

Cl.28;Scale model vehicles; scale model kits [toys]; radio-controlled toy vehicles.

Cl.35;Retail or wholesale services for automobile parts and accessories.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 02/06/2016; Application No. : 2016719773 ;Russian Federation 

3475100    15/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1323839]
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY «REGUL»

Khar'kovskoe shosse, d. 12/1A, g. Novocherkassk RU-346404 Rostovskaya obl Russian Federation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA.

F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI -110001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Aquaria [structures]; alabaster; window frames, not of metal; asbestos cement; asphalt; beams, not of metal; 
girders, not of metal; balustrades, not of metal; huts; swimming pools [structures], not of metal; silos, not of metal; 
arbours [structures], not of metal; concrete; bitumen; joists, not of metal; telephone booths, not of metal; telephone 
boxes, not of metal; beacons, not of metal, non-luminous; building paper; busts of stone, concrete or marble; bird baths 
[structures], not of metal; binding agents for making briquettes; binding agents for making stones; binding material for 
road repair; stained-glass windows; felt for building; aviaries [structures], not of metal; gates, not of metal; diving boards, 
not of metal; geotextiles; gypsum; plaster; potters" clay; potters" clay [raw material]; earth for bricks; clay; gravel; 
aquarium gravel; granite; doors, not of metal; folding doors, not of metal; coal tar; chimney pots, not of metal; 
prefabricated houses [kits], not of metal; parquet floor boards; memorial plaques, not of metal; roofing shingles; wood for 
making household utensils; veneer wood; moldable wood; mouldable wood; chimney shafts, not of metal; jalousies, not 
of metal; roof gutters, not of metal; street gutters, not of metal; agglomerated bagasses of cane [building material]; road 
signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, not of metal; non-luminous and non-mechanical signs, not of metal; limestone; 
calcareous stone; lime; fences, not of metal; works of stonemasonry; works of art of stone, concrete or marble; cabanas, 
not of metal; stone; rubble; artificial stone; building stone; paint spraying booths, not of metal; gravestones; tombstones; 
reeds, for building; greenhouse frames, not of metal; horticultural frames, not of metal; framework, not of metal, for 
building; framework for building, not of metal; cornices, not of metal; bitumen paper for building; wood pulp board, for 
building; paperboard for building; building cardboard; skating rinks [structures], not of metal; quartz; caissons for 
construction work under water; bricks; fire burrs; water-pipe valves, not of metal or plastic; drain traps [valves], not of 
metal or plastic; cask wood; stave wood; mooring bollards, not of metal; cement posts; chimney cowls, not of metal; 
buildings, not of metal; buildings, transportable, not of metal; stringers [parts of staircases], not of metal; silica [quartz]; 
roofing, not of metal; manhole covers, not of metal; xylolith; chicken-houses, not of metal; manufactured timber; sawn 
timber; building timber; lumber; wood, semi-worked; staircases, not of metal; road marking sheets and strips of synthetic 
material; reinforcing materials, not of metal, for building; bituminous products for building; tar; road coating materials; 
materials for making and coating roads; grog [fired refractory material]; fireclay; pitch; building materials, not of metal; 
construction materials, not of metal; refractory construction materials, not of metal; masts [poles], not of metal; raw 
chalk; calcareous marl; mosaics for building; marble; slate powder; porches [structures], not of metal; tombs, not of 
metal; flashing, not of metal, for building; roof flashing, not of metal; perches; duckboards, not of metal; wall claddings, 
not of metal, for building; coatings [building materials]; tomb or grave enclosures, not of metal; grave or tomb enclosures,
not of metal; laths, not of metal; wood panelling; wall linings, not of metal, for building; palisading, not of metal; palings, 
not of metal; crash barriers, not of metal, for roads; trellises, not of metal; latticework, not of metal; windows, not of metal;
olivine for building; shuttering, not of metal, for concrete; poles, not of metal, for power lines; posts, not of metal, for 
power lines; props, not of metal; branching pipes, not of metal; fair huts; tombs [monuments], not of metal; monuments, 
not of metal; wainscotting, not of metal; signalling panels, non-luminous and non-mechanical, not of metal; building 
panels, not of metal; parquet flooring; partitions, not of metal; lintels, not of metal; casement windows, not of metal; 
aquarium sand; silver sand; sand, except foundry sand; sandstone for building; tarred strips, for building; planks of wood 
for building; rocket launching platforms, not of metal; platforms, prefabricated, not of metal; floor tiles, not of metal; tiles, 
not of metal, for building; paving slabs, not of metal; cement slabs; grave slabs, not of metal; tomb slabs, not of metal; 
scaffolding, not of metal; asphalt paving; wood paving; paving blocks, not of metal; luminous paving blocks; macadam; 
fireproof cement coatings; bituminous coatings for roofing; roof coverings, not of metal; roofing, not of metal, 
incorporating solar cells; wooden floor boards; linings, not of metal, for building; mantlepieces; door panels, not of metal; 
floors, not of metal; sills, not of metal; porphyry [stone]; ceilings, not of metal; floating docks, not of metal, for mooring 
boats; agglomerated cork for building; mortar for building; grout; asbestos mortar; tanks of masonry; scantlings 
[carpentry]; furrings of wood; vinyl siding; sheet piles, not of metal; pilings, not of metal; pigsties, not of metal; insect 
screens, not of metal; burial vaults, not of metal; schists; shutters, not of metal; statues of stone, concrete or marble; 
figurines [statuettes] of stone, concrete or marble; statuettes of stone, concrete or marble; alabaster glass; safety glass; 
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glass granules for road marking; glass granules for marking out roads; window glass for building; window glass, other 
than vehicle window glass; building glass; plate glass [windows], for building; insulating glass for building; tombstone 
stelae, not of metal; stables, not of metal; advertisement columns, not of metal; posts, not of metal; telegraph posts, not 
of metal; hips for roofing; stair-treads [steps], not of metal; tombstone plaques, not of metal; greenhouses, transportable, 
not of metal; terra cotta; penstock pipes, not of metal; water-pipes, not of metal; gutter pipes, not of metal; ducts, not of 
metal, for ventilating and air-conditioning installations; drain pipes, not of metal; chimneys, not of metal; rigid pipes, not 
of metal, for building; sandstone pipes; turnstiles, not of metal; tufa; angle irons, not of metal; lengthening pieces, not of 
metal, for chimneys; bicycle parking installations, not of metal; installations, not of metal, for parking bicycles; plywood; 
foundry molds [moulds], not of metal; cement for blast furnaces; cement for furnaces; magnesia cement; cement; roofing 
tiles, not of metal; slate; roofing slates; slag [building material]; clinker stone; slag stone; railway sleepers, not of metal; 
railroad ties, not of metal; wood veneers; veneers; clinker ballast; concrete building elements; letter boxes of masonry; 
mouldings, not of metal, for cornices; moldings, not of metal, for cornices; mouldings, not of metal, for building; 
moldings, not of metal, for building; shutters [outdoor], not of metal and not of textile; blinds [outdoor], not of metal and 
not of textile.

Cl.35;Import-export agency services; commercial information agency services; business investigations; business 
research; marketing research; business management and organization consultancy; business organization consultancy; 
business management consultancy; professional business consultancy; layout services for advertising purposes; 
marketing; updating of advertising material; word processing; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; business management assistance; 
commercial or industrial management assistance; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; 
economic forecasting; auctioneering; sales promotion for others; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and 
services for other businesses].
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 23/03/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 102 682 ;Germany 

3478378    19/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1325079]
ROMACO KILIAN GMBH

Scarletallee 11 50735 Köln DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.

PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Presses (machines for industrial purposes); tablet presses (machines); pelletizer; machines for production, 
checking, finishing, sorting, and packaging of tablets; presses, filling machines, metering machines and sorting machines 
for goods for chemical, pharmaceutical, food, cosmetics, tobacco, and detergents industry; tablet crushers (machines); 
machine tools and machines for production of comprimates, particularly of tablets, particularly for pharmaceutical, 
cheznical, detergents, and food industry; rotating electrical machines and motors for rotating electrical machines; parts 
and fittings for all aforementioned goods included in this class.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services in the field of production, checking, processing, sorting, and packaging of 
tablets; design and development of computer hardware and software, particularly for tablet presses and pelletizers; 
services of a technical measuring and test laboratory; calibration and physical check of analysers; design and 
development of new technologies for production of granulates and tablets as well as respective consultation and 
information; rent and lease with respect to the aforementioned services included in this class.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 03/12/2015; Application No. : 1738900 ;Australia 

3481437    02/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1324940]
SIMULATED TRADING SYSTEMS LTD

L7, 299 Sussex St SYDNEY NSW 2000 Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. K. DEWAN & CO.

PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A.BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer application software, computer software, computer programs, computer game software; downloadable 
computer game, educational and entertainment software and instruction programs for use on wireless devices, mobile 
and cellular phones, personal computers, tablet computers, hand-held personal gaming devices and home video game 
consoles; video game and education and training programs, interactive video game and education and training programs, 
downloadable electronic game and education and training programs and computer software platforms for social 
networking; computer software for running web applications, audiovisual teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus 
for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, dvd discs and other digital recording media, compact 
discs, cd-rom discs, film, cassettes, tapes and records, pre-recorded video and audio discs; electronic publications 
including those sold and distributed online, simulators for training personnel in foreign exchange trading, financial 
market trading and investment.

Cl.35;Market analysis.

Cl.36;Brokerage services including securities, stocks and bonds brokerage; brokerage and trading of global stocks, 
commodities, options, futures, cfd"s (contracts for difference), foreign exchange, foreign exchange options and futures, 
etf"s (exchange traded funds) and all other money market instruments; stock exchange quotations; financial analysis, 
financial information and management, financial consultancy, mutual funds, capital investments, fund investment, 
investment advice; real estate appraisal, real estate agencies, real estate management; financial, insurance, banking, real 
estate evaluation; customs brokerage; providing global stock market prices through live streaming; trading global stocks, 
commodities, options, futures, cfd"s (contracts for difference), foreign exchange, foreign exchange options and futures, 
etf"s (exchange traded funds) and all other money market instruments, through facilities and platforms, including online 
platforms.

Cl.41;Education services, teaching, academies, instruction services, practical training services, correspondence 
courses, providing online computer and electronic game and education and training programs, providing online computer 
games and educational and training courses of study, through a web based system and on line portal for users, providing 
social games and educational and training programs, through virtual environments in which users can interact, providing 
live and on-line classes, seminars and workshops in the field of personal development, foreign exchange, financial market
and investment education; education information, educational examination and accreditation, vocational guidance, 
education or training advice, providing information via an electronic global computer network in the field of personal 
development, foreign exchange, financial market and investment education and training; arranging and conducting 
conferences, seminars, exhibitions and workshops, publication of books, publication of electronic books and journals 
online, publication of texts, news reports services, organisation of education or entertainment competitions, organisation 
of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes, production of radio and television programs, television entertainment, 
videotape and film production.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

3806663    25/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1395038]
J. RETTENMAIER & SÖHNE GMBH & CO. KG

Holzmühle 1 73494 Rosenberg Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical preparations for use in industry.

Cl.5;Carriers for pharmaceutical preparations, namely drug delivery agents and binder excipients for tablet formulation.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 13/11/2017; Application No. : 64157/2017 ;Switzerland 

3888945    11/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412517]
GIVAUDAN SA

Chemin de la Parfumerie 5 CH-1214 Vernier CH

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products used in the manufacture of perfumes, cosmetics, soaps, detergents, deodorants other than for 
personal use; chemical products used in the manufacture of compositions of perfumery, cosmetics, soaps, detergents, 
deodorants other than for personal use.

Cl.3;Perfumery products, bases for perfumes, perfumes, essential oils, soaps, detergents; perfumes for cosmetic 
industry, perfume industry and for the detergents and cleaning products industry.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

3909547    15/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416036]
DEESIDE CEREALS L LIMITED

Fourth Avenue, Deeside Industrial Park Deeside Flintshire CH5 2NR United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Nut-based food bars; seed-based food bars; nut-based snack foods; soy-based snack foods; vegetable-based 
snack foods; fruit-based snack foods; potato snacks; edible nuts, oils and seeds.

Cl.30;Cereals; cereal preparations; foodstuffs made from cereals; breakfast cereals; granola; muesli; muesli bars; 
cereal bars; energy bars; granola-based snack bars; cereal snacks; rice snacks; snack foods made from or consisting 
principally of cereals, corn, wheat, grain, maize, oats and/or rice; farinaceous foods; confectionery; biscuits.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 20/11/2015; Application No. : 4520150010649 ;Republic of Korea 

3913990    27/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1297901B]
Qoo10 Pte. Ltd.

150 Beach Road, 18-01 Gateway West Singapore 189720 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cases for use with mobile telecommunication devices; dustproof plugs for smartphones; cell phone straps; 
computer software applications, downloadable; application software for smart phone; computer game software; computer 
software; integrated circuit cards (smart cards); USB flash drives; mouse pads; protective case for tablet PC; 
downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; downloadable digital video recordings; downloadable image files; 
downloadable graphics for mobile phones; downloadable coupon; electronic publications, downloadable; CDs; DVDs; 
smartphone mounts.

Cl.16;Advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; packing paper; paper tissues; note books; note papers; page 
holders; writing implements (writing instruments); passport cases; boxes of paper or cardboard; bags and sacks of 
paper; bags of plastic for packaging; graphic prints; diary; calendars; printed matter (except books and periodicals); 
catalogues; pamphlets; books; periodicals; stickers.

Cl.18;Toilet bags (sold empty); clothing for pets; bags; articles of leather for bags; change purses; backpacks; belt 
bags and hip bags; felt pouches; shopping bags; luggage and trunks; purses; textile shopping bags; card wallets; travel 
bags made of plastic materials; boxes of leather or leatherboard; leather pouches; coverings of leather; parasols (sun 
umbrellas); umbrellas.

Cl.25;Money belts (clothing); footwear; sports wear; outerclothing; skirts and dresses; pants; bottoms (clothing); 
underclothing; shirts and short-sleeved shirts; sweaters; nightwear; mufflers; ear muffs (clothing); scarfs; socks and 
stockings; gloves for apparel; caps (headwear); belts (clothing); rain wear; clothing.

Cl.28;Ornaments for Christmas trees (except illumination articles and confectionery); mascot doll for cellphones with 
straps; stuffed dolls; soap bubbles (toys); puppets; toys (playthings); playing balls; toy dolls; dolls; dolls and dolls' 
clothing; masks (playthings); toy balloons; toy action figures; action figure dolls; apparatus for games; games; sticks for 
fans and for entertainment being novelty items; paper party hats; puzzles; play balloons.

Cl.35;Online comprehensive shopping mall services; business intermediary services relating to mail order selling by 
electric communication; advertising and marketing consultancy; advertising and marketing; distribution of 
advertisements and commercial announcements; organisation of exhibitions and events for commercial or advertising 
purposes; price comparison services; provision of product sales information and commercial information; business 
intermediary services for the sale and purchase of goods and services; data retrieval services; compilation and 
systematization of information in databanks; import-export agency services; administrative processing of purchase 
orders; auctioneering provided on the internet; retail store services featuring bags and wallets; retail store services 
featuring toys (playthings); retail store services featuring stickers; retail store services featuring printed matter; retail 
store services featuring drinking vessels; retail store services featuring clothing.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 07/10/2016; Application No. : 015908189 ;European Union 

3923764    07/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1417564]
Cohu Experience Oy 

Lapinrinne 1 B 209 FI-00180 Helsinki FI

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, life-saving and teaching apparatus and 
instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording 
discs; compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers other than for vehicle testing, signalling, checking, 
weighing, measuring, remote-controlling, balancing apparatus and instruments; computer software other than for vehicle 
testing, signalling, checking, weighing, measuring, remote-controlling, balancing apparatus and instruments; fire-
extinguishing apparatus; recorded computer software and downloadable computer software; software for mobile devices; 
apparatus for recording data; software for tablet computers; software for smartphones; file and folder management 
software, databases (electronic); computer software applications, downloadable other than for vehicle testing, signalling, 
checking, weighing, measuring, remote-controlling, balancing apparatus and instruments; computer software platforms 
other than for vehicle testing, signalling, checking, weighing, measuring, remote-controlling, balancing apparatus and 
instruments; virtual reality software; virtual reality hardware; virtual reality glasses; virtual reality headsets; augmented 
reality software; augmented reality software for use in mobile devices for integrating electronic data with real world 
environments; computer games software; recorded computer software for games; downloadable computer games; 
downloadable electronic publications; audiovisual teaching aids; audio- and audiovisual recordings; data storage media; 
pre-recorded videos; pre-recorded music; audio books; downloadable e-books.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles; decorations for Christmas trees; electronic games; 
handheld computer games; video game apparatus adapted for use with an external screen.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; office functions; advertising agencies; on-line advertising on a computer 
network; pay per click advertising; radio advertising; television advertising; outdoor advertising; presentation of goods 
on communication media for retail purposes; modelling for advertising or sales promotion; rental of advertising time on 
communication media; rental of advertising space; public relations; marketing services; business development; 
commercial information; commercial advice; development of business and marketing strategies and concepts; services 
consisting of the registration, collection, transcription, compilation and systemization of data related to sale, marketing, 
financing and statistics; computerized file management; accounting; compilation of information into computer databases; 
operating on-line marketplaces for offering, buying, selling and exchanging computer games, videos, music, computer 
software and on-demand applications; professional business consultancy; information and consultancy services related 
with above services.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; transmission of information on-line; providing an online interactive bulletin board; access 
to content, websites and portals; providing access to online computer databases; providing access to platforms and 
portals on the internet; providing access to e-commerce platforms on the internet; provision of access to an electronic 
entertainment and training portal on computer networks; provision of telecommunications access to databases and the 
internet; providing access to and leasing access time to computer networks; providing user access to global computer 
networks; transmission of videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, games, user-generated content, audio content, 
and information via the internet; providing access to web portals for offering, uploading, downloading and exchanging 
computer games, videos, music, computer software and on-demand applications; cable television broadcasting, radio 
broadcasting; television broadcasting; internet broadcasting (shows, music, videos); news agencies; advise and 
consultancy in connection with above services.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; publishing of books; publication 
of educational books; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; providing electronic publications, not 
dowloadable; providing on-line videos, not downloadable; providing on-line music, not downloadable; providing on-line 
computer games, online videos and music, not downloadable via a website; education information; provision of 
information relating to training; interactive training and education; personal development training; distance learning 
services; distance learning services provided online; tutoring; arranging and conducting of tutorials; organisation and 
conducting of seminars; organisation and conducting of conferences; gaming services; on-line gaming services; game 
services provided on-line from a computer network; on-line virtual reality services; virtual reality entertainment, education 
and training services provided on-line from a computer network; on-line augmented reality entertainment, education and 
training services; augmented reality entertainment, education and training services provided on-line from a computer 
network; organization of shows [impresario services], production of shows; film production, movie studios; rental of 
motion pictures; videotape editing, videotape film production; rental of videotapes, rental of video recordings; production 
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of sound recordings; sound studios; rental of sound recordings; recording studio services; photography, photographic 
reporting, photo studios; rental of audio and video equipment; radio entertainment, production of radio and television 
programmes, subtitling, television entertainment; news reporters services; organization of education or entertainment 
competitions; advise and consultancy in connection with above services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; electronic data storage; digitization of 
documents; rental of computer software; software as a service [SaaS]; platform as a service [PaaS]; cloud computing; 
providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software; providing temporary use of on-line computer 
software and on-demand applications accessible via a website; server hosting; web portal hosting; hosting platforms on 
the internet; hosting of computerized data, files, applications and information; hosting on-line marketplaces and web 
pages for offering, buying, selling and exchanging computer games, videos, music, computer software and on-demand 
applications; application service provider (ASP); application service provider [asp], namely, hosting computer software 
applications of others; rental of a database server (to third parties); rental of data processing programs; encryption, 
decryption and authentication of information, messages and data; testing of computer software; testing of electronic data 
processing systems; electronic data storage; electronic data back-up; electronic storage of documents; temporary 
electronic storage of information and data; development of data bases; provision of reports relating to computing; design 
of virtual reality software; development of virtual reality software; design of augmented reality software; development of 
augmented reality software; providing virtual computer systems through cloud computing; providing virtual computer 
environments through cloud computing; advise and consultancy in connection with above services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 29/05/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 216 279 ;Germany 

3931317    13/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1418856]
Lillydoo GmbH

Hanauer Landstraße 147-149 60314 Frankfurt a.M. Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Disinfectants for contact lenses; solutions for contact lenses; contact lenses cleaning preparations.

Cl.9;Contact lenses; eyeglasses; sunglasses; spectacle lenses.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

3932642    13/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1285057]
A.S. Watson (Health & Beauty Continental Europe), B.V.

Nijborg 17 NL-3927 DA Renswoude Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; 
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations, sanitary preparations for medical purposes, dietetic foodstuffs for 
children and invalids; plasters, materials for wound dressings; tooth fillings and dental wax; disinfectants; preparations 
for destroying weeds and pests; baby food; infant food, not included in other classes, food supplements and food 
concentrates for dietary purposes; foods for infants and toddlers.

Cl.35;Commercial affairs; business mediation in the purchase and sale of gift items and drugstore items; sales 
promotion (for others) of gift items and drugstore items; demonstration of gift items and drugstore items for commercial 
and advertising purposes; the bringing together, for the benefit of others of gift items and drugstore items, excluding the 
transport thereof, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 15/01/2018; Application No. : 87755950 ;United States of America 

3932660    13/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420485]
Movemints, LLC

215 7th St. Pittsburgh PA 15215 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Orthodontic teeth aligner; chewing device for seating plastic teeth aligners.

Cl.30;Candy mints; mints for breath freshening.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/02/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 101 991 ;Germany 

3932661    19/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420284]
Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft

Petuelring 130 80809 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal hardware; metallic mountings included in this class; connection elements of metal for building materials and 
building elements.

Cl.7;Fastening and connecting tools and equipment (parts of machines) included in this class; linking devices [parts of 
machines].

Cl.8;Hand-operated tools for treatment of material and for construction, repair and maintenance; hand-operated 
fastening and connecting tools included in this class.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 12/04/2018; Application No. : 87874290 ;United States of America 

3932729    12/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420615]
MIDNIGHT MADNESS DISTILLING LLC

118 N Main St, P.O. Box 173 Trumbauersville PA 18970 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Non-alcoholic beverages, namely, carbonated beverages.

Cl.33;Distilled spirits.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 27/06/2018; Application No. : 88016967 ;United States of America 

3932737    11/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420467]
General Electric Company

1 River Road Schenectady NY 12345 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for medical imaging and for use with medical imaging equipment.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments, namely, a handheld ultrasound apparatus.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 17/05/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 012 374 ;Germany 

3932747    17/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420233]
Leybold GmbH

Bonner Straße 498 50968 Köln Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Vacuum pumps, oil-free vacuum pumps, oil-free screw-type vacuum pumps.

Cl.9;Measuring, controlling, checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 11/02/2018; Application No. : 4427655 ;France 

3934474    11/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420227]
ETS WINKELMANS

584 Avenue de DUNKERQUE F-59160 LOMME France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Tiles and mosaics, made of full-body ceramic stoneware and glass paste; stoneware, ceramic, glass paste, stone, 
concrete or marble works of art.

Cl.21;Unworked or semi-worked glass excluding building glass; earthenware; ceramic, earthenware or glass objects; 
ceramic, earthenware or glass works of art and decorative objects.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 26/06/2014; Application No. : BO2014C000909 ;Italy 

3937922    23/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1253650]
GO OLD'50 S.r.l.

Via Felice Cavallotti, 15 I-20122 MILANO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; saddlery; key cases; 
sling bags; bags; handbags; suitcases; satchels; clutch bags; cases, of leather or leatherboard; fanny packs; curried 
skins; card cases [notecases]; music cases; wallets; net bags for shopping; haversacks; beach bags; gym bags; 
travelling bags; briefcases; rucksacks; change purses; travel bags with handles; travelling bags made of imitation leather;
imitation leather.

Cl.24;Piece goods made of non-woven plastic material; textiles made of cotton; textile small wares [table linen]; textiles 
made of satin; textiles made of velvet; felt piece goods; textiles made of synthetic materials; textiles for making up into 
articles of clothing; bathroom towels; kitchen towels; linens; kitchen linen; bed linen and table linen; bath linen; 
household linen, including face towels; napery of textile; canvas for tapestry or embroidery; interfacings; blankets; fabric 
covers for kitchen appliances; bed clothes and blankets; blanket throws; kitchen and table linens; denim fabric; printed 
textile labels; handkerchiefs; flannel [fabric]; fabric linings for clothing; foulard [fabric]; jersey [fabric]; bed sheets; suiting 
materials [textile]; materials for use in making clothes; plastic material [substitute for fabrics]; drugget; fleece made from 
polyester; eiderdowns [quilts]; quilts filled with down; textile piece goods for furnishing purposes; waterproof textile 
fabrics; household textile articles; textile fabrics for the manufacture of clothing; printed textile piece goods; furniture 
coverings (unfitted); textile napkins; underblankets; fabrics for shirts; fabrics; fabrics being textile piece goods for use in 
patchwork; household textiles; wool base mixed fabrics; silk base mixed fabrics; flocked fabrics; wall hangings; 
tapestries [wall hangings], of textile; canvas; curtains; adhesive fabric; woven furnishing fabrics; silk [cloth]; fabrics 
made from cotton, other than for insulation; mixed fiber fabrics; fabrics made from wool, other than for insulation; knitted 
fabric; apparel fabrics; textile fabrics for lingerie; interior decoration fabrics; lingerie fabric; fabrics for the manufacture of 
furnishings; tulle; velvet; curtain fabric.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; clothing of imitations of leather; clothing of leather; clothing for gymnastics; 
waterproof clothing; beach clothes; suits; dresses; bath robes; camisoles, underwear; corselets, tights, trousers; shirts; 
T-shirts; layettes; neckties; swimsuits; jackets; skirts, jerseys; leggings; knitwear; sweaters; pants; parkas; anoraks; furs; 
pyjamas; ponchos; pullovers; suspenders; brassieres; underpants; shorts, overcoats; coats, topcoats; tracksuits; 
stockings; socks; gloves; shawls; scarfs; fur stoles; ties; belts [clothing]; ear muffs; bandanas; caps; berets; hats, 
slippers; gymnastic shoes; sandals; shoes; sport shoes; boots.
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Priority claimed from 16/07/2018; Application No. : 1941060 ;Australia 

3937934    18/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421747]
MOOSE CREATIVE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD

29 Grange Rd CHELTENHAM VIC 3192 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Coloured liquids for use in children's crafts; craft kits for painting and posters; craft kits for papier mache model 
construction; craft papers; paper crafts materials; adhesive stickers; stickers namely decalcomanias; stickers namely 
stationery; art paper; articles for drawing; stationery; erasers; trading cards, other than for games; artists' materials.

Cl.28;Craft kits for games and playthings; craft toys sold complete; craft toys sold in kit form; action figures namely 
toys and playthings; construction toys; action toys; educational toys; fluffy toys; toys; educational playthings; electronic 
playthings; playthings; board games; card games; construction games; dice games; electronic games other than 
software; games; games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; games adapted for use with dot 
matrix liquid crystal displays; hand held computer games; hand held electronic games; dolls.
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Priority claimed from 31/10/2017; Application No. : AM 61231/2017 ;Austria 

3939235    13/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421539]
The Heat Company Aktivwärme- und Aktivkühlprodukte GmbH

Ennspark 20 A-5541 Altenmarkt im Pongau Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Heating pads for therapeutic purposes.

Cl.11;Heating pads for warming other than for medical purposes.

Cl.25;Clothing; gloves [clothing].
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Priority claimed from 14/11/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 029 048 ;Germany 

3940013    11/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421596]
DCMN GmbH

Boxhagener Straße 18 10245 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software, especially for designing online advertising on websites; apps for mobile devices.

Cl.35;Advertising, especially conception, development and creation of advertising concepts for all including digital 
media; cost and price analysis; advice on the use of advertising as a service of an advertising agency, especially 
placement and reversal of advertising concepts for television and radio stations, in print and electronic media; 
procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; provision of an online market 
place for buyers and sellers of goods and services; advice relating to business management and business organization; 
advertising agency services, especially preparation of textual and graphic designs for advertising slogans, product 
descriptions and company presentations; consulting in communication planning and development of communication 
strategies as service of a pr agency to improve the communication of a company [public relations services]; online 
advertising on a computer network; arranging and conducting of promotions; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs 
for business and promotional purposes; public relations consultancy for development and implementation of 
communication strategies also for electronic media; rental of advertising space, also on the internet; publicity material 
rental; rental of advertising time on communication media.

Cl.41;Electronic desktop publishing; publishing services, except printing; providing online electronic publications, not 
downloadable; production of sound and image recordings on sound and image carriers; correspondence courses; 
implementation of further education courses; publication of magazines and books, also in electronic form and on the 
internet; online publication of electronic books and magazines.

Cl.42;Design and creation of internet websites; development of computer programs and their programming.
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3940014    06/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421271]
ARÇELIK ANONIM SIRKETI

E5 Ankara Asfalti Üzeri, Tuzla TR-81719 Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines, machine tools and industrial robots for processing and shaping wood, metals, glass, plastics and 
minerals; construction machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for use in construction; lifting, loading and 
transmission machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for lifting, loading and transmission purposes; elevators, 
escalators and cranes; machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for use in agriculture and animal breeding; 
machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for processing cereals, fruits, vegetables and food; machines for 
preparing and processing beverages; engines and motors, other than for land vehicles; parts and fittings therefor; 
bearings (parts of machines); roller or ball bearings; machines for mounting and detaching tires; alternators; current 
generators; electric generators; current generators operated with solar energy; painting machines; automatic spray guns 
for paint; electric, hydraulic and pneumatic punching machines and guns; electric adhesive tape dispensers (machines); 
electric guns for compressed gas or liquid spraying machines; electric hand drills; electric hand saws; electric jigsaw 
machines; spiral binding machines; compressed air machines; compressors (machines); vehicle washing installations; 
robotic mechanisms (machines) with the abovementioned functions; electric and gas-operated welding apparatus; 
electric arc welding apparatus; electric soldering apparatus; electric arc cutting apparatus; electrodes for welding 
machines; industrial robots (machines) with the abovementioned functions; printing machines; packaging machines; 
filling, plugging and sealing machines; labellers (machines); sorting machines; industrial robots (machines) with the 
abovementioned functions; electric packing machines for plugging and sealing of plastics; machines for textile 
processing; sewing machines; industrial robots (machines) with the abovementioned functions; pumps being parts of 
machines or engines; fuel dispensing pumps for service stations; self-regulating fuel pumps; electric kitchen machines 
for chopping, grinding, crushing, mixing and mincing foodstuff; washing machines; laundry washing machines; 
dishwashers; spin driers (not heated); electric cleaning machines for cleaning floors; carpets or floorings; vacuum 
cleaners and parts thereof; automatic vending machines; galvanizing and electroplating machines; electric door openers 
and closers; electronic door openers and closers.

Cl.8;Forks, spoons, knives and non-electric cutters, slicers, peelers for kitchen use, including those made of precious 
metals; side arms and blades (weapons); tools and apparatus included in this class for personal beauty care use; tools 
and apparatus included in this class for shaving, epilation, manicure and pedicure; electric hand implements for 
straightening and curling hair; scissors; hand-operated [non-electric] hand tools included in this class for the repair of 
machines, apparatus and vehicles and for use in construction, agriculture, horticultural and forestry, none of them being 
power tools; electric or non-electric irons; steam irons.

Cl.9;Measurement apparatus and equipment including those for scientific, nautical, topographic, meteorologic, 
industrial and laboratory purposes; thermometers, not for medical purposes; barometers, ammeters, voltmeters, 
hygrometers, testing apparatus not for medical purposes; telescopes, periscopes, directional compasses, speed 
indicators, laboratory apparatus, microscopes, magnifying glasses, stills, binoculars, ovens and furnaces for laboratory 
experiments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; cameras; photographic cameras;
television apparatus; video recorders; CD and DVD players and recorders; MP3 players; computers; desktop computers; 
tablet computers; wearable technological devices, namely, smartwatches, smart wristbands and head-mounted cameras; 
microphones, loudspeakers, earphones, telecommunications apparatus, apparatus for the reproduction of sound or 
images; computer peripheral devices; cell phones; covers for cell phones; telephone apparatus; computer printers; 
scanners [data processing equipment]; photocopiers; magnetic and optical data carriers and computer software and 
programmes recorded thereto; downloadable and recordable electronic publications; encoded magnetic and optical 
cards; movies, TV series and video music clips recorded on magnetic, optical and electronic media; antennas, satellite 
antennas, amplifiers for antennas, parts of the aforementioned goods; ticket dispensers; automated teller machines 
(ATM); electronic components used in the electronic parts of machines and apparatus; semi-conductors; electronic 
circuits; integrated circuits; chips [integrated circuits]; diodes; transistors [electronic]; magnetic heads for electronic 
apparatus; electronic locks; photocells; remote control apparatus for opening and closing doors; optical sensors; 
counters and quantity indicators for measuring the quantity of consumption; automatic time switches; clothing for 
protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; safety vests and life-saving apparatus and equipment; eyeglasses, 
sunglasses, optical lenses and cases, containers, parts and components thereof; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, transforming, accumulating or controlling electricity; electric plugs; junction boxes [electricity]; electric 
switches; circuit breakers; fuses; lighting ballasts; battery starter cables; electrical circuit boards; electric resistances; 
electric sockets; transformers [electricity]; electrical adapters; battery chargers; electric door bells; electric and electronic 
cables; batteries; electric accumulators; solar panels for production of electricity; alarms and anti-theft alarms, other than 
for vehicles; electric bells; signalling apparatus and instruments; luminous or mechanical signs for traffic use; fire 
extinguishing apparatus; fire engines; fire hose and fire hose nozzles; radar apparatus; sonars; night vision apparatus 
and instruments; decorative magnets.
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Cl.11;Lighting installations; lights for vehicles and interior-exterior spaces; heating installations using solid, liquid or 
gas fuels or electricity; central heating boilers, boilers for heating installations, radiators [heating], heat exchangers, not 
parts of machines; stoves, kitchen stoves, installations for air-conditioning and ventilating; cooling installations and 
freezers; electric and gas-powered devices; installations and apparatus for cooking, drying and boiling; electric laundry 
driers; hair driers; hand drying apparatus; sanitary installations; taps [faucets]; shower installations; toilets [water-
closets]; shower and bath cubicles; bath tubs; toilet seats; sinks; wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary installations]; 
washers for water taps; tap valves; water softening apparatus; water purification apparatus; water purification 
installations; waste water purification installations; electric bed warmers and electric blankets, not for medical use; 
electric pillow warmers; electric or non-electric foot warmers; hot water bottles, electrically heated socks; filters for 
aquariums and aquarium filtration apparatus; industrial installations for cooking, drying and cooling purposes; 
pasteurizers and sterilizers.
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Priority claimed from 31/01/2018; Application No. : 017752585 ;European Union 

3940019    10/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421213]
Alfa Laval Corporate AB

Rudeboksvägen 1 SE-226 55 Lund Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Motors, drivelines and generic machine parts; machine couplings and transmissions, except for land vehicles; 
pumps, compressors and fans; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; valves (parts of machines); valves 
operated automatically by hydraulic control; valves operated automatically by pneumatic control; check valves (non-
metallic -) [parts of machines]; monitoring apparatus for separators (parts of machines); separators; centrifugal 
separators; decanter centrifuges (horizontal separators for separating particles in liquids and gases); filters (parts of 
machines); heat exchangers (parts of machines); high-speed separators; disc-stack separators; separators for use in the 
food, dairy, beverage, starch, chemical, petrochemical, biochemical, pharmaceutical, pulp and paper industry, and other 
industries; discs or plates for separators; parts and accessories for the aforementioned goods.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators 
and controllers; thermostat control apparatus; electric thermostats; thermostat controllers; temperature control 
apparatus [thermostats] for machines; temperature control apparatus [thermostats]; flowmeters; electric flow meters; 
flow control installations [electric]; hygrometers; control, regulating and monitoring apparatus for separators and other 
process equipment; parts and accessories of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.37;Installation, cleaning, repair and maintenance of tanks, electric equipment, machinery, separators, filters, 
apparatus for heat exchange, heating, refrigerating, steam production, drying and water supplying.
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Priority claimed from 09/02/2018; Application No. : 1369641 ;Benelux 

3940022    17/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421191]
QLF Group B.V.

Smaragdweg 52 NL-5527 LB Hapert Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Lighting; lighting armatures; lighting apparatus; lighting devices; led-lighting; lighting panels; lamps for lighting; 
lamps; floor lamps; lamp shades; desk lamps.

Cl.20;Furniture; mirrors; picture frames; wall and storage units; furniture, including tables, dining room tables, coffee 
tables, end tables, desks, coatstands, chairs, armchairs, cabinets, sofas, stools.

Cl.27;Floor coverings; artificial floor coverings; carpets; rugs; mats.
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Priority claimed from 11/09/2017; Application No. : 017192568 ;European Union 

3940026    13/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421581]
UVA LIDKÖPING AB

Box 910 SE-531 19 LIDKÖPING Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Grinding machines; machine parts and machine tools for grinding machines; spare parts for grinding machines.

Cl.37;Installation, repair, remodeling, restoration, renovation, upgrading and maintenance of machines, machine tools, 
machine parts, hardware and their spare parts; information and consultation relating to installation, repair and 
maintenance of machines, machine tools, machine parts and hardware; rental of industrial machines, machine tools and 
machine parts.

Cl.42;Technical testing and inspection of industrial machines and hardware for use within the field of grinding; 
industrial process development within the field of grinding; process monitoring and quality control; technological 
consultation and computer technology support services relating to industrial processes and process optimization within 
the field of grinding; design and development of software for process control for use within the field of grinding; design, 
development and testing of grinding machines and thereto related hardware and consultation relating thereto; rental of 
computer hardware and software for industrial use, namely for use in grinding processes.
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Priority claimed from 30/01/2018; Application No. : 017754565 ;European Union 

3940027    07/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421379]
Fumex Aktiebolag

Verkstadsvägen 2 SE-931 61 Skellefteå Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Fume cupboards for laboratory use; laboratory furniture.

Cl.11;Equipment and apparatus for ventilation, filtration and purification of airborne pollutants; parts and fittings for 
these goods.

Cl.20;Furniture, other than especially adapted for laboratory use.

Cl.35;Retailing of fume cupboards for laboratory use, equipment and apparatus for ventilation, filtration and purification
of airborne pollutants, laboratory furniture, parts and fittings for aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 30/04/2018; Application No. : 87900458 ;United States of America 

3940036    21/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421364]
Bigfoot Biomedical, Inc.

1561 Buckeye Drive Milpitas CA 95035 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software application used in conjunction with blood glucose meter and insulin delivery 
devices for management of diabetes including, capturing, measuring, monitoring, and tracking blood glucose, and 
providing recommendations for insulin dosage amounts; computer software for collection, transmission, and display of 
medical data for management of diabetes and delivery of diabetic supplies.

Cl.10;Medical devices for use in managing diabetes, namely, replacement caps for insulin injection devices capable of 
capturing, measuring, and monitoring insulin dosage amounts; blood glucose meters; infusion and injection devices for 
administering drugs; infusion pumps for delivering measured amounts of solutions into the bloodstream over time; 
infusion sets consisting of catheters and cannula for injection of insulin; carrying cases adapted for carrying diabetic 
supplies namely, insulin, blood glucose meter, testing strips, and related apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 25/04/2018; Application No. : UK00003306449 ;United Kingdom 

3940048    17/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421346]
GLYTHERA LIMITED

Inex Herschel Annex, Kings Road Newcastle Upon Tyne NE1 7RU United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry and science; reagents for use in scientific apparatus for chemical or 
biological analysis; reagents for medical research; antibody reagents for scientific purposes; in-vivo diagnostic reagents 
for scientific or research use; chemical preparations for scientific and industrial processes; enzymes for scientific 
purposes; cell culture media for use in scientific research; active chemical ingredients for use in the manufacture of anti-
cancer drugs.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; pharmaceutical and medical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for use 
in oncology; pharmaceutical products for the prevention and treatment of cancer; biopharmaceuticals for the treatment of 
cancer.

Cl.16;Paper; cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; instructional and teaching 
material (except apparatus); publications; publications for the medical profession.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; medical and pharmaceutical 
research services; research and development of vaccines and medicines; industrial analysis and research services; 
scientific research; pharmaceutical research; biological research; biotechnology testing services; cancer research; 
providing medical and scientific research information in the field of pharmaceuticals and clinical trials; clinical trials; 
clinical trial design for vaccines and gene therapy; scientific research for medical purposes; scientific research for 
medical purposes in the area of cancerous diseases; development of pharmaceutical preparations and medicines; 
information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 20/06/2018; Application No. : 88007861 ;United States of America 

3940076    26/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421392]
Instart Logic, Inc.

450 Lambert Ave Palo Alto CA 94306 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for enabling, facilitating, improving and accelerating content delivery and computer network traffic 
management.

Cl.38;Delivery of data via electronic transmission, namely, delivering third party content, namely, rich-embedded media,
streaming media, computer applications, and dynamic web content from a web-based application and content delivery 
network.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of online, non-downloadable software for improving delivery and computer performance 
of web and native applications, web content and content delivery.
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3940087    12/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421236]
PCME Limited

Clearview Building, Edison Road, St Ives, Cambridgeshire PE27 3GH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Particle emission monitors, particle flow monitors, stack gas and air flow monitors, dust emission monitors; all for 
use in monitoring processes carried out in industrial plants; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; computer 
software for use in connection with particle emission monitors, particle flow monitors, stack gas and air flow monitors 
and dust emission monitors.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of particle emission monitors, particle flow monitors, stack gas and air flow 
monitors and dust emission monitors; advisory services connected with the aforementioned services.
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3940112    07/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1421278]
Gambro Lundia AB

Magistratsvägen 16 SE-226 43 Lund Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Solutions used for the treatment of renal insufficiency, in particular for haemodialysis, hemfiltration or 
hemodiafiltration.

Cl.10;Containers for solutions used for the treatment of renal insufficiency.
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Priority claimed from 21/06/2018; Application No. : 88009474 ;United States of America 

3940116    26/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421465]
L Catterton Management Limited

599 West Putnam Avenue Greenwich CT 06830 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business consultation; business acquisitions and merger consultation; business management consultation; 
business planning consultation; business organizational consultation; business operations consultation; business and 
employment recruiting consultation; business marketing and branding consultation.

Cl.36;Providing venture capital, development capital, private equity and investment funding and financing; private 
investment and acquisition related activities, namely investment of funds of others and investment management; 
investment advisory and consultancy services.
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3940119    13/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421100]
Illinois Technologies, Inc.

P.O. Box 7128 Menlo Park CA 94026 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer application software for mobile devices for social networking; computer application software for mobile 
devices for sharing photographs, videos and other digital files.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of a non-downloadable web application for social networking; providing temporary use 
of a non-downloadable web application for sharing photographs, videos and other digital files; providing temporary use of
on-line non-downloadable web developer platform software and applications for enabling the development, distribution, 
and monetization of rich web applications.

Cl.45;Online social networking; providing on-line computer databases and on-line searchable databases in the field of 
social networking (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).
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Priority claimed from 09/02/2018; Application No. : 4427450 ;France 

3940124    19/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421268]
BONBONS BARNIER

Rue de la Chênaie F-76800 SAINT-ETIENNE-DU-ROUVRAY France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Confectionery; cookies; cakes; cocoa, chocolate; caramels [candy]; bread; pastries; honey; fruit jellies; almond 
pastes.

Cl.35;Retail services for confectionery products, cookies and biscuits, cakes, cocoa, chocolate, caramels [candy], 
bread, pastry, honey, fruit jellies, almond paste, jams, labels, posters, bags of paper, display stands, boxes of metal, 
candy boxes.
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Priority claimed from 24/04/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 104 590 ;Germany 

3940126    15/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420760]
Feldschlößchen Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH

Cunnersdorfer Strasse 25 01189 Dresden Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Beers [including low-alcohol and non-alcoholic beers]; beer-based mixed drinks; non-alcoholic beverages; 
mineral and aerated waters; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages [except beers].
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2017; Application No. : 017627051 ;European Union 

3940128    15/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421239]
TCC Global N.V.

World Trade Centre, Zuidplein 84 NL-1077 XV Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; software applications; software for use in advertising; computer programmes (downloadable 
software); computer e-commerce software; computer software for use in connection with affinity programmes and loyalty 
programmes; computer software for use in connection with sales and promotional incentive schemes; magnets; sound, 
image and data transmission, recording and reproducing apparatus; projectors; computers; computer software; computer
games programmes; computer game cartridges; computer game discs; video games software; video game cartridges; 
games cartridges for use with electronic games apparatus; sound and video recordings; DVDs, CDs, records, discs, 
tapes, cassettes, cartridges, cards and other carriers, all bearing or for use in bearing sound recordings, video 
recordings, data, images, games, graphics, text, programs or information; magnetic data carriers; downloadable 
electronic publications provided on-line from databases or the Internet; interactive compact discs and CD-ROMs; cases 
and holders for CDs, records, discs, tapes, cassettes and cartridges; radios; mobile telephones; mobile telephone fascia; 
stands for telephones; walkie-talkies; calculators; refrigerator magnets; lenses, clips (fittings), parts and accessories for 
all the aforesaid goods; data recordings including audio, video, still and moving images and text; downloadable electronic
publications; mouse mats; electronic instructional and teaching apparatus and instruments; protective knee pads, 
protective elbow pads; egg timers.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printed publications; magazines; books; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; plastic 
materials for packaging not included in other classes; paint brushes; printing blocks; posters; cards; postcards; 
greetings cards; trading cards; printed invitations made of paper; photograph albums; prints; paper coasters; book ends; 
height charts; crayons; transfers; stamps; embroidery, sewing and knitting patterns; postage stamps; paper tablemats; 
bunting (paper); folders.

Cl.28;Playing cards; bath toys and games; toys, cast toy vehicles; toy sets (miniature); toys, games and doll 
accessories for children; toys, games, playthings; board games; electronic games; magic tricks; soft toys; plush toys; toy 
and novelty face masks; toy musical boxes; toy musical instruments; toy models; puzzles; kites; play balloons; flippers; 
floats and inflatable toys for play purposes; playing cards; puppets; plastic toys; bath toys; developmental toys; wheeled 
toys; scooters and tricycles [toys]; ride-on toys; costume masks [playthings]; costumes for dolls; indoor and outdoor 
games, party games, board games, cardboard games, educational games, puzzles, jigsaw puzzles, games of skill, wooden 
games, dominoes, construction toys; soft toys, puppets; targets and darts; PVC balls, leather balls, metallised inflatable 
helium balloons, punch balls; inflatable toys, games and playthings for the beach; toy figurines; stacking toys.

Cl.35;Presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; retail services in relation to jewellery, 
clothing, footwear, headgear; retail services in relation to cutlery, knives, hand tools and implements, furniture; retail 
services In relation to apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water 
supply and sanitary purposes; retail services in relation to printed matter, household or kitchen utensils and containers, 
glassware, porcelain and earthenware; retail services in relation to umbrellas, luggage, bags; retail services in relation to 
furnishings, tableware, cookware, textiles and textile goods; retail services in relation to toys, games, playthings, 
toiletries, sporting articles, musical instruments; retail services in relation to computer hardware, computer software, 
computer game programs; retail services in relation to horticulture equipment, cleaning preparations, dietary 
preparations, stationery supplies, educational supplies; retail services in relation to furniture, audio-visual equipment, 
clocks, electric shavers, photo frames; retail services in relation to jellies, jams, compotes, oils, milk drinks containing 
fruit, meat, fish, poultry and game; retail services in relation to non-alcoholic beverages; advertising; organisation, 
operation and supervision of sales and promotional incentive schemes; promotional services; business consultancy; 
operation and administration of consumer affinity programmes and loyalty programmes; organisation of rewards 
schemes relating to the redemption of allocated promotional schemes for the benefit of customers and members of the 
award scheme; business information; management of computer databases; compilation of information onto computer 
databases; organisation of exhibitions or trade fairs for commercial advertising purposes.

Cl.41;Entertainment; education; training; organising, conducting and providing workshops, courses, seminars and 
conferences; providing information in the field of education and entertainment; publication of texts and books including 
online publishing; providing online electronic publications (not downloadable); organisation of competitions; publication 
of texts, images, computer games and electronic newspapers accessible via databases or a global computer network, 
video production, film production, audio production, production of animated cartoons, production of sound recordings, 
production of radio and television programmes, presentation of musical performances, films, movies, cartoons and live 
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performances, film distribution, distribution of animations, provision of games, all of the aforesaid provided via computer 
networks and global communication networks; film, video, audio-visual and music production; presentation of live 
performances; organisation of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; information, consultancy, advisory and 
training services relating to the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 26/10/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 110 921 ;Germany 

3940130    20/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421593]
EMG Automation GmbH

Industriestrasse 1 57482 Wenden Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Brake lifting apparatuses, brake triggers for machines, feeders, machine tools, drive belts for conveying machinery,
thrusters and hydraulic actuators for machinery, electrohydraulic control apparatuses for machines.

Cl.9;Measuring, signalling, checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments, electrical, electromechanical and 
electrohydraulic apparatus for drive technology, control technology and regulation technology, in particular apparatus 
and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity.
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3940145    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421139]
Buydeem Technology (SHENZHEN) Co., Ltd.

8/F, Block A7, Nanshan Zhiyuan, 1001 Xueyuan Boulevard, Taoyuan Subdistrict, Nanshan District, Shenzhen Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Vitamin preparations; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; depuratives; cattle washes [insecticides]; 
pesticides; adhesive tapes for medical purposes; dental abrasives.

Cl.7;Mixing machines; kitchen grinders, electric; crushers for kitchen use, electric; blenders, electric, for household 
purposes; whisks, electric, for household purposes; fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; coffee grinders, other 
than hand-operated; food processors, electric; domestic meat cutters, namely, electric food slicers; electric milking 
machines for household use, namely, soybean milk makers.

Cl.11;Bakers's ovens; hot plates; toasters, coffee machines, electric; kettles, electric; bread baking machines; heating 
apparatus, electric; steam generating installations; water dispensers; water purification installations; autoclaves, electric, 
for cooking; blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; air purifying apparatus and machines, air driers; grills [cooking 
appliances]; cooking apparatus and installations; air reheaters; radiators, electric; electric appliances for making yogurt, 
hot air ovens; fans [air-conditioning]; refrigerating chambers.

Cl.29;Charcuterie; dry conches; dried scallops; fish-based foodstuffs; vegetables, dried; edible dried flowers; dried 
edible mushrooms; dried plums; dried haw slices; nuts, prepared; dried cranberries; dried longans; eggs; fruit, 
preserved; almonds, ground; sea-cucumbers, not live; soups; vegetable soup preparations; preparations for making 
soup; butter; jams; peanut butter; cream [dairy products]; cheese; milk products excluding ice cream, ice milk and frozen 
yogurt; milk tea [milk predominating]; yogurt; fruit-based snack food; dried fruits and vegetables.

Cl.30;Cocoa; coffee beverages with milk; cocoa-based beverages, chocolate-based beverages, tea; tea-based 
beverages; fermented glutinous rice; flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes; coffee; sweetmeats; yam flour; starch 
for food; yeast; ketchup [sauce]; dressings for salad; coffee flavorings; chocolate sauce; condiments; soya flour; ice 
cream; cooking salt; soya sauce, chili powders; aromatic preparations for food; meat tenderizers for household purposes.
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3940158    29/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421719]
Robert Bosch GmbH

Robert-Bosch-Platz 1 70839 Gerlingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data processing equipment and computers.

Cl.10;Electric apparatus for analysing the condition of asthma patients.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware and computer software.

Cl.44;Medical services; providing health care services.

Cl.45;Personal and social services to meet the needs of individuals, namely providing assistance when a person falls, 
providing a telephonic accompanying service to provide a feeling of security (including for individuals who are alone at 
night in an underground garage) and providing help in an emergency; emergency alert services; missing person 
investigations; providing a telephonic accompanying service for going to and from school; security services for the 
protection of property and, individuals; concierge services.
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Priority claimed from 25/04/2018; Application No. : UK00003306458 ;United Kingdom 

3940167    17/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421667]
GLYTHERA LIMITED

Inex Herschel Annex, Kings Road Newcastle Upon Tyne NE17RU United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry and science; reagents for use in scientific apparatus for chemical or 
biological analysis; reagents for medical research; antibody reagents for scientific purposes; in-vivo diagnostic reagents 
for scientific or research use; chemical preparations for scientific and industrial processes; enzymes for industrial use; 
cell culture media for use in scientific research; active chemical ingredients for use in the manufacture of anti-cancer 
drugs.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; pharmaceutical and medical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for use 
in oncology; pharmaceutical products for the prevention and treatment of cancer; biopharmaceuticals for the treatment of 
cancer.

Cl.16;Paper; cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; instructional and teaching 
material (except apparatus); publications; publications for the medical profession.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; medical and pharmaceutical 
research services; research and development of vaccines and medicines; industrial analysis and research services; 
scientific research; pharmaceutical research; biological research; biotechnology testing services; cancer research; 
providing medical and scientific research information in the field of pharmaceuticals and clinical trials; clinical trials; 
clinical trial design for vaccines and gene therapy; scientific research for medical purposes; scientific research for 
medical purposes in the area of cancerous diseases; development of pharmaceutical preparations and medicines; 
information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 06/10/2017; Application No. : 2017/29137 ;South Africa 

3940190    06/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421049]
Microsoft Corporation

One Microsoft Way Redmond WA 98052-6399 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; technological devices for data processing; technological devices for capturing, transmitting, 
reproducing, and displaying three-dimensional objects, images and video; technological devices for capturing, 
transmitting, reproducing, and displaying virtual reality, augmented reality, and mixed reality content; technological 
devices for capturing, transmitting, reproducing, and displaying digital volumetric data; computer software, namely, 
software for capturing, transmitting, reproducing, and displaying three-dimensional objects, images and video; computer 
software, namely, software for capturing, transmitting, reproducing, and displaying virtual reality, augmented reality, and 
mixed reality content; computer software, namely, software for capturing, transmitting, reproducing, and displaying 
digital volumetric data; camera equipment for the capture of three-dimensional objects, images and video; camera 
equipment for the capture of virtual reality, augmented reality, and mixed reality content; camera equipment for the 
capture of volumetric data.

Cl.42;Software as a service services; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for capturing, transmitting, 
reproducing, and displaying three-dimensional objects, images and video; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software 
for capturing, transmitting, reproducing, and displaying virtual reality, augmented reality, and mixed reality content; 
software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for capturing, transmitting, reproducing, and displaying digital volumetric 
data.
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3940214    28/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421877]
Millar, Inc.

6001-A Gulf Freeway Houston TX 77023 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Pressure-volume conductance systems comprised of conductance units, computer, computer hardware, data 
acquisition and data analysis software; electric cables.

Cl.10;Medical devices, apparatus and parts, namely, catheters with a sensor or catheter pressure transducers; 
pressure-volume catheters; medical devices for physiological measurement, namely, catheter control units, transmitters 
and receivers for animal telemetry; parts of medical devices and instruments, namely, micro-electro-mechanical (MEMS) 
pressure sensors, wireless power technology devices, transcutaneous energy transfer (TET) power devices, wireless 
pressure measurement devices, all medical original equipment manufacturer (OEM).
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Priority claimed from 02/03/2018; Application No. : UK00003294058 ;United Kingdom 

3940244    05/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421481]
Miniclip SA

Case Postale 2671 CH-2001 Neuchatel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Telecommunication apparatus; computer programs downloaded via the Internet; electronic publications 
(downloadable); sound, image and data carriers of all kinds, in particular recording tapes, cassettes, discs, phonograph 
records, DAT tapes, video tapes, discs, CD-ROMs, CD-Is, recording apparatus, DVDs, magnetic recording apparatus, all 
aforementioned products in recorded or blank form; computer programs and software, in particular for 
telecommunications, network and voice data applications as well as electronic trade via the global communication 
network; apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound, images and data of all kinds; calculating 
machines; data processing apparatus and computers; multimedia apparatus, included in this class; decoders; smart 
cards; computer games programs and software; software for playing videos and on-line games; interactive multimedia 
software programs; software for virtual currency and crypto currency; application software; software for enabling video, 
computer and on-line games to be run on multiple platforms; downloadable software for developing, designing, modifying 
and customizing video, computer and on-line games; computer games; video and audio games; sound recordings; video 
recordings; exposed and developed cinematographic film; video games enhancers; computer peripherals; mouse pads; 
audio visual games on computer hardware platforms; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.41;Provision of on-line computer games; provision of non-downloadable games on the Internet; education services; 
provision of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; entertainment provided via the Internet; providing 
information relating to on-line games; providing on-line games, not downloadable; conducting on-line games; game 
services provided on-line from a computer network; on-line game services for entertainment and further education 
purposes; game services provided on-line from a computer network or mobile phone network; providing on-line computer 
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games, not downloadable; organization of interactive games, namely allocation of players in multi-player games and on-
line entertainment in the nature of tournaments, sports leagues and game shows; providing on-line information in the field
of computer gaming entertainment; providing on-line electronic publications (not downloadable); providing games (not 
downloadable) via mobile telephone networks; providing games (not downloadable) for cellular telephones and tablets; 
production of film, television and radio programmes; film and television entertainment; organization of prize games and 
competitions as well as holding of games and test games, in particular on the Internet, in teletext, TV, print and all other 
media; production of film, TV and radio programs and broadcasts, in particular of interactive programs or broadcasts of 
educational, teaching or entertaining nature as well as of news broadcasts; radio, TV and Internet entertainment; 
electronic publication of print products (other than publicity texts) on the Internet as well as of the corresponding 
electronic media, in particular of prospectuses, inserts, catalogues, books, newspapers and magazines; services of an 
editor; publication and publishing of text, graphic, image, sound and voice data reproducible in electronic form which can 
be retrieved via data networks; production and realisation of shows, quizzes, interviews, theatre, sport and music events 
and arrangement of competitions, in particular on the Internet, also to be recorded or broadcast live on TV, radio or the 
Internet; production and reproduction of films and of sound and image recordings; holding of online actions on the 
internet, namely in the form of competitions and prize games for entertaining purposes; entertainment services, namely, 
production of short video and movie clips featuring cartoons, computer generated graphics and on-line computer games.
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Priority claimed from 20/07/2017; Application No. : TO/M/17/03415 ;Tonga 

3940265    19/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421473]
Maxar Technologies Holdings Inc.

Suite 4025 Spear Tower, One Market Plaza San Francisco CA 94105 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware; satellites; telecommunications hardware; satellite and telecommunications systems 
comprised of transponders, satellite transmitters, satellite receivers, electrical and electronic relays, switching stations, 
and electrical and electronic controllers; antennas; satellite payload systems composed of repeaters, transponders, 
microwave receivers, RF multiplexers and switches, waveguide, power amplifiers, channel processing and switching, 
antennas, reflectors, diplexers, triplexers, feeds and feed networks, support structure and pointing mechanisms, 
harnesses and cables, modulators, demodulators, frequency converters and generators, interface units, processors, 
thermal control subsystem, couplers, and filters; humanoid robots; humanoid robotics equipment; humanoid robotic 
systems comprised of robots, robot arms, and software to operate robot and robot arms; satellite telemetry tracking and 
control systems; computer software; electronic warfare systems; radar, radar apparatus and radar systems.

Cl.12;Spacecraft; vehicles, namely airborne platforms for servicing satellites and spacecraft and components thereof; 
unmanned aerial vehicles.

Cl.35;Online retail store services featuring imagery of the earth; subscription service to imagery of the earth taken by 
aircraft and satellites; business-to-business electronic retail and wholesale image provider services, namely, providing a 
service that allows customers to purchase geographic and earth images captured by aircraft and satellite.

Cl.37;Installation and maintenance of satellite ground systems and computer hardware for satellite ground systems.

Cl.38;Satellite transmission services; telecommunication services for the tracking, telemetry and control of 
communication satellites for others; telecommunications services; electronic delivery of data, images, photographs and 
maps.

Cl.39;Spacecraft and payload deployment and transportation services; transportation services, namely transport of 
goods by spacecraft; hosted satellite transport of equipment into space.

Cl.40;Materials processing and treatment services.

Cl.41;Digital imaging services in the nature of photography; photography services; space-based photography services.

Cl.42;Engineering, design, and development of satellites, satellite systems and satellite components, robots, and 
robotic systems and robot components; design and development of computer and telecommunications hardware; 
computer hardware and software consulting services; design and development of computer software databases; 
implementation, updating and maintenance of computer software and software for databases; data information storage 
services; space-based earth monitoring services; interpretation of digital aerial and satellite images of the earth; 
photogrammetry services; geospatial services, namely, making maps and scale drawings from aerial and satellite 
photographs; computer modeling services, namely, evaluating algorithms for object detection from remotely sensed 
imagery of earth; software as a service (SAAS) services; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software; 
software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for receiving, collecting, displaying, processing, and analyzing 
data from satellites and space-based robotic systems; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software in the 
field of digital imagery for use in connection with the collection, manipulation, processing, electronic formatting and 
distribution of aerial, geographic, and satellite imagery; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software in the 
field of geospatial information and data, geocoding information, geographic information systems, satellite imagery, 
photogrammetry, mapping, location intelligence and location monitoring, namely, software for accessing, downloading, 
analyzing, searching, organizing, sharing, distributing, updating, purchasing, integrating, and monitoring imagery, 
geospatial information, geospatial content, and location-specific information; providing geospatial imagery for producing 
satellite imagery, namely, a historical archive of high resolution satellite imagery of a geographic location for comparison 
with satellite images of the same location following a natural disaster, man made disaster, political uprising or other event 
of high interest to provide historical context plus follow up with imagery of the geography, via an online computer 
database; provision of maps via databases; providing remotely sensed earth imagery through a database and via a 
website; hosting a website featuring technology that allows access and manipulation of software tools for searching, 
filtering, annotating, bookmarking, alerting, and monitoring geospatial imagery; providing on-line software tools for image 
editing and manipulation, via a website; providing information services about geographic images and geographic 
measurements of the earth via a database; providing information about geological satellite imagery and geographic 
information which has been obtained via satellite and collected, manipulated, interpreted, electronically formatted and 
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distributed; providing information services in the fields of location intelligence and geospatial intelligence; research and 
development and consultation related thereto in the fields of geospatial information and data, geo-coding information, 
geographic information systems, location intelligence, location-specific information, and location monitoring; analysis 
services for others, namely, analysis and integration of information and data in the fields of geospatial information, 
human terrain information, socio-cultural information, behavioral information, and human factors information, and 
consultation related thereto; computer services in the nature of storage of aerial, geographic, and satellite images; 
computer services, namely, hosting a web-based system and online portal for customers to conduct geographic 
information analysis; management of an online community of registered users, namely, hosting and maintaining a 
website for an online community of registered users where users utilize the website to analyze and provide information 
regarding satellite images of the earth; creating web pages for an online community of registered users for providing 
incentives for users to participate in the online community in order to utilize the website to analyze and provide 
information regarding satellite images of the earth; scientific advice and consultancy in the field of defense and military 
capability, national security, aerospace, cyber security, avionics, warfare and weapons, and surveillance systems related 
to the foregoing; military technical research and development of technology for others in the field of warfare; military 
science services and consultation, namely, consultation in the field of warfare and combat systems, vulnerabilities and 
protection of infrastructure and communications; materials design and testing services; environmental testing services.
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3940269    29/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421428]
Climate-KIC Holding B.V.

FAO The Company Secretary, 21 Great Winchester Street London EC2N 2JA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management; administrative management for networks and consortia; business administration; office 
functions; business management assistance; business management and organization consultancy; business information;
business research; business inquiries; appraisal of business opportunities; business development and advice services; 
commercial intermediation services with the purpose of introducing companies and organizations to each other and 
discuss business opportunities; business networking services; commercial mediation services in connection with the 
exchange and promotion of knowledge enhancement between companies, academia and other organisations; business 
and administrative assistance to companies, academia and other organisations in order to support the exchange and 
enhancement of knowledge; provision of business information and support services; business services relating to the 
arrangement of joint ventures and venture capital schemes; marketing studies; market research and analysis services; 
data processing; data compilation and retrieval; commercial information agencies; import-export agencies; commercial or 
industrial management assistance for importation or exportation; organisation of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; publication of publicity texts; public relations; sales promotion for others; advisory, consultancy 
and information services relating to all of the aforesaid services.

Cl.41;Educational and teaching services; training services; cultural activities; organisation of seminars; publication of 
books, magazines, periodicals, reports, manuals and texts [other than publicity texts]; providing on-line electronic 
publications, not downloadable; publication of texts other than publicity texts, of electronic books and journals on-line; 
advisory, consultancy and information services relating to the aforesaid services; all these services primarily relating to 
the climate and the environment.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; research and development 
services; industrial analysis and research services; technical project studies; engineering; recovery of computer data; 
data migration services; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; conversion of computer 
programs and data; software development in the framework of software publishing; advisory, consultancy and 
information services relating to the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 13/10/2017; Application No. : 4396111 ;France 

3940310    11/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420813]
TESCA GROUP

109 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Headrests for vehicle seats; upholstery for vehicles; seat covers for vehicles; vehicle seats; these goods 
exclusively used in the automotive field.

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather, goods made of these materials (leather and imitation leather) not included in other 
classes, namely leather trims for furniture; these goods exclusively used in the automotive field.

Cl.23;Thread and yarn for textile use, namely embroidery thread, rubber thread and yarn, hemp thread and yarn, cotton 
thread and yarn, jute thread and yarn, woolen thread and yarn, linen thread and yarn, silk thread and yarn, rubber thread 
and yarn, glass thread and yarn, plastic thread, and yarn, elastic thread and yarn; these goods exclusively used in the 
automotive field.

Cl.24;Fabrics and textile goods not included in other classes; fabrics, namely fabrics of cotton, wool, linen; hot-
bonding adhesive fabrics, linings [cloths]; fiberglass fabrics for textile use, filtering materials [textile materials], moleskin 
[fabric], traveling rugs, textile materials, velvet; these goods exclusively used in the automotive field.

Cl.37;Upholstery repair services; leather care, cleaning and repair; these services exclusively used in the automotive 
field.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials and especially for rendering fabrics crease-resistant, waterproofing and dyeing of fabrics; 
textile finishing, fireproofing, dyeing, treatment and bleaching services; sewing, rolling, design printing, warping, screen 
printing; these services exclusively used in the automotive field.

Cl.42;Technical research services regarding textile materials and motor vehicles; textile testing services; industrial 
design services; mechanical research services; these services exclusively used in the automotive field.
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3940343    27/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421013]
WPP Luxembourg Gamma Sarl

124, Boulevard de la Pétrusse L-2330 Luxembourg Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer software downloaded from the Internet; computer software for analysing business 
risks; computer software for educational purposes; risk management software; software for creating simulation exercises 
for training purposes; none of the aforesaid being designated for use in relation to aviation.

Cl.35;Consultancy and advisory services relating to business risk management; business consultancy; public relations 
services; market research and consultation services in the field of advertising and promotional media; business services, 
namely, planning, buying and negotiating the purchase of advertising space and time, and media space and time; 
advertising, promotional and marketing services; advisory and consultation services in the field of advertising and 
business and providing advertising for others online over a global computer information network; publicity services; 
production of advertising matter and commercials; market research and market analysis; research and information 
services relating to business, advertising and marketing; statistical analysis and compilation; opinion polling services; 
business administration; provision of information relating to the aforesaid; provision of the aforesaid services on-line 
from a computer database or a global computer network; compilation of advertisements for use as web pages on a global 
computer network; providing media services in the field of one-to-one advertising and marketing, namely, the planning 
and purchase of media time and space for direct marketing advertising; digital and online advertising; the placement of 
advertising in the media; organization of promotional campaigns and related consultancy services; data processing; 
market research and market studies for advertising purposes regarding consumer buying habits and consumer opinions.

Cl.41;Educational services; educational services relating to crisis planning and risk management; arranging and 
conducting of workshops, seminars and training relating to crisis and risk management; none of the aforesaid being in 
relation to aviation.
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Priority claimed from 15/12/2017; Application No. : 87723268 ;United States of America 

3940381    15/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421017]
THE JOSEPH A. BANK MFG. CO., INC

500 Hanover Pike Hampstead MD 21074 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Jewelry; fashion accessories, namely, tie bars, lapel pins, cufflinks.

Cl.18;Fashion accessories, namely, all-purpose carrying bags, briefcases, luggage; leather goods, namely, all purpose 
carrying bags and wallets.

Cl.25;Clothing, namely, shirts, jackets, pants, suits, vests, sweaters; footwear; headwear; fashion accessories, namely, 
neckwear, pocket squares, neckerchiefs; leather goods, namely, belts and suspenders.
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3940429    13/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1388855]
JOHN TAYLOR CORPORATE S.A. (société anonyme)

15, boulevard D. Roosevelt L-2450 Luxembourg Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; commercial administration; advertising of commercial web sites; outdoor advertising; display of 
advertisements for others; business management assistance; company management assistance; market research and 
analysis; cost analysis; marketing analysis; compilation of advertising matter for use as Web pages on the Internet; data 
compilation and systematization in computer databases; compilation of statistical data for business or commercial 
purposes; provision of commercial information; accounting; commercial business management; advice regarding 
communication [public relations]; business management and organization consultancy; advertising strategy consulting; 
professional business consultancy; production of advertising media; dissemination of advertisements; dissemination and 
distribution of advertising and promotional media and material [leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, samples]; 
development of methods for analysis and implementation of strategy plans and management projects; commercial 
business appraisal; invoicing; database management; personnel management; management and compilation of 
computerized files; management of hotels for others; commercial information agency; commercial information via 
websites; rental of advertising space; provision and rental of advertising space on websites; provision of on-line sales 
areas for sellers and buyers of goods and services; provision of business information for consumers; provision of 
information concerning commercial sales; providing employment information; updating and maintenance of data in 
computer databases; arranging and concluding commercial transactions for others via telecommunication systems; 
procurement of contracts for the purchase and sale of goods; organization of exhibitions, trade shows, fairs and all 
events for commercial or advertising purposes; payroll preparation; personnel placement services; preparing and placing 
of advertisements for third parties; commercial advisory services; publication of advertising texts; advertising of 
commercial or residential real property; advertising on the Internet for others; conducting business research and surveys;
conducting of tests to determine employment skills; personnel recruitment; business consultancy and advisory services; 
event marketing services; arranging of contracts, for others, for the buying and selling of goods; sales promotion for 
others; commercial intermediary services [caretaking]; presentation of products and services on all communication 
media, for the retail sale thereof; business advice concerning the establishment of franchises; services provided by a 
franchiser, namely assistance in running or managing commercial businesses within a network of agencies; consulting 
and support services relating to business management and organization in the context of a franchise network and 
concessions; presentation and demonstration of products and services for promotional or advertising purposes; 
arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; management, marketing and business promotion of hotel services; retail 
services for real estate, yachts, training and reservation of temporary accommodation; administrative processing of 
purchase orders.

Cl.36;Acquisition of real estate and yachts for others; insurance, financial, monetary and real estate matters; financial 
evaluation and analysis; financial brokerage services; evaluation and appraisal of real estate and yachts and providing 
information relating thereto; valuation of chattels; yacht appraisal; real-estate and housing management; financial 
information; rental of apartments, houses, offices and commercial premises; rental of real estate and yachts and 
providing information relating thereto; providing information in the field of sailing and real estate via the Internet; 
arranging of leases and rental agreements for real estate and yachts; provision of advice in relation to financial 
investment management; advice relating to sailing and real estate investment; conducting of financial transactions; 
acquisition of real estate and yachts; real estate agency services; management consultancy in sailing and real estate; 
services provided by investment consultants; consultancy relating to the appraisal of goods; management of real estate, 
housing, accommodation and yachts; financial appraisal services; real estate services relating to the sale, purchase and 
rental of real estate; management of property investments; real estate portfolio management; financing real estate and 
yachts; advice, information, research and consulting relating to finance and investment; sailing and real estate appraisal.

Cl.43;Rental and reservation of temporary accommodation and housing; rental of rooms for holding receptions, 
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conferences, conventions, exhibitions, business centres, congresses, seminars and meetings; providing temporary 
accommodation for clients; provision of information relating to temporary accommodation services; organization of 
temporary accommodation and provision of temporary accommodation services; agency services for the reservation of 
temporary accommodation; development of land; online reservation of accommodation rental and stays; accommodation 
agencies,.
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Priority claimed from 09/04/2018; Application No. : 1918330 ;Australia 

3940430    18/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420940]
MetaliCoin Pty Ltd

186B Booran Road Glenhuntly Victoria 3163 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cryptocurrency; cryptocurrency exchange software; cryptocurrency wallets; computer software; application 
software; computer software products; computer software programs.

Cl.36;Commodity trading (financial services); financial services; financial information; financial exchange services; 
financial brokerage; brokerage; brokerage of currency; exchange brokerage; money exchange services; buying and 
selling currency; currency exchange services; currency trading services; agencies for the exchange of currency; 
exchanging money; cryptocurrency consultancy; issuance of tokens of value; issuing tokens of value; commodities 
brokerage; commodities exchange services; commodities, gold, mercantile, monetary and security exchanges; trading in 
securities; investment; investment information.

Cl.42;Information technology (it) services (computer hardware, software and peripherals design and technical 
consultancy); cryptocurrency mining; data mining services; computer software design; computer software advisory 
services; computer software consultancy; computer software development; computer software programming services; 
computer support services (computer hardware, software and peripherals advisory and information services); computer 
support services (programming and software installation, repair and maintenance services); design of computer software; 
development of computer software; cryptocurrency engineering; software engineering; writing of computer software; 
creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others (information technology services); provision of 
information relating to information technology; information technology (it) consultancy; design and development of 
search engines; providing search engines for the internet; software as a service (saas); hosting of software as a service 
(saas); providing information, including online, about design and development of computer hardware and software; online
provision of web-based software (non-downloadable).
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Priority claimed from 28/06/2017; Application No. : 708255 ;Switzerland 

3940435    16/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1407866]
Carrosserie Hess AG

Bielstrasse 7 CH-4512 Bellach Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles, namely omnibuses and trolleys, minibuses, school buses, midibuses, transport buses for disabled 
persons, skips, trailers for the transport of persons and merchandise, commercial vehicles; accessories and parts for the 
aforesaid vehicles; structural parts for buses, structural parts of vans, couplings.

Cl.37;Repair services, repair, maintenance, overhaul, dismantling, refurbishment, cleaning and varnishing of vehicles 
and parts thereof; vehicle repair as vehicle breakdown services.
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Priority claimed from 17/07/2018; Application No. : 1940629 ;Australia 

3940437    18/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421975]
MOOSE CREATIVE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD

29 Grange Rd CHELTENHAM VIC 3192 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Erasers; printing blocks; children's paint-boxes; artists' materials; drawing materials; modelling materials; writing
materials; stickers namely decalcomanias; stickers namely stationery; gums being adhesives for stationery or household 
purposes; pastes for stationery or household purposes; modelling dough; craft kits for painting and posters; craft kits for 
papier mache model construction.

Cl.28;Action figures namely toys and playthings; children's toys; craft toys sold complete; craft toys sold in kit form; 
educational toys; tactile educational toys and playthings; figurines being toys; inflatable toys namely playthings; plush 
toys; toys and playthings; toy card games; toy dough; card games; craft kits for games and playthings; games; games 
adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; games adapted for use with dot matrix liquid crystal displays; 
hand held computer games; hand held electronic games; trading cards for card games; children's playthings; educational 
playthings; electronic playthings; playthings; toy figures; toy vehicles; dolls.
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Priority claimed from 19/12/2017; Application No. : 301214 ;Israel 
3940466    17/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421941]
RAXI LLC

1 Southeast 3rd Avenue, Suite 1410 Miami FL 33131 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software for mobile applications for operating on-line trading platform.

Cl.35;Operating on-line trading platform services namely, compilation of advertising information featuring the goods 
and services of other on-line vendors; advertising services for goods and services; providing an on-line advertising guide 
featuring a search tool of the goods and services of others; provision and rental of advertising space.
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3940483    23/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421959]
ILICHEV ROMAN

prospekt Nauky, 17/15, kv. 13 Kyiv 03028 Ukraine

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; invoicing; business inquiries; providing business information via a web site; compilation of 
information into computer databases; compilation of statistics; business information; commercial information and advice 
for consumers (consumer advice shop); word processing; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; 
updating and maintenance of information in registries; commercial information agency services; commercial 
intermediation services; price comparison services; data search in computer files for others; rental of advertising time on 
communication media; publication of publicity texts; on-line advertising on a computer network; systemization of 
information into computer databases; business management; business administration; administration of consumer 
loyalty programs; cost price analysis; web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes; market studies; opinion 
polling; business research; economic forecasting; business management of sports people; business management of 
reimbursement programmes for others; computerized file management; consultancy regarding advertising 
communications strategy; business organization consultancy; marketing; marketing research; provision of commercial 
and business contact information; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; 
writing of publicity texts; scriptwriting for advertising purposes; updating of advertising material; web site traffic 
optimization; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; rental of advertising space; business 
appraisals; business management and organization consultancy; business intermediary services relating to the matching 
of potential private investors with entrepreneurs needing funding; business efficiency expert services; outsourcing 
services (business assistance); layout services for advertising purposes; news clipping services; modelling for 
advertising or sales promotion; advertising agency services; public relations; sponsorship search; search engine 
optimization for sales promotion; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; publicity material 
rental; direct mail advertising; radio advertising; registration of written communications and data; pay per click 
advertising; bill-posting; outdoor advertising; advertising by mail order; distribution of samples; dissemination of 
advertising matter; design of advertising materials; business investigations; compiling indexes of information for 
commercial or advertising purposes; sales promotion for others; production of teleshopping programmes; production of 
advertising films; television advertising; telemarketing services; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions 
for third parties; professional business consultancy; promoting the goods and services of others through web sites 
featuring a wide range of products and services that allows customers to browse, order and conveniently buy those 
goods and to order services on web sites and also provide consumer information therefor.

Cl.41;Entertainment; electronic desktop publishing; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; 
entertainment information; writing of texts; organization of competitions (education or entertainment); news reporters 
services; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; timing of sports events; providing of training; sporting and 
cultural activities; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums; 
arranging and conducting of workshops (training); arranging and conducting of seminars; providing on-line videos, not 
downloadable; providing on-line music, not downloadable; providing television programmes, not downloadable, via 
video-on-demand transmission services; providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services; 
providing sports facilities; recreation information; education information; scriptwriting, other than for advertising 
purposes; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; organization of sports competitions; layout 
services, other than for advertising purposes; photographic reporting; practical training (demonstration); on-line 
publication of electronic books and journals; publication of books; photography.
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Priority claimed from 29/01/2018; Application No. : 2018702998 ;Russian Federation 

3940490    02/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421141]
MocheApps Limited Liability Company

3-iy Novomikhalkovskiy pr., fl. 6, ofc. 63 RU-125008 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs, recorded; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer operating programs, 
recorded.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; administration of incentive award 
programs to promote the sale of the goods and services of others; organization and management of customer loyalty 
programs; administration of loyalty rewards programs featuring trading stamps; organization, operation and supervision 
of customer loyalty schemes; sales promotion through customer loyalty programs; promoting the goods and services of 
others by means of a preferred customer program.

Cl.36;Insurance underwriting; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.
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Priority claimed from 14/09/2017; Application No. : 017208224 ;European Union 

3940496    02/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421208]
Jaguar Land Rover Limited

Abbey Road, Whitley Coventry, Warwickshire CV3 4LF United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware; on-board computers for vehicles; computers for autonomous-driving; on board electronic 
systems for providing driving and parking assistance; on board electronic systems for automatic braking; on board 
electronic systems to assisting in maintaining or changing lanes when driving; cruise control systems for vehicles; 
vehicle speed control apparatus; computer software; interactive multimedia software; voice-activated software; voice 
recognition software; voice processing software; computer software for searching, locating, compiling, indexing, 
correlating, storing, obtaining and organizing data; Internet or database browser software; automotive computer software 
and hardware; computer software for use in relation to vehicles; telemetry devices for motor vehicle and engine 
applications; electric control panels; electric control apparatus, instruments and displays; sensors; integrated electronic 
safety systems for vehicles; safety and driving assistant systems; lasers for use in relation to vehicles; LIDAR apparatus 
for vehicles; radar apparatus for vehicles; cameras for vehicles; onboard cameras; action cameras; parking sensors and 
rear-view cameras for vehicles; automotive measuring instruments; electronic apparatus for collecting measurements 
and receiving data; computer software, mobile applications and wireless transmission and receiving equipment for use in 
connection with autonomous and hands-free driving, automobile safety features and warning or alarm functions, accident 
prevention and traffic alerts; driving control unit for vehicles; computerized driver assistance systems for motor vehicles; 
charging stations for charging electric vehicles; apparatus and cables for use in charging electric vehicles; batteries for 
vehicles; electric accumulators, voltage regulators, aerials, electric batteries and mountings; anti-theft warning devices; 
alarm sensors; gauges; electronic or computer instrument panels and clusters; odometers; speedometers; tachometers; 
temperature sensors; voltmeters; ammeters; testing apparatus; proximity meters; electric circuit breakers; commutators; 
electric condensers; electric connections; electric cables; electric fuses; electric fuse boxes; electric control apparatus 
and instruments for motor vehicles and engines; electrical sensors; fire extinguishing apparatus; printed electrical 
circuits; electric relays; electric switches; electric wiring harnesses; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound and images; remote controls for motors; remote control apparatus for starting vehicles; remote 
control apparatus for controlling vehicles; voice-activated controllers for multimedia devices; remote controllers and 
voice-activated controllers for home audio-visual entertainment devices, for home appliances, heating systems, 
ventilation systems, window dressing, doors or locks; remote controllers and voice-activated controllers for video games, 
projection systems, virtual reality systems; emergency warning lights; electronic emergency notification system; 
computer interface apparatus forming an integral part of a vehicle; display panels for vehicles; electronic driver display 
systems for vehicles; audio, audiovisual or telecommunications equipment; radio apparatus; in-car audiovisual 
entertainment systems; sound reproducing equipment; televisions; radios; CD players; loud speakers; wireless speakers; 
headphones; personal digital assistants; tablet computers; multimedia devices; MP3 or MP4 players; mobile hard drives; 
universal serial bus drives; cases and holders for mobile phones, smartphones, computers, personal digital assistants, 
laptops, notebook computers; chargers for mobile phones, smartphones, laptop and tablet computers; telephones; 
mobile telephones; mobile phone and tablet computer headsets and accessories; straps for telephone handsets; 
telecommunications apparatus; hubs for telecommunication systems; screensavers for phones and tablets; car telephone
installations; recording media; highway emergency warning equipment; thermometers; compasses; calculators; 
electronic instructional and teaching apparatus and instruments; magnets; tape measures; eyewear, glasses, sunglasses, 
driving glasses, skiing goggles; cases for eyeglasses, sunglasses or skiing goggles; drivers helmets; racing driver 
protective clothing; apparatus, gloves and clothing, all for use in protection against accident or injury; safety lights for 
wear on the body; global positioning system (GPS); navigational systems, comprising electronic transmitters, receivers, 
circuitry, microprocessors, cellular telephone and computer software all for use in navigation and all integrated into a 
motor vehicle; downloadable electronic maps; wireless transmission and receiving equipment; wireless controllers to 
remotely monitor and control the function and status of other electrical, electronic, signalling systems and mechanical 
devices for use in connection with vehicles and engines for vehicles; communications apparatus to transmit and receive 
communications via vehicles; computer hardware and software for tracking driver behaviour; sensors, computers and 
wireless transceivers to provide connectivity within the vehicle, between vehicles, with cell phones, and with data 
centers; computer hardware and software apparatus to provide tactile, audible and visual interfaces to interact with 
occupants of the vehicle; wireless transmission and receiving equipment for use in connection with remote computers for 
use in automobiles for tracking, monitoring and diagnosing maintenance for vehicles and for providing information to 
drivers; computer application software for use by drivers and passengers of vehicles for accessing, viewing, and 
interacting with and downloading information and entertainment content; downloadable software and on-board computer 
software that provides users with remote and in-vehicle access to motor vehicle functions and functions relating to driver 
safety, convenience, communication, entertainment, and navigation; diagnostic apparatus consisting of sensors for use 
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in testing vehicle function and in diagnosing vehicle electrical and mechanical problems; software and software 
applications to allow users to track and locate stolen vehicles, charge electronics, and store and synchronize collected 
personalized user and vehicle information; electronic interface modules for wired and wireless interface of mobile phones 
and electronic media players with an automotive electrical system; computer systems for automated vehicle control; 
downloadable mobile applications; downloadable electronic publications; electronic publications; electronic periodic 
publications; application software for use in or in relation to vehicles; computer games, computer games software; 
databases, data sets, data files and software relating to 3D printing; databases, data sets, data files and software relating 
to design and manufacture of vehicles and parts and accessories therefor; databases, data sets, data files and software 
relating to design and manufacture of replica or model vehicles and parts and accessories therefor; computer-aided 
design (CAD) software and data files; downloadable image files; electronic databases containing image files; databases, 
data sets, data files and software relating to car sharing schemes; databases, data sets, data files and software relating to 
vehicle driver behaviour; simulators for simulating the operation of land vehicles; virtual models of vehicles or vehicle 
interiors; virtual reality software and hardware; augmented reality software and hardware; voice activated steering 
devices, automatic, for vehicles; parts and fittings for any of the aforesaid goods; none of the foregoing goods in relation 
to machines and apparatus for dosing, dispensing or metering fluids, granular materials, powders or gases.

Cl.12;Vehicles; motor vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air and/or water; motor land vehicles; land vehicles; 
off-road vehicles; all-terrain vehicles (ATVs); driverless motor vehicles; autonomous motor vehicles; racing cars; 
reconditioned classic vehicles; vehicles sold in kit form; commercial vehicles; electric vehicles; hybrid vehicles; military 
vehicles; vehicles for use by emergency services, search and rescue services; powertrains for land vehicles; engines for 
land vehicles; motors for land vehicles; engines for motorcycles; motors for motorcycles; engines for bicycles; motors 
for bicycles; engines for racing cars; trailers; steering wheels; voice activated steering wheels; devices for steering 
vehicles; joysticks for steering vehicles; arm rests for vehicle seats; luggage bags specially adapted for fitting in the boot 
of vehicles; car interior organizer bags, nets and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; head-rests for vehicle 
seats; vehicle head rest covers; wing mirror protective and vanity covers; car seat covers; covers for vehicle steering 
wheels; fitted covers for vehicles; wheels for vehicles; alloy wheels; wheel trims; wheel rims; spare wheels; hub caps for 
wheels; hub centre caps; wheel covers; wheel sprockets; tyres; automobile tyres, bicycle tyres; inner tubes for tyres; 
spoilers for vehicles; covers for vehicles; seats for vehicles; safety seats for vehicles; safety belts for vehicles; safety 
harnesses for vehicles; safety signals [audible] for vehicles; anti-theft, security and safety devices and equipment for 
vehicles; radiator grilles for vehicles; trim panels for vehicle bodies; doors for vehicles; vehicle windows; vehicle 
windshields; window glass for vehicles (finished products) and windshields; roof windows for vehicles; skylight windows 
for vehicles; vehicle bumpers; vehicle centre consoles sold as parts of vehicles and which incorporate electronic 
interfaces; disposable paper protectors for vehicle seats; disposable protectors for steering wheels and road wheels, all 
made of polythene or of plastic film or sheet materials; bicycles; tricycles; parts, fittings and accessories for bicycles; 
self-balancing electric scooters; scooters; quadricycles; motorised unicycles; go-karts; strollers and prams, and their 
parts and accessories; baby, infant and child seats for vehicles; sun blinds, roof racks, luggage carriers and nets, cycle 
carriers, sail board carriers, ski carriers, and snow chains, all for vehicles; drones; unmanned aerial vehicles; personal air 
vehicles; hovercraft; underwater vehicles; jet vehicles for water sports; remote control vehicles, not toys; parts and 
fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 14/12/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 032 479 ;Germany 

3940503    16/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421716]
WILO SE

Nortkirchenstr. 100 44263 Dortmund Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Pumps; pump installations; pumps (parts of machines); pumps for heating installations; pumps for pressure 
increase; electrical pumps (machines); pumps (parts of machines, engines or motors); self-regulating pumps (other than 
for the delivery of fuel at filling stations); base plate mounted pumps; glanded pumps; glandless pumps; multi-stage 
centrifugal pumps; well pumps; insulation jackets being parts of pumps; pump diaphragms; mixers; elevating apparatus 
(machines); condensate lifting units; mechanical lifting apparatus for waste water and excrements; motors (other than for 
land vehicles); crankcases for machines, motors and engines; compressors for refrigerators; sewage pulverizers; water 
supply machines (pumps); pneumatic pumps; pump-motor assemblies; automated assembly machines; parts and fittings 
for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.9;Apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; measuring, detecting 
and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational 
apparatus and simulators; devices and apparatus for the analysis of water; devices for dosing of water; solenoid dosing 
valves; electric control apparatus; electrotechnical components; electric loss indicators; electric installations for the 
remote control of electric operations; electric apparatus for commutation; regulating apparatus (electric); distribution 
consoles (electricity); control panels (electricity); electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; electric 
coils; junction boxes (electricity); sprinkler systems and water systems for fire protection; laboratory devices for the 
measuring and evaluation of water quality (included in this class); testing apparatus, not for medical purposes; electric 
installations for the remote control of industrial operations; apparatus and instruments for physics; electric sensors; heat 
regulating apparatus; thermometers, not for medical purposes; thermostats; temperature sensors; temperature switches; 
parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.11;Water softening apparatus and installations; water conditioning apparatus and installations; sewage treatment 
(purification) installations; HVAC systems (heating, ventilation and air conditioning); sewage disposal plants; hot water 
heating installations; heating elements; heating apparatus; heating boilers; heat pumps; heat accumulators; heat 
exchangers, not part of machines; solar thermal collectors (heating); water heaters; water conduits installations; water 
distribution installations; pressure water tanks; humidifiers; cooling installations and machines; water cooling systems, 
namely open or closed circuit cooling towers, refrigerating appliances and installations; waste water treatment 
installations; water supply installations, in particular water collection systems and installations for water recovery; 
installations for water treatment (included in this class); water purification installations; sewage purification installations; 
parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class; waste water purification installations.
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3940509    29/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1420995]
FlixMobility GmbH

Birketweg 33 80639 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software (downloadable); electronic navigational, tracking and positioning apparatus and instruments; 
electronic publications (downloadable); electronic payment terminals; encoded cards; encoded cards for use in point of 
sale transactions; encoded magnetic cards; navigational instruments; computer software applications (downloadable); 
data processing equipment and accessories (electrical and mechanical).

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; data processing; computerised 
updating and maintenance of business information; cost price analysis; business inquiries; provision of an on-line 
marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; ordering services for third parties; loyalty scheme services 
(developing of bonus programs for marketing purposes); bidding quotation; publication of publicity texts; opinion polling;
organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes; presentation 
of services on communications media for commercial purposes; presentation of goods on communication media, for 
retail purposes; price comparison services; business advice relating to franchising; compilation of data in computer 
databases (data capture services); consumer research; promoting the goods and services of others; rental of advertising 
space; rental of advertising time on communication media; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for 
third parties; providing and rental of advertising space and advertising material; procurement of contracts [for others]; 
compilation of directories for publication on the internet; promotional services in order to provide a searchable online 
advertising guide featuring the goods and services of other on-line vendors on the internet; advertising, marketing and 
promotional services; compilation and provision of trade and business price and statistical information; compilation and 
systematisation of information in databanks; compilation of directories for publication on the internet; the bringing 
together, for the benefit of others, of assortments of goods (excluding the transport thereof), enabling customers to 
conveniently view and purchase those goods; advice and information about customer services and product management 
and prices on internet sites in connection with purchases made over the internet; providing commercial information 
relating to sellers' goods and services and sellers' performance; providing business information directory services via a 
global computer network; marketing, marketing studies and market analysis; advertising and promotion services and 
information services relating thereto; providing of business and commercial contact information via the internet.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; finance services; insurance and credit services; 
travel insurance services; providing information by means of a global computer network in relation to the aforesaid 
services; bank card, credit card, debit card and electronic payment card services; credit and debit card services; issuing 
of vouchers, tokens of value and travellers' cheques; providing financial information via a web site; brokerage; electronic 
payment services; electronic funds transfer and payment services; auto financing services; financing, brokerage and 
guaranteeing of loans for others; guarantee insurance services; insurance brokerage; providing of information and 
consultancy in the field of insurance and finance.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; providing access to databases; providing access to data and information on the internet; 
access to content, websites and portals; providing of forums [chat rooms] for social networking; providing of chat room 
services for social networking; transfer of data for providing of evaluative feedback and ratings of sellers' goods and 
services and sellers' performance; electronic mail and messaging services; electronic order transmission; providing 
access to online computer databases containing information, comparisons and offers, in particular relating to trips and 
travel services; providing access to websites containing tourism, travel and geographical information, maps, map images 
and travel routes.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; transportation information; delivery of goods; 
transport brokerage; transport reservation; transportation logistics; arrangement of transportation; transport of 
passengers and of goods; escorting of travellers; chauffeur services; arranging of passenger transport; organizing and 
arranging travel; transport services; travel and passenger transportation; travel information; provision of information 
including timetables, fares, schedules, interchanges of connecting transport and tourist information services; provision 
of information relating to travel and transport including such services provided online from a computer database, the 
internet or other global computer network systems and/or by sms text or email messaging; services for the booking of 
travels; issuing of travel tickets; services for the arrangement of transport of groups of people, individuals, families and 
associated luggage and goods; organization of sightseeing tours; booking of seats (travel); consultancy, advisory and 
information services relating to passenger transportation services, transport infrastructure and integrated transport 
systems; operation of rail, road or water transport networks; travel ticket reservation services; computerized travel 
booking agency services; organisation and arrangement of travel activities; providing contributing ratings in the field of 
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travel via websites; towing of vehicles; global positioning system navigation services; tracking of vehicles via electronic 
navigation or positioning services (transport information); travel reservation; transport reservation; reservation in relation 
to vehicle rental; vehicle routing by computer on data networks; location tracking of passenger or freight vehicles via 
computer or GPS; taxi transport; arranging of passenger transport; rental of transport vehicles; vehicle hire; providing 
and rental of vehicles; arranging of passenger transport; arrangement of transportation; providing information relating to 
vehicle driving services; providing of information relating to traffic and traffic congestion.

Cl.42;Provision of search engines for the internet; software as a service [SaaS]; scientific and technological services 
and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer 
hardware and computer software.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink, temporary accommodation; travel agency services, namely, making 
reservations and bookings for temporary accommodations; travel agency services, namely making reservations and 
bookings for restaurants.
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3940510    05/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421706]
Autodesk, Inc.

111 McInnis Parkway San Rafael CA 94903 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Computer education training; education services, namely, providing live and online seminars and programs in the
fields of computer aided design, graphics, constructions management, architectural design and computer software 
usage; training in the use of computer software; training services in the field of software for project management, civil 
engineering, graphics, multimedia and computer aided design.

Cl.42;Cloud computing featuring software for use by architects, interior designers, civil engineers, construction 
managers, computer aided designers and graphics professionals; computer aided graphic design; computer project 
management services; computer services, namely, interactive hosting services which allow the user to publish and share 
their own content and images on-line; providing a secure electronic online system featuring technology which allows 
users to create, publish, modify, share and produce personalized things from digital content, models and designs; 
providing a web site featuring technology that enables users to design their own home layouts, three dimensional objects 
and construction projects; providing a website featuring on-line non-downloadable software tools for image editing; 
providing an Internet website portal offering information in the field of computer aided design; providing on-line non-
downloadable software for construction projects, home design, object design and computer graphics.
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3940690    19/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1421594]
Motorola Trademark Holdings, LLC

222 W. Merchandise Mart Plaza Suite 1800 Chicago ILL 60654 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
calculating machines, data processing equipment; mobile phones; cell phones; smart phones; cordless telephones; 
smart watches; wireless communication devices; computer apparatus; tablet computers; laptop computers; computer 
work stations [hardware]; mobile workstations; computer modems; universal serial bus [USB] modems; cable modems; 
computer servers; network routers; computer network hubs; external computer hard drives; electrical adapters; devices 
providing access to internet gateways; data storage devices, namely, flash drives, Secure Digital (SD) memory cards; 
keyboards [computers]; mouse [computers]; computer docking stations; scanners [data processing equipment]; 3D 
scanners; headphones; devices for streaming media content over local wireless networks, namely, media streaming 
boxes and media streaming sticks; speakerphones; headsets for telephones; wireless headsets; mobile phone base 
stations; docking stations for mobile phones; earbuds; virtual reality hardware; virtual reality headsets; virtual reality 
software; 3D spectacles; wearable fitness trackers; cases for smart phones; cases for computers; covers for smart 
phones; covers for tablet computers; mobile phone display screen protectors in the nature of films; batteries, electric; 
battery chargers; accumulators, power packs [batteries]; computer operating software; computer software, recorded; 
computer software applications, downloadable; computer programs [downloadable software]; software and software 
applications for mobile devices; remote control apparatus for opening and closing vehicle doors; computerized vehicle 
engine analyzers; digital video players for car; dashboard cameras; rearview cameras for vehicles; navigation apparatus 
for vehicles [on-board computers]; tire pressure gauges; automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires; vehicle 
radios; hands- free kits for telephones; cameras [photography]; loudspeakers; portable electronic wireless speakers; 
wireless charging units for mobile phones for use with wireless charging pads; wireless charging pads; dashboard 
mounts for mobile phones; MP3 players, MP4 players; digital video disc players, digital video players; digital video 
recorders; television apparatus; television decoders; video projectors; power adapters; charging appliances for 
rechargeable equipment; solar panels for the production of electricity; voltage surge protectors; power strips with 
movable sockets; electrical power extension cords; audio-video (AV) cords; cables, electric; connectors [electricity]; USB 
cables, HDMI cables; ethernet and audio cables and connectors; electronic adapters; wireless controllers for remotely 
monitoring and controlling the function and status of other electrical, electronic, and mechanical devices or systems; 
control panels [electricity]; joysticks for use with computers, other than for video games; baby monitors; scales; pet 
monitors; electronic collars to train animals; wireless pet fencing system consisting of a wireless transmitter and an 
electronic collar to train animals; monitoring apparatus, electric; slatted blind controls [electric]; remote controllers for 
controlling electronic products; remote controls for window shades; measuring apparatus, namely, particle counters, CO2
detectors and smoke detectors; fire alarms; thermostats; barometers; hygrometers; temperature monitors and sensors; 
water leakage detection alarms; digital weather stations; digital thermometers, not for medical purposes; locks, electric; 
lighting control apparatus; light dimmers [regulators], electric; doorbell cameras; door and window sensors; motion 
sensors; acoustic [sound] alarms; security alarms; satellite navigational apparatus; navigational instruments; directional 
compasses; GPS navigation devices; GPS tracking and location devices; beacons, luminous; digital binoculars; digital 
photo frames; body worn cameras; body worn camera accessories namely connecting cables, vest mounts, camera 
straps, windshield mounts, micro-usb chargers, cases for mobile phone accessories and for carrying mobile phones two-
way radios, multi-unit chargers, batteries, battery charging trays, mounts for wireless portable bluetooth loudspeakers to 
be fixed at visors, ear buds, only for the reception of audio signals; microphones; two-way radio base stations; two-way 
radio repeaters; two-way radio accessories namely wireless push-to- talk (PTT) buttons, headsets, rechargeable batteries, 
earbuds for the reception of audio signals; faceplates for cellular phones, metal audio, video and computer wall and 
ceiling mounts, stands adapted for computers, mobile telephone accessories, namely, belt clips, carrying cases for cell 
phones and computers, microphones, mains chargers to be mounted on the wall; acoustic coupling devices to be 
connected to a Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) or Private Branch Exchange (PBX) telephone system; data 
encryption apparatus and equipment; radio pagers; two-way trunked radio devices and systems; apparatus for 
transmitting radio signals for commercial or public safety use; wireless consoles for transmitting radio signals; voice-
over-IP (VOIP) telecommunication devices and systems consisting thereof; table radios and systems consisting thereof 
for use in public safety; portable LTE (Long Term Evolution) infrastructure devices and systems consisting thereof for 
streaming videos; remote control apparatus for monitoring and controlling technical processes and for data collection 
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using a computer system [Supervisory Contral and Data Acquisition [SCADA]] in the industrial field; instruction manuals 
in electronic format; watches with wireless communication functions; bracelets [jewellery] incorporating functions of 
watches, including speed sensors, pace counters, apparatus for measuring calorie consumption, distances, momentums, 
heartbeat measuring monitors and built-in pedometers.

Cl.14;Watches; watch straps; watch bands; chronoscopes; clocks; parts for clockworks, clocks, and horological and 
chronometric instruments, namely clock faces, crowns, hands, straps, bezels, buckles; cases for watches, clocks and 
horological and chronometric instruments; watch glasses.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; online retail services provided via 
a global computer network in the fields of computer hardware, computer software, computer peripherals, consumer 
electronics, telecommunication apparatus, mobile phones, handheld and mobile digital electronic devices, as well as 
accessories, peripherals and carrying cases for such devices; demonstration of products in the fields of computer 
hardware, computer software, computer peripherals, consumer electronics, telecommunication apparatus, mobile 
phones, handheld and mobile digital electronic devices as well as accessories, peripherals and carrying cases for such 
devices; retail services in the fields of in the fields of computer hardware, computer software, computer peripherals, 
consumer electronics, telecommunication apparatus, mobile phones, handheld and mobile digital electronic devices, as 
well as accessories, peripherals and carrying cases for such devices; data retrieval services, namely computerized 
retrieval services for digital text, data, images, audio and video files; organization of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes.

Cl.36;Insurance services; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; financial consultancy, financial analysis, 
financial management; financial services, namely, credit counseling services related to the acquisition of goods; lease-
purchase financing; payment services; warranty insurance services and extended warranty insurance services; real 
estate acquisition services.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware, computer peripherals, consumer electronic devices, 
electric appliances, office machines as well as mobile phones, telephonic and photographic equipment and apparatus; 
repair and maintenance of radio system, network and hardware; repair, maintenance and replacement of two-way radios.

Cl.38;Telecommunication; communication services, namely communications by telephone, communications by fibre-
optic networks, communications by cellular phones, radio communications, communications by computer terminals; 
computer aided transmission of messages and images; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer 
network; transmission of digital files; streaming of data; providing user access to global computer networks; 
telecommunication services, namely, managed PTT (push-to-talk) services to enable users to connect and collaborate on 
their devices; rental of two-way radio and cellular communication equipment.

Cl.41;Education services, providing of training, instruction and entertainment relating to computers, computer 
software, multimedia products, interactive products and online services, telecommunication apparatus, mobile phones, 
handheld and mobile digital electronic devices; arranging and conducting workshops, coaching [training], conferences 
and seminars in the field of mobile phones, computers, computer software, online services, information technology, 
website design and consumer electronics; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; providing on-
line electronic publications, not downloadable; on-line publication of electronic books and journals; arranging and 
conducting workshops, coaching [training], conferences and seminars in the field of descriptive analytics training for 
government, public safety and enterprise solutions applications; arranging and conducting coaching [training] and 
seminars in the field of radio management software and programs for provisioning, programming and maintaining radio 
systems.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; telecommunications technology consultancy; 
computer technology consultancy; technological consultancy; information technology [IT] consultancy; computer 
security consultancy; internet security consultancy; installation of computer software, maintenance of computer 
software; computer software design; computer system design; computer system analysis; planning, designing, 
implementing and developing computer networks for others; integration of computer systems and computer networks; 
technical consultancy services in the field of development software for server architectures; recovery of computer data; 
updating computer software; scientific and technological services in the fields of computer hardware, computer software, 
computer peripherals, portable electronic devices, mobile phones, radiotelephony sets; hosting online web facilities for 
others for conducting interactive discussions; hosting online web facilities for others for sharing online content; design, 
development, maintenance and management of application software for mobile phones, computers and televisions; 
consulting services in the field of design, selection, implementation and use for government, public safety and enterprise 
solutions software applications; software as a service (SAAS); online data storage services; electronic data storage; 
monitoring of network systems in the field of Land Mobile Radio (LMR) and government, public safety or emergency 
broadband networks.
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Priority claimed from 04/08/2017; Application No. : 017078155 ;European Union 

3940717    02/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421026]
Bio-Gate AG

Neumeyerstr. 28-34 90411 Nürnberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; preparations comprising elementary silver particles for 
use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; chemical substances for 
coating or dip coating seeds for preserving the seeds; chemical substances for increasing shelf-life of harvest and crop; 
preparations comprising elementary silver particles for preserving foodstuffs; fertilizers; fertilizers in solid form; 
fertilizers in liquid form; fertilizers comprising elementary silver particles; preparations for fortifying plants; preparations 
comprising elementary silver particles for fortifying plants; chemical substances for increasing the shelf-life of cut 
flowers; substances for preserving cut flowers; chemical products for preserving the freshness of cut flowers.

Cl.2;Paints and washes; antimicrobial paints and washes; lacquers [paints]; antimicrobial lacquers [paints]; emulsions 
in the nature of paints.

Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; furbishing preparations; soaps; detergents; hair 
lotions; hair wash; dentifrices; tooth whitening creams; mouthwash solutions; deodorants for human beings or for 
animals; deodorants for the feet; roll-on deodorants (cosmetics); deodorant sprays; anti-perspirants in the form of 
sprays; foot care products; cosmetics; cosmetics for animals; toothpaste; shampoo; ointments, creams, gels, lotions, 
oils, bath preparations and sprays for skin care; hand creams; hand ointments; cosmetic creams; cosmetic care foams; 
cosmetic preparations for skin conditioning; lotions for cosmetic purposes; shaving preparations in liquid form; shaving 
sprays; shaving balm; foams for use in shaving; shaving gels; shaving lotions; epilating skin care preparations; oils for 
toilet purposes; oils for cosmetic purposes; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; beauty masks; impregnated cloths for 
cosmetic use; cloths or tissues impregnated with a skin cleanser; tissues impregnated with preparations for cleaning; 
perfumed tissues; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; non-medicated ear care preparations; non-medicated ear 
care preparations for animals; non-medicated paw care preparations for animals; furniture polish; furniture cleaner; wipes 
incorporating cleaning preparations; after-shave emulsions; cosmetic emulsions.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations, medicinal products and drugs; pharmaceutical preparations for wounds; 
pharmaceutical preparations, medical preparations and medicines and health care preparations in the form of ointments, 
creams, gels, lotions, oils, foams, bath preparations and sprays; pharmaceutical ear care products; ear drops; foot care 
preparations for medical purposes; tissues for medical use; disinfectant-impregnated tissues; tissues impregnated with 
pharmaceutical lotions; pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
plasters; dressings, medical; medical wound dressings; wound dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; bandages for skin wounds; materials for dressing wounds; sponges for healing wounds; antiseptic 
preparations for wound care; sponge material for healing wounds; adhesive bandages for skin wounds; medical 
adhesives for binding wounds; dental materials for stopping the teeth; dental materials for stopping the teeth on basis of 
polymers; synthetic materials for dental use for fillings; dental cements; dental lacquer; dental varnishes for sealing 
teeth; bone cements; bone cements for surgical purposes; bone cement for medical purposes; bone cements for 
orthopaedic purposes; bone cements on basis of polymers; absorbent sanitary articles; panty liners [sanitary]; babies' 
diapers of cellulose or paper; napkins for incontinents; disposable liners of cellulose for napkins; impregnated antiseptic 
wipes; pharmaceutical preparations in the form of emulsions; chemical products for the treatment of plant diseases; 
preparations comprising elementary silver particles for the treatment of plant diseases; chemical products for the 
protection of plants from bacterial and fungal infection; preparations comprising elementary silver particles for the 
protection of plants from bacterial and fungal infection.

Cl.9;Contact lenses; protective masks; filters for respiratory masks; respiratory mask filters [non-medical]; protective 
clothing for the prevention of infection; antimicrobial protective clothing for the prevention of infection; biohazard suits; 
footwear for protection against biological hazards; clothing for protection against biological hazards.

Cl.10;Ear picks; protective masks for use by persons working in medicine; protective masks for use by persons 
working in the dentistry; protective masks for use by surgeons during operations; high filter surgical masks; latex gloves 
for medical use; gloves for medical purposes; medical implants; orthopaedic implants; implanted prosthesis; implants for 
replacing vertebrae.

Cl.16;Plastic film for packaging; antimicrobial plastic film for packaging.

Cl.17;Foam for use in producing mattresses, pillows, cushions and upholstery.

Cl.20;Furniture; furniture parts; plastic bins [other than dustbins]; plastic medication containers; plastic bins [large] for 
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industrial use; thermoformed plastic containers [other than for household or kitchen use]; plastic containers for use in 
agrochemical fields; plastic trays [containers] used in food packaging; mattress toppers; mattress cushions; bedding, 
mattresses, pillows and cushions; foam mattresses.

Cl.21;Containers for household or kitchen use; containers with antimicrobial outer and/or inner surface for household 
or kitchen use; beverageware; containers for preserving food; containers with antimicrobial outer and/or inner surface for 
preserving food; rags [cloth] for cleaning.

Cl.24;Fabrics for use in making diapers; curtains; non-woven textile fabrics; curtain fabric; textile used as lining for 
clothing; table linen; wall hangings of textile; furniture coverings of textile; fabric for footwear; fabric for outerwear; fabric 
for clothes; mattress covers; ticks (mattress and pillow coverings).
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Priority claimed from 05/12/2017; Application No. : 87709072 ;United States of America 

3940726    04/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421262]
Epic Games, Inc.

620 Crossroads Boulevard Cary NC 27518 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software, namely, software development tools for the creation of computer-generated imagery and 
graphics for the production of content for virtual worlds and 3d platforms; computer software, namely, software 
development tools for the creation of computer-generated imagery and graphics for the production of motion pictures, 
television shows, videos, 3d animations, 3d simulations, 3d visualizations, virtual reality motion pictures, virtual reality 
television shows; computer software, namely, software development tools for the creation of computer-generated 
imagery and graphics for the production of virtual reality video games; virtual reality game software; virtual reality 
software for multimedia content; augmented reality game software; augmented reality software for use in mobile devices 
for integrating electronic data with real world environments for the purposes of entertainment.

Cl.25;T-shirts and hats.
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

502866 502866 - (1437-0) As per DR"s Order dated 17/09/2018, the applicant"s name and 
address are amended to be read as Torrent Pharmaceuticals Limited, Torrent House, 
Off Ashram Road, Ahmedabad 380009. 

502866 502866 - (1437-0) As per DR"s order dt. 17/09/18 the applicants name and address is 
amended to read as Torrent Pharmaceuticals Limited, Torrent House, Off Ashram 
Road, Ahmedabad 380009 

919620 919620 - (1338-1) As per DR"s order dated 28/08/2018 Applicant’s name & address is 
amended from SM Dyechem Limited, SM House, 11, Sahakar Road, Vile Parle (E), 
Mumbai - 400057 to read as Venkataramana Food Specialities Limited, Plot No.B-7 & B-
10, Wagle Industrial Estate, Thane (West) - 400604. 

2132907 2132907 - (1848-0) 
2387502 2387502 - (1849-0) 

The amendments are done as per TM 1. 
2465379 2465379 - (1848-0) 

The clerical amendments are done as per TM 1. 
3819701 3819701 - (1854-0) DESCRIPTION OF GOODS READ AS - APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, 

HEATING, STEAM GENERATING, COOKING, REFRIGERATING, DRYING, 
VENTILATING, WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY PURPOSES AND BATHROOM 
FITTINGS AND WATER PURIFIER, LED LIGHTS AND FITTINGS, FANS - NONE FOR USE 
ON OR IN CONNECTION WITH VEHICLES 

3867661 3867661 - (1863-0) COUNTRY NAME READ AS - HONG KONG 
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
418680 572805 613642 627572 652883
653552 667894 683918 684589 728409
742913 764070 768315 775281 783016
792511 803611 804995 818686 818687
824338 825207 837435 840310 880347
886526 894360 899370 913107 919620
923235 937029 968308 980577 981024
981027 1000831 1012119 1052813 1318414
1410677 1642990 1658737 1678112 1687101
1717702 1720007 1728063 1728627 1729870
1738592 1760935 1766051 1766056 1769559
1772096 1776172 1779158 1788117 1788118
1796430 1800573 1808189 1815290 1824711
1824772 1825568 1833250 1840934 1842249
1842250 1842251 1842764 1844585 1849693
1852297 1856109 1861496 1876460 1877245
1879220 1879222 1879223 1879228 1879325
1879798 1884090 1893220 1893221 1901185
1902807 1903012 1926297 1930839 1972662
1974167 1978543 1987118 1991026 2003277
2004808 2019702 2021003 2024049 2024959
2030342 2033009 2063171 2064588 2065402
2068186 2069424 2070693 2072852 2074158
2074160 2074518 2074739 2075221 2076826
2078320 2078347 2081149 2084999 2086836
2087192 2087273 2087317 2087666 2088135
2089066 2091965 2092449 2109136 2116107
2117041 2123571 2126162 2127077 2132907
2133346 2133673 2135817 2135821 2137679
2138176 2138596 2138597 2141197 2142268
2144903 2151989 2155831 2160877 2161593
2162050 2163339 2165263 2165264 2166770
2168473 2171473 2173958 2176431 2188473
2190800 2195001 2195002 2208996 2219376
2226444 2226701 2233299 2233843 2234779
2236792 2237305 2237328 2237337 2242488
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2242695 2242908 2243463 2244353 2247042
2251614 2252841 2253413 2254290 2255564
2257536 2258540 2258541 2259348 2260801
2263608 2269113 2269200 2269217 2272548
2273259 2276393 2277072 2278968 2280992
2281154 2281155 2281411 2281715 2284437
2288232 2288658 2288753 2288754 2292897
2297293 2300254 2303816 2304403 2305051
2306142 2307677 2307934 2310215 2314058
2314285 2314653 2318636 2321092 2321096
2321202 2323702 2323911 2325285 2325992
2327352 2327353 2327354 2327355 2327356
2327600 2332075 2334437 2334972 2336616
2337892 2340006 2340007 2340324 2340612
2340634 2340657 2340658 2340694 2341614
2341666 2342269 2342460 2342461 2342838
2343152 2343181 2343471 2343977 2344013
2344033 2346056 2347372 2347472 2347543
2348195 2348196 2348200 2348692 2348911
2350053 2350929 2351075 2351097 2351151
2351186 2353650 2355255 2355331 2356195
2357022 2357747 2357982 2358438 2358629
2358675 2358710 2359246 2359250 2359271
2359277 2359576 2359685 2359709 2359742
2360045 2360046 2360048 2360252 2360257
2360351 2361355 2361400 2361513 2361579
2362160 2362275 2362323 2364062 2364216
2364260 2364359 2364361 2364362 2364670
2365539 2365560 2365567 2365623 2365849
2366531 2367246 2368115 2368117 2368337
2368700 2369280 2369746 2369766 2369843
2369899 2371019 2371020 2371023 2371751
2371984 2372010 2372032 2372051 2373183
2374538 2375552 2375822 2378100 2379919
2381473 2385537 2391573 2392180 2393775
2396411 2396843 2396902 2397389 2399509
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2399878 2400329 2400334 2404255 2404981
2406035 2406096 2406893 2407477 2413459
2413785 2416456 2419096 2419259 2421173
2421181 2421183 2421198 2422337 2422338
2423093 2425723 2425782 2426457 2426574
2426575 2428346 2428347 2428384 2428385
2429563 2429571 2434911 2434912 2434961
2434965 2435312 2435390 2435391 2435456
2435459 2436288 2436290 2436291 2436292
2437368 2437732 2437733 2438637 2438638
2439452 2439532 2441482 2441721 2441727
2441728 2441729 2443182 2444585 2444885
2445459 2446526 2447227 2447479 2447499
2448402 2448822 2448823 2449361 2449414
2449515 2449908 2450012 2450064 2450207
2450579 2450680 2450863 2451313 2451379
2451570 2451571 2451683 2452440 2452552
2452578 2452582 2452583 2452716 2452732
2452735 2452737 2452740 2452742 2452757
2452917 2452918 2452919 2453082 2454152
2454153 2454186 2454202 2454216 2454377
2454790 2454798 2454893 2454921 2455344
2455373 2455399 2455415 2455417 2455593
2455620 2455631 2455852 2455871 2455930
2455932 2455934 2455943 2455946 2455954
2456594 2457114 2457177 2457178 2457306
2457324 2457409 2457588 2457592 2457872
2458261 2458429 2458434 2458491 2458506
2458520 2458564 2458757 2459006 2459008
2459044 2459050 2459067 2459239 2459451
2459732 2459762 2459974 2459976 2460032
2460045 2460046 2460248 2460297 2460298
2460646 2460660 2460981 2461152 2461163
2461747 2461809 2461929 2461973 2461975
2461978 2462094 2462103 2462357 2462490
2462564 2462697 2462915 2462917 2462936
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2463041 2463299 2463304 2463308 2463310
2463407 2463410 2463466 2463516 2463542
2463547 2463555 2463556 2463559 2463561
2463565 2463568 2463617 2463618 2463638
2463643 2463646 2463662 2463809 2463858
2463922 2463924 2463925 2464125 2464165
2464283 2464415 2464436 2464490 2464525
2464639 2464641 2464652 2464779 2464810
2464811 2464854 2464857 2464858 2464925
2464926 2464927 2464928 2464929 2464933
2464977 2464978 2464979 2465265 2465267
2465275 2465276 2465290 2465296 2465379
2465381 2465506 2465532 2465544 2465769
2465782 2465785 2465786 2465788 2465801
2465898 2465990 2466058 2466275 2466287
2466292 2466295 2466302 2466387 2466388
2466400 2466408 2466412 2466433 2466587
2466594 2466626 2466650 2466653 2466656
2466663 2466708 2466720 2466763 2466764
2466765 2466778 2466779 2466780 2466781
2466786 2466868 2466908 2466909 2466910
2466912 2466955 2466980 2466983 2466985
2467031 2467032 2467038 2467039 2467040
2467050 2467075 2467076 2467209 2467219
2467252 2467306 2467315 2467316 2467325
2467329 2467392 2467480 2467482 2467619
2467815 2467821 2467822 2467850 2467872
2467883 2467895 2467914 2467924 2467938
2467977 2467978 2467979 2467987 2467988
2467989 2467991 2468000 2468002 2468004
2468006 2468126 2468169 2468170 2468172
2468181 2468185 2468195 2468198 2468220
2468222 2468226 2468227 2468229 2468233
2468245 2468246 2468247 2468255 2468311
2468312 2468409 2468428 2468439 2468444
2468448 2468449 2468450 2468453 2468454
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2468560 2468584 2468585 2468609 2468646
2468725 2468732 2468762 2468822 2468823
2468829 2468851 2468853 2468855 2468856
2468859 2468871 2468881 2468896 2468912
2468914 2468916 2468923 2468926 2468927
2468928 2468929 2468931 2468933 2469066
2469087 2469092 2469096 2469116 2469120
2469122 2469229 2469233 2469234 2469333
2469387 2469395 2469402 2469442 2469447
2469504 2469576 2469578 2469580 2469581
2469594 2469632 2469669 2469720 2469724
2469794 2469795 2469805 2469807 2469808
2469811 2469829 2469833 2469855 2469881
2469893 2469915 2470090 2470140 2470238
2470384 2470417 2470420 2470447 2470471
2470517 2470562 2470563 2470585 2470600
2470639 2470651 2470652 2470653 2470654
2470679 2470693 2470716 2470745 2470821
2470850 2470908 2470909 2470964 2470985
2471001 2471007 2471008 2471041 2471045
2471051 2471053 2471055 2471058 2471115
2471118 2471129 2471130 2471158 2471165
2471167 2471210 2471212 2471218 2471222
2471227 2471228 2471238 2471273 2471448
2471450 2471452 2471456 2471493 2471495
2471496 2471498 2471501 2471514 2471520
2471526 2471529 2471550 2471552 2471564
2471566 2471568 2471576 2471578 2471582
2471584 2471585 2471587 2471629 2471637
2471639 2471641 2471687 2471691 2471697
2471698 2471701 2471710 2471756 2471813
2471863 2471864 2471876 2471877 2471879
2471903 2471946 2471947 2471972 2471974
2472256 2472348 2472349 2472352 2472356
2472358 2472365 2472398 2472410 2472431
2472486 2472522 2472556 2472560 2472677
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2472885 2472886 2472887 2472944 2472947
2472948 2472962 2473173 2473206 2473207
2473215 2473245 2473247 2473281 2473288
2473289 2473316 2473370 2473397 2473402
2473417 2473469 2473471 2473475 2473485
2473489 2473500 2473535 2473705 2473804
2473811 2473816 2473821 2473868 2473878
2473891 2473899 2473930 2473957 2474027
2474233 2474261 2474265 2474397 2474398
2474521 2474572 2474623 2474625 2474626
2474649 2474655 2474757 2474763 2474765
2474766 2474768 2474770 2474775 2474779
2474783 2474789 2474790 2474791 2474793
2474794 2474806 2474807 2474809 2474810
2474814 2474817 2474822 2474829 2474830
2474831 2474832 2474834 2474838 2474848
2474849 2474853 2474855 2474858 2474859
2474866 2474918 2474979 2475031 2475033
2475036 2475062 2475063 2475097 2475099
2475101 2475106 2475109 2475136 2475241
2475242 2475293 2475294 2475297 2475300
2475377 2475426 2475517 2475651 2475673
2475679 2475684 2475752 2475900 2475902
2475991 2475996 2475997 2476024 2476035
2476039 2476042 2476053 2476107 2476119
2476162 2476165 2476166 2476178 2476200
2476286 2476287 2476290 2476291 2476292
2476306 2476321 2476335 2476350 2476410
2476473 2476474 2476475 2476476 2476505
2476507 2476509 2476524 2476545 2476547
2476556 2476585 2476586 2476607 2476608
2476609 2476622 2476623 2476632 2476712
2476721 2476722 2476724 2476728 2476746
2476751 2476759 2476763 2476842 2476846
2476863 2476964 2477104 2477118 2477207
2477227 2477228 2477253 2477331 2477332
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2477333 2477336 2477342 2477346 2477363
2477386 2477417 2477428 2477429 2477668
2477688 2477691 2477733 2477736 2477754
2477755 2477757 2477762 2477771 2477795
2477796 2477798 2477874 2477875 2477876
2477891 2478010 2478104 2478109 2478110
2478169 2478173 2478177 2478219 2478220
2478224 2478225 2478226 2478230 2478231
2478241 2478242 2478244 2478245 2478295
2478299 2478301 2478303 2478306 2478308
2478331 2478335 2478337 2478352 2478353
2478423 2478457 2478466 2478472 2478558
2478739 2478740 2478759 2478846 2478863
2478875 2478876 2478897 2478898 2478939
2479032 2479033 2479035 2479038 2479039
2479041 2479042 2479048 2479051 2479054
2479055 2479100 2479150 2479168 2479171
2479208 2479216 2479258 2479273 2479299
2480308 2480543 2480545 2480546 2480549
2481101 2481650 2481884 2482295 2482414
2482415 2482425 2482835 2485918 2492019
2496786 2512677 2513544 2514749 2515009
2517443 2520072 2524604 2524608 2530932
2532664 2532669 2534303 2534659 2536087
2539415 2542718 2544000 2545435 2545436
2546385 2550289 2553364 2555778 2560053
2560669 2563700 2569380 2577334 2595063
2595503 2597510 2597804 2597806 2597917
2600127 2600461 2600462 2600834 2601802
2605141 2609058 2617537 2619659 2623160
2623162 2623179 2623180 2625842 2626378
2626710 2627786 2628210 2628474 2628476
2632377 2640809 2641900 2644397 2647421
2649851 2649853 2650495 2650862 2650975
2651124 2653298 2654224 2655211 2655968
2656012 2659039 2659891 2659958 2660824
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2662738 2663183 2665102 2665284 2666041
2667557 2667559 2667560 2667561 2669482
2669965 2671290 2672731 2674523 2675198
2676031 2676129 2676130 2676131 2676137
2676167 2676169 2676195 2676196 2676223
2676248 2676283 2678929 2678963 2679117
2679491 2680416 2683676 2684227 2684244
2686786 2688092 2688574 2689088 2696120
2697098 2699386 2700736 2701044 2702393
2704799 2704802 2705940 2706257 2706426
2706429 2706948 2707477 2707959 2710296
2710309 2711012 2711685 2711924 2712213
2712358 2712359 2712360 2712763 2712877
2712918 2713756 2713975 2715968 2715970
2715973 2716184 2717319 2717320 2717328
2717876 2717953 2718017 2718387 2718684
2718727 2718813 2718918 2719105 2719108
2719110 2719127 2719134 2719139 2719802
2720523 2720861 2720895 2720896 2720897
2720898 2720899 2721035 2721111 2721114
2721264 2721359 2721393 2721409 2721410
2721421 2721457 2721459 2721527 2721783
2721784 2721938 2721954 2721965 2721966
2722126 2722424 2722959 2723059 2723061
2723083 2723084 2723188 2723253 2723254
2723301 2723551 2723639 2723826 2723827
2723828 2723892 2723957 2723960 2724021
2724022 2724054 2724736 2724775 2724912
2725294 2725322 2725645 2725725 2725726
2725802 2725975 2726029 2726030 2726031
2726210 2726439 2726512 2726572 2726617
2726618 2726619 2726983 2726985 2727152
2727240 2727252 2727263 2727295 2727788
2727976 2727989 2728158 2728164 2728511
2728526 2728528 2728529 2728666 2728728
2728799 2729468 2729521 2729522 2729523
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2729524 2729734 2729834 2729838 2729887
2729888 2729937 2730236 2730240 2730308
2730368 2730404 2730538 2730784 2730887
2730890 2731120 2731221 2731226 2731266
2731267 2731467 2731537 2731918 2731937
2732123 2732343 2732781 2732808 2732811
2733402 2733403 2734247 2735470 2735494
2735679 2736270 2736271 2736274 2738019
2738020 2738021 2740249 2740250 2740924
2741155 2741766 2742941 2743680 2745176
2745208 2745525 2745707 2745897 2745991
2745992 2746088 2746208 2746440 2747241
2748705 2749180 2749325 2749416 2749973
2750011 2750306 2750336 2750530 2750533
2750550 2750573 2750574 2751042 2751489
2751903 2751994 2752173 2752244 2752283
2752416 2752417 2752772 2752830 2752831
2752863 2752934 2753270 2753273 2753820
2753853 2753999 2754091 2755286 2755886
2756681 2756773 2756778 2757009 2757062
2757280 2757295 2757303 2757591 2757776
2757777 2757805 2758061 2758517 2758641
2758645 2758811 2758813 2758814 2758815
2758904 2759275 2759329 2759398 2759642
2759701 2759723 2759920 2759957 2760071
2760116 2760154 2760288 2760467 2760675
2761042 2761214 2761219 2761423 2761850
2761921 2761926 2761930 2761931 2762070
2762158 2762656 2763136 2763539 2763584
2763585 2763870 2763930 2764271 2764272
2764292 2764299 2764384 2764385 2764400
2764977 2765288 2765291 2765550 2765557
2765564 2765756 2765757 2765908 2766155
2766387 2766390 2766410 2766411 2766591
2767050 2767131 2767952 2768024 2768430
2769236 2769242 2769342 2769395 2769431
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2769534 2769600 2769699 2770195 2770347
2770351 2770461 2770463 2770524 2770601
2770628 2771012 2771022 2771561 2771610
2771613 2771614 2771615 2771689 2771690
2771695 2771764 2771830 2771929 2772021
2772022 2772219 2772244 2772570 2772632
2772644 2772695 2772696 2772697 2772699
2772909 2773372 2773397 2773408 2773678
2773692 2773694 2773706 2774002 2774003
2774344 2774345 2774351 2774352 2775221
2776036 2776539 2776862 2777459 2777460
2777507 2778669 2779412 2779521 2781175
2782374 2782377 2782380 2782546 2784187
2788458 2789775 2790041 2791891 2791892
2797471 2797978 2799846 2800056 2801006
2803120 2806688 2806758 2807249 2807814
2808846 2809088 2809102 2809109 2809128
2809525 2809700 2809803 2809956 2810275
2810437 2810513 2810656 2810702 2811077
2811078 2811602 2811824 2811835 2812188
2812239 2812997 2814195 2814211 2814212
2814575 2814628 2816246 2816460 2818545
2819708 2819784 2820768 2821156 2821939
2822235 2822236 2822237 2822238 2822612
2823332 2824412 2827138 2827543 2828368
2828774 2829234 2829340 2829343 2829488
2829489 2829656 2829657 2829920 2829944
2829953 2829954 2830442 2830443 2830444
2830907 2831530 2831531 2832214 2832367
2832519 2833340 2833683 2833772 2833987
2833996 2834006 2834014 2834024 2834035
2834037 2834049 2834076 2834077 2834078
2834081 2834083 2834085 2834086 2834088
2834092 2834093 2834098 2834120 2834141
2834143 2834148 2834149 2834151 2834362
2834363 2834365 2834391 2834463 2834589
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2834714 2834715 2834819 2834829 2834833
2834835 2834841 2834843 2834919 2834944
2834946 2834964 2834968 2834974 2834975
2834976 2834986 2835039 2835081 2835089
2835151 2835250 2835287 2835350 2835475
2835476 2835489 2835490 2835491 2835492
2835511 2835514 2835515 2835516 2835523
2835524 2835548 2835574 2835583 2835655
2835686 2835790 2835792 2835793 2835794
2835795 2835798 2835802 2835805 2835809
2835810 2835811 2835821 2835822 2835827
2835829 2835831 2835834 2835835 2835838
2835839 2835842 2835846 2835852 2835856
2835902 2835954 2836130 2836132 2836134
2836135 2836136 2836141 2836143 2836144
2836160 2836365 2836366 2836367 2836368
2836369 2836438 2836526 2836527 2836544
2836694 2836695 2836696 2836700 2836813
2836814 2836816 2836918 2836919 2836921
2836965 2837016 2837040 2837062 2837073
2837074 2837081 2837141 2837147 2837148
2837154 2837155 2837157 2837185 2837216
2837219 2837221 2837223 2837225 2837227
2837228 2837229 2837233 2837244 2837292
2837389 2837390 2837391 2837392 2837520
2837551 2837557 2837558 2837713 2837733
2837814 2837815 2837819 2837842 2837885
2837954 2837955 2837997 2837998 2838000
2838005 2838071 2838078 2838097 2838509
2838511 2838728 2838783 2838787 2838788
2838791 2838793 2838822 2838913 2838974
2839005 2839007 2839008 2839012 2839013
2839039 2839042 2839143 2839175 2839185
2839189 2839391 2839414 2839421 2839423
2839480 2839925 2839926 2839927 2839931
2839947 2839963 2839975 2839990 2840011
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2840063 2840064 2840072 2840078 2840177
2840224 2840260 2840293 2840309 2840331
2840333 2840339 2840341 2840344 2840441
2840443 2840444 2840468 2840469 2840583
2840584 2840591 2840595 2840596 2840598
2840599 2840600 2840745 2840747 2840748
2840749 2840751 2840752 2840759 2840782
2840784 2840823 2840827 2840828 2840906
2841027 2841028 2841029 2841034 2841041
2841045 2841051 2841055 2841067 2841068
2841091 2841092 2841115 2841398 2841438
2841439 2841640 2841643 2841659 2841678
2841684 2841686 2841734 2841817 2841833
2841835 2841836 2841839 2841846 2841862
2842051 2842113 2842114 2842188 2842272
2842277 2842280 2842284 2842286 2842290
2842317 2842347 2842348 2842371 2842372
2842373 2842415 2842420 2842436 2842509
2842539 2842767 2842910 2842942 2842962
2843016 2843037 2843038 2843039 2843040
2843041 2843049 2843057 2843109 2843111
2843148 2843153 2843202 2843251 2843258
2843259 2843260 2843262 2843264 2843265
2843271 2843275 2843280 2843282 2843284
2843291 2843292 2843299 2843300 2843304
2843307 2843312 2843315 2843334 2843335
2843338 2843341 2843344 2843362 2843449
2843450 2843472 2843533 2843557 2843562
2843663 2843664 2843901 2843905 2843906
2843924 2843936 2843937 2843946 2843965
2844011 2844031 2844035 2844036 2844041
2844075 2844084 2844105 2844108 2844110
2844111 2844116 2844117 2844175 2844176
2844206 2844238 2844362 2844365 2844366
2844367 2844372 2844373 2844389 2844482
2844557 2844607 2844612 2844621 2844656
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2844754 2844757 2844758 2844823 2844863
2844864 2844865 2844942 2844943 2844991
2845135 2845142 2845149 2845196 2845253
2845257 2845391 2845435 2845491 2845496
2845549 2845561 2845581 2845615 2845616
2845712 2845787 2845813 2845815 2845828
2845972 2845975 2845981 2845985 2845988
2845998 2846011 2846014 2846106 2846238
2846322 2846339 2846340 2846341 2846356
2846464 2846489 2846635 2846736 2846738
2846846 2846890 2847182 2847239 2847240
2847253 2847257 2847292 2847310 2847315
2847316 2847318 2847320 2847354 2847379
2847384 2847386 2847445 2847446 2847447
2847449 2847456 2847457 2847489 2847490
2847491 2847492 2847764 2847765 2847800
2847801 2847804 2847805 2847806 2847807
2847808 2847810 2847818 2847819 2847862
2847865 2847986 2848005 2848018 2848066
2848074 2848093 2848094 2848095 2848100
2848101 2848102 2848149 2848150 2848156
2848157 2848212 2848275 2848280 2848363
2848423 2848431 2848449 2848473 2848477
2848478 2848480 2848481 2848551 2848947
2848968 2848980 2848982 2848984 2848985
2849069 2849070 2849072 2849074 2849076
2849077 2849126 2849316 2849338 2849340
2849360 2849371 2849389 2849402 2849425
2849428 2849432 2849434 2849435 2849436
2849437 2849438 2849439 2849443 2849446
2849448 2849454 2849457 2849480 2849492
2849493 2849501 2849504 2849507 2849515
2849553 2849554 2849688 2849713 2849714
2849715 2849716 2849717 2849718 2849720
2849721 2849852 2849861 2849868 2849873
2849874 2849878 2849879 2849880 2849881
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2849882 2849883 2849887 2849888 2849894
2849904 2849905 2849906 2849926 2850066
2850067 2850074 2850086 2850133 2850217
2850317 2850386 2850510 2850679 2850730
2850733 2850757 2850833 2850834 2850835
2850838 2850839 2850841 2850842 2850843
2850846 2850848 2850883 2850885 2850886
2850916 2850917 2850918 2850919 2850924
2851132 2851144 2851156 2851163 2851166
2851214 2851284 2851288 2851289 2851432
2851472 2851482 2851563 2851564 2851569
2851579 2851583 2851585 2851596 2851597
2851598 2851599 2851682 2851683 2851684
2851714 2851716 2851979 2851982 2852006
2852007 2852010 2852038 2852052 2852063
2852080 2852090 2852126 2852138 2852141
2852431 2852437 2852439 2852453 2852511
2852520 2852593 2852597 2852598 2852620
2852621 2852623 2852626 2852628 2852641
2852673 2852676 2852680 2852687 2852690
2852694 2852696 2852698 2852700 2852707
2852713 2852790 2852843 2852845 2852867
2852893 2852972 2853058 2853060 2853091
2853092 2853109 2853130 2853132 2853143
2853144 2853152 2853415 2853481 2853482
2853532 2853533 2853540 2853575 2853668
2853670 2853672 2853673 2853701 2853702
2853704 2853707 2853727 2853770 2853787
2853791 2853797 2853854 2853856 2853869
2853870 2853874 2853878 2853887 2853889
2853891 2853894 2853898 2853899 2853961
2853965 2854039 2854043 2854064 2854065
2854079 2854164 2854186 2854354 2854355
2854356 2854361 2854374 2854387 2854390
2854582 2854615 2854617 2854656 2854674
2854737 2855227 2855331 2855350 2855353
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2855355 2855392 2855404 2855459 2855509
2855562 2855778 2855884 2856123 2856134
2856159 2856227 2856228 2856249 2856343
2856345 2856458 2856460 2856638 2856658
2856661 2856670 2856745 2856880 2856883
2856885 2856979 2857008 2857009 2857046
2857166 2857180 2857192 2857202 2857241
2857296 2857299 2857304 2857307 2857309
2857311 2857321 2857323 2857332 2857333
2857337 2857338 2857342 2857343 2857346
2857351 2857353 2857362 2857436 2857438
2857441 2857452 2857467 2857468 2857477
2857839 2857840 2857841 2857842 2857843
2857845 2857894 2857895 2858009 2858790
2858860 2858933 2859006 2859028 2859039
2859059 2859062 2859082 2859116 2859120
2859121 2859122 2859126 2859127 2859129
2859150 2859151 2859177 2859323 2859395
2859446 2859448 2859450 2859571 2859650
2859750 2859762 2859764 2859770 2859771
2859791 2859796 2859798 2859801 2859802
2859809 2859833 2859834 2859960 2859997
2860003 2860043 2860044 2860045 2860048
2860056 2860079 2860084 2860109 2860120
2860169 2860171 2860487 2860512 2860515
2860578 2860584 2860585 2860586 2860587
2860588 2860589 2860698 2860701 2860744
2860745 2860790 2860874 2860888 2860889
2860890 2860893 2860895 2860896 2860912
2861001 2861053 2861054 2861055 2861057
2861058 2861079 2861080 2861089 2861183
2861248 2861252 2861258 2861260 2861261
2861262 2861274 2861276 2861277 2861303
2861322 2861324 2861325 2861326 2861412
2861425 2861427 2861428 2861429 2861430
2861432 2861434 2861435 2862576 2862577
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2862578 2864210 2867147 2867665 2868986
2868988 2868990 2868991 2874202 2877464
2877466 2877469 2877982 2877998 2877999
2879523 2879526 2879528 2879530 2879532
2879552 2879555 2879557 2879558 2879559
2879560 2879950 2879951 2881513 2881667
2882825 2884537 2884760 2884920 2884928
2884993 2885406 2885407 2885789 2886708
2886710 2887550 2887796 2887800 2887953
2890095 2890096 2890104 2890107 2890912
2895138 2897786 2899731 2899732 2899735
2900068 2900339 2900778 2900948 2900949
2900968 2901915 2901916 2901917 2902062
2902065 2902071 2902073 2902076 2902081
2902082 2902084 2902085 2902088 2902089
2902090 2902091 2902094 2902096 2902934
2902982 2902985 2902986 2903014 2903103
2903381 2903855 2903944 2903945 2903948
2903950 2903956 2905478 2905754 2905948
2906808 2906809 2906810 2906850 2907865
2907872 2907898 2907918 2908048 2908054
2908065 2908066 2908120 2908267 2908810
2909067 2909100 2909101 2909385 2909890
2909891 2910389 2910392 2910803 2910835
2910836 2910990 2910998 2911002 2911079
2911081 2911084 2911089 2911092 2911143
2911146 2911150 2911288 2911289 2911291
2911476 2912030 2912074 2912422 2912500
2912570 2912948 2912954 2913115 2913773
2913775 2913785 2913972 2914116 2914142
2914866 2914867 2915067 2915216 2915218
2915306 2915769 2915771 2915772 2915774
2915898 2915899 2916240 2916259 2916540
2916594 2916974 2917010 2917012 2917016
2917194 2917898 2918228 2918331 2918332
2918403 2918405 2918975 2919219 2919221
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2919222 2919223 2919228 2919229 2919499
2920181 2920183 2920185 2920369 2920598
2920654 2920749 2920750 2920753 2920755
2920756 2920763 2920764 2921767 2921772
2921774 2921776 2921777 2922001 2922429
2922438 2922647 2922648 2923525 2923644
2923647 2923649 2923652 2923653 2923658
2923769 2923770 2923879 2924066 2924228
2924529 2924531 2924532 2924534 2925200
2925205 2925206 2925207 2925228 2925387
2925441 2926185 2926186 2926704 2926784
2927073 2927120 2927498 2927499 2927590
2927883 2927896 2928101 2928102 2928352
2928444 2928446 2928448 2928462 2928469
2928508 2928509 2928562 2928748 2928810
2928893 2928895 2928896 2929025 2929314
2929353 2929354 2929356 2929362 2929763
2929767 2930378 2930445 2930461 2930626
2930631 2930633 2930634 2930635 2930636
2930752 2930754 2931102 2932197 2932515
2932518 2932685 2933384 2933385 2933387
2933390 2933500 2933501 2933509 2933625
2933636 2933637 2933638 2933669 2933685
2933967 2933968 2934697 2934699 2935126
2935127 2935128 2935129 2935130 2935142
2935146 2935166 2935168 2935172 2935270
2935302 2935310 2935313 2935314 2935315
2935429 2935431 2935435 2935436 2935447
2935449 2935628 2935911 2936264 2936265
2936278 2936279 2936507 2936604 2936700
2937137 2937139 2937140 2937146 2954355
2964516 2969875 2997216 3005009 3032452
3035334 3039792 3071963 3079079 3088193
3092824 3095913 3096395 3096396 3096397
3102897 3148712 3162526 3167375 3193059
3198266 3218277 3226641 3226738 3229886
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3231115 3243743 3255763 3262383 3266823
3271850 3282513 3289990 3292542 3320234
3330048 3331580 3378974 3385328 3423274
3424432 3434297 3444616 3464107 3468383
3470786 3491118 3506887 3509205 3509794
3512964 3515914 3516090 3516115 3516180
3517674 3518647 3521446 3524286 3524689
3525274 3528018 3528414 3530486 3538653
3543740 3547450 3547600 3547602 3547603
3547604 3549894 3549896 3549897 3552519
3556432 3560315 3565841 3567453 3568659
3568679 3573362 3583484 3583486 3589441
3590650 3593143 3601193 3602043 3608073
3608074 3620399 3624745 3626303 3627664
3629310 3635952 3641276 3641506 3641509
3642055 3642568 3643402 3647032 3647308
3647863 3651060 3651427 3651462 3652487
3653648 3653921 3657458 3658205 3662355
3665441 3669518 3670584 3671481 3671482
3671483 3671484 3674156 3674158 3678227
3679218 3680758 3681486 3681928 3682203
3682705 3686128 3686376 3686436 3686721
3689234 3690211 3691804 3692941 3693633
3693634 3693656 3694162 3695362 3698139
3698140 3698141 3698211 3698826 3698837
3699056 3699684 3699896 3699954 3700133
3700617 3700884 3701044 3701047 3701075
3701079 3701953 3702438 3702917 3702975
3702976 3702977 3702978 3704268 3705005
3705048 3705344 3706408 3707107 3707109
3707374 3707375 3707377 3708238 3708431
3708680 3708859 3709948 3711963 3712149
3712632 3712643 3712748 3712883 3712885
3713198 3713958 3713960 3714015 3715183
3715863 3715892 3717203 3717649 3717848
3718257 3718529 3719076 3719709 3719800
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3720084 3721119 3721544 3721920 3723180
3723181 3723182 3723278 3723782 3724296
3724619 3725005 3725007 3725748 3727253
3727389 3727706 3728035 3729652 3730099
3730482 3731403 3731948 3732681 3732687
3733104 3733638 3735313 3735913 3735921
3737095 3737117 3737572 3737790 3737869
3738269 3739439 3739651 3739678 3739925
3740350 3740600 3740662 3740830 3740871
3741008 3741011 3741012 3741373 3742078
3742865 3744186 3744207 3744260 3744261
3744262 3744754 3745153 3745188 3745790
3746092 3746094 3746308 3746324 3746625
3746795 3746797 3746880 3747431 3748434
3748668 3748772 3749400 3749403 3749562
3749732 3750184 3750309 3750555 3751615
3751711 3751959 3751974 3752017 3752093
3752158 3752315 3752424 3752432 3752814
3753667 3754013 3754297 3754337 3754363
3754367 3754503 3755247 3755911 3756534
3756623 3756647 3756648 3756649 3756770
3756859 3757083 3757098 3757105 3757109
3757300 3757301 3757303 3757309 3757313
3757411 3757628 3757931 3758087 3758090
3758253 3758337 3758771 3758802 3759084
3759098 3759248 3759258 3759523 3759549
3759554 3759688 3759742 3759769 3759867
3759997 3760062 3760077 3760162 3760218
3760271 3760272 3760273 3760285 3760350
3760377 3760414 3760713 3761083 3761108
3761296 3761312 3761419 3761542 3761563
3761564 3761655 3761660 3761719 3761853
3761925 3762116 3762121 3762194 3762317
3762328 3762331 3762375 3762452 3762501
3762549 3762582 3762617 3762759 3763029
3763076 3763253 3763269 3763270 3763286
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3763401 3763502 3763555 3763556 3763557
3763574 3763575 3763622 3763624 3763634
3763643 3763645 3763682 3763821 3763915
3764081 3764142 3764153 3764238 3764249
3764253 3764264 3764313 3764314 3764317
3764417 3764427 3764456 3764457 3764467
3764494 3764528 3764537 3764573 3764576
3764580 3764587 3764588 3764591 3764624
3764650 3764676 3764690 3764710 3764713
3764714 3764732 3764739 3764740 3764768
3764777 3764780 3764829 3764837 3764849
3764851 3764957 3764984 3765009 3765033
3765047 3765073 3765076 3765078 3765095
3765115 3765162 3765167 3765210 3765214
3765271 3765278 3765372 3765468 3765470
3765511 3765570 3765596 3765597 3765634
3765647 3765670 3765755 3765756 3765781
3765799 3765807 3765826 3765860 3765880
3765886 3765887 3765919 3765939 3765942
3765956 3765975 3766050 3766064 3766066
3766085 3766125 3766313 3766610 3766630
3766639 3766700 3766780 3766781 3766782
3766812 3766820 3766827 3766864 3766976
3767194 3767309 3767435 3767498 3767586
3767587 3767602 3767626 3767631 3767651
3767656 3767661 3767693 3767694 3767840
3767957 3767959 3768003 3768098 3768215
3768281 3768423 3768424 3768425 3768426
3768427 3768428 3768429 3768430 3768443
3768448 3768456 3768466 3768467 3768491
3768492 3768508 3768577 3768605 3768718
3768732 3768735 3768753 3768792 3768817
3768824 3768883 3768900 3768901 3768902
3768923 3768925 3768926 3768939 3769084
3769092 3769093 3769194 3769212 3769213
3769215 3769217 3769220 3769221 3769236
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3769365 3769513 3769523 3769524 3769562
3769640 3769802 3769806 3769905 3769911
3769912 3769916 3769967 3769968 3770010
3770142 3770145 3770199 3770307 3770602
3770603 3770605 3770640 3770732 3770824
3770858 3770876 3770933 3770980 3770988
3771002 3771077 3771111 3771316 3771322
3771323 3771348 3771375 3771382 3771384
3771395 3771441 3771491 3771492 3771493
3771499 3771620 3771622 3771749 3771847
3771849 3771862 3771918 3771943 3771964
3772050 3772159 3772245 3772301 3772320
3772366 3772368 3772403 3772455 3772540
3772556 3772577 3772638 3772676 3772763
3772836 3772852 3772901 3772902 3772963
3772989 3773002 3773065 3773081 3773089
3773183 3773388 3773406 3773503 3773682
3773693 3773696 3773776 3773846 3773864
3773943 3774084 3774236 3774258 3774386
3774387 3774391 3774533 3774672 3774675
3774792 3774793 3774794 3774808 3774859
3775013 3775016 3775624 3776093 3776456
3776511 3776519 3776522 3776759 3776973
3777554 3777574 3777976 3777992 3778013
3778014 3778015 3778182 3778330 3778486
3778508 3778509 3778735 3779459 3779692
3780088 3780089 3780139 3780140 3780144
3780149 3780151 3780324 3780328 3780329
3780385 3780484 3780485 3780629 3780633
3780663 3780750 3780753 3780754 3780755
3780756 3780757 3780832 3780840 3780895
3780896 3780897 3780898 3780899 3780901
3781005 3781007 3781009 3781011 3781012
3781107 3781110 3781113 3781150 3781198
3781326 3781327 3781328 3781329 3781330
3781331 3781333 3781363 3781557 3781678
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3781690 3781691 3781941 3781947 3781983
3782017 3782021 3782370 3782389 3782414
3782426 3782443 3782444 3782510 3782526
3782537 3782622 3782627 3782635 3782636
3782639 3782649 3782650 3782661 3782711
3782713 3782735 3782829 3782863 3782868
3782876 3782878 3782883 3782893 3782975
3783014 3783020 3783021 3783042 3783058
3783062 3783063 3783064 3783065 3783084
3783088 3783131 3783136 3783137 3783138
3783139 3783199 3783200 3783204 3783206
3783330 3783443 3783454 3783455 3783457
3783458 3783459 3783460 3783461 3783462
3783467 3783472 3783521 3783575 3783644
3783660 3783672 3783673 3783676 3783677
3783678 3783691 3783702 3783717 3783733
3783742 3783744 3783746 3783751 3783769
3783824 3783983 3784010 3784014 3784015
3784057 3784068 3784070 3784076 3784096
3784098 3784120 3784123 3784125 3784134
3784135 3784147 3784148 3784154 3784188
3784189 3784192 3784221 3784239 3784246
3784306 3784308 3784310 3784312 3784317
3784320 3784333 3784357 3784383 3784391
3784392 3784393 3784394 3784407 3784455
3784456 3784457 3784459 3784460 3784461
3784464 3784505 3784637 3784642 3784643
3784650 3784689 3784731 3784732 3784733
3784735 3784737 3784742 3784743 3784744
3784745 3784748 3784752 3784758 3784759
3784760 3784763 3784766 3784816 3784818
3784820 3784822 3784833 3784843 3784870
3784871 3784938 3784945 3784950 3784952
3784964 3784966 3784968 3784970 3784971
3784973 3784974 3784975 3784976 3784977
3784979 3784981 3784982 3784984 3784985
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3784986 3784988 3784989 3784992 3784993
3784995 3784996 3784997 3785030 3785060
3785061 3785075 3785077 3785084 3785085
3785111 3785121 3785145 3785158 3785161
3785162 3785175 3785177 3785178 3785180
3785181 3785183 3785184 3785219 3785220
3785221 3785223 3785232 3785244 3785245
3785258 3785269 3785280 3785292 3785306
3785323 3785327 3785331 3785332 3785358
3785359 3785360 3785361 3785362 3785363
3785364 3785365 3785372 3785405 3785419
3785423 3785424 3785425 3785426 3785427
3785428 3785430 3785492 3785498 3785578
3785589 3785591 3785593 3785598 3785606
3785607 3785608 3785611 3785620 3785621
3785635 3785645 3785646 3785648 3785649
3785650 3785651 3785652 3785696 3785735
3785737 3785741 3785742 3785753 3785762
3785787 3785808 3785810 3785811 3785923
3785962 3785998 3786004 3786007 3786019
3786021 3786022 3786023 3786026 3786028
3786033 3786034 3786037 3786049 3786052
3786054 3786055 3786069 3786071 3786076
3786078 3786082 3786090 3786092 3786108
3786109 3786111 3786114 3786115 3786125
3786126 3786137 3786143 3786161 3786165
3786166 3786167 3786173 3786197 3786201
3786202 3786204 3786205 3786239 3786242
3786243 3786258 3786261 3786262 3786264
3786286 3786287 3786289 3786294 3786296
3786297 3786298 3786300 3786302 3786303
3786307 3786310 3786313 3786314 3786330
3786331 3786333 3786334 3786335 3786336
3786338 3786339 3786352 3786353 3786354
3786357 3786407 3786422 3786440 3786454
3786455 3786490 3786543 3786554 3786557
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3786563 3786564 3786565 3786576 3786579
3786582 3786583 3786584 3786585 3786586
3786589 3786591 3786602 3786603 3786604
3786605 3786608 3786624 3786628 3786635
3786637 3786638 3786639 3786642 3786643
3786697 3786715 3786730 3786731 3786733
3786737 3786741 3786751 3786752 3786753
3786754 3786761 3786765 3786766 3786767
3786769 3786771 3786772 3786775 3786776
3786779 3786780 3786783 3786784 3786786
3786787 3786811 3786818 3786823 3786824
3786826 3786827 3786828 3786829 3786830
3786835 3786848 3786858 3786863 3786868
3786871 3786872 3786873 3786874 3786876
3786903 3786905 3786906 3786912 3786913
3786914 3786915 3786921 3786923 3786925
3786926 3786928 3786929 3786930 3786934
3786935 3786941 3786943 3786944 3786945
3786949 3786950 3786952 3786953 3786956
3786959 3786960 3786961 3786962 3786963
3786966 3786967 3786974 3786975 3786978
3786979 3786980 3786981 3787009 3787017
3787020 3787021 3787027 3787030 3787031
3787032 3787034 3787035 3787037 3787040
3787044 3787045 3787047 3787060 3787061
3787069 3787070 3787074 3787135 3787141
3787146 3787147 3787151 3787152 3787153
3787158 3787204 3787206 3787213 3787214
3787217 3787219 3787220 3787221 3787222
3787224 3787225 3787230 3787240 3787244
3787245 3787246 3787248 3787249 3787251
3787252 3787253 3787254 3787255 3787256
3787260 3787263 3787307 3787308 3787311
3787312 3787313 3787323 3787330 3787332
3787365 3787393 3787394 3787395 3787396
3787398 3787399 3787401 3787402 3787403
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3787407 3787408 3787409 3787410 3787412
3787414 3787415 3787416 3787417 3787418
3787419 3787420 3787421 3787423 3787424
3787425 3787426 3787427 3787437 3787438
3787439 3787440 3787448 3787450 3787452
3787453 3787455 3787458 3787460 3787463
3787500 3787503 3787506 3787509 3787548
3787551 3787559 3787564 3787567 3787568
3787570 3787574 3787575 3787576 3787577
3787582 3787583 3787595 3787601 3787603
3787604 3787636 3787646 3787649 3787650
3787652 3787654 3787655 3787666 3787667
3787668 3787669 3787672 3787673 3787674
3787675 3787676 3787678 3787679 3787680
3787682 3787683 3787684 3787685 3787689
3787691 3787693 3787698 3787703 3787705
3787708 3787725 3787726 3787728 3787731
3787735 3787736 3787749 3787759 3787760
3787767 3787769 3787773 3787776 3787783
3787784 3787788 3787793 3787794 3787795
3787798 3787799 3787800 3787801 3787802
3787806 3787807 3787810 3787813 3787814
3787815 3787820 3787822 3787823 3787824
3787828 3787829 3787830 3787831 3787835
3787839 3787841 3787842 3787845 3787853
3787863 3787867 3787871 3787876 3787877
3787890 3787893 3787898 3787901 3787902
3787903 3787905 3787907 3787908 3787909
3787913 3787914 3787917 3787918 3787921
3787927 3787930 3787938 3787941 3787947
3787948 3787949 3787966 3787968 3787972
3787979 3787983 3787989 3787990 3787991
3787992 3787993 3787994 3787995 3787997
3788003 3788004 3788015 3788019 3788024
3788025 3788026 3788030 3788031 3788032
3788047 3788048 3788062 3788064 3788069
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3788072 3788073 3788074 3788077 3788080
3788084 3788085 3788088 3788089 3788090
3788130 3788132 3788135 3788145 3788148
3788149 3788152 3788153 3788156 3788157
3788158 3788161 3788163 3788165 3788166
3788169 3788170 3788171 3788178 3788184
3788191 3788192 3788196 3788199 3788202
3788203 3788205 3788208 3788209 3788210
3788211 3788220 3788221 3788226 3788228
3788234 3788240 3788261 3788264 3788265
3788270 3788283 3788285 3788287 3788288
3788302 3788303 3788310 3788311 3788312
3788315 3788317 3788323 3788327 3788328
3788330 3788333 3788336 3788338 3788339
3788340 3788341 3788342 3788343 3788344
3788345 3788349 3788352 3788361 3788366
3788368 3788375 3788378 3788379 3788383
3788387 3788390 3788391 3788392 3788393
3788394 3788395 3788401 3788402 3788403
3788407 3788408 3788409 3788410 3788411
3788412 3788414 3788415 3788416 3788417
3788418 3788419 3788420 3788421 3788422
3788423 3788424 3788425 3788426 3788428
3788429 3788434 3788448 3788453 3788477
3788487 3788497 3788499 3788500 3788501
3788503 3788504 3788512 3788515 3788530
3788535 3788537 3788546 3788552 3788553
3788554 3788558 3788559 3788563 3788564
3788567 3788569 3788570 3788571 3788572
3788574 3788576 3788578 3788580 3788581
3788585 3788586 3788591 3788592 3788601
3788602 3788603 3788604 3788605 3788608
3788610 3788611 3788613 3788614 3788615
3788616 3788622 3788625 3788626 3788643
3788644 3788650 3788656 3788663 3788670
3788689 3788701 3788702 3788710 3788719
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3788720 3788730 3788732 3788734 3788736
3788745 3788750 3788757 3788758 3788759
3788778 3788781 3788786 3788788 3788790
3788795 3788796 3788800 3788804 3788806
3788807 3788810 3788811 3788816 3788821
3788828 3788832 3788834 3788835 3788839
3788842 3788843 3788845 3788847 3788851
3788862 3788866 3788890 3788891 3788892
3788893 3788895 3788898 3788900 3788903
3788904 3788905 3788906 3788908 3788909
3788910 3788911 3788912 3788915 3788916
3788917 3788918 3788919 3788922 3788927
3788943 3788949 3788951 3788952 3788954
3788957 3788962 3788996 3788997 3788998
3788999 3789002 3789003 3789005 3789007
3789008 3789016 3789018 3789025 3789028
3789030 3789032 3789033 3789034 3789054
3789059 3789060 3789063 3789066 3789070
3789071 3789072 3789076 3789082 3789089
3789091 3789092 3789093 3789094 3789095
3789096 3789097 3789103 3789112 3789121
3789124 3789126 3789129 3789136 3789137
3789142 3789152 3789155 3789156 3789157
3789164 3789167 3789189 3789197 3789202
3789204 3789209 3789211 3789212 3789226
3789228 3789233 3789236 3789253 3789292
3789301 3789322 3789324 3789332 3789333
3789337 3789339 3789340 3789341 3789342
3789343 3789353 3789354 3789360 3789367
3789368 3789369 3789370 3789381 3789382
3789383 3789384 3789385 3789391 3789392
3789405 3789407 3789415 3789417 3789422
3789423 3789425 3789426 3789427 3789429
3789430 3789434 3789435 3789436 3789437
3789438 3789440 3789442 3789443 3789445
3789446 3789449 3789453 3789454 3789455
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3789456 3789457 3789461 3789465 3789467
3789474 3789475 3789476 3789483 3789484
3789485 3789489 3789493 3789495 3789498
3789502 3789503 3789504 3789507 3789509
3789511 3789516 3789517 3789524 3789525
3789528 3789530 3789535 3789539 3789540
3789543 3789544 3789559 3789562 3789567
3789568 3789569 3789576 3789578 3789581
3789583 3789587 3789590 3789593 3789594
3789595 3789596 3789597 3789598 3789599
3789600 3789603 3789607 3789609 3789610
3789612 3789613 3789618 3789619 3789621
3789622 3789624 3789625 3789627 3789632
3789638 3789643 3789644 3789646 3789650
3789655 3789665 3789666 3789667 3789684
3789687 3789688 3789691 3789692 3789696
3789701 3789702 3789703 3789704 3789706
3789711 3789715 3789717 3789718 3789720
3789721 3789722 3789727 3789732 3789733
3789738 3789741 3789743 3789744 3789745
3789746 3789748 3789752 3789756 3789758
3789759 3789760 3789766 3789767 3789768
3789769 3789772 3789781 3789788 3789790
3789792 3789807 3789808 3789811 3789814
3789815 3789819 3789823 3789826 3789829
3789837 3789838 3789839 3789840 3789842
3789844 3789846 3789850 3789854 3789857
3789858 3789860 3789862 3789884 3789886
3789890 3789891 3789892 3789893 3789905
3789906 3789907 3789909 3789913 3789916
3789921 3789922 3789924 3789936 3789940
3789975 3789979 3789994 3789998 3789999
3790000 3790001 3790004 3790009 3790010
3790011 3790012 3790013 3790016 3790017
3790020 3790022 3790036 3790037 3790038
3790039 3790044 3790045 3790046 3790061
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3790067 3790068 3790069 3790071 3790077
3790078 3790081 3790083 3790093 3790094
3790096 3790099 3790107 3790109 3790111
3790112 3790113 3790115 3790118 3790121
3790123 3790127 3790128 3790129 3790130
3790133 3790136 3790137 3790139 3790140
3790144 3790145 3790146 3790148 3790152
3790165 3790168 3790169 3790171 3790172
3790185 3790194 3790196 3790199 3790200
3790203 3790204 3790205 3790207 3790208
3790210 3790211 3790214 3790215 3790217
3790218 3790221 3790223 3790228 3790229
3790230 3790231 3790234 3790235 3790246
3790247 3790253 3790254 3790256 3790258
3790259 3790260 3790262 3790282 3790285
3790286 3790289 3790292 3790293 3790296
3790300 3790305 3790306 3790308 3790314
3790316 3790318 3790333 3790338 3790343
3790354 3790355 3790356 3790357 3790359
3790360 3790361 3790366 3790369 3790371
3790372 3790379 3790380 3790382 3790383
3790384 3790385 3790388 3790391 3790392
3790396 3790398 3790399 3790401 3790406
3790410 3790411 3790415 3790416 3790421
3790424 3790426 3790434 3790435 3790440
3790446 3790448 3790449 3790453 3790454
3790455 3790460 3790464 3790465 3790468
3790470 3790471 3790473 3790475 3790477
3790478 3790479 3790484 3790491 3790493
3790494 3790500 3790505 3790506 3790512
3790513 3790514 3790515 3790518 3790523
3790530 3790531 3790532 3790533 3790546
3790555 3790561 3790563 3790567 3790568
3790570 3790572 3790573 3790583 3790588
3790592 3790593 3790594 3790595 3790597
3790601 3790603 3790604 3790605 3790606
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3790607 3790613 3790614 3790615 3790617
3790619 3790620 3790621 3790630 3790631
3790632 3790634 3790641 3790642 3790643
3790653 3790659 3790667 3790668 3790673
3790674 3790679 3790680 3790684 3790688
3790689 3790690 3790692 3790693 3790697
3790698 3790699 3790700 3790701 3790702
3790703 3790704 3790705 3790706 3790707
3790708 3790713 3790716 3790721 3790722
3790726 3790729 3790739 3790741 3790742
3790743 3790744 3790754 3790755 3790757
3790758 3790759 3790763 3790766 3790767
3790768 3790769 3790776 3790787 3790791
3790793 3790794 3790797 3790800 3790801
3790802 3790805 3790809 3790811 3790813
3790814 3790815 3790816 3790817 3790818
3790820 3790821 3790824 3790825 3790826
3790827 3790829 3790833 3790834 3790835
3790837 3790838 3790841 3790842 3790843
3790844 3790846 3790847 3790851 3790852
3790857 3790860 3790861 3790883 3790884
3790886 3790887 3790888 3790889 3790890
3790891 3790901 3790904 3790907 3790908
3790913 3790915 3790924 3790934 3790939
3790941 3790942 3790950 3790958 3790964
3790971 3790973 3790974 3790980 3790983
3790984 3790992 3790994 3790999 3791009
3791011 3791021 3791031 3791033 3791034
3791035 3791055 3791056 3791059 3791063
3791064 3791068 3791074 3791075 3791076
3791085 3791089 3791090 3791091 3791092
3791093 3791094 3791096 3791097 3791098
3791099 3791100 3791102 3791103 3791106
3791108 3791112 3791114 3791115 3791119
3791120 3791123 3791124 3791126 3791127
3791130 3791133 3791137 3791141 3791145
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3791147 3791150 3791156 3791157 3791158
3791160 3791161 3791176 3791178 3791180
3791181 3791183 3791184 3791185 3791186
3791188 3791193 3791194 3791201 3791202
3791210 3791211 3791215 3791218 3791219
3791221 3791223 3791224 3791225 3791227
3791228 3791230 3791238 3791240 3791241
3791243 3791244 3791245 3791247 3791249
3791250 3791251 3791252 3791257 3791259
3791267 3791273 3791276 3791283 3791284
3791289 3791293 3791296 3791298 3791304
3791305 3791309 3791312 3791314 3791315
3791330 3791331 3791332 3791334 3791336
3791337 3791338 3791339 3791340 3791342
3791352 3791354 3791356 3791358 3791360
3791361 3791362 3791364 3791365 3791366
3791369 3791375 3791377 3791384 3791385
3791388 3791390 3791394 3791402 3791403
3791404 3791406 3791407 3791408 3791409
3791410 3791411 3791414 3791416 3791417
3791418 3791419 3791422 3791424 3791425
3791426 3791427 3791435 3791436 3791437
3791439 3791441 3791442 3791445 3791446
3791447 3791448 3791449 3791458 3791459
3791462 3791465 3791466 3791467 3791468
3791472 3791474 3791477 3791478 3791480
3791483 3791486 3791487 3791490 3791502
3791503 3791504 3791509 3791512 3791514
3791522 3791525 3791527 3791529 3791532
3791535 3791537 3791538 3791539 3791542
3791543 3791544 3791545 3791546 3791547
3791551 3791552 3791556 3791557 3791559
3791560 3791562 3791563 3791565 3791566
3791570 3791571 3791572 3791579 3791584
3791585 3791586 3791587 3791589 3791591
3791593 3791594 3791595 3791596 3791597
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3791598 3791600 3791601 3791602 3791603
3791604 3791605 3791606 3791607 3791608
3791609 3791610 3791611 3791613 3791614
3791617 3791622 3791623 3791624 3791633
3791635 3791638 3791639 3791641 3791647
3791650 3791653 3791654 3791655 3791656
3791657 3791658 3791662 3791665 3791667
3791668 3791700 3791704 3791706 3791707
3791709 3791710 3791715 3791716 3791717
3791720 3791722 3791732 3791733 3791734
3791735 3791736 3791737 3791742 3791743
3791745 3791746 3791755 3791758 3791760
3791761 3791764 3791765 3791769 3791770
3791772 3791773 3791774 3791776 3791779
3791780 3791782 3791787 3791788 3791794
3791795 3791796 3791797 3791799 3791800
3791804 3791805 3791806 3791810 3791811
3791818 3791827 3791828 3791829 3791830
3791834 3791837 3791848 3791849 3791851
3791852 3791854 3791855 3791856 3791858
3791859 3791866 3791867 3791868 3791869
3791870 3791871 3791872 3791873 3791874
3791875 3791876 3791877 3791878 3791879
3791887 3791896 3791898 3791908 3791910
3791912 3791918 3791919 3791928 3791931
3791935 3791944 3791945 3791955 3791957
3791959 3791962 3791963 3791965 3791966
3791972 3791973 3791975 3791976 3791978
3791981 3791982 3791985 3791987 3791988
3791990 3791991 3791993 3791994 3791998
3792000 3792001 3792004 3792021 3792025
3792034 3792045 3792046 3792047 3792048
3792051 3792052 3792053 3792054 3792055
3792056 3792058 3792059 3792060 3792061
3792062 3792063 3792064 3792067 3792068
3792072 3792073 3792074 3792075 3792076
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3792077 3792079 3792080 3792081 3792083
3792085 3792086 3792090 3792091 3792101
3792102 3792104 3792105 3792107 3792108
3792109 3792112 3792119 3792136 3792139
3792142 3792143 3792149 3792155 3792158
3792161 3792165 3792166 3792167 3792168
3792169 3792176 3792183 3792184 3792187
3792188 3792190 3792191 3792193 3792194
3792196 3792200 3792219 3792231 3792232
3792233 3792234 3792235 3792248 3792250
3792256 3792257 3792258 3792276 3792280
3792282 3792283 3792289 3792293 3792295
3792301 3792302 3792306 3792307 3792308
3792309 3792310 3792311 3792312 3792313
3792314 3792316 3792317 3792318 3792319
3792320 3792321 3792322 3792324 3792326
3792327 3792329 3792332 3792333 3792334
3792335 3792336 3792337 3792338 3792349
3792351 3792352 3792353 3792360 3792361
3792363 3792364 3792367 3792368 3792369
3792374 3792375 3792386 3792388 3792391
3792392 3792393 3792396 3792398 3792402
3792404 3792405 3792409 3792410 3792411
3792412 3792414 3792415 3792416 3792419
3792421 3792425 3792426 3792427 3792428
3792431 3792438 3792446 3792455 3792456
3792459 3792461 3792462 3792463 3792464
3792466 3792467 3792468 3792469 3792470
3792472 3792473 3792474 3792475 3792476
3792477 3792479 3792481 3792493 3792504
3792505 3792511 3792513 3792517 3792519
3792521 3792522 3792523 3792525 3792527
3792528 3792531 3792532 3792534 3792538
3792540 3792542 3792544 3792556 3792565
3792568 3792583 3792585 3792586 3792587
3792590 3792591 3792592 3792593 3792594
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
3792596 3792602 3792609 3792615 3792616
3792621 3792622 3792626 3792627 3792630
3792631 3792632 3792633 3792638 3792648
3792653 3792654 3792655 3792658 3792659
3792661 3792663 3792667 3792669 3792672
3792675 3792676 3792677 3792678 3792679
3792680 3792681 3792682 3792683 3792689
3792690 3792691 3792695 3792704 3792707
3792708 3792709 3792717 3792722 3792723
3792726 3792727 3792728 3792730 3792731
3792733 3792734 3792735 3792736 3792737
3792738 3792739 3792741 3792747 3792753
3792755 3792756 3792758 3792759 3792760
3792761 3792762 3792763 3792765 3792766
3792767 3792769 3792770 3792772 3792776
3792788 3792790 3792791 3792797 3792798
3792804 3792818 3792822 3792823 3792824
3792827 3792829 3792838 3792840 3792841
3792842 3792867 3792881 3792885 3792889
3792890 3792892 3792897 3792899 3792902
3792905 3792907 3792912 3792919 3792937
3792938 3792947 3792960 3792964 3792965
3792966 3792967 3792969 3792970 3792972
3792974 3792975 3792978 3792980 3792981
3792982 3792984 3792985 3792986 3792989
3792991 3792993 3792994 3792995 3793024
3793029 3793035 3793036 3793039 3793044
3793046 3793047 3793074 3793079 3793085
3793095 3793104 3793107 3793108 3793111
3793113 3793114 3793118 3793119 3793122
3793136 3793139 3793141 3793142 3793155
3793157 3793159 3793160 3793161 3793162
3793164 3793166 3793175 3793176 3793180
3793183 3793185 3793205 3793216 3793230
3793231 3793234 3793236 3793238 3793244
3793249 3793250 3793251 3793253 3793254
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
3793255 3793256 3793258 3793259 3793260
3793263 3793264 3793265 3793268 3793270
3793305 3793308 3793310 3793312 3793315
3793352 3793371 3793377 3793385 3793427
3793464 3793474 3793478 3793479 3793481
3793483 3793485 3793486 3793488 3793491
3793492 3793494 3793495 3793496 3793497
3793498 3793501 3793505 3793524 3793525
3793526 3793527 3793562 3793563 3793570
3793583 3793590 3793592 3793593 3793594
3793604 3793626 3793627 3793670 3793671
3793680 3793681 3793683 3793687 3793689
3793692 3793695 3793698 3793699 3793700
3793701 3793703 3793704 3793709 3793710
3793712 3793713 3793738 3793739 3793760
3793761 3793763 3793765 3793768 3793769
3793770 3793783 3793785 3793809 3793831
3793833 3793834 3793835 3793836 3793837
3793838 3793839 3793877 3793885 3793912
3793913 3793915 3793916 3793917 3793920
3793923 3793924 3793936 3793944 3793948
3793949 3793952 3793958 3794001 3794004
3794006 3794015 3794017 3794026 3794032
3794041 3794049 3794050 3794052 3794054
3794055 3794056 3794057 3794059 3794060
3794061 3794063 3794113 3794117 3794118
3794124 3794125 3794126 3794127 3794144
3794152 3794155 3794159 3794167 3794188
3794203 3794204 3794205 3794209 3794230
3794234 3794235 3794236 3794261 3794272
3794282 3794290 3794292 3794330 3794338
3794352 3794359 3794360 3794361 3794370
3794377 3794378 3794379 3794380 3794383
3794387 3794391 3794395 3794399 3794401
3794407 3794416 3794419 3794423 3794424
3794426 3794427 3794428 3794431 3794446
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
3794447 3794448 3794455 3794457 3794461
3794503 3794506 3794510 3794542 3794545
3794546 3794552 3794554 3794556 3794558
3794559 3794560 3794562 3794579 3794580
3794594 3794597 3794614 3794615 3794619
3794620 3794621 3794622 3794661 3794681
3794682 3794697 3794723 3794724 3794726
3794743 3794746 3794747 3794748 3794751
3794752 3794791 3794792 3794793 3794794
3794797 3794798 3794805 3794825 3794844
3794861 3794871 3794877 3794879 3794885
3794886 3794894 3794925 3794927 3794932
3794939 3794940 3794943 3794955 3794957
3794958 3794959 3794960 3794961 3794962
3794966 3794970 3794976 3794993 3794995
3794996 3794997 3795003 3795004 3795007
3795009 3795010 3795015 3795029 3795032
3795034 3795040 3795041 3795046 3795048
3795049 3795050 3795051 3795052 3795053
3795102 3795107 3795145 3795152 3795157
3795159 3795167 3795168 3795178 3795181
3795192 3795196 3795200 3795206 3795216
3795257 3795258 3795265 3795266 3795269
3795350 3795352 3795353 3795354 3795356
3795358 3795359 3795452 3795455 3795458
3795461 3795480 3795482 3795484 3795486
3795490 3795492 3795535 3795545 3795549
3795569 3795570 3795572 3795573 3795576
3795630 3795631 3795632 3795634 3795635
3795636 3795640 3795668 3795669 3795671
3795674 3795675 3795680 3795682 3795686
3795687 3795688 3795689 3795693 3795815
3795822 3795823 3795838 3795840 3795959
3796021 3796023 3796024 3796057 3796058
3796064 3796274 3796275 3796276 3796280
3796282 3796452 3796458 3802791 3810143
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1148 12 17/06/2016
104214 34 22/12/2018
151014 5 08/10/2018
151015 5 08/10/2018
151016 5 08/10/2018
151017 5 08/10/2018
151018 5 08/10/2018
151019 5 08/10/2018
151095 1 16/10/2018
151449 5 13/11/2018
151617 7 23/11/2018
151619 17 23/11/2018
151620 12 23/11/2018
151755 7 29/11/2018
151757 12 29/11/2018
154361 9 09/06/2019
155229 3 22/08/2019
176412 16 26/09/2018
192306 30 23/09/2018
192454 3 29/09/2018
192674 7 13/10/2018
193399 28 20/11/2018
198090 12 21/09/2009
223779 7 13/08/2019
237742 8 21/09/2018
237743 7 21/09/2018
238044 6 05/10/2018
238303 11 17/10/2018
239155 34 30/11/2018
239210 5 02/12/2018
271387 7 17/04/2016
286825 12 21/03/2018
289386 30 13/07/2018
291228 5 01/10/2018
291382 9 10/10/2018
291383 7 10/10/2018
291422 17 12/10/2018
291929 12 07/11/2018
292701 7 10/12/2018
292702 12 10/12/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  

 
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS  RENEWAL DATE
292703 7 10/12/2018
292704 12 10/12/2018
292973 9 19/12/2018
293166 5 27/12/2018
294664 5 04/03/2019
295041 12 20/03/2019
302075 25 13/01/2010
365598 5 02/09/2018
365984 29 11/09/2018
366120 25 15/09/2018
366397 5 19/09/2018
366546 30 22/09/2018
366909 5 30/09/2018
367635 6 16/10/2018
367759 9 22/10/2018
367760 10 22/10/2018
367873 2 24/10/2018
367898 14 25/10/2018
367983 5 29/10/2018
368299 9 05/11/2018
369325 9 05/12/2018
376557 3 03/06/2019
377679 33 29/06/2019
379836 33 20/08/2019
453080 
459024 
459025 
459026 
459027 
459029 
459030 
459031 

31 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 

24/04/2016
25/08/2017 
25/08/2017 
25/08/2017 
25/08/2017 
25/08/2017 
25/08/2017 
25/08/2017 

471538 5 29/04/2018
472890 30 01/06/1997
478438 30 14/09/2018
478919 12 23/09/2018
478984 16 25/09/2018
479007 14 25/09/2017
479025 5 25/09/2018
479304 1 01/10/2018
479510 5 07/10/2018
479511 1 07/10/2018
479660 25 12/10/2018
479850 12 15/10/2018
480524 5 03/11/2018
480525 5 03/11/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
480618 3 04/11/2018
480784 34 10/11/2018
480785 34 10/11/2018
481272 12 18/11/2018
481273 16 18/11/2018
481408 11 20/11/2018
481409 7 20/11/2018
481413 21 20/11/2018
482578 32 11/12/2018
482579 33 11/12/2018
482733 3 15/12/2018
484691 7 25/01/2019
484837 7 27/01/2019
485597 1 11/02/2019
490106 3 28/04/2019
492621 30 10/06/2019
497990 9 19/09/2018
498211 24 22/09/2018
498228 11 22/09/2018
499200 25 11/10/2008
501844 23 06/12/2008
501847 26 06/12/2008
502744 5 22/12/2018
502745 5 22/12/2018
504948 33 07/02/2019
504949 33 07/02/2019
504950 33 07/02/2019
504951 33 07/02/2019
534160 25 27/07/2000
550481 1 06/05/2018
555656 5 01/08/2018
566475 5 29/01/2012
570369 7 30/03/2012
580739 5 08/09/2012
610929 9 02/11/2017
623531 25 28/03/2004
627539 9 09/05/2004
632610 11 01/07/2018
635736 3 03/08/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
635737 3 03/08/2018
635739 3 03/08/2018
635740 5 03/08/2018
635743 5 03/08/2018
635744 5 03/08/2018
636869 30 16/08/2018
637413 9 19/08/2014
637413 9 19/08/2014
640121 7 14/09/2018
640122 11 14/09/2018
640910 5 22/09/2018
641139 17 26/09/2018
642277 7 07/10/2018
642278 7 07/10/2018
642410 11 07/10/2018
643409 7 19/10/2018
644394 5 31/10/2018
644801 16 07/11/2018
646584 9 24/11/2018
646585 9 24/11/2018
647317 26 30/11/2018
647318 25 30/11/2018
648603 30 13/12/2018
649382 4 21/12/2018
651599 34 10/01/2019
656094 2 20/02/2019
656696 5 24/02/2005
658529 24 13/03/2015
668004 5 02/06/2019
678698 30 04/09/2005
678739 5 04/09/2015
685915 16 28/11/2015
685916 16 28/11/2015
696037 9 29/01/2016
702284 25 20/03/2016
702284 25 20/03/2016
719743 5 18/10/2006
740047 16 28/04/2017
769759 11 26/09/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
769759 11 26/09/2017
773210 9 20/10/2017
773210 9 20/10/2017
773240 9 22/10/2017
773240 9 22/10/2017
773241 14 22/10/2017
773241 14 22/10/2017
797685 24 06/04/2018
799609 24 22/04/2008
801309 33 06/05/2018
801472 30 08/05/2018
805886 5 12/06/2018
808515 6 01/07/2018
808516 6 01/07/2018
809489 6 10/07/2018
811067 19 21/07/2018
812204 8 28/07/2018
812205 8 28/07/2018
812206 8 28/07/2018
812510 9 29/07/2018
812510 9 29/07/2018
813283 5 04/08/2018
813284 5 04/08/2018
813285 5 04/08/2018
814837 5 17/08/2018
814841 10 17/08/2018
817571 3 03/09/2018
817576 11 03/09/2018
817578 17 03/09/2018
817580 3 03/09/2018
817581 4 03/09/2018
818782 16 11/09/2008
818906 30 14/09/2018
819004 16 14/09/2018
819193 10 15/09/2018
819275 6 15/09/2018
819276 7 15/09/2018
819278 11 15/09/2018
819279 12 15/09/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
819283 19 15/09/2018
819303 9 15/09/2018
819305 12 15/09/2018
819399 7 16/09/2018
819410 25 16/09/2018
819570 5 17/09/2018
819638 11 17/09/2018
819691 25 17/09/2018
819692 25 17/09/2018
819693 25 17/09/2018
819695 25 17/09/2018
819697 25 17/09/2018
819698 25 17/09/2018
819713 10 17/09/2018
819714 10 17/09/2018
819716 10 17/09/2018
819730 12 18/09/2018
819750 5 18/09/2018
819781 34 18/09/2018
819782 34 18/09/2018
819864 20 18/09/2018
820034 7 21/09/2018
820035 8 21/09/2018
820036 9 21/09/2018
820037 11 21/09/2018
820038 12 21/09/2018
820079 25 21/09/2018
820109 12 21/09/2018
820139 9 21/09/2018
820203 25 21/09/2018
820247 5 21/09/2018
820248 5 21/09/2018
820250 5 21/09/2018
820252 8 21/09/2018
820253 29 21/09/2018
820299 29 21/09/2018
820345 16 22/09/2018
820401 16 22/09/2018
820403 16 22/09/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
820425 9 22/09/2018
820447 30 22/09/2018
820693 5 24/09/2018
820697 5 24/09/2018
820699 5 24/09/2018
820738 7 24/09/2018
820828 5 25/09/2018
821017 9 25/09/2018
821302 11 28/09/2018
821636 16 05/10/2018
821656 1 04/10/2018
821673 28 05/10/2018
821674 9 05/10/2018
821678 28 05/10/2018
821679 16 05/10/2018
821680 9 05/10/2018
821683 28 05/10/2018
821684 16 05/10/2018
821685 9 05/10/2018
821970 27 06/10/2018
821971 11 06/10/2018
821972 31 06/10/2018
822249 1 08/10/2018
822250 1 08/10/2018
822260 1 08/10/2018
822261 1 08/10/2018
822262 1 08/10/2018
822461 16 09/10/2018
822847 5 13/10/2018
823740 32 20/10/2018
823819 12 20/10/2018
824317 5 26/10/2018
824319 5 26/10/2018
824323 5 26/10/2018
824395 3 26/10/2018
824396 7 26/10/2018
824397 8 26/10/2018
824869 1 28/10/2018
824870 2 28/10/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
824871 3 28/10/2018
824872 4 28/10/2018
824874 6 28/10/2018
824875 7 28/10/2018
824876 8 28/10/2018
824877 9 28/10/2018
824878 10 28/10/2018
824879 11 28/10/2018
824880 12 28/10/2018
824881 13 28/10/2018
824882 14 28/10/2018
824883 15 28/10/2018
824884 16 28/10/2018
824886 18 28/10/2018
824887 19 28/10/2018
824888 20 28/10/2018
824889 21 28/10/2018
824890 22 28/10/2018
824891 23 28/10/2018
824892 24 28/10/2018
824893 25 28/10/2018
824894 26 28/10/2018
824895 27 28/10/2018
824896 28 28/10/2018
824897 33 28/10/2018
824898 34 28/10/2018
825157 7 29/10/2018
825160 12 29/10/2018
825277 7 30/10/2018
825278 9 30/10/2018
825337 25 30/10/2018
826097 5 05/11/2018
826461 26 09/11/2018
826470 23 09/11/2018
826471 23 09/11/2018
826635 1 09/11/2018
826637 11 09/11/2018
826638 12 09/11/2018
826639 1 09/11/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
826641 16 09/11/2018
826642 17 09/11/2018
826643 9 09/11/2018
826649 26 09/11/2018
826794 5 10/11/2018
826927 1 11/11/2018
827066 5 12/11/2018
827746 5 16/11/2018
828041 12 18/11/2018
828693 5 23/11/2018
828694 5 23/11/2018
829199 30 24/11/2018
829302 9 25/11/2018
829386 12 26/11/2018
829386 12 26/11/2018
830505 16 03/12/2018
830578 5 03/12/2018
831403 30 09/12/2018
832067 2 14/12/2018
832068 2 14/12/2018
832367 30 15/12/2018
832899 16 18/12/2018
832900 9 18/12/2018
833289 7 21/12/2018
833359 5 21/12/2018
833359 5 21/12/2018
834470 5 29/12/2008
834758 5 31/12/2018
835380 5 05/01/2019
836779 7 14/01/2019
838526 6 27/01/2019
838786 30 29/01/2019
839467 30 02/02/2019
839805 5 03/02/2019
840066 9 05/02/2019
840074 29 05/02/2019
840075 30 05/02/2019
840150 5 08/02/2019
840154 5 08/02/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
840313 25 08/02/2019
840376 24 08/02/2019
840377 24 08/02/2019
843013 9 26/02/2019
848699 8 30/03/2019
856269 3 14/05/2019
856270 5 14/05/2019
857271 3 21/05/2019
857272 3 21/05/2019
859764 7 07/06/2019
859765 7 07/06/2019
860153 29 08/06/2019
860154 29 08/06/2019
860155 29 08/06/2019
860156 29 08/06/2019
860157 29 08/06/2019
860158 29 08/06/2019
860159 29 08/06/2019
860160 29 08/06/2019
860161 29 08/06/2019
860163 29 08/06/2019
860575 21 11/06/2019
861432 30 17/06/2019
861943 3 21/06/2019
864610 32 08/07/2019
866141 21 15/07/2019
870564 18 10/08/2009
871412 5 16/08/2009
873653 1 30/08/2019
873656 4 30/08/2019
873657 5 30/08/2019
873658 6 30/08/2019
873659 8 30/08/2019
873660 10 30/08/2019
873661 11 30/08/2019
873663 13 30/08/2019
873667 18 30/08/2019
873670 21 30/08/2019
873671 22 30/08/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS  RENEWAL DATE
873674 25 30/08/2019
873675 26 30/08/2019
873679 30 30/08/2019
875099 9 07/09/2019
875800 16 09/09/2019
875807 16 09/09/2019
875809 16 09/09/2019
876102 24 13/09/2019
877020 1 17/09/2019
896715 5 10/01/2010
909094 9 10/03/2010 14:25:04
917672 30 12/04/2010
925529 5 17/05/2010
932316 5 16/06/2010
1078578 39 05/02/2012
1078863 5 06/02/2012
1102485 5 06/05/2012
1194142 29 23/04/2013
1198542 19 13/05/2013
1212429 19 08/07/2013
1227391 9 27/08/2013
1227392 16 27/08/2013
1227393 16 27/08/2013
1233739 2 08/09/2013
1240797 36 01/10/2013
1247386 99 03/11/2013
1328903 5 29/12/2014
1328904 5 29/12/2014
1356740 7 12/05/2015
1372938 99 21/07/2015
1377013 5 11/08/2015
1379847 12 26/08/2015
1417045 5 27/01/2016
1456473 10 24/05/2016
1503411 16 13/11/2016
1522090 
1540058 

11 
30 

05/01/2017 11:35:00
14/03/2017 

1544321 30 28/03/2017
1551069 34 18/04/2017
1556570 5 08/05/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS  RENEWAL DATE
1557938 29 14/05/2017
1587271 
1592497 

99 
16 

03/08/2017
25/08/2017 

1602298 25 17/09/2017
1603043 41 18/09/2017
1603045 41 18/09/2017
1604706 3 21/09/2017
1607134 42 01/10/2017
1607829 9 03/10/2017
1616121 9 29/10/2017
1616410 34 30/10/2017
1625595 99 28/11/2017
1636717 25 01/01/2018
1643956 25 22/01/2018
1650671 19 06/02/2018
1658952 20 28/02/2018
1663792 4 12/03/2018
1664524 38 13/03/2018
1665281 3 17/03/2018
1666840 2 19/03/2018
1667108 9 19/03/2018
1667109 41 19/03/2018
1667110 42 19/03/2018
1667555 3 20/03/2018
1667595 24 20/03/2018
1668975 99 26/03/2018
1669205 99 26/03/2018
1669210 36 26/03/2018
1673577 1 08/04/2018
1674607 1 10/04/2018
1674973 7 11/04/2018
1675694 7 11/04/2018
1678726 41 22/04/2018
1683170 41 02/05/2018
1683733 3 05/05/2018
1684101 99 06/05/2018
1684102 99 06/05/2018
1684459 42 07/05/2018
1684460 42 07/05/2018
1684846 9 07/05/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1686437 19 13/05/2018
1687069 9 14/05/2018
1687451 42 15/05/2018
1687465 35 15/05/2018
1687466 25 15/05/2018
1687467 25 15/05/2018
1689030 35 19/05/2018
1689639 19 22/05/2018
1691110 26 26/05/2018
1695052 11 04/06/2018
1695540 1 05/06/2018
1695683 18 05/06/2018
1696165 41 06/06/2018
1696773 5 09/06/2018
1696861 6 09/06/2018
1696862 6 09/06/2018
1696924 9 09/06/2018
1697056 25 10/06/2018
1697367 42 10/06/2018
1697457 6 10/06/2018
1697608 5 11/06/2018
1697942 3 11/06/2018
1698156 25 12/06/2018
1698165 16 12/06/2018
1698178 42 12/06/2018
1699349 42 16/06/2018
1699662 42 17/06/2018
1700175 41 18/06/2018
1700466 16 18/06/2018
1701350 33 20/06/2018
1701895 9 20/06/2018
1702554 3 23/06/2018
1704032 35 26/06/2018
1704401 19 27/06/2018
1704922 9 30/06/2018
1706411 6 03/07/2018
1708705 42 09/07/2018
1708830 9 10/07/2018
1708831 16 10/07/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1708832 35 10/07/2018
1708834 41 10/07/2018
1711236 3 17/07/2018
1711595 30 17/07/2018
1711796 5 18/07/2018
1711797 5 18/07/2018
1711799 5 18/07/2018
1715458 12 29/07/2018
1715792 9 30/07/2018
1715793 16 30/07/2018
1716019 39 30/07/2018
1718250 9 05/08/2018
1722390 16 18/08/2018
1722391 38 18/08/2018
1722392 41 18/08/2018
1722394 9 18/08/2018
1722395 16 18/08/2018
1722396 35 18/08/2018
1722397 41 18/08/2018
1722398 42 18/08/2018
1722399 35 18/08/2018
1722400 38 18/08/2018
1722691 26 19/08/2018
1723123 35 20/08/2018
1723449 12 21/08/2018
1723455 36 21/08/2018
1724177 9 22/08/2018
1724426 25 25/08/2018
1724630 9 25/08/2018
1726333 34 28/08/2018
1726368 30 28/08/2018
1726678 37 29/08/2018
1727237 16 01/09/2018
1727238 1 01/09/2018
1727358 41 01/09/2018
1727582 9 02/09/2018
1727776 11 02/09/2018
1727777 19 02/09/2018
1727778 37 02/09/2018
 
 

8576



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1728360 4 04/09/2018
1728361 7 04/09/2018
1728572 5 04/09/2018
1728578 5 04/09/2018
1728580 5 04/09/2018
1728582 5 04/09/2018
1729671 10 09/09/2018
1729946 42 10/09/2018
1730464 5 11/09/2018
1730863 25 11/09/2018
1730895 21 11/09/2018
1730997 9 12/09/2018
1730998 35 12/09/2018
1731002 35 12/09/2018
1731024 5 12/09/2018
1731025 11 12/09/2018
1731118 16 12/09/2018
1731124 16 12/09/2018
1731125 16 12/09/2018
1731134 16 12/09/2018
1731166 1 12/09/2018
1731167 1 12/09/2018
1731174 11 12/09/2018
1731175 20 12/09/2018
1731176 20 12/09/2018
1731193 35 12/09/2018
1731224 41 12/09/2018
1731243 16 12/09/2018
1731244 25 12/09/2018
1731245 28 12/09/2018
1731246 35 12/09/2018
1731248 41 12/09/2018
1731250 9 12/09/2018
1731276 35 12/09/2018
1731371 35 12/09/2018
1731406 6 12/09/2018
1731408 1 12/09/2018
1731426 5 12/09/2018
1731545 5 12/09/2018
 
 

 

8577



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1731546 5 12/09/2018
1731547 5 12/09/2018
1731555 9 12/09/2018
1731556 9 12/09/2018
1731557 9 12/09/2018
1731558 9 12/09/2018
1731559 9 12/09/2018
1731560 9 12/09/2018
1731604 39 12/09/2018
1731620 21 12/09/2018
1731654 18 12/09/2018
1731687 30 12/09/2018
1731690 9 12/09/2018
1731717 32 15/09/2018
1731727 18 15/09/2018
1731728 25 15/09/2018
1731765 42 15/09/2018
1731808 7 15/09/2018
1731814 5 15/09/2018
1731818 35 15/09/2018
1731819 41 15/09/2018
1731820 38 15/09/2018
1731821 41 15/09/2018
1731822 35 15/09/2018
1731823 38 15/09/2018
1731824 35 15/09/2018
1731825 38 15/09/2018
1731826 41 15/09/2018
1731842 25 15/09/2018
1731868 33 15/09/2018
1731875 16 15/09/2018
1731876 19 15/09/2018
1731877 35 15/09/2018
1731878 36 15/09/2018
1731879 37 15/09/2018
1731880 41 15/09/2018
1731888 42 15/09/2018
1731922 42 15/09/2018
1731923 30 15/09/2018
 
 

8578



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1731924 29 15/09/2018
1731925 5 15/09/2018
1731926 3 15/09/2018
1731927 32 15/09/2018
1731928 31 15/09/2018
1731929 30 15/09/2018
1731930 29 15/09/2018
1731931 27 15/09/2018
1731932 21 15/09/2018
1731933 5 15/09/2018
1731934 3 15/09/2018
1731942 34 15/09/2018
1731945 31 15/09/2018
1731946 30 15/09/2018
1731947 29 15/09/2018
1731948 27 15/09/2018
1731949 21 15/09/2018
1731950 5 15/09/2018
1731951 3 15/09/2018
1731955 42 15/09/2018
1731957 32 15/09/2018
1731958 29 15/09/2018
1731959 29 15/09/2018
1732000 36 15/09/2018
1732007 5 15/09/2018
1732035 25 15/09/2018
1732050 19 15/09/2018
1732051 35 15/09/2018
1732052 19 15/09/2018
1732053 35 15/09/2018
1732083 43 15/09/2018
1732144 37 15/09/2018
1732211 25 15/09/2018
1732330 5 15/09/2018
1732331 5 15/09/2018
1732333 5 15/09/2018
1732334 5 15/09/2018
1732335 5 15/09/2018
1732336 5 15/09/2018
 
 

 

8579



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1732338 5 15/09/2018
1732339 5 15/09/2018
1732340 5 15/09/2018
1732342 5 15/09/2018
1732343 5 15/09/2018
1732347 5 15/09/2018
1732348 5 15/09/2018
1732349 5 15/09/2018
1732350 5 15/09/2018
1732351 5 15/09/2018
1732354 24 15/09/2018
1732357 32 15/09/2018
1732380 35 15/09/2018
1732381 9 15/09/2018
1732388 30 15/09/2018
1732396 11 15/09/2018
1732401 29 15/09/2018
1732430 5 15/09/2018
1732434 41 15/09/2018
1732437 5 15/09/2018
1732446 5 15/09/2018
1732447 5 15/09/2018
1732460 11 15/09/2018
1732462 19 15/09/2018
1732463 6 15/09/2018
1732464 40 15/09/2018
1732465 14 15/09/2018
1732476 29 15/09/2018
1732480 99 15/09/2018
1732491 35 15/09/2018
1732492 37 15/09/2018
1732503 21 16/09/2018
1732504 8 16/09/2018
1732663 1 16/09/2018
1732828 25 16/09/2018
1732845 9 16/09/2018
1732846 16 16/09/2018
1732847 35 16/09/2018
1732848 38 16/09/2018
 
 

 

8580



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1732849 41 16/09/2018
1732850 42 16/09/2018
1732856 1 16/09/2018
1732861 30 16/09/2018
1733023 9 16/09/2018
1733024 9 16/09/2018
1733032 2 16/09/2018
1733034 42 16/09/2018
1733035 1 16/09/2018
1733076 35 16/09/2018
1733077 39 16/09/2018
1733079 39 16/09/2018
1733081 41 16/09/2018
1733083 41 16/09/2018
1733085 6 16/09/2018
1733087 19 16/09/2018
1733088 9 16/09/2018
1733089 9 16/09/2018
1733091 36 16/09/2018
1733092 42 16/09/2018
1733093 42 16/09/2018
1733104 34 16/09/2018
1733193 9 17/09/2018
1733213 11 17/09/2018
1733214 21 17/09/2018
1733218 21 17/09/2018
1733223 42 17/09/2018
1733282 3 17/09/2018
1733289 5 17/09/2018
1733292 35 17/09/2018
1733298 8 17/09/2018
1733306 16 17/09/2018
1733329 11 17/09/2018
1733348 37 17/09/2018
1733349 41 17/09/2018
1733372 99 17/09/2018
1733381 5 17/09/2018
1733382 44 17/09/2018
1733385 35 17/09/2018
 
 

 

8581



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1733386 17 17/09/2018
1733423 33 17/09/2018
1733424 33 17/09/2018
1733458 1 17/09/2018
1733459 2 17/09/2018
1733461 4 17/09/2018
1733463 6 17/09/2018
1733464 7 17/09/2018
1733465 8 17/09/2018
1733467 10 17/09/2018
1733468 11 17/09/2018
1733469 12 17/09/2018
1733470 13 17/09/2018
1733472 15 17/09/2018
1733473 16 17/09/2018
1733474 17 17/09/2018
1733476 19 17/09/2018
1733477 20 17/09/2018
1733478 21 17/09/2018
1733479 22 17/09/2018
1733486 29 17/09/2018
1733487 30 17/09/2018
1733488 31 17/09/2018
1733489 32 17/09/2018
1733490 33 17/09/2018
1733491 34 17/09/2018
1733493 36 17/09/2018
1733494 37 17/09/2018
1733495 38 17/09/2018
1733496 39 17/09/2018
1733497 40 17/09/2018
1733498 41 17/09/2018
1733499 43 17/09/2018
1733500 1 17/09/2018
1733526 31 17/09/2018
1733537 29 17/09/2018
1733538 29 17/09/2018
1733539 29 17/09/2018
1733545 25 17/09/2018
 
 

 

8582



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1733565 31 17/09/2018
1733566 31 17/09/2018
1733569 31 17/09/2018
1733570 31 17/09/2018
1733571 5 17/09/2018
1733583 5 17/09/2018
1733584 5 17/09/2018
1733587 5 17/09/2018
1733658 42 17/09/2018
1733683 39 17/09/2018
1733717 25 17/09/2018
1733738 99 17/09/2018
1733739 99 17/09/2018
1733740 99 17/09/2018
1733812 9 18/09/2018
1733839 26 18/09/2018
1733841 6 18/09/2018
1733849 24 18/09/2018
1733929 36 18/09/2018
1734027 3 18/09/2018
1734076 11 18/09/2018
1734087 1 18/09/2018
1734106 16 18/09/2018
1734107 37 18/09/2018
1734108 37 18/09/2018
1734109 37 18/09/2018
1734114 2 18/09/2018
1734115 4 18/09/2018
1734116 12 18/09/2018
1734128 41 18/09/2018
1734129 42 18/09/2018
1734144 11 18/09/2018
1734149 30 18/09/2018
1734180 30 18/09/2018
1734182 42 18/09/2018
1734184 10 18/09/2018
1734311 99 19/09/2018
1734312 99 19/09/2018
1734315 6 19/09/2018
 
 

8583



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1734317 25 19/09/2018
1734318 29 19/09/2018
1734319 30 19/09/2018
1734320 35 19/09/2018
1734323 42 19/09/2018
1734324 35 19/09/2018
1734339 5 19/09/2018
1734387 21 19/09/2018
1734396 9 19/09/2018
1734427 1 19/09/2018
1734433 32 19/09/2018
1734434 32 19/09/2018
1734474 99 19/09/2018
1734512 38 19/09/2018
1734529 42 19/09/2018
1734530 35 19/09/2018
1734581 11 19/09/2018
1734582 11 19/09/2018
1734583 11 19/09/2018
1734584 11 19/09/2018
1734585 11 19/09/2018
1734594 37 19/09/2018
1734595 36 19/09/2018
1734596 36 19/09/2018
1734597 36 19/09/2018
1734598 41 19/09/2018
1734629 42 19/09/2018
1734649 1 19/09/2018
1734686 42 19/09/2018
1734687 37 19/09/2018
1734688 36 19/09/2018
1734689 35 19/09/2018
1734690 16 19/09/2018
1734721 9 19/09/2018
1734727 35 19/09/2018
1734728 36 19/09/2018
1734729 42 19/09/2018
1734814 25 19/09/2018
1734861 30 19/09/2018
 
 

 

8584



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1734862 30 19/09/2018
1734875 30 19/09/2018
1734898 5 19/09/2018
1734899 1 19/09/2018
1734969 36 22/09/2018
1734970 36 22/09/2018
1734971 36 22/09/2018
1734972 36 22/09/2018
1735082 5 22/09/2018
1735093 12 22/09/2018
1735094 12 22/09/2018
1735095 12 22/09/2018
1735153 14 22/09/2018
1735167 41 22/09/2018
1735269 5 22/09/2018
1735327 99 22/09/2018
1735354 11 22/09/2018
1735376 35 22/09/2018
1735523 29 23/09/2018
1735525 99 23/09/2018
1735526 99 23/09/2018
1735528 99 23/09/2018
1735534 5 23/09/2018
1735536 5 23/09/2018
1735538 14 23/09/2018
1735636 37 23/09/2018
1735637 37 23/09/2018
1735638 37 23/09/2018
1735640 37 23/09/2018
1735641 37 23/09/2018
1735642 16 23/09/2018
1735643 37 23/09/2018
1735644 37 23/09/2018
1735712 10 23/09/2018
1735797 3 23/09/2018
1735798 3 23/09/2018
1735799 3 23/09/2018
1735800 3 23/09/2018
1735801 3 23/09/2018
 
 

 

8585



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1735812 99 23/09/2018
1735831 30 23/09/2018
1735836 41 23/09/2018
1735891 24 23/09/2018
1735904 11 24/09/2018
1735905 9 24/09/2018
1736190 11 24/09/2018
1736192 11 24/09/2018
1736277 11 24/09/2018
1736304 30 24/09/2018
1736312 36 24/09/2018
1736340 24 24/09/2018
1736341 35 24/09/2018
1736342 36 24/09/2018
1736343 24 24/09/2018
1736475 7 24/09/2018
1736484 40 24/09/2018
1736485 40 24/09/2018
1736549 18 24/09/2018
1736550 24 24/09/2018
1736553 25 24/09/2018
1736598 25 24/09/2018
1736610 33 24/09/2018
1736635 99 24/09/2018
1736636 99 24/09/2018
1736681 99 24/09/2018
1736682 5 24/09/2018
1736702 42 25/09/2018
1736760 25 25/09/2018
1736942 5 25/09/2018
1736963 25 25/09/2018
1736997 36 25/09/2018
1737007 9 25/09/2018
1737008 11 25/09/2018
1737209 37 25/09/2018
1737227 5 25/09/2018
1737229 5 25/09/2018
1737230 5 25/09/2018
1737231 5 25/09/2018
 
 

 

8586



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1737233 5 25/09/2018
1737289 99 25/09/2018
1737334 35 25/09/2018
1737425 9 26/09/2018
1737475 9 26/09/2018
1737614 9 26/09/2018
1737615 16 26/09/2018
1737616 41 26/09/2018
1737617 42 26/09/2018
1737620 2 26/09/2018
1737706 37 26/09/2018
1737793 99 26/09/2018
1737827 25 26/09/2018
1737835 21 26/09/2018
1737836 99 26/09/2018
1737841 16 26/09/2018
1737842 16 26/09/2018
1737917 9 25/09/2018
1737947 5 27/09/2018
1737954 2 27/09/2018
1737955 2 27/09/2018
1737956 2 27/09/2018
1738163 5 29/09/2018
1738164 16 29/09/2018
1738165 35 29/09/2018
1738177 9 29/09/2018
1738178 9 29/09/2018
1738351 30 29/09/2018
1738360 31 29/09/2018
1738392 30 29/09/2018
1738396 19 29/09/2018
1738408 32 29/09/2018
1738423 5 29/09/2018
1738477 41 29/09/2018
1738518 99 29/09/2018
1738576 99 29/09/2018
1738616 9 29/09/2018
1738677 29 30/09/2018
1738678 30 30/09/2018
 
 

 

8587



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1738679 31 30/09/2018
1738680 32 30/09/2018
1738681 33 30/09/2018
1738682 34 30/09/2018
1738683 42 30/09/2018
1738684 28 30/09/2018
1738716 35 30/09/2018
1738749 5 30/09/2018
1738768 29 30/09/2018
1738865 5 30/09/2018
1738866 5 30/09/2018
1738868 5 30/09/2018
1738871 5 30/09/2018
1738891 99 30/09/2018
1738914 20 30/09/2018
1738931 42 30/09/2018
1738979 41 30/09/2018
1738989 17 30/09/2018
1739008 29 30/09/2018
1739013 42 30/09/2018
1739024 9 30/09/2018
1739132 32 30/09/2018
1739186 25 30/09/2018
1739214 41 30/09/2018
1739230 16 30/09/2018
1739243 29 30/09/2018
1739244 30 30/09/2018
1739245 31 30/09/2018
1739247 33 30/09/2018
1739249 35 30/09/2018
1739256 42 30/09/2018
1739280 30 01/10/2018
1739282 12 01/10/2018
1739342 3 01/10/2018
1739422 25 01/10/2018
1739483 99 01/10/2018
1739491 7 01/10/2018
1739495 37 01/10/2018
1739508 30 01/10/2018
 
 

 

8588



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1739509 30 01/10/2018
1739510 30 01/10/2018
1739511 5 01/10/2018
1739573 9 03/10/2018
1739739 6 03/10/2018
1739741 42 03/10/2018
1739832 41 03/10/2018
1739845 99 03/10/2018
1739854 7 03/10/2018
1739855 7 03/10/2018
1739922 5 03/10/2018
1739923 5 03/10/2018
1739931 14 03/10/2018
1739965 30 03/10/2018
1739966 30 03/10/2018
1740070 99 03/10/2018
1740126 35 03/10/2018
1740127 41 03/10/2018
1740128 38 03/10/2018
1740129 35 03/10/2018
1740130 41 03/10/2018
1740131 35 03/10/2018
1740134 99 03/10/2018
1740180 41 03/10/2018
1740220 42 06/10/2018
1740234 12 06/10/2018
1740445 3 06/10/2018
1740448 99 06/10/2018
1740501 3 06/10/2018
1740675 9 06/10/2018
1740873 99 07/10/2018
1741198 35 07/10/2018
1741245 35 07/10/2018
1741402 16 08/10/2018
1741404 41 08/10/2018
1741405 35 08/10/2018
1741734 7 08/10/2018
1741736 42 08/10/2018
1741745 9 08/10/2018
 
 

 

8589



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1741800 99 08/10/2018
1741886 25 10/10/2018
1742050 41 10/10/2018
1742055 42 10/10/2018
1742063 6 10/10/2018
1742102 99 10/10/2018
1742146 99 10/10/2018
1742147 99 10/10/2018
1742148 99 10/10/2018
1742170 5 10/10/2018
1742240 1 10/10/2018
1742527 5 13/10/2018
1742888 99 13/10/2018
1743261 5 14/10/2018
1743304 99 14/10/2018
1743308 99 14/10/2018
1743366 5 14/10/2018
1743367 5 14/10/2018
1743552 2 15/10/2018
1743553 2 15/10/2018
1743555 2 15/10/2018
1743699 99 15/10/2018
1743700 99 15/10/2018
1743927 99 15/10/2018
1743941 99 15/10/2018
1744185 99 16/10/2018
1744384 41 16/10/2018
1744530 3 16/10/2018
1744554 5 16/10/2018
1744567 1 16/10/2018
1744568 7 16/10/2018
1744810 1 17/10/2018
1744811 5 17/10/2018
1744812 16 17/10/2018
1744813 29 17/10/2018
1744814 30 17/10/2018
1744815 32 17/10/2018
1744816 35 17/10/2018
1744874 18 17/10/2018
 
 

 

8590



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1744875 25 17/10/2018
1745123 41 20/10/2018
1745124 41 20/10/2018
1745148 19 20/10/2018
1745542 10 20/10/2018
1745543 30 20/10/2018
1745614 99 20/10/2018
1745812 99 21/10/2018
1746121 7 21/10/2018
1746129 11 21/10/2018
1746141 32 21/10/2018
1746212 42 21/10/2018
1746629 34 22/10/2018
1746666 5 22/10/2018
1746776 35 22/10/2018
1746943 99 22/10/2018
1746979 99 22/10/2018
1746981 99 22/10/2018
1746983 99 22/10/2018
1747191 5 23/10/2018
1747206 42 23/10/2018
1747574 26 24/10/2018
1747575 26 24/10/2018
1747576 26 24/10/2018
1748075 10 27/10/2018
1748076 3 27/10/2018
1748077 10 27/10/2018
1748078 3 27/10/2018
1748079 3 27/10/2018
1748080 32 27/10/2018
1748081 10 27/10/2018
1748085 32 27/10/2018
1748086 30 27/10/2018
1748087 33 27/10/2018
1748088 5 27/10/2018
1748089 5 27/10/2018
1748090 33 27/10/2018
1748091 30 27/10/2018
1748092 32 27/10/2018
 
 

 

8591



Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1748093 5 27/10/2018
1748094 33 27/10/2018
1748141 5 27/10/2018
1748142 5 27/10/2018
1748460 3 27/10/2018
1748461 3 27/10/2018
1748462 3 27/10/2018
1748463 3 27/10/2018
1748464 3 27/10/2018
1748465 3 27/10/2018
1748466 3 27/10/2018
1748467 3 27/10/2018
1748468 3 27/10/2018
1748469 3 27/10/2018
1748787 35 29/10/2018
1748788 35 29/10/2018
1748789 42 29/10/2018
1748790 42 29/10/2018
1748888 99 29/10/2018
1749068 28 30/10/2018
1749227 22 30/10/2018
1749282 5 31/10/2018
1749557 99 31/10/2018
1749558 99 31/10/2018
1749568 99 31/10/2018
1749569 99 31/10/2018
1749570 99 31/10/2018
1749684 16 03/11/2018
1750083 36 03/11/2018
1750187 35 03/11/2018
1750784 2 05/11/2018
1750824 29 05/11/2018
1750825 29 05/11/2018
1750904 41 05/11/2018
1750905 41 05/11/2018
1751028 6 05/11/2018
1751029 19 05/11/2018
1751031 6 05/11/2018
1751032 7 05/11/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1751033 9 05/11/2018
1751034 19 05/11/2018
1751035 37 05/11/2018
1751036 6 05/11/2018
1751037 7 05/11/2018
1751038 9 05/11/2018
1751039 19 05/11/2018
1751040 37 05/11/2018
1751041 6 05/11/2018
1751042 19 05/11/2018
1751043 37 05/11/2018
1751311 5 06/11/2018
1751376 14 06/11/2018
1751553 35 06/11/2018
1751695 30 07/11/2018
1751697 30 07/11/2018
1751698 30 07/11/2018
1751790 36 07/11/2018
1751791 36 07/11/2018
1751801 35 07/11/2018
1751838 19 07/11/2018
1751925 99 07/11/2018
1751972 32 07/11/2018
1752483 3 10/11/2018
1752721 9 11/11/2018
1753105 16 12/11/2018
1753106 41 12/11/2018
1753143 27 12/11/2018
1753225 42 12/11/2018
1753232 9 12/11/2018
1753446 9 12/11/2018
1753592 37 14/11/2018
1753750 9 14/11/2018
1753751 28 14/11/2018
1753752 28 14/11/2018
1753754 37 14/11/2018
1753755 41 14/11/2018
1753756 41 14/11/2018
1753758 42 14/11/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1753759 9 14/11/2018
1753830 7 14/11/2018
1753867 35 14/11/2018
1754276 41 17/11/2018
1754278 41 17/11/2018
1754279 41 17/11/2018
1754280 16 17/11/2018
1754281 16 17/11/2018
1754282 16 17/11/2018
1754472 1 17/11/2018
1754473 35 17/11/2018
1754474 7 17/11/2018
1754475 6 17/11/2018
1754604 41 18/11/2018
1754869 12 18/11/2018
1754870 16 18/11/2018
1754871 37 18/11/2018
1754872 39 18/11/2018
1754873 42 18/11/2018
1754874 41 18/11/2018
1754922 4 18/11/2018
1755256 7 19/11/2018
1755442 36 19/11/2018
1755545 1 19/11/2018
1755546 7 19/11/2018
1755547 9 19/11/2018
1755548 11 19/11/2018
1755549 12 19/11/2018
1755550 17 19/11/2018
1755551 19 19/11/2018
1755706 1 19/11/2018
1755781 36 20/11/2018
1756441 18 21/11/2018
1756717 1 21/11/2018
1756734 5 21/11/2018
1756745 99 21/11/2018
1756948 14 24/11/2018
1756990 41 24/11/2018
1757128 15 24/11/2018
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1757326 12 24/11/2018
1757327 16 24/11/2018
1757328 37 24/11/2018
1757329 12 24/11/2018
1757330 37 24/11/2018
1757525 35 25/11/2018
1757526 6 25/11/2018
1757697 99 25/11/2018
1757699 99 25/11/2018
1757780 99 25/11/2018
1758043 6 26/11/2018
1758045 9 26/11/2018
1758046 11 26/11/2018
1758048 35 26/11/2018
1758050 38 26/11/2018
1758076 99 26/11/2018
1758356 37 27/11/2018
1758473 32 27/11/2018
1759034 5 02/12/2018
1759035 5 02/12/2018
1759067 5 02/12/2018
1759200 99 02/12/2018
1759516 12 03/12/2018
1759784 2 04/12/2018
1760092 5 04/12/2018
1760093 5 04/12/2018
1760328 5 04/12/2018
1760329 5 04/12/2018
1760788 99 05/12/2018
1761377 41 08/12/2018
1761577 45 08/12/2018
1761579 16 08/12/2018
1761580 16 08/12/2018
1761948 25 10/12/2018
1762043 21 10/12/2018
1762044 35 10/12/2018
1762045 37 10/12/2018
1762046 38 10/12/2018
1762047 39 10/12/2018
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1762061 35 10/12/2018
1762071 29 10/12/2018
1762827 31 11/12/2018
1762829 33 11/12/2018
1763393 17 12/12/2018
1763394 18 12/12/2018
1763395 19 12/12/2018
1763396 20 12/12/2018
1763397 21 12/12/2018
1763398 22 12/12/2018
1763399 23 12/12/2018
1763400 24 12/12/2018
1763401 25 12/12/2018
1763402 26 12/12/2018
1763403 27 12/12/2018
1763404 28 12/12/2018
1763405 29 12/12/2018
1763406 30 12/12/2018
1763407 31 12/12/2018
1763410 34 12/12/2018
1763411 35 12/12/2018
1763412 36 12/12/2018
1763413 37 12/12/2018
1763414 38 12/12/2018
1763472 30 12/12/2018
1763490 99 12/12/2018
1763493 99 12/12/2018
1763807 12 15/12/2018
1763808 7 15/12/2018
1763809 9 15/12/2018
1763843 30 15/12/2018
1764037 5 16/12/2018
1764264 7 16/12/2018
1764424 3 16/12/2018
1764631 5 17/12/2018
1764930 99 17/12/2018
1765308 7 18/12/2018
1765309 11 18/12/2018
1765311 7 18/12/2018
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1765421 5 18/12/2018
1765666 99 18/12/2018
1765852 5 19/12/2018
1765853 5 19/12/2018
1766044 14 19/12/2018
1766045 14 19/12/2018
1766459 24 22/12/2018
1766884 3 22/12/2018
1767383 3 23/12/2018
1767536 25 23/12/2018
1767792 25 24/12/2018
1768317 4 26/12/2018
1768857 37 29/12/2018
1768864 35 29/12/2018
1768865 36 29/12/2018
1768866 36 29/12/2018
1768867 39 29/12/2018
1768868 39 29/12/2018
1768988 21 30/12/2018
1769306 19 30/12/2018
1769307 19 30/12/2018
1769354 99 30/12/2018
1769657 99 31/12/2018
1769869 9 01/01/2019
1770395 5 02/01/2019
1770398 5 02/01/2019
1770399 5 02/01/2019
1770400 5 02/01/2019
1770401 5 02/01/2019
1770403 5 02/01/2019
1770404 5 02/01/2019
1770406 5 02/01/2019
1770412 5 02/01/2019
1770417 5 02/01/2019
1770919 9 05/01/2019
1771072 29 05/01/2019
1771409 99 06/01/2019
1771477 35 06/01/2019
1771478 10 06/01/2019
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1772090 5 07/01/2019
1772092 31 07/01/2019
1772104 31 07/01/2019
1772537 99 09/01/2019
1772811 32 12/01/2019
1772846 28 12/01/2019
1772990 5 12/01/2019
1772991 5 12/01/2019
1772992 5 12/01/2019
1773351 4 12/01/2019
1773381 17 13/01/2019
1773397 25 13/01/2019
1773976 26 14/01/2019
1775253 24 19/01/2019
1775640 99 19/01/2019
1775641 36 19/01/2019
1775642 99 19/01/2019
1775729 99 19/01/2019
1775730 99 19/01/2019
1776129 11 20/01/2019
1776239 7 20/01/2019
1776298 10 20/01/2019
1776299 10 20/01/2019
1776300 99 20/01/2019
1776659 9 21/01/2019
1776680 7 21/01/2019
1776753 30 21/01/2019
1776814 7 21/01/2019
1776817 35 21/01/2019
1776822 6 21/01/2019
1776826 35 21/01/2019
1776827 1 21/01/2019
1777863 14 27/01/2019
1778477 31 28/01/2019
1778559 36 28/01/2019
1779426 1 30/01/2019
1779734 7 30/01/2019
1779735 9 30/01/2019
1779736 11 30/01/2019
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1780217 30 02/02/2019
1780218 7 02/02/2019
1781920 5 05/02/2019
1782138 7 06/02/2019
1782348 30 06/02/2019
1783733 11 10/02/2019
1783834 6 11/02/2019
1783897 16 11/02/2019
1784664 33 12/02/2019
1784697 3 12/02/2019
1785366 31 16/02/2019
1785368 33 16/02/2019
1785369 41 16/02/2019
1785370 42 16/02/2019
1785371 29 16/02/2019
1785372 30 16/02/2019
1785373 31 16/02/2019
1785375 33 16/02/2019
1785376 41 16/02/2019
1785377 43 16/02/2019
1785532 35 16/02/2019
1786097 30 17/02/2019
1786388 24 17/02/2019
1786763 36 18/02/2019
1786764 36 18/02/2019
1786765 99 18/02/2019
1786766 99 18/02/2019
1786767 99 18/02/2019
1786768 99 18/02/2019
1786771 30 18/02/2019
1786772 43 18/02/2019
1786941 37 18/02/2019
1787186 36 19/02/2019
1789001 7 24/02/2019
1789145 13 25/02/2019
1790823 36 02/03/2019
1791145 5 02/03/2019
1792153 9 04/03/2019
1793675 43 09/03/2019
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1793676 30 09/03/2019
1794601 17 12/03/2019
1794602 2 12/03/2019
1794603 1 12/03/2019
1794925 30 13/03/2019
1795012 25 13/03/2019
1795368 37 13/03/2019
1796062 9 17/03/2019
1796831 35 18/03/2019
1797565 30 20/03/2019
1798939 30 24/03/2019
1801632 6 31/03/2019
1801634 7 31/03/2019
1801635 35 31/03/2019
1801870 4 31/03/2019
1801902 3 31/03/2019
1801903 14 31/03/2019
1801904 25 31/03/2019
1802013 6 31/03/2019
1803153 5 06/04/2019
1803160 5 06/04/2019
1803162 5 06/04/2019
1803164 5 06/04/2019
1803220 5 06/04/2019
1804859 3 09/04/2019
1804866 35 09/04/2019
1804867 26 09/04/2019
1805148 35 13/04/2019
1805275 43 13/04/2019
1805502 24 13/04/2019
1805503 42 13/04/2019
1805643 1 13/04/2019
1805644 1 13/04/2019
1807050 28 15/04/2019
1807053 28 15/04/2019
1807264 11 16/04/2019
1807822 99 16/04/2019
1810785 12 23/04/2019
1811785 6 27/04/2019
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1812242 1 28/04/2019
1812244 1 28/04/2019
1812245 31 28/04/2019
1812924 9 29/04/2019
1813026 30 30/04/2019
1813340 5 01/05/2019
1813659 3 02/05/2019
1814649 35 05/05/2019
1814756 5 05/05/2019
1814757 5 05/05/2019
1814758 5 05/05/2019
1814761 5 05/05/2019
1814811 36 05/05/2019
1817379 99 13/05/2019
1817693 2 13/05/2019
1817993 41 14/05/2019
1817994 35 14/05/2019
1817995 41 14/05/2019
1817996 35 14/05/2019
1818561 41 15/05/2019
1818810 30 15/05/2019
1818811 30 15/05/2019
1818813 30 15/05/2019
1822388 3 26/05/2019
1822741 41 27/05/2019
1823648 30 29/05/2019
1825555 5 04/06/2019
1825556 5 04/06/2019
1826211 36 05/06/2019
1826337 10 08/06/2019
1826531 5 08/06/2019
1828971 7 15/06/2019
1829024 39 15/06/2019
1831720 31 23/06/2019
1832745 5 25/06/2019
1834462 25 29/06/2019
1836127 35 03/07/2019
1836779 31 06/07/2019
1837515 9 08/07/2019
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1837805 8 08/07/2019
1838474 37 10/07/2019
1838773 9 13/07/2019
1839346 99 14/07/2019
1839442 1 14/07/2019
1839864 42 15/07/2019
1840905 5 17/07/2019
1840907 5 17/07/2019
1842562 5 22/07/2019
1843041 5 23/07/2019
1843528 5 24/07/2019
1843529 30 24/07/2019
1844416 5 27/07/2019
1844420 5 27/07/2019
1844824 37 28/07/2019
1847057 30 04/08/2019
1848456 31 07/08/2019
1848464 5 07/08/2019
1848465 5 07/08/2019
1848466 5 07/08/2019
1848596 35 10/08/2019
1848597 7 10/08/2019
1852309 35 19/08/2019
1853209 18 21/08/2019
1853469 99 24/08/2019
1853870 29 24/08/2019
1853997 35 24/08/2019
1853998 29 24/08/2019
1853999 32 24/08/2019
1854665 99 25/08/2019
1855481 36 27/08/2019
1855482 36 27/08/2019
1856184 7 28/08/2019
1856185 8 28/08/2019
1857787 5 02/09/2019
1857788 5 02/09/2019
1857789 5 02/09/2019
1858486 30 04/09/2019
1858750 11 04/09/2019
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1860273 99 08/09/2019
1860959 25 10/09/2019
1862969 9 15/09/2019
1862976 42 15/09/2019
1864007 9 17/09/2019
1864603 35 18/09/2019
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NOTIFICATION 
SNo. NOTIFICATION 
1 2960363 (1853-0) SWEETS, MAWA SWEET, HALWA, ICE-CREAM, NAMKEEN 

RESTRICTED FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF RAJASTHAN ONLY. 
2 2988850 (1851-0) SERVICE ADDRESS ALTERED TO READ AS DIPEN THAKKAR, 

ADVOCATE, A-2, SAGAR COMPLEX B/h. JANTA ICE CREAM, STERLING HOSPITAL 
LANE, GURUKUL, AHMEDABAD-52, GUJARAT, INDIA. 

3 3020976 (1864-0) SAREES FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF GUJARAT ONLY. 
4 2873924 (1851-0) BY VIRTUE OF ASSIGNMENT DEED DTD. 09.08.2018 APPLICANT 

DETAILS ALTERED TO READ AS SNEHIL SUNIL JAIN, PROPRIETOR OF M/S. 
VIVAANTA FASHION, J-115, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, J.J.A/C MARKET, RING 
ROAD, SURAT- 395002 (GUJARAT). 

5 2860926 (1867-0) ALL TYPE OF BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER 
SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND 
ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, 
HAIR LOTIONS, DETERGENT CAKE, WASHING POWDER, WASHING CAKE, LIQUID 
SOAP AND LIQUID DETERGENT RESTRICTED FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF 
GUJARAT AND RAJASTHAN ONLY. 
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PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
1248624 - 99, 1567158 - 2, 1455385 - 2, 1567160 - 1, 1671885 - 42, 1282729 - 1, 1567160 - 3, 1671885 
- 35, 1671885 - 16, 1567153 - 1, 1567145 - 1, 1567158 - 1, 1671885 - 9, 1567168 - 1: Proprietor 
Altered to STAHL INTERNATIONAL B.V. , Rothausstrascc 61, 4132 Muttenz,, Switzerland, 
Sluisweg 10, 5145 PE WAALWIJK, The Netherlands, SLUISWEG 10, 5145 PE WAALWIJK 
THE NETHERLANDS, Sluisweg 10, 5145 PE, 
Waalwijk, The Netherlands, 
 
CLARIANT AG, CLARIANT AG., CLARIANT LTD, CLARIANT AG, M/S. CLARIANT AG, STAHL 
INTERNATIONAL B.V., CLARIANT AG, STAHL INTERNATIONAL B.V., CLARIANT AG

1423204 - 99: Proprietor Altered to INDIA PROPERTY ONLINE PRIVATE LIMITED , NO.94, TVH 
BELLICIA TOWERS, TOWER II, 10TH FLOOR, MRC NAGAR, CHENNAI-600028 
CONSIM INFO PVT. LTD.

1401162 - 41: Proprietor Altered to SMARTKIDZ EDUCAREINDIA PRIVATE LIMITED , PLOT NO.97, 
PHASE -I, GUNROCK ENCLAVE, NEAR MUDFORT, SECUNDERABAD - 500 009, ANDHRA 
PRADESH,INDIA. 
LITTLE KIDZ EDUCATIONS INDIA (P) LTD.,

1399338 - 35: Proprietor Altered to GANESH PRASAD , SREEVALSAM, MUKKADA, KUNDRA P.O., 
PIN CODE:691501, KOLLAM 
C. PRASAD

743926 - 11: Proprietor Altered to KRISHAN KUMAR DUGGAL , 173, TOWER ENCLAVE, PHASE 
III, JALANDHAR CITY (PUNJAB) 
ACE SANITATIONS.

1246382 - 99: Proprietor Altered to HUGHES NETWORK SYSTEMS LLC , 11717 
Exploration Lane, Germantown, Maryland 20876, United States of America 
HUGHES ELECTRONICS CORPORATION.

1047683 - 5, 1053826 - 5, 1064582 - 5: Proprietor Altered to TRIDOSS LABORATORIES PRIVATE 
LIMITED , 167, READYMONEY, TERRACE, 2ND FLOOR, DR. A.B. ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018 
WOCKHARDT LIMITED, WOCKHARDT LIMITED,

475508 - 7: Proprietor Altered to CM CERLIANI S.R.L. , Strada Mascherpa 61 , 27100 
Pavia, Italy 
CERLIANI S.P.A

1275242 - 33: Proprietor Altered to DIAGEO SCOTLAND LIMITED , EDINBURGH PARK, 5 
LOCHSIDE WAY, EDINBURGH, EH12 9DT, UNITED KINGDOM. 
DIAGEO UNITED KINGDOM LTD.

1236439 - 35: Proprietor Altered to EBATES PERFORMANCE MARKTETING, INC. , 333 BRYANT 
ST. SUITE 250, SAN FRANCISCO CA 94107, USA 
EBATES SHOPPING.COM INC.

744914 - 30: Proprietor Altered to MASTANA FOODS PVT. LTD. , 2646 GALI RAGHUNANDAN 
NAYA BAZAR DELHI 110006 
INFINI AGRO TECH PRIVATE LIMITED

1233854 - 17: Proprietor Altered to RAMESH SINGH TYAGI , P-97, SECTOR-5, DSIIDC BAWANA 
INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110039 
BHARDWAJ INDUSTRIES

1338351 - 35: Proprietor Altered to KOHL’S ILLINOIS INC. , 1441 BROADWAY NEW YORK, 
KOHL'S ILLINOIS. INC 
KATE SPADE & COMPANY

1252153 - 99: Proprietor Altered to SAGEM S.A. , 15Lh 
, Le Ponant 
 
de Paris, 27 rue Leblanc 
SOCIETE NATIONALE DETUDE ET DE CONSTRUCTION DE MOTEURS D AVIATION.

513070 - 1: Proprietor Altered to ALBEMARLE NETHERLANDS B. V , Stationsplein 4, 3818 LE 
‘Amersfoort, The 
Nelherlands 
AKZO NOBEL CHEMICALS B. V.

1336606 - 99: Proprietor Altered to MACH II S.A.R.L , 15,RUE EDMOND REUTER, L-5326 
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CONTERN,LUXEMBOURG 
SYNIVERSE TECHNOLOGIES APS

1246723 - 35: Proprietor Altered to TNS UK LIMITED , TNS HOUSE, WESTGATE, LONDON, W5 
1UA, UNITED KINGDOM 
THE CUSTOMER EQUITY COMPANY LIMITED

1247681 - 99: Proprietor Altered to TOPGOLF SYSTEMS LIMITED , 1 PARK ROW, LEEDS, LS1 
5AB, UNITED KINGDOM 
WORLD GOLF SYSTEMS LIMITED

1400404 - 25, 855605 - 25, 886085 - 25, 865081 - 25, 1543511 - 25, 1415953 - 25, 1623689 - 99, 
1301659 - 25, 872105 - 25, 933135 - 18, 1516058 - 25, 1543512 - 25, 872297 - 25, 1360788 - 25, 
900112 - 25, 1417408 - 25, 1516057 - 99, 1516058 - 25, 1380764 - 25, 1564416 - 99, 1661217 - 99, 
872106 - 25, 1763260 - 25, 832578 - 25, 1896347 - 35: Proprietor Altered to FUTURE LIFESTYLE 
FASHIONS LIMITED , KNOWLEDGE HOUSE, SHYAM NAGAR, OFF JOGESHWARI-VIKHROLI LINK 
ROAD, JOGESHWARI (EAST), MUMBAI-400060 
M/S.INDUS - LEAGUE CLOTHING LIMITED., INDUS - LEAGUE CLOTHING LTD, INDUSLEAGUE 
CLOTHING LIMITED, INDUS- LEAGUE CLOTHING LTD., INDUS LEAGUE CLOTHING PVT.LTD., 
M/S.INDUS-LEAGUE CLOTHING LIMITED,, INDUS LEAGUE CLOTHING LTD., INDUS LEAGUE 
CLOTHING LIMITED, INDUS LEAGUE CLOTHING LTD, INDUS-LEAGUE CLOTHING LIMITED, 
INDUS LEAGUE CLOTHING LTD

1862426 - 7: Proprietor Altered to VIKRAM LAKHOTIYA , BT-17, SHALIMAR BAGH, NEW 
DELHI-110088. 
BALAJI INDUSTRIES

1247681 - 99: Proprietor Altered to TOPGOLF INTERNATIONAL, INC. , 8750 N CENTRAL 
EXPRESSWAY, SUITE 1200, DALLAS TEXAS 75231,U.S.A. 
TOPGOLF SYSTEMS LIMITED

1246723 - 35: Proprietor Altered to THE CUSTOMER EQUITY COMPANY LIMITED , TNS House, 
Westgate, London W5 lUA, United Kingdom  
RESEARCH SURVEYS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED

701345 - 5: Proprietor Altered to EISAI R&D MANAGEMENT CO. LTD. , 6-10, KOISHIKAWA, 4-
CHOME, BUNKYO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN. 
EISAI COMPANY LIMITED

669388 - 9: Proprietor Altered to KEBA GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H. , Durnberg 63, A 4100 
Ottensheim, Austria 
KEBA GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H. & CO.,

1250228 - 99: Proprietor Altered to COOPERATVIA CERAMICA D' IMOLA S.C. , Via Vittorio 
Veneto, 13, 40026 Imola (Bologna) Italy  
LEONARDO 1502 CERAMICA S. P. A.

408350 - 12: Proprietor Altered to JK TYRE & INDUSTRIES LIMITED , LINK HOUSE, 3, BAHADUR 
SHAH ZAFAR MARG, NEW DELHI - 2.  
VIKRANT TYRES LIMITED

1423114 - 19, 2065697 - 2, 1509871 - 2, 2010332 - 2, 1830378 - 6, 1830377 - 11, 1898422 - 2, 1898423 
- 19: Proprietor Altered to BHAVANI POLYCOATS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED , SURVEY NO.113 AA, 
VILLAGE CHIRYAL, MANDAL SANGA REDDY, DISTRICT MEDAK, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA 
BHAVANI POLYCOATS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED, BHAVANI POLYCOATS, BHAVANI 
POLYCOATS, BHAVANI POLYCOATS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED, BHAVANI POLYCOATS INDIA 
PRIVATE LIMITED, BHAVANI POLYCOATS

673612 - 6, 673614 - 12, 673615 - 17, 673613 - 11: Proprietor Altered to MANULI RUBBER. 
INDUSTRIES SRL , Zona Industrlaie Campolungo, 63100 Ascoll Plceno, Itay 
DARDANIO MANULI S.P.A., DARDANIO MANULI S.P.A.

673612 - 6, 673615 - 17, 673613 - 11, 673614 - 12: Proprietor Altered to MANULI RUBBER S.P.A. , 
Zona Industriale Campolungo,63100 Ascoli Piceno, Itay 
MANULI RUBBER. INDUSTRIES SRL

744048 - 16, 1091453 - 12, 1742910 - 39, 1981911 - 39: Proprietor Altered to TCI EXPRESS 
LIMITED , 1-8-201-203, 3RD Floor, Ashoka Bhoopal Chambers, SP Road, Secunderabad, 
Telengana500003 
TRANSPORT CORPORATION OF INDIA LIMITED, TRANSPORT CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD., 
XPS CARGO SERVICES (A DIVISION OF TRANSPORT CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD.), XPS 
CARGO SERVICES

579685 - 5, 459248 - 5, 1462579 - 5, 1462580 - 5, 443564 - 1, 443565 - 5, 756484 - 1, 756485 - 5, 
1464098 - 1: Proprietor Altered to PIRAMAL ENTERPRISES LTD. , PIRAMAL TOWERS, 
GANPATRAO KADAM MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013. 
MERCK SHARP & DOHME B.V., MERCK SHARP & DOHME B.V.

712957 - 25, 712958 - 3, 953510 - 26, 1073881 - 25, 1073882 - 25, 1073883 - 25, 935419 - 25, 951173 - 
3, 979606 - 14, 840135 - 25, 1006818 - 3: Proprietor Altered to GIVO RETAIL PRIVATE LIMITED , B-
11/8127, VASANT KUNJ, NEW DELHI-110070 
MEYER APPAREL LIMITED
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1246577 - 39, 1246590 - 42, 1246589 - 42, 1246588 - 39, 1246587 - 39, 1246586 - 39, 1246585 - 39, 
1246584 - 39, 1246583 - 39, 1246582 - 39, 1246581 - 39, 1246580 - 39, 1246579 - 39, 1246578 - 39, 
1246576 - 39, 1246575 - 39, 1246574 - 39, 871075 - 16, 871073 - 16, 871072 - 9, 871071 - 16, 744974 - 
9, 744973 - 16, 744965 - 9: Proprietor Altered to CONTINENTAL AIRLINES, INC. , 233 SOUTH 
WACKER DRIVE, 11TH FLOOR CHICAGO IL 60606 USA 
UNITED AIRLINES, INC., UNITED AIRLINES INC., UNITED AIR LINES INC.

1878003 - 25, 1878004 - 25, 1878005 - 35, 2092196 - 25, 2092198 - 35, 2092199 - 35: Proprietor 
Altered to GAUTAM HIRDARAMANI , 64, Jupiter Apts, 41 Cuffe Parade, Mumbai-400005. 
SHYAM JESWANI

1063041 - 21, 1063042 - 8: Proprietor Altered to HY CITE ENTERPRISES LLC , 333 Holtzman Road, 
Madison, Wisconsin 53713, United States of America. 
SEEBA INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
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730889 - 16: Proprietor Altered to MVP GLOBAL LLC , 725, BROAD STREET, AUGUSTA GEORGIA 
30901, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
WHERE INTERNATIONAL, L.P.

730889 - 16: Proprietor Altered to WHERE INTERNATIONAL, L.P. , 11100 SANTA MONICA 
BOULEVARD, SUITE 600, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90025, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA  
WHERE CANADA INC.

1302853 - 6, 465520 - 12, 759319 - 12, 683816 - 12, 336853 - 17: Proprietor Altered to DANA 
LIMITED , P.O. BOX 1000, MAUMEE, OH 43537, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
DANA CORPORATION., DANA CORPORATION., DANA CORPORATION

1243201 - 6, 1243201 - 40, 1319442 - 6, 1319442 - 40, 1319446 - 6, 1319446 - 40, 1352337 - 6, 
1352337 - 40, 1353634 - 39, 1363006 - 6, 1363006 - 40, 1363007 - 39, 1381118 - 39: Proprietor 
Altered to ARCELORMITTAL , Avenue de la Liberte, 
19 L-2930 Luxembourg 
ISPAT TECHNOLOGIES LTD., ISPAT TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED, MITTAL STEEL TECHNOLOGIES 
LIMITED, MITTAL STEEL TECHNOLOGIES LTD., MITTAL STEEL TECHNOLOGIES LTD., MITTAL 
STEEL TECHNOLOGIES LTD.

1241263 - 6: Proprietor Altered to SH. SANJAY GULATI , 500, Kucha Pati Ram, 
Bazar Sita Ram, Delhi—110006 
MOHAN METAL INDUSTRIES,

1345937 - 32, 1591280 - 32, 1345937 - 32: Proprietor Altered to UNITED DUTCH BREWERIES B.V., , 
MINERVUM 7208, 4817 ZJ BREDA, THE NETHERLANDS 
UNITED DUTCH BREWERIES B.V.,, INTERBREW NEDERLAND N.V.

734908 - 9, 734909 - 11, 734910 - 9: Proprietor Altered to STAMICARBON B.V. , MERCATOR 
2 ,6135 KW SITTARD, THE NETHERLANDS 
DSM IP ASSETS B.V., STAMICARBON B.V.

728293 - 16, 728294 - 25, 736825 - 9, 772008 - 9, 774624 - 9, 774625 - 16, 820139 - 9, 2005459 - 41, 
115797 - 9, 774623 - 16, 736823 - 25, 1460445 - 99, 2005466 - 41, 766210 - 16, 1870313 - 99, 131090 - 
9, 771559 - 25, 771989 - 28, 774630 - 9, 1608592 - 99, 2005468 - 41, 1541552 - 41, 766211 - 9: 
Proprietor Altered to UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS LLC, , 100 UNIVERSAL CITY PLAZA, 
UNIVERSAL CITY, CALIFORNIA 91608, USA. 
UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS LLLP, UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS INC., UNIVERSAL 
INTERNATIONAL FILMS, INC, UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS INC.,, UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS 
LLLP,, UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS, INC., UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS LLLP., UNIVERSAL CITY 
STUDIOS INC., UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS, INC., UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL,INC

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER OF THE 
FORM ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  
730633 - 18, 856111 - 12, 856113 - 21, 825674 - 28, 827135 - 18, 856115 - 33, 856107 - 3, 862416 - 18, 
824295 - 18, 856108 - 7, 856110 - 11, 862415 - 24, 825672 - 18, 825673 - 25, 791888 - 28, 823846 - 25, 
744161 - 28, 823844 - 18, 823845 - 25, 824289 - 28, 744162 - 16, 824290 - 18, 824294 - 28, 824288 - 
28, 791890 - 25, 824286 - 18: Proprietor Name Altered to MIRZA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED 
MIRZA TANNERS LIMITED,

1419117 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to CARDO FLOW SOLUTIONS AB 
ABS GROUP AB

743994 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to OJI HOLDINGS CORPORATION 
OJI PAPER CO. LTD.

1233924 - 2: Proprietor Name Altered to YAMUNA POWER & INFRASTRUCTURE LTD. 
YAMUNA GASES & CHEMICALS LTD;

1389957 - 32: Proprietor Name Altered to PAHALWANS 
PAHALWAN'S PAHALWAN DI HATTI

1403821 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to SOMEWHERE SAS 
SOMEWHERE

1406018 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to BANK J. SAFRA SARASIN LTD 
BANK SARASIN & CIE

1419117 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to SLUZER PUMP SOLUTIONS AG 
CARDO FLOW SOLUTIONS AB

1252153 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to SNECMA 
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1244826 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to R. D. M. CARE (INDIA) PVT. LTD. 
R. D. M. TRADERS PVT. LTD.

733866 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to DELOITTE TOUCHE TOHMATSU 
DELOITTE TOUCHE TOHMATSU INTERNATIONAL VEREIN

1250063 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to PETRUSSE 
PETRUSSE CACHEMIRES ET CACHEMIRES, A FRENCH CITIZEN,

1248024 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to ISKRA, ELELCTRO IN ELEKTRONSKA INDUSTRIJA, 
D.D. 
ISKRA ELEKTRO IN ELEKTRONSKA INDUSTRIJA D.D.

1252153 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to SAFRAN 
SAGEM S.A.

1246485 - 1, 1246488 - 42, 1246486 - 11, 1246487 - 37: Proprietor Name Altered to CHRIST 
PHARMA & LIFE SCIENCE AG 
CHRIST AG (CHRIST LTD.)

744646 - 9, 1118712 - 11, 763241 - 9, 1118711 - 9, 744653 - 9, 763242 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered 
to FUJI ELECTRIC CO. LTD. 
FUJI ELECTRIC HOLDINGS CO., LTD.

673612 - 6, 673615 - 17, 673614 - 12, 673613 - 11: Proprietor Name Altered to MANULI RUBBER 
INDUSTRIES S.P.A. 
MANULI RUBBER S.P.A.

1251582 - 99, 1251582 - 99, 1251582 - 99, 1251582 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to AO 
TECHNOLOGY AG 
SYNTHES AG CHUR

1250059 - 99, 1267745 - 7, 634701 - 7, 934987 - 16, 934986 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to TRAUB 
DREHMASCHINEN GMBH & CO. KG 
TRAUB DREHMASCHINEN GMBH

1246485 - 1, 1246488 - 42, 1246486 - 11, 1246487 - 37: Proprietor Name Altered to CHRIST WATER 
TECHNOLOGY SWISS AG 
CHRIST PHARMA & LIFE SCIENCE AG

1246485 - 1, 1246487 - 37, 1246486 - 11, 1246488 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to OVIVO 
SWITZERLAND AG 
CHRIST WATER TECHNOLOGY SWISS AG

1160961 - 3, 1535070 - 99, 1535070 - 99, 1883161 - 99, 607487 - 3, 648592 - 3, 513796 - 3, 916491 - 3, 
1990199 - 3, 1204186 - 1, 188130 - 3, 153307 - 3, 271610 - 3, 916489 - 3, 1269726 - 3, 1553328 - 3, 
1910922 - 3, 639738 - 3, 648589 - 3, 11128 - 3, 11136 - 3, 262473 - 3, 916492 - 3, 1301053 - 3, 
1450408 - 99, 1535072 - 99, 513797 - 3, 1883161 - 99, 1711844 - 99, 1711844 - 99, 216693 - 3, 
1762978 - 3, 1711844 - 99, 297499 - 3, 1150494 - 3, 1892884 - 3, 1450408 - 99, 1535071 - 99, 292165 - 
3, 805017 - 3, 866359 - 3, 1553329 - 3, 1661042 - 3, 1535071 - 99, 1873787 - 99, 1699482 - 42, 
1711844 - 99, 188128 - 3, 1204185 - 3, 1873787 - 99, 1711844 - 99, 1535072 - 99, 648591 - 3: 
Proprietor Name Altered to WELLA GMBH 
WELLA AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT.

735139 - 6, 735140 - 7, 735141 - 9, 735142 - 11, 735143 - 12: Proprietor Name Altered to FAIVELEY 
TRANSPORT 
FAIVELEY S. A.

735734 - 34, 735735 - 34: Proprietor Name Altered to AKTSIONERNO DROUJESTVO 
BULGARTABAC HOLDING 
BULGARTABAC HOLDING GROUP

1237366 - 37, 2022881 - 99, 2020539 - 99, 1237367 - 37, 2020537 - 99, 2020537 - 99, 2022881 - 99, 
2022881 - 99, 2020537 - 99, 2020537 - 99, 2020538 - 99, 2022881 - 99, 2022881 - 99, 1237368 - 37, 
2022881 - 99, 2020538 - 99, 2020539 - 99, 2020536 - 99, 2020536 - 99, 2020537 - 99: Proprietor 
Address Altered to Poststrasse 6, CPI-6301 Zug, Switzerland 
EFTEC EUROPE HOLDING AG

607487 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to Sulzbacher Strasse 40,65824 Schwalbach am Taunus, 
Germany 
WELLA GMBH
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1403821 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 216 RUE WINCON,CHOCQUEEL-59200, TOURCOING, 
FRANCE. 
SOMEWHERE SAS

1419117 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to JORGEN ANKERSGATAN, 12-211-45, MALMO 
SWEDAN. 
SLUZER PUMP SOLUTIONS AG

1302853 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to PO BOX 1000, MAUMEE, OH 43537 
DANA LIMITED

744170 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to SUGAN CABLES, 19/275, BASTI SARAI ROHILLA, OLD 
ROHTAK ROAD, DELHI-110035 
SUGAN CABLES

1402605 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to N-18 CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI-110001. 
REGENT RESTAURANT,

1394246 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to “1120-1121, 11‘h Floor. Tower-A DLF Tower Jasola. 
Jasola District Centre, New Delhi-110025” 
KOCHHAR BUSINESS SERVICES PVT LTD

1243190 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to 120 MOUNTAIN VIEW BOULEVARD, BASKING 
RIDGE, NEW JERSEY 07920, USA 
BARNES & NOBLE COLLEGE BOOKSTORES INC.

1252153 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 2 bd du General Martial Valin, 75015 Paris, France 
SAGEM S.A.

1249431 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 20/54, 3rd FLOOR, OLD RAJINDER NAGAR, DELHI-
110060, INDIA 
SANJAY AGRAWAL

408350 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to 7, COUNCIL HOUSE STREET KOLKATA- 700001 
JK TYRE & INDUSTRIES LIMITED

1246723 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to INS House, 6 Thicket Road, Newlands, 7700, Cape 
Town, South Africa 
RESEARCH SURVEYS (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED

1246723 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to 27 FARM STREET, LONDON, W1J 5RJ, UNITED 
KINGDOM 
THE CUSTOMER EQUITY COMPANY LIMITED

930869 - 16, 1236678 - 99, 930863 - 10, 930864 - 10, 792994 - 29, 518702 - 29, 952891 - 21, 941050 - 
21, 518692 - 32, 518691 - 31, 949090 - 32, 930848 - 16, 518690 - 30, 930855 - 29, 518703 - 30, 518688 
- 21, 930866 - 30, 930856 - 21, 944363 - 10, 518706 - 31, 930867 - 29, 518701 - 21, 930875 - 30, 
930865 - 32, 944368 - 32, 944370 - 21, 723509 - 10, 944365 - 16, 663913 - 30, 930853 - 32, 292627 - 
31, 930847 - 21, 1236678 - 99, 930868 - 21, 518689 - 29, 944366 - 1, 1236679 - 99: Proprietor 
Address Altered to 980 GREAT WEST ROAD, BRENTFORD MIDDLESEX , TW8 9GS, ENGLAND 
SMITHKLINE BEECHAM P.L.C.

1236360 - 35, 1236358 - 42, 1236359 - 37: Proprietor Address Altered to E-48/10, OKHLA 
INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE II, NEW DELHI-110020 
INCUBIS CONSULTANTS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED.

1244993 - 5, 1061679 - 5, 1235340 - 5, 1244991 - 5, 1133269 - 5, 1235339 - 5, 1056142 - 5, 1109317 - 
5, 1235337 - 5, 1221396 - 5, 1109315 - 5, 1100897 - 5, 1156490 - 5, 1100900 - 5, 1244989 - 5, 1056153 
- 5, 1244992 - 5, 1244990 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to ALCHEMIST HOUSE BUILDING NO. 
23, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019 
VALIANT HEALTHCARE LTD.

1248024 - 99, 1248024 - 99, 1248024 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to Stegne 21, 1000 Ljubljana, 
Slovenia 
ISKRA, ELELCTRO IN ELEKTRONSKA INDUSTRIJA, D.D.

1236516 - 99, 1239715 - 42, 1236520 - 99, 1238734 - 99, 1239712 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered 
to 7930 JONES BRANCH DRIVE, SUITE 1100, McLEAN, VIRGINIA-22102, USA 
HLT INTERNATIONAL IP LLC,

1251582 - 99, 1251582 - 99, 1251582 - 99, 1251582 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 
GRABENSTRASSE 15, CH-7000 CHUR, SWITZERLAND. 
AO TECHNOLOGY AG
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1250059 - 99, 1267745 - 7, 634701 - 7, 934987 - 16, 934986 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 4, 
73262 Reichenbach an der Fils, Germany 
TRAUB DREHMASCHINEN GMBH & CO. KG

731432 - 24, 731433 - 24, 731434 - 24: Proprietor Address Altered to B-2 LONI ROAD INDUSTRIAL 
AREA, OPP. MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, 201007 
ALPS INDUSTRIES LTD.

735139 - 6, 735141 - 9, 735140 - 7, 735142 - 11, 735143 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to 
Immeuble Le Delage, Hall-Parc Bâtiment 6A, 3 rue du 19 mars 1962, 92230 Gennevilliers,France 
FAIVELEY TRANSPORT

730633 - 18, 827135 - 18, 823844 - 18, 856111 - 12, 824288 - 28, 856113 - 21, 856107 - 3, 825674 - 28, 
744162 - 16, 824290 - 18, 856108 - 7, 862415 - 24, 825672 - 18, 824286 - 18, 824295 - 18, 856110 - 11, 
823846 - 25, 744161 - 28, 824294 - 28, 791888 - 28, 823845 - 25, 824289 - 28, 820798 - 25, 791890 - 
25, 856115 - 33, 862416 - 18, 825673 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to A-7, MOHAN CO-
OPERATIVE INDUSTRIAL AREA, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110044 
MIRZA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

1237366 - 37, 1237368 - 37, 1237367 - 37: Proprietor Address Altered to Grafenauweg 8, CPI-6304 
Zug, Switzerland 
EFTEC EUROPE HOLDING AG

CANCELLATION OF REGISTRED TRADE MARK  
1396225 - 12: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

GOODS AND SERVICES DELETED IN THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK  
1414469 - 3:  

1382945 - 3, 1264391 - 3: Address for Service is altered to SUITE NO. 704, THE CASTLE, PLOT 36-
A,SECTOR-56, GURGAON-110002. (HARYANA).,

1423204 - 99: Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, 
CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU,

1416018 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013., 
trademark@anandandanand.com

1394452 - 34, 1394451 - 34, 1395099 - 31, 1395098 - 31, 1395097 - 31: Address for Service is 
altered to A-4/61, SECTOR-17, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-110089,

1234043 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 236, CHANDNI CHOWK, FATEHPURI, POST BOX 
NO. 1237, DELHI - 110 006, INDIA.,

1229293 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 1716, B1, VASANT KUNJ, NEW DELHI-110070,

1275242 - 33: Address for Service is altered to D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049,

1239295 - 38: Address for Service is altered to 30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.,

744914 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 1961, KATRA SHAHN-SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, 
DELHI - 110 006., mohanlalmangla@yahoo.co.in
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1232944 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, trademark@depenning.com

744646 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Foor, Solitaire Plaza, M G Road, Gurgaon 
122002, trademark@depenning.com

1230063 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013., 
trademark@anandandanand.com

1233760 - 34: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301, 
tm@saikrishnaassociates.com

1399440 - 25: Address for Service is altered to H No 901, Sector 70 
MOHALI 160071 
(Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607,

1389390 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION,

1234042 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 236, CHANDNI CHOWK, FATEHPURI, POST BOX 
NO. 1237, DELHI - 110 006, INDIA.,

1234385 - 19: Address for Service is altered to NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR 
NEW POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA,

1234396 - 19: Address for Service is altered to NATIONAL COLLEGE OF POLYTECHNIC NEAR 
NEW POLICE LINES AMBALA ROAD JAGADHRI DISTT YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA,

745112 - 12: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 
27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA, remfry-
sagar@remfry.com

1410346 - 33: Address for Service is altered to A - 589, INDIRA NAGAR, A - BLOCK, LUCKNOW - 
226016, U.P.,

1232331 - 25: Address for Service is altered to E-5A HAUZ KHAS MARKET NEW DELHI-110016,

1244826 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9,

1242184 - 35: Address for Service is altered to D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49,

673612 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA,

733877 - 20: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 
27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA, remfry-
sagar@remfry.com

712957 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA,

731824 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 3RD FLOOR, HL ARCADE, NEAR HDFC BANK PLOT 
NO. 14, SECTOR -5, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075.,

549091 - 5: Address for Service is altered to VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, 
SECTOR-54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA),

1383958 - 19: Address for Service is altered to M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR 
PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN),

504966 - 24: Address for Service is altered to A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 
019.,

733881 - 22: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 
27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA, remfry-
sagar@remfry.com

1250228 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 53, SYED AMIR ALI AVENUE, 4TH FLOOR, 
KOLKATA - 700 019, WEST BENGAL.,

733874 - 7: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 
27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA, remfry-
sagar@remfry.com

727469 - 19: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
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ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, trademark@depenning.com

727468 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, trademark@depenning.com

745232 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, 
BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1, bassiassociates@yahoo.com

408350 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 5/1, 1ST FLOOR KALKAJI EXTENSION NEW DELHI - 
110019.,

1236516 - 99, 1236520 - 41: Address for Service is altered to 120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, 
GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032., trademark@depenning.com

1402432 - 16: Address for Service is altered to A-6/21 VASANT VIHAR NEW DELHI 110057,

1389630 - 6: Address for Service is altered to Ashoka House, 
8 Central Lane, 
Bengali Market, 
New Delhi - 110001.,

1389673 - 42: Address for Service is altered to ,

1236810 - 37, 1236647 - 99, 1236648 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 3RD FLOOR HL 
ARCADE ABOVE AXIS BANK PLOT NO-14 SECTOR-5 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075,

1406129 - 12, 1406128 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR 
MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065,
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579685 - 5, 459248 - 5, 1462579 - 5, 1462580 - 5, 443564 - 1, 443565 - 5, 756484 - 1, 756485 - 5, 
1464098 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV 
MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.,

735734 - 34, 735735 - 34: Address for Service is altered to FLAT NO 59, DDA SFS FLATS, 
POCKET-1, SEC-4, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110078,

1878003 - 25, 1878004 - 25, 1878005 - 35, 2092196 - 25, 2092198 - 35, 2092199 - 35: Address for 
Service is altered to Khaitan & Co. 
One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 
841 Senapati Bapat Marg, 
Elphinstone Road, 
Mumbai 400 013.,

1247137 - 30: Address for Service is altered to ROOM NO.. 17, PT. BABULAL MISHRA 
ADHIVAKTA BHAVAN, CIVIL COURTS, KANPUR-208001,

1230956 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008,

1063041 - 21, 1063042 - 8: Address for Service is altered to AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020,
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
419542 25 27/09/2018 15:18:40
522649 19 25/09/2018 14:16:24
525480 6 26/09/2018 14:38:54
525485 11 26/09/2018 14:39:56
525525 25 26/09/2018 14:50:23
525539 16 26/09/2018 14:50:49
525966 12 26/09/2018 15:55:23
527955 9 27/09/2018 15:20:11
528690 21 28/09/2018 12:38:20
528840 14 27/09/2018 16:11:02
529483 12 28/09/2018 10:36:39
529947 17 28/09/2018 11:41:54
530029 5 28/09/2018 11:58:33
530136 25 28/09/2018 12:51:28
530144 5 28/09/2018 12:51:58
530898 5 27/09/2018 16:12:20
531040 3 28/09/2018 15:03:20
532288 7 28/09/2018 15:03:56
587810 24 25/09/2018 12:14:42
587812 25 25/09/2018 12:16:28
587813 24 25/09/2018 12:17:06
587814 18 25/09/2018 12:17:33
587815 34 25/09/2018 12:18:03
587817 34 25/09/2018 12:18:44
587863 9 25/09/2018 12:19:37
587902 18 25/09/2018 12:20:53
587935 30 25/09/2018 12:22:01
588064 25 25/09/2018 12:25:28
588069 21 25/09/2018 12:26:56
588098 5 25/09/2018 12:27:56
588120 33 25/09/2018 12:28:42
588124 28 25/09/2018 12:29:28
588129 5 25/09/2018 12:30:16
588130 5 25/09/2018 12:31:18
588160 5 25/09/2018 12:33:35
588167 24 25/09/2018 12:34:25
588187 25 25/09/2018 12:35:18
588201 5 25/09/2018 12:37:45
588202 5 25/09/2018 12:38:38
588210 7 25/09/2018 12:39:35
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
588211 11 25/09/2018 12:40:22
588215 11 25/09/2018 12:41:26
588221 25 25/09/2018 12:43:10
588225 3 25/09/2018 12:44:01
588257 25 25/09/2018 12:44:57
588324 16 25/09/2018 14:18:26
588327 11 25/09/2018 14:19:23
588328 12 25/09/2018 14:27:43
588330 25 25/09/2018 14:28:15
588379 5 25/09/2018 14:29:23
588399 12 25/09/2018 14:30:17
588450 5 25/09/2018 14:33:09
588462 28 25/09/2018 14:34:04
588466 16 25/09/2018 14:35:04
588496 30 25/09/2018 14:35:55
588497 25 25/09/2018 14:36:40
588506 9 25/09/2018 14:37:25
588510 9 25/09/2018 14:38:23
588522 9 25/09/2018 14:39:58
588690 2 25/09/2018 12:32:07
588695 5 25/09/2018 14:40:57
588698 5 25/09/2018 14:42:01
588744 10 25/09/2018 14:43:26
588748 7 25/09/2018 14:45:04
588762 15 25/09/2018 14:46:02
588763 16 25/09/2018 14:47:41
588764 17 25/09/2018 14:48:55
588766 20 25/09/2018 14:51:00
588767 2 25/09/2018 14:51:39
588768 1 25/09/2018 14:52:50
588769 3 25/09/2018 14:54:06
588774 9 25/09/2018 14:59:03
588775 10 25/09/2018 15:00:31
588776 11 25/09/2018 15:02:03
588777 12 25/09/2018 15:03:09
588778 13 25/09/2018 15:04:23
588779 14 25/09/2018 15:04:46
588815 9 25/09/2018 15:05:10
588837 3 25/09/2018 15:07:41
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
588844 5 25/09/2018 15:08:19
588914 28 25/09/2018 15:08:44
588975 33 25/09/2018 15:14:11
588991 4 25/09/2018 15:15:13
589096 25 25/09/2018 15:17:25
589140 11 25/09/2018 15:17:50
589187 5 25/09/2018 15:19:59
589209 4 25/09/2018 15:20:22
589210 1 25/09/2018 15:20:51
589287 11 25/09/2018 15:21:17
589319 16 25/09/2018 15:23:17
589323 3 25/09/2018 15:23:47
589324 3 25/09/2018 15:24:12
589333 14 25/09/2018 15:58:19
589334 18 25/09/2018 15:59:27
589335 24 25/09/2018 15:59:54
589338 18 25/09/2018 16:00:21
589341 26 25/09/2018 16:02:45
589343 10 25/09/2018 16:03:14
589344 16 25/09/2018 16:03:39
589345 25 25/09/2018 16:04:10
589346 15 25/09/2018 16:04:36
589409 7 25/09/2018 16:05:02
589420 5 25/09/2018 16:07:00
589422 29 25/09/2018 16:07:27
589429 5 25/09/2018 16:07:51
589472 9 25/09/2018 16:08:20
589544 17 25/09/2018 16:11:56
589545 6 25/09/2018 16:12:16
589546 1 25/09/2018 16:12:40
589547 2 25/09/2018 16:13:06
589548 20 25/09/2018 16:13:30
589549 18 25/09/2018 16:13:50
589550 30 25/09/2018 16:14:11
589552 21 25/09/2018 16:14:39
589553 16 25/09/2018 16:15:06
589587 12 25/09/2018 16:15:29
589598 28 25/09/2018 16:15:51
589658 3 25/09/2018 16:27:05
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
589660 5 25/09/2018 16:27:44
589691 5 25/09/2018 16:28:09
589721 3 25/09/2018 16:28:36
589762 5 25/09/2018 16:29:02
589768 5 25/09/2018 16:29:42
589852 28 25/09/2018 16:30:57
589917 5 26/09/2018 10:42:02
589954 34 26/09/2018 10:43:03
589979 5 26/09/2018 10:44:58
590027 16 26/09/2018 10:45:30
590030 20 26/09/2018 10:47:15
590090 1 26/09/2018 10:52:37
590093 29 26/09/2018 10:53:20
590099 24 26/09/2018 10:54:00
590104 34 26/09/2018 10:54:49
590105 33 26/09/2018 10:55:20
590107 31 26/09/2018 10:58:28
590108 30 26/09/2018 10:58:51
590111 30 26/09/2018 10:59:14
590112 30 26/09/2018 10:59:39
590114 29 26/09/2018 11:00:02
590116 27 26/09/2018 11:00:25
590117 26 26/09/2018 11:00:50
590118 25 26/09/2018 11:01:15
590119 24 26/09/2018 11:01:46
590120 23 26/09/2018 11:02:11
590121 22 26/09/2018 11:09:51
590161 30 26/09/2018 11:16:35
590168 12 26/09/2018 11:17:04
590200 3 26/09/2018 11:20:35
590214 20 26/09/2018 11:21:02
590300 11 26/09/2018 11:33:07
590307 25 26/09/2018 11:34:11
590316 25 26/09/2018 11:36:09
590336 7 26/09/2018 11:36:35
590337 7 26/09/2018 11:37:01
590363 32 26/09/2018 11:37:32
590365 7 26/09/2018 11:38:01
590376 9 26/09/2018 11:38:26
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
590385 9 26/09/2018 11:39:00
590418 5 26/09/2018 11:45:11
590427 24 26/09/2018 11:45:35
590441 4 26/09/2018 11:46:00
590442 11 26/09/2018 11:46:26
590445 1 26/09/2018 11:46:55
590446 2 26/09/2018 11:47:19
590482 17 26/09/2018 11:47:45
590483 12 26/09/2018 11:48:09
590522 1 26/09/2018 11:55:41
590524 1 26/09/2018 11:56:06
590546 7 26/09/2018 11:56:33
590614 9 26/09/2018 11:57:03
590615 34 26/09/2018 11:57:31
590635 23 26/09/2018 11:58:02
590651 30 26/09/2018 11:59:50
590657 30 26/09/2018 12:01:29
590670 5 26/09/2018 12:02:23
590673 5 26/09/2018 12:02:58
590686 5 26/09/2018 12:03:27
590692 5 26/09/2018 12:04:13
590704 24 26/09/2018 12:04:41
590732 11 26/09/2018 12:05:08
590737 5 26/09/2018 12:05:38
590772 7 26/09/2018 12:06:52
590778 5 26/09/2018 12:08:23
590847 30 26/09/2018 12:17:17
590859 11 26/09/2018 12:18:10
590862 1 26/09/2018 12:18:42
590867 3 26/09/2018 12:19:37
590896 5 26/09/2018 12:20:08
590897 5 26/09/2018 12:20:40
590909 25 26/09/2018 12:23:35
590951 25 26/09/2018 12:24:04
591026 26 26/09/2018 12:28:15
591101 5 26/09/2018 12:28:42
591117 24 26/09/2018 12:29:06
591142 30 26/09/2018 12:29:31
591156 25 26/09/2018 12:30:05
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
591163 9 26/09/2018 12:30:34
591167 7 26/09/2018 12:31:11
591199 5 26/09/2018 12:31:35
591210 9 26/09/2018 12:32:05
591254 24 26/09/2018 12:36:37
591286 7 26/09/2018 12:37:26
591426 25 26/09/2018 12:37:58
591429 11 26/09/2018 12:41:05
591454 30 26/09/2018 12:41:46
591455 26 26/09/2018 12:42:58
591482 11 26/09/2018 12:43:35
591490 5 26/09/2018 12:44:03
591523 25 26/09/2018 14:22:51
591530 6 26/09/2018 14:23:21
591536 29 26/09/2018 14:28:20
591541 18 26/09/2018 14:28:56
591549 9 26/09/2018 14:29:22
591592 1 26/09/2018 14:30:27
591627 5 26/09/2018 14:30:58
591628 5 26/09/2018 14:31:23
591634 12 26/09/2018 14:31:48
591655 24 26/09/2018 14:40:42
591656 24 26/09/2018 14:41:06
591657 24 26/09/2018 14:41:39
591663 25 26/09/2018 14:44:23
591686 30 26/09/2018 14:44:56
591703 19 26/09/2018 14:45:22
591710 16 26/09/2018 14:45:45
591730 30 26/09/2018 14:46:16
591737 16 26/09/2018 14:46:45
591866 3 26/09/2018 14:51:22
591881 25 26/09/2018 14:51:57
591893 22 26/09/2018 14:52:23
591907 31 26/09/2018 14:56:32
591908 31 26/09/2018 14:56:57
591914 5 26/09/2018 14:57:23
591919 5 26/09/2018 14:57:48
591921 5 26/09/2018 14:58:16
591924 5 26/09/2018 14:58:40
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
591927 5 26/09/2018 14:59:23
591931 5 26/09/2018 14:59:54
591948 23 26/09/2018 15:00:54
591952 29 26/09/2018 15:01:21
591963 5 26/09/2018 15:01:50
591973 26 26/09/2018 15:02:24
591993 5 26/09/2018 15:02:57
592039 4 26/09/2018 15:13:56
592052 27 26/09/2018 15:14:21
592065 5 26/09/2018 15:14:55
592107 3 26/09/2018 15:17:29
592109 5 26/09/2018 15:17:54
592110 3 26/09/2018 15:18:24
592128 7 26/09/2018 15:18:50
592136 18 26/09/2018 15:19:21
592197 32 26/09/2018 15:58:07
592226 24 26/09/2018 15:58:48
592228 16 26/09/2018 15:59:20
592238 30 26/09/2018 15:59:48
592242 11 26/09/2018 16:04:34
592254 6 26/09/2018 16:06:10
592285 11 26/09/2018 16:06:48
592295 23 26/09/2018 16:08:10
592296 24 26/09/2018 16:08:33
592348 11 26/09/2018 16:09:57
592349 21 26/09/2018 16:10:23
592353 5 26/09/2018 16:10:47
592363 9 26/09/2018 16:15:46
592368 1 26/09/2018 16:16:10
592381 12 26/09/2018 16:16:32
592382 7 26/09/2018 16:17:00
592395 30 26/09/2018 16:17:27
592410 5 26/09/2018 16:17:49
592441 3 26/09/2018 16:18:11
592452 6 26/09/2018 16:18:33
592453 12 26/09/2018 16:19:07
592464 11 26/09/2018 16:20:07
592467 12 26/09/2018 16:21:38
592517 14 27/09/2018 10:33:19
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
592522 16 27/09/2018 10:34:11
592533 5 26/09/2018 16:11:27
592567 20 27/09/2018 10:34:42
592568 19 27/09/2018 10:35:09
592582 25 27/09/2018 10:35:32
592590 9 27/09/2018 10:35:56
592592 9 27/09/2018 10:36:19
592593 16 27/09/2018 10:36:41
592648 29 27/09/2018 10:54:24
592651 14 27/09/2018 10:55:12
592654 30 27/09/2018 10:55:58
592655 25 27/09/2018 10:56:30
592656 18 27/09/2018 10:56:56
592672 17 27/09/2018 10:59:05
592712 12 27/09/2018 10:59:37
592723 32 27/09/2018 11:00:02
592786 18 27/09/2018 11:17:20
592803 7 27/09/2018 11:17:50
592829 24 27/09/2018 11:18:19
592831 25 27/09/2018 11:18:54
592835 30 27/09/2018 11:26:30
592881 5 27/09/2018 11:27:04
592969 5 27/09/2018 11:49:22
592970 5 27/09/2018 11:50:02
592971 5 27/09/2018 11:50:30
592973 5 27/09/2018 11:51:00
592974 5 27/09/2018 11:51:31
592975 5 27/09/2018 11:52:04
592986 11 27/09/2018 11:56:04
592993 24 27/09/2018 11:56:42
592994 24 27/09/2018 11:57:12
592995 24 27/09/2018 11:57:54
593020 16 27/09/2018 11:58:30
593023 3 27/09/2018 11:59:18
593042 26 27/09/2018 11:59:49
593053 9 27/09/2018 12:00:29
593057 9 27/09/2018 12:01:06
593082 16 27/09/2018 12:01:52
593115 19 27/09/2018 12:07:12
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
593139 25 27/09/2018 12:07:39
593152 25 27/09/2018 12:08:06
593153 24 27/09/2018 12:09:02
593162 1 27/09/2018 12:10:25
593163 1 27/09/2018 12:11:02
593181 25 27/09/2018 12:11:37
593205 12 27/09/2018 12:12:46
593209 19 27/09/2018 12:13:23
593222 16 27/09/2018 12:18:21
593334 24 27/09/2018 12:18:51
593335 29 27/09/2018 12:19:20
593336 29 27/09/2018 12:19:44
593397 5 27/09/2018 12:20:17
593444 5 27/09/2018 12:45:22
593456 25 27/09/2018 12:45:58
593459 5 27/09/2018 12:46:40
593481 4 27/09/2018 12:47:06
593483 5 27/09/2018 12:47:36
593497 5 27/09/2018 12:48:04
593536 25 27/09/2018 12:51:04
593536 25 27/09/2018 12:51:04
593536 25 27/09/2018 12:51:04
593536 25 27/09/2018 12:51:04
593536 25 27/09/2018 12:51:04
593536 25 27/09/2018 12:51:04
593536 25 27/09/2018 12:51:04
593536 25 27/09/2018 12:51:04
593536 25 27/09/2018 12:51:04
593536 25 27/09/2018 12:51:04
593536 25 27/09/2018 12:51:04
593542 12 27/09/2018 13:00:13
593547 12 27/09/2018 13:00:41
593591 6 27/09/2018 13:01:22
593629 7 27/09/2018 13:04:53
593637 17 27/09/2018 13:05:18
593646 30 27/09/2018 13:05:44
593647 30 27/09/2018 13:06:23
593710 25 27/09/2018 14:19:22
593744 25 27/09/2018 13:11:01
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
593747 16 27/09/2018 13:11:22
593748 17 27/09/2018 13:11:47
593783 5 27/09/2018 14:22:35
593795 5 27/09/2018 14:23:05
593796 5 27/09/2018 14:23:37
593818 5 27/09/2018 14:24:24
593848 11 27/09/2018 14:28:57
593849 11 27/09/2018 14:29:22
593883 11 27/09/2018 14:29:55
593888 19 27/09/2018 14:30:36
593894 8 27/09/2018 14:31:14
593927 5 27/09/2018 14:32:16
593929 25 27/09/2018 14:33:09
593937 1 27/09/2018 14:42:09
593953 25 27/09/2018 14:48:24
593955 6 27/09/2018 14:49:31
594002 18 27/09/2018 14:50:03
594006 30 27/09/2018 14:50:40
594007 30 27/09/2018 14:51:06
594022 30 27/09/2018 14:51:40
594040 9 27/09/2018 14:52:14
594065 6 27/09/2018 14:59:04
594065 6 27/09/2018 14:59:04
594090 25 27/09/2018 14:59:51
594091 3 27/09/2018 15:01:25
594091 3 27/09/2018 15:01:25
594113 9 27/09/2018 15:01:32
594120 2 27/09/2018 15:02:02
594130 14 27/09/2018 15:02:52
594132 7 27/09/2018 15:03:27
594174 25 27/09/2018 15:04:32
594196 16 27/09/2018 15:05:58
594233 5 27/09/2018 15:07:20
594244 25 27/09/2018 15:08:19
594248 30 27/09/2018 15:09:35
594280 9 27/09/2018 15:11:10
594324 25 27/09/2018 15:21:08
594356 16 27/09/2018 15:22:12
594357 11 27/09/2018 15:23:26
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
594368 9 27/09/2018 15:24:14
594379 6 27/09/2018 15:25:40
594390 30 27/09/2018 15:26:30
594398 29 27/09/2018 15:29:48
594400 30 27/09/2018 15:30:34
594409 25 27/09/2018 15:31:35
594412 25 27/09/2018 15:32:16
594433 1 27/09/2018 15:39:45
594475 16 27/09/2018 15:40:45
594478 7 27/09/2018 15:50:24
594542 5 27/09/2018 15:51:34
594582 9 27/09/2018 15:52:56
594589 5 27/09/2018 15:54:17
594603 7 27/09/2018 15:55:15
594607 7 27/09/2018 15:56:34
594610 23 27/09/2018 15:57:31
594611 24 27/09/2018 15:58:44
594612 24 27/09/2018 16:00:11
594620 5 27/09/2018 16:07:17
594626 30 27/09/2018 16:08:31
594672 5 27/09/2018 16:09:33
594673 9 27/09/2018 16:10:29
594675 25 27/09/2018 16:11:30
594696 32 27/09/2018 16:12:26
594704 1 27/09/2018 16:15:59
594713 3 27/09/2018 16:17:02
594738 7 27/09/2018 16:18:51
594739 11 27/09/2018 16:20:32
594740 8 27/09/2018 16:21:30
594742 8 27/09/2018 16:22:46
594743 8 27/09/2018 16:24:29
594744 7 27/09/2018 16:25:47
594745 7 27/09/2018 16:27:14
594747 12 27/09/2018 16:28:34
594749 12 27/09/2018 16:30:09
594777 18 27/09/2018 16:31:57
594813 11 27/09/2018 16:32:58
594890 1 27/09/2018 16:34:03
594897 11 27/09/2018 16:34:57
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
594898 9 27/09/2018 16:36:17
594914 21 27/09/2018 16:37:49
594937 30 27/09/2018 16:39:45
594978 7 27/09/2018 16:40:39
594986 6 27/09/2018 16:41:49
595061 31 27/09/2018 16:43:02
595070 9 27/09/2018 16:43:48
595084 1 27/09/2018 16:44:26
595085 2 27/09/2018 16:45:14
595086 9 27/09/2018 16:47:34
595087 16 27/09/2018 16:48:18
595088 20 27/09/2018 16:50:26
595089 10 27/09/2018 16:51:01
595093 7 27/09/2018 16:51:35
595180 25 28/09/2018 10:29:19
595180 25 28/09/2018 10:29:19
595189 16 28/09/2018 10:57:06
595207 2 28/09/2018 10:59:06
595207 2 28/09/2018 10:59:06
595226 11 28/09/2018 11:00:25
595238 16 28/09/2018 11:02:31
595239 16 28/09/2018 11:04:12
595240 16 28/09/2018 11:05:46
595281 30 28/09/2018 11:08:06
595282 30 28/09/2018 11:09:51
595329 5 28/09/2018 11:11:03
595342 9 28/09/2018 11:12:25
595357 30 28/09/2018 11:13:41
595358 29 28/09/2018 11:15:59
595362 24 28/09/2018 11:19:57
595363 18 28/09/2018 11:20:47
595412 6 28/09/2018 11:21:49
595429 16 28/09/2018 11:22:38
595441 16 28/09/2018 11:24:06
595442 24 28/09/2018 11:25:00
595459 3 28/09/2018 11:26:08
595460 3 28/09/2018 11:28:38
595487 24 28/09/2018 11:30:20
595506 30 28/09/2018 11:33:58
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
595513 7 28/09/2018 11:36:31
595530 30 28/09/2018 11:38:08
595537 3 28/09/2018 11:39:06
595538 1 28/09/2018 11:41:05
595571 18 28/09/2018 11:43:36
595577 18 28/09/2018 11:44:59
595587 3 28/09/2018 11:45:53
595594 5 28/09/2018 11:48:32
595621 9 28/09/2018 11:49:31
595685 19 28/09/2018 11:50:34
595718 9 28/09/2018 11:51:30
595726 5 28/09/2018 11:52:22
595797 5 28/09/2018 11:53:39
595814 25 28/09/2018 11:54:56
595816 25 28/09/2018 11:56:06
595822 3 28/09/2018 11:57:28
595823 3 28/09/2018 12:07:47
595827 3 28/09/2018 12:12:00
595832 3 28/09/2018 12:12:45
595833 3 28/09/2018 12:13:29
595861 17 28/09/2018 12:14:12
595862 9 28/09/2018 12:16:04
595872 25 28/09/2018 12:19:11
595874 25 28/09/2018 12:20:32
595889 24 28/09/2018 12:21:15
595905 18 28/09/2018 12:22:30
595906 24 28/09/2018 12:23:13
595909 16 28/09/2018 12:24:11
595931 30 28/09/2018 12:24:53
595976 9 28/09/2018 12:26:19
595991 30 27/09/2018 16:12:51
596007 31 27/09/2018 16:13:21
596008 32 27/09/2018 16:14:05
596070 17 27/09/2018 16:14:50
596115 5 27/09/2018 16:15:20
596119 25 27/09/2018 16:15:44
596205 17 27/09/2018 16:16:06
596209 8 27/09/2018 16:16:37
596233 20 27/09/2018 16:17:01
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
596266 25 27/09/2018 16:17:28
596269 18 27/09/2018 16:17:54
596274 9 27/09/2018 16:18:22
596322 11 27/09/2018 16:18:45
596376 24 27/09/2018 16:19:11
596382 2 27/09/2018 16:24:11
596413 5 27/09/2018 16:24:33
596437 20 27/09/2018 16:24:57
596466 34 27/09/2018 16:25:21
596516 9 27/09/2018 16:25:44
596530 3 27/09/2018 16:26:11
596598 23 27/09/2018 16:30:17
596599 24 27/09/2018 16:30:42
596662 29 27/09/2018 16:31:43
596664 3 27/09/2018 16:32:22
596686 6 27/09/2018 16:32:51
596699 5 27/09/2018 16:33:16
596703 25 27/09/2018 16:33:49
596743 29 28/09/2018 10:37:57
596792 7 28/09/2018 11:17:24
596793 6 28/09/2018 11:19:22
596813 1 28/09/2018 11:20:37
596815 16 28/09/2018 11:21:05
596859 25 28/09/2018 11:23:28
596978 5 28/09/2018 11:24:41
596979 5 28/09/2018 11:25:10
596999 34 28/09/2018 11:25:36
597054 25 28/09/2018 11:30:34
597083 12 28/09/2018 11:30:57
597093 5 28/09/2018 11:31:25
597095 5 28/09/2018 11:31:51
597096 5 28/09/2018 11:32:16
597159 25 28/09/2018 11:32:44
597160 25 28/09/2018 11:33:14
597276 5 28/09/2018 11:33:52
597280 5 28/09/2018 11:35:13
597313 16 28/09/2018 11:35:33
597344 6 28/09/2018 11:35:56
597360 25 28/09/2018 11:38:19
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1869 ,   01/10/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
597388 11 28/09/2018 11:38:44
597402 25 28/09/2018 11:39:07
597412 4 28/09/2018 11:39:28
597424 24 28/09/2018 11:43:13
597449 11 28/09/2018 11:43:39
597450 9 28/09/2018 11:44:03
597470 5 28/09/2018 11:44:28
597487 3 28/09/2018 11:44:53
597537 26 28/09/2018 11:47:39
597538 24 28/09/2018 11:48:06
597547 25 28/09/2018 11:48:47
597593 11 28/09/2018 11:49:21
597604 20 28/09/2018 11:50:31
597633 9 28/09/2018 11:52:23
597649 30 28/09/2018 11:53:02
597696 9 28/09/2018 11:59:42
597714 9 28/09/2018 12:00:20
597715 9 28/09/2018 12:00:44
597716 25 28/09/2018 12:01:06
597719 5 28/09/2018 12:01:30
597738 23 28/09/2018 12:01:54
597739 5 28/09/2018 12:02:18
597745 1 28/09/2018 12:09:40
597831 30 28/09/2018 12:16:34
597832 30 28/09/2018 12:16:59
597852 5 28/09/2018 12:17:22
597906 3 28/09/2018 12:18:54
597907 5 28/09/2018 12:19:17
597921 5 28/09/2018 12:10:16
597991 26 28/09/2018 12:44:29
598016 25 28/09/2018 12:44:52
598055 25 28/09/2018 12:47:51
598056 29 28/09/2018 14:22:52
598070 21 28/09/2018 14:23:27
598071 8 28/09/2018 14:24:00
598072 20 28/09/2018 14:24:39
598121 14 28/09/2018 14:25:35
598125 25 28/09/2018 14:25:59
598153 31 28/09/2018 14:26:43
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
598160 1 28/09/2018 14:30:10
598197 1 28/09/2018 14:31:01
598262 25 28/09/2018 14:31:37
598283 10 28/09/2018 14:32:21
598390 5 28/09/2018 14:38:12
598392 5 28/09/2018 14:38:44
598404 7 28/09/2018 14:39:54
598405 6 28/09/2018 14:48:36
598408 7 28/09/2018 14:49:06
598409 7 28/09/2018 14:49:36
598410 7 28/09/2018 14:50:05
598432 30 28/09/2018 14:50:33
598457 29 28/09/2018 14:51:06
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: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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